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FORMS OF GOVERNMENT IN ANCIENT INDIA

BY

DR. R. SHAMBHASTBI, B. A., ph. D,

We have seenfhow the ancient Indians had enjoyed freedom of

thought and action both on social and religious matters and how
the Vanaprasthas were as free as the air they inhaled and the

water they drank in the settlements made on the banks of rivers

in the midst of forests. As the four classes into which they

were divided had been free to intermarry and interdine with each

other, it goes without saying that they had no communal divi-

sions and formed a united body politic. It is probable that the

"V anaprastha order of life was not fully developed during the

Vedic period and that during the Upanisad period it had its full

development and made its power felt by the kings. Being an

important branch of the Indo-European race, they must have

carried with them the tradition and practice of self-government

to India. Accustomed as they had been to the free political

institutions of their ancestors, there is reason to believe that they

continued to have the same form of government in their migra-

tion. Besides, their anxiety was rather to defend themselves and

their new settlement against the Dasyus than to recast their

traditional form of government. The study of tie Vedas in the

light thrown by the anthropomorphology of the Vedic Indians

goes to show that they had no monarchical institutions. During
the early days of the Vedic period they seem to have regulated
the affairs of the settlement by an assembly of the people called
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SamitL Apart from a military class of people called Ksatra
and leaders or generals called Rajanah ( in plural ) to carry out

their schemes of conquest they seem to have devised no heriditary
monarchical institution. This view is supported by the anthropo-

morphic features of Indra's rule and the co-operative support
which the other gods gave to Indra in his work.

Like the Vedic people the gods are also classed as Brahmans,
Ksatriyas and Vaisyas, Indra, the Adityas,' and the Budras .

who are all fierce in their nature are Ksatriays. Brhaspati,
Sukra and others are Brahmans. The Maruts are the Vaisyas,
inasmuch as they carry the wealth-giving rain from place to place
and make the whole of the land receive its due share of rainfall.

They all stand equal to each other, though during the time of

war Indra heads them. Indra takes the first rank and
is called a ruler in virtue of the merit he has achieved
by performing a hundred sacrifices. He holds his position so

long as te maintains his conduct and character. He has his own
enemies and rivals. Whoever among men performs a hundred
sacrifices ( Satakratu) or penance equivalent to it is considered
to be fully qualified to oust Indra and occupy his throne. The
Daityas, the sons of Diti, his step-mother, are his born enemies
and ever watching for an opportunity to seize his throne and rule
over the gods. Thus Indra is in constant fear both from men
and demons and is obliged to be very careful in the exercise of
his power both over gods and sages. With a view to thwart men
and demons from their ambitious aim at seizing his throne by
performing a hundred sacrifices or penance, he sends beauti-
ful celestial nymphs to divert them from virtue to sin. But the
unique power he wields over men, gods and demons sometimes,
turns him giddy and makes him unconscious of its limita-
tions. Once he is said to have treated Brhaspati, his trusted
minister, with contempt and consequently lost his throne. On
another occasion, a sage called Durvasas possessing the power of
etirse meets him while he was going on in procession mount-
ed on his white elephant called Airavata and presents him with
a garland of flowers. He receives the garland and carelessly
puts it on the head of the elephant. As usual with animals, the
elephant catches hold of it with its trunk and casting it under
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its leg crushes it. The sage becomes enraged at the contempt
with which Indra has treated the garland presented to him as a
mark of respect and favour. He at once curses him to lose Ms
power and render his throne vacant. On this occasion there was
only one individual among men, Nahusa by name,who had quali-
fied himself for the throne by performing a hundred sacrifices. With
the unanimous consent of gods and men he goes to the -heavenly
world and ascends the throne. But the exalted position to which
he has risen by the sheer force of his sacrificial merit turns him
giddy and makes him lose all sense of moral propriety. He goes
so far as to think that he has a claim to SacI9 the queen of the

dethroned god, Indra,, In reply to his call, the queen makes use
of an artifice and asks him to come to her palace borne on a

palanquin by the seven sages. As anticipated by her, Nahusa
urges the palanquin bearers to hurry on saying

"
Sarpa, sarpa .

"

M run quickly, run quickly ". Agastya, one of the seven sages

bearing tine conveyance and a little shorter and older than tie

others, becomes enraged at Nahusa's insulting words and curses

him saying
"
Sarpo bhava ",

" become a snake ". Uahusa at

once falls down from heaven, becoming a snake. At his im-
mediate request, and prayer for mercy, the sage forgives him by
putting a limit to the duration of his curse. He says that after he

meets and carries on conversation on the question of Dharma and
Adharma with Yudhisthira, a lineal descendant of his own lunar

dynasty, he will regain his original form and return to the

heaven.

There is however no reference to this story in the Vedas.

There is an allusion to Nahusa's hundred sacrifices in the Brhad-

devata. Nevertheless the incidents of the Puranic story cannot

be said to belong to the age of the Puranas when heriditary in-

stead of elective monarchy prevailed throughout India.

The implications of the story are however the characteristics

of a period when elective monarchy was prevalent. Correspond-

ing to the Polytheistic form of the Vedic religion especially to its'
1

henotheistic aspect, in which prominence was given to particular

deity in accordance with the power ascribed to him, the election -

pf & man to power depended on J&e capacity he h.a<3 to discharge
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the duty of tie position. Corresponding to the class of warlike

gods there was the class of the Ksatriyas or rajas whose duty it

was to defend the homes and hearth of the Aryans against their

enemies, the Dasyus. The Ksatriyas were all called Rajans and

the elected leader or chief of them seems to 'have been variously

called Adhiraja, Samraj, or Svaraj according to the nature of

the power exercised by him. The Aitareya Brahmana ( 1. 14 )

speaks of a period when the Aryans had no king to lead them to

a war against the Asuras and placed themselves under king Soma,

The passage runs as follows?

u The Devas said ; it is on account of our having no king

that the Asuras defeat us. Let us elect a king. All consented*

They elected Soma their king. Headed by king Soma, they were

victorious in all directions.
"

The use of word
*

Raja
'
in the sense of a Esatriya or soldier

is borne out by the following passages of the Rgveda s

" Where a Brahman meets with herbs like rajans in an

assembly, he is called a physician, fiend-slayer and chaser of

disease.
"

( X. 97, 6 ).

46

Let us with our Rajans win victories and obtain wealth in

battles.
"

( X. 42, 10 ).

There cannot possibly be many kings attending an assembly
of people. Hence the word Rajanah seems to mean soldiers or

generals. In the Atharva Veda the word Raja is used in various

connections and it cnnnot appropriately be interpreted .to mean
a king. The phrase

"
Sajata rSjanah

"
in the following passage

means fellow soldiers, but not fellow-kings.
"

Seize, Agni, on thy power and firmly hold it ; contend thou
with the friend by way of friendship. Placed in the centre of

fellow-rajans, Agnif flash forth, frequently invoked here.
"

( A. V,

II. 6, 4 ).

Again in the following Vedic passage the word means soldiers

or generals :

41 Make me beloved among the gods, beloved among the

rajans, make me dear to every one who sees, ad to Sudra and to
iryau man.

"
( A. V. XIX. 62, 1 ).
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" Bestow splendour on our Brahmans ; bestow splendour on

our Rsjans ; bestow splendour on our Vaisyas and Sudras and

bestow splendour over splendour on me. "
(Tait. S, V, 7, 6, 4 &

Vftj. S. 18, 48 ).

In Rg. X. 173 the poet prays for the safety and security of a

king chosen for the time. Another poet prays in- A. V. VI. 88, for

faithfulness and loyalty of the state assembly to the elected king.

The Atharva Veda VI. 134 contains imprecating: verses cursing a

tyrant and praying for his downfall. In A. V. III. 3 a poet prays
for the return of a banished king and his restoration to power.

The Taittirlya Sarhhita ( II. 3, 1 ) records a rite and prayer for

the confirmation in power of an elected king and for the defeat

of his rival. In A. V. III. 5, 8 ; VI. 73, 1, 2, 3 ; VI. 94 ; VII. 35 ;

and XIX. 37 it is clearly stated that the troubles of an elected

monarch were due to charriot-makers, artisans, troop-leaders,

masters of the horse, the electors or king-makers, his kinsmen,
and lastly the people at large. In none of the hymns mention is

made of troubles due to sons and wives, a lurking domestic

danger as set forth in the Arfchasastra of Kautilya. This state of

things is in keeping with the inference that can be legitimately
drawn from the anthropomorphic features of Indra's rule over

gods and men. The tale narrated by the authors of the Puranas
of Indra's rule is evidently a reflection of what had occurred

among themselves on earth. The one vulnerable point in the

mentality of ancient Indian writers is its tendency to belittle

humanity and regard its volitions, emotions and activities as

whimsical and as deserving of no notice. To them all subjective

phenomena appeared to be no less chaotic and disorderly than
the objective phenomena. The working of the human mind
was quixatic. They could discover no law and order in Its

activities. It was a wild elephant in rut and no restraint was

strong enough to keep it under control. Mind is common to all

and ever goes astray, no matter whether it is of a sage, a king or

a peasant or an idiot. History of a nation is nothing but a

record of the activities of the national mind and is therefore

disorderly. Hence neither an invidual nor a society^ is worth of

study. This kind of thought seems to have driven the ancient

to Devote their mijxd and tongue tp tfdk of gods,
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es their worlds, and their activities with no feeling of weariness

and disgust. But it seems not to have dawned in their mind

that in talking of gods and their institutions they could speak of

nothing: but their own experience and of their own imaginations.

Their experience was entirely human and they could therefore

speak of gods in terms human with a little exaggeration here

and there. Even now there are poets and composers of songs

who consider it sinful to praise even good kings. T
4
he Jate

Tyagaraja, the celebrated music composer of southern India,

composed all his original songs in praise of Rama and preferred

the life of a beggar to the acquisition of wealth and power by

composing songs in praise of kings. In doing this his consolation

seems to have been that he had his Rama constantly before his

mind and that therefore his life was worth living. It follows

therefore that the salient features of Vedic and Puranic myths
regarding the political activities of gods are more or less exact

copies of political activities of the Aryans of the Vedic period.

Considering the anthropomorphic features of Indra's rule we may
come to the conclusion that during the Vedic period the ancient
Indians lived under an elective monarchy and that they had an
assembly of people similar to the Sabha or assembly of Indra.

The duration of the sovereignty of the elected chief depended
rather on his ctarcter and good conduct than on any military
power on which he could never rely on account of rivals and
factions. The assembly was all-powerful and could impeach,
dethrone, and banish a king, just as Indra was impeached,
dethroned and banished. All the classes of the people had an
equal status in the assembly like the various classes of gods in
Indra's assembly.

This state of things continued till the period of the Upanisads
when Brahma-pantheism was substituted for the polytheism of the
Vadic period. The one impersonal power of universal conscious-
ness called Brahma ousted the various limited personal gods
susceptible of malice, envy, hatred, mutual jealousy and other
human frailties. Corresponding to this change in thought there
seems to have occurred a change in political thought also.
Elective monarchy was replaced by hereditary monarchy. The
Jdng was styled a Bajarsi, saintly king, wjiose duty it wa *Q
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live a spiritual life and observe the ethical principles of the

Upanisads, He has to work with no aspiration for the result

of work for his own enjoyment. He has to shun all kinds of

voluntary pursuit after objective pleasures. We read in the TJpa-

nisads of the principles which Janaka and other kings had ob-

served in the administration of their kingdoms. On fclie absolute

idealism of the Upanisads are based the principles of morality, and
economical and political life of the ancient Indian. There can

possibly be no better solution of the hard problem of unequal
distribution of wealth than the doctrine of work with no attach-

ment to the fruits of action 3 nor can there be a better restraint of

desire, greed and other passions than control of the will and the

senses by Mvrtti or withdrawal from pursuit after objective

pleasures of the world. When once the disposal of surplus
wealth by performance of sacrifices or by charitable works is

brought into practice and when once the mind and the!will are

brought under control by the observance of yogic practices, there

is neither the likelihood nor the possibility of any economical
or political disturbance. The institution of the Tanaprastha
order of life was mainly for the promotion of moral, economical,

political, intellectual and spiritual ends. No spiritual goal is

attained unless moral and other social pursuits are carefully
directed so as to be conducive to the attainment of the spiritual

goal. In the view of the ancient Indians all human activities

are either intellectual or physical, self being a mere witness of

those activities. Not knowing the true nature of the self and

mistaking intellect or the physical body itself for the self, man
is likely to absorb himself either in intellectual or physical

activities and thus commit moral, economical and political

crimes. With the realisation of the nature of self, on which the

conquest of the mind and the will is dependent, there is not the

least possibility of man falling into errors. This is the funda-

mental principle of Hindu philosophy on which all

kinds of sociological theories are based unlike the detached

theories expounded by the western scholars to explain the

various phases of human life, which is after all an Unit. I cannot

therefore agree with Prof. A, B. Keith in saying
* That the Upa-

nisads do not feel any serious necessity for finding a place' for
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morality and political life ; while in the west from Hegel onwards

heroic , if unsuccessful, efforts have been made by the followers

of this ideal to establish moraliby and civil life as an essential in

the absolute.
'

The period of the Upanisads may be presumed to lie between
B. O. 2000 and B. G. 100 according to the late B. G. Tilak

and others and B. C. 1000 and B. C. 100 according to Western
scholars. It was a period of peace and intellectual and spiritual

activity following on the period of wars and conquest of northern
India by the Aryans. It may be appropriately compared to the

peaceful and intellectual activities of the western world in the

19th and the 20th centuries. Corresponding to the Realists,
the Monists, and the Idealists we have in India the Caravakas,
the AupSsakas and the non-dualists. In a narrow sense the

Buddhists and the Jainas may be compared to the followers of

agnosticism* While the number of different schools of philoso-
phers in that period in the east is as great as that in the west in-
the two preceding centuries and even at the present, the conspicu-
ous difference between the worlds is that while the east was
earnest in bringing its religious and philosophical precepts into
practice as far as possible, the west seems to satisfy itself with
the mere exposition of its various philosophical theories.

Notwithstanding the absence of histories and biographies
regarding the saintly life of Indian philosophers and true religi-
ous devotees who observed their religious and philosophical
precepts to the very letter, there is yet enough of literary re-
cords to show that with the ancient Indians there was no wide
gulf between religious theories and their practical applications.
Confining our attentton to historical personages we cannot fail
to admire the self-less activities of MaMvIra during the reign of
Srenika in Magadha, the Buddha and his followers in Benares
and other parts of Northern India, Canakya in the court of
Candragupfca, Upagupta and his followers in the empire of ASoka,
Pataiijali, the founder of the Yoga philosophy during the reign
ofPlasyaMitra,the Jaina ascetic Padalipta and his disciples
during the reign of the Sakas, Vasubandhu, the Buddhist teacher,and his followers during the ascendancy of 'the Guptas Meru-
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tunga, a Jaina ascetic and B&na and Mayura, the celebrated

Brahman poet-philosophers, in the court of Harsavardhana,

Vidyananda, Bhattakalanka, Jinasena, and other Jaina teachers,

SamkarEcarya, Sivagnana Sombandhiar, Vaglsa, Tlrumangayl-
var and other Brahman philosophers expounding the principle of

self-denial on the basis of Advaita, Saivism or Vaisnavism in

the reign :of Srlvallabha in the south, Hemacandra and his

colleagues at the court of KumSrapala in Guzarat, Halayudha
during the reign of the Kakafciyas in Varangul, and Vidyaranya
during the commencement of the empire of Vijaynagar.

All these teachers preached in one loud and continuous voice

the worthlessness of the physical and the intellectual culture

and the paramount importance of self-culture and self-

realisation. It is well known to students of Indian history how
Upagupta, one of the most distinguished Buddhist teachers,

succeeded in converting Asoka, the Maurya emperor
of India , to Buddhism and in impressing on his mind
the laws of Dharma 5 and how the emperor realising the truth

relinquished the pomp and luxury of his imperial palace and
found contentment and joy in living like an ascetic in a monas-

tary. A perusal of his memorable edits will show how after he

embraced Buddhism he found it possible to live in peace and joy
and to win the love not only of his subjects, but also of Ms
enemies both within and without his empire. As a Buddhist
monk he had no necessity to change his beds at night in order to

to safeguard his personal safety from enemies aiming at his life.

Nor was there any need for him to increase his army and main-
tain it in efficient condition to ensure the safety and security
ofMs empire. All this change for better in his life was due to

his relinquishment of his sensual life which was worth more
than the revenue of his empire and to his life of self--denial

which was far cheaper and more enjoyable than that of a

peasant in a hut.

Of the life which Canakya lived as a Brahman house-holder
when the whole of the empire of Nanda with Oandragupta, his

nominee, at itahead was at his feet, thej author of the Mudra-
raksasa speaks as follows : ( III. 15 )

"

2
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"This is the stone"pieoe to split into small pieces the dried oow-

dung balls ( to kindle the sacrificial fire ) this is a heap of ku6a-

grass by his bachelor students ; this Is his dilapidated hut, the

thatched roof of which is bent down by bundles of fire-kindling

wooden sticks placed thereon for being dried ( in the sun ).
'

The author of the drama was not however a contemporary of

Canakya and it is probable that his description of Canakya's life

is rather an exaggeration^than a fact. Still it must be noted

that the ideal of life which a house-holder has to live is of the

kind which the dramatist has given expression to. A simple

selfless life, even in an environment of luxury and pomp, is what

has been enjoined in the Sutras and Dharmasastras. Speaking of

his own simple life as a Brahman house-holder HalSyudha says

in his Brahmana Sarvasva as follows :-

*'
In whose house there shine wooden vessels along with

golden vessels apart in another corner, there hang garments as

white as the moon along with deer's skin apart in another corner;

there rises in volume the smoke due to the pouring of oblations

Into the fire along with the smoke of fragrance apart in some
another corner. Thus the fire-ritual together with what may be
termed its beneficial results expected after life is simultaneously
wisible.

"

The luxury of golden vessels and costly white garments for

which Halayudha seems to have cared a straw are evidently the

presentations made by the king under whom he was the chief
judicial officer. This office he seems to have accepted not as a
means to earn hoards of wealth, but merely as a social service,
the only earthly end of his learning. The other and the only
end of his life was self-realisation which he had in view ai^d

practice. There can be no doubt that the influence which a
minister like Canakya and a judicial officer like Halayudha
brought to bear upon the life of the kings they served not in
their own interests, but in the interest of the kings themselves
was for the good of the country at large.

Coming to the Me of Patafijali and his life-works on
Q-rammar and Yoga philosophy, it is unnecessary to say that be
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benefited by his exemplary life not merely Ms contemporaries,

both, kings and people, but also the Indian posterity even to the

present day. I have already spoken of the economical motive

of Vedic sacrifices. Patanjali's participation in the horse-sacri-

fice performed by Pusyamitra, as implied by his statement made
in the Mahabhasya

" we shall: cause Pusyam^ra to sacrifice
"

goes to prove that besides being a Yoga philosopher not caring
for sacrifices, he was also for sacrifices as an economical measure
conducive to spiritual life.

It was as binding upon a king as upon his wealthy subjects

to spend the surplus earnings so as to ensure public good. Be-

sides the construction of wells, tanks, gardens, roads and other

public works, ancient Indian kings undertook the performance
of Vedic sacrifices to find an outlet for their surplus revenue.

The other source of expenditure is enjoyment or pleasure-seeking

pursuits. But instead of mitigating desire for new forms of

pleasure, search for pleasure augments it.
"
Never,

"
says a

Sanskrit adage,
" does desire for pleasure subside by enjoyment ;

it grows on the other hand stronger and stronger like fire with

clarified butter poured over it.
T * Hence the best way of getting

rid of surplus wealth is in the view of ancient Indians charity

or sacrifice. Following this custom under the advice of Patan-

jali and other saintly persons Pusyamitra performed a horse-

sacrifice and disposed of the surplus revenue of his empire.

How Kumarapala, king of G-uzarat, instituted under the

advice of Hemaoandra a number of hospitals and feeding houses

to alleviate the misery of the afflicted and the needy and how
under the guidance of Vidyaranya, the kings of Vijayanagara,

^Jmkka and Harihara spent their state-revenue in the construc-

tion of tanks, canals, temples, niathas, agraharas and other

charitable works is a historical fact too well-known to need a

description here.

This form of ethico-political teachings carried on by the

Vedantins, the Buddhists and the Jainas terminates about the

fourth century A. D. and is followed by what is called Agama and

PancarS-tra systems of religion and ethics. As already pointed

out, this religion is Dravidian in its origin and Aryan in its
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development Having Siva or Visnu as a personal god, it is

purely an idolatrous form of worship. In its ethical and philoso-

phical aspects it follows the Upanisads. The Brahmasutras

treating of the nature of Brahma and of the principles of inter-

pretation of the Upanisads are commented upon by Saivites and

Vaisnavites substituting Siva or Visnu for Brahma. The political

theory based upon this Agamic form of worship is quite different

from that based upon the polytheism of the Vedas or the pantheism

of the Upanisads.

As already pointed out, the king of the Aryans during the

Vedic period was more or less a servant of the assembly of the

people and had to follow its behests or suffer from banishment.

During the period of the Upanisads he had to live the life of a

Kajarsi or an ascetic king having his will and senses under his

control or had to fall a prey to his enemies. In the Agamic

period the king was merely a servant of Siva or Visnu in whose

name he had to administer the state. In many native states in

southern India it is usual with the kings to wear garments of

yellow colour and put on a turban fof yellow colour while

drawing along with his subjects and other people the car of the

tutelary deity of their states during the car festival. The king

is the chief servant of the temple. In the first DIdhiti of his

Rftjadharma Eaustubha, Ananta Deva, son of Khanda Deva, says

as follows :

*'

In the Srimadbhagavata the king is said to

acquire his right of ownership of lands of all kinds in the state

( Sarv^prakarabhumisvamya ) only in virtue of his having set up
idols of gods in a temple. 'He acquires the ownership of all the

land in virtue of his setting up idols of gods ; of the three worlds

in vhtue of his erecting temple ; of the abode of Brahma in virtue

of Ms making endowments for the worship of gods ; and he will

attain equality with me ( god Krsna ) in virtue of his performance
of all the three.

?
Likewise in the Visnudharmottara :

"
Kings

desirous of attaining to heaven should in the Kali age set up
cities after erecting temples." Here the word 'cities' implies
villages and fortified towns also. The verse quoted from the

Bhagavatalays down that a king who is desirous of acquiring the

ownership of cities, towns and the like which he establishes
should at first erect temples. Whoever is desirous ;of acquiring
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such ownership in virtue of his being annointed as a king the

erection of temples, palaces, and the like are mentioned first. In

the verse of Bhagavata the king is said to acquire ownership of

all the land in virtue of setting up of idols of gods and temples.
In this connection there crop up two alternatives whether the

word 'Mahlpala
' in the verse means -a person who is already

exercising his royal duties, as stated in the Prima fade view in

the Mimamsa sutras of Jaimini ( II. 3, 3 ) or any other person of

the ruling caste, as stated in the conclusion of the commentary
on the same sutras. It cannot he the first meaning, for in that

case there is no necessity for the annointment of such a person
as a king. Nor is the erection of a temple etc. the duties of a

person who is already exercising his royal duties ; for the right

to observe such duties is dependent upon his acquisition of that

power by buildings etc. Nor can it be the second, 1 e. any
person of the ruling caste, for in that case the construction of

palaces and temples etc. which can be undertaken by any person

irrespective of his caste and creed would become a spiritual duty
of a Ksatriya. The reply is

*

Not so \ for though the erection of

palaces and temples in general be undertaken by any man, still

the construction of such buildings prior to the work of laying out

cities and villages can be regarded as a special duty of a person of

Ksatriya caste in view of his acquiring the right of sovereignty.
In fact only such a person as is possessed of bravery, martial

courage and other manly qualities befitting him to be a capable

protector of people is regarded as worthy of being annointed as a

king. Hence along with qualities such as bravery, courage and

capacity to protect, the construction of temples and other

buildings befits a person to be a sovereign.

There is no doubt that this new . theory of theocratic mo-

narchy was propounded and practised in mediaeval India. The
existence of a great number of temples in the ruined capital

towns of kings in mediaeval India, especially in the Dekhan

proves it beyond doubt. One of the most interesting of the funda-

mental political principles tfoat deserves our attention here is the

question relating to a king 's right of ownership of land and
man. This is an important question that has long been exercis-

ing the minds of $tatesn*et* ai\d politicians $11 tl}Q wo?14
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and has -not yet been definitey settled. The question is whether

an emperor or his feudal chief oan justly claim and exercise his

right of ownership over the land and men in his state. This has,

been answered in two different ways. The Mlmamsakas or the

school of the Vedio exegetics headed by Jaimini hold that neither

an emperor ( Sarvabhauman ) nor a feudal chief ( Mandalika )

is justified in exercising any right of ownership over the state

land or Ms people-, whether, father, mother or children or his

servants. They say that he is only entitled to a fixed share of

revenue in kind in virtue of his protective care and that the land

and other natural things of the state are common to ail. This is

the conclusion arrived at by Jaimini and his commentators who
have discussed the point in all its bearing ( Ml oaamsa sutras,
VI. 7, 2 ).

Quite opposed to this is the view held by Kautilya, the
author of the Arthasastra. He says for example, that the king
shall exercise his right :of ownership with regard to fishing,

ferrying and trading in vegetables in reservoirs or lakes ( IL 1 );

that besides collecting revenue, the king shall keep as state mono-
poly both mining and commerce ( II. 12 ) 5 and in view of justify-
ing the levy of an extra water-tax ( II. 24 ) his commentator
Bhattasvami, quotes a verse in which the state ownership of land
and water is clearly mentioned. The verse runs as follows?

"Those who are well versed in the Sastras admit that the king
is the owner of both land and water and that the people can -only
exercise their right of ownership over all other things except
these two, ( P. 144, Eng. Tra. ).

The view that is held by the Mlmamsakas seems to be the
view that is still current in the transaction of the villagers in
India whenever they sell a piece of land, they declare in the
bond the transfer of eight kinds of enjoyment, such as (1) nidhi
( treasure-trove ), (2) niksepa ( deposit hidden in the earth ^ (3)
water, (4) trees, (5) stones, (6) agami, anything that may come
in future, (7) sarhcita, anything that is standing, and (8) Akslna
imperishable. This declaration is evidently opposed to the view
held by Kautilya and other later politicians who held that any
treasure-trove contained in the earth, any deposit of money and
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the like concealed In the earth, the salt and other minerals to-

gether with water are what the king alone can justly claim as

his property.

As the Mlmamsaka view of land-tenure is in agreement not

merely with the history of social evolution all tlie world

over, but with the nature of the political constitution which

obtained in India during the Vedic and the Brahmanic periods,

the historical importance of Jaimini's view on this question

cannot be overvalued* Hence I add here below my own trans-

lation of the Sutras of Jaimini together with the commentaries

of Partha Sarathy Mi&ra-

The Sutras ( VL 7, 2 ) are thus commented upon by Partha

Sarathy Mi6ra:

It is delared in the Vedas that in the Vi^vajit sacrifice the

. saorificer makes a gift of all that is his own. There as to the

doubt whether even the cognates that are designated by the word
*

Sva,
' *

one's own,
'

are to be given over or only such, wealth as

he can claim to be his own, it may be asserted that in the

absence of particularisation, all that is implied by the word *Sva'

one's own should be given over ; for it is possible to render

father and others subservient to others ; the act of bringing a

thing under the ownership of another man is what is meant by

a gift, hence father and others should also be given over -

But it is not so ; evidently they cannot be given over as a gift,

i as much as a gift in the real sense of the word means 'the relin-

quishing of one's ownership of a thing and placing it under the

ownership of another,; accordingly (a'father cannot be given over)

for a father cannot become no-father, though he is given over. But

only that which can be called one's own in virtue of his exercis-

ing his right of lordship over it can be given over as a gift ; for,

when such a thing is gifted, the giver gets rid of his owner-

ship and the donee acquires it. Also the word* sva,
*
one's own,

means in virtue of its diverse significant power
*
self

f

,

'

one's

own,
* *

cognates
* and * wealth '. Of these several meanings, it

means a single particular meaning in a particular context.

Since among the meanings, it is only the wealth that forms a
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Proper article of gift, the word
'

sva
'
is here used only in that

sense. Hence only wealth, hut not father and others.

As to the question whether that which is the broad earth
should he gifted or not the holder of the prima fade view speaks
of it as an article of gift, thinking that it is the wealth of the
emperor. But it is no one's property ( sva ). Consisting as it does
in the protection of, and the removal of the wicked from, his state,

sovereignty ( rsjya ) means the collection of taxes from the agri-
culturists and others and of fines from the guilty ( dandya ) ; this
much is the relation ( between the king and his state ), but no
ordship or ownership ( svamita ). Hence no emptror shall make
gift of the broad earth, nor a feudal chief his feudal land.

A8 *o the doubt, whether a sadra who attends upon a master
s his servant in view of doing the religious duty should be

Siven over as a gift or not, it may be said that he should be given

all'"

n ^ toUCl1 *S ** is inolui8ively favoured by the epithet

^
and aiso it is possible to render him subservient to another.U as *here is no master's ownership with reference to him and

there is the possibility of dislike on his part to accept sub-
to another, he should not be given over as a gift.

f his Vivada-bhaflg5rnava, Jagan-

that
,, *.

apa5oSnana aere s with the Mlmamsakas in the view

onlv t

8 iB n Wner of the land and the kinS is entitled

^_y
w'certain amount of tax on it, the cultivator of the land

alienat'
time'honoured custom its real owner with right of

of the rf

0n" The Otmterfc in whioh he st^es tbis view is the sale

whom S^ 8W by na f matl7 brotilers' in tlie house of each of

.

madet WOrkin turn ' as agreed upon durin^ the
dlvlfion finlle"ta^. The slave woman is com-

y saie-

I. ^f-^^^wmiM should be made to work
6

^ rSe feaCh fthe bjothers) according
nCe ' Well there a^* a doubt here

appointed <J 1

maai sho or should not go to work on .

ays in the houses of other brothers, if she is sold to a*y one of the brothers on the day when she had to work
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seller's house, we reply thus * the purchaser lias acquired
the same kind of property right in her that the seller had In her
before selling:. Hence the purchaser had the right to command her

service only for as many days as she attended on her seller by
turns in the middle of each month. It is also for this reason that
in the kingdom ( country ) purchased by a king, his right of

possession of the country extends only to the collection of taxes
on it 5 and at the same time there remains the right of ownership
Tested in the cultivator, in virtue of which he is entitled to the

produce. Hence also the claim of a cultivator who cultivates a

piece of land and enjoys the produce after paying taxes due to

the king, to its ownership is admitted on all hands. Hence it is

that when the owner of the land sells the land, the purchaser

acquires the same right of ownership in virtue of which he is

entitled to its enjoyment after paying the taxes due to the king ;

and- that the cultivator's ownership of the land is never denied,

as such denial is quite opposed to custom ( vyavahara ) Since

various kinds of ownership with regard to a single property are

accepted, it must be presumed that the claims of two different

persons to the same kind of ownership with regard to a property
are opposed to each other.

Notwithstanding the conflicting views regarding the owner*

ship of land, it is a historical fact that in those states in which a

theocratic form of government was established with Biva or

Visnu as a tutelary deity the whole of the state land is believed

to be the property of the temple, the king being regarded as the

manager of the property. In Travancore the king is even now
regarded as a servant of Padmanabha, the tutelary deity of the

state and is called Padmanabhadasa. The kings of Vijayanagar
1

called themselves servants of Virupaksa, their family god. The

surplus of the state-revenue that remained after administrative

and military expenditures are met with, is made use of for reli-

gious purposes in connection with the state-tempi^. Th@ k^ngs of

Vijayanagar, the Colas, the Pandyas and the Ceras seem to have

spent a major portion of the revenue on temple-worship and on

th'e costly periodical car festivals, feeding the poor of all castes

fn the temples seems to have been the duty not only of kings,

but also of 4he wealthy people. Even theft for the purpose *>f

3
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feeding the poor In the tempi seems to have been considd no

punishable crime. One of the sixty three Saivite* saints fs

said to have been acquitted and permitted to take as much rfoe

as he liked from the store of grains made in the palace, whra

brought before the king for punishment for stealing rio from th

palace store, he confessed that his theft of rice was for no oth?

purpose than that of feeding the poor devotees in the state tempi,
Nor there seems to have been any caste distinction dither amonji

the early Saivites or the Vaisnavites. It is believed that *h

Saivites form a single caste and that the Vaisnavite another

caste with no sub-castes or sects among themselves. No dis-

tinction other than that of learning and exemplary devotion is

ever made among the devotees. The rule of practice observed

by them is
" To him should be given and from him should b

taken/' This is the rule binding upon all the devotees of th

same religion, whatever might be their Varna or caste. "Tasmai
deyam tafeo grahyam trisu vara^esvayam vidhih. " The Rami.-

ntijacarya's grant of permission to the Sdikarnatakas of his time
to enter into the temple of god Kesava at Belur for worshipping:
the gods for three days during the annual car festival is an
extension of the same principle, i. e., no caste-distinction among:
th followers of the same religion. This spirit of religions equa-
lity seems to have undergone a change for the worse under th
toad !of Vedantadasika during the latter part of the thirteenth

century. Before hi* time th rule of equal treatment of all

followers of the same religion quoted above seems to have been
applied even to intermarriage and interdining irrespective of
caste. Yedantadesika, however, seems to have restricted th
rule to all ofcher acts of social intercourse except intermarriage
and iu***dining, and thus paved the way for the apparanc of
ri&id caste distinctions among tie followers of the same religion.
Hie teiiitroduction of such distinctions in social and religious

+

txtfcie*8 between man and ma n due to birth seems to hav given
rise to distinctions in political sphere also, and th Brfthmans sam
to hare claimed and received more social, religion* and poKti^l

otbera Iheendownqefcts of temples and otjie^wli-
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gions institutions seems to have been monopolised by tbm and

th ruling class for their own material aggrandisement. This

is however a selfish turn and abuse of the ancient ethical theory

of action with no aspiration for the enjoyment of the results of

that action. The later BrShmans took themselves to temple-

worship solely for the material benefits accruing from it. The

kings tolerated them, chiefly because they wanted their approval

of their own sensual indulgence, as opposed to the saintly lif@,

slf-abnegation ( Rajarsivrfcta ) in accordance with the ethical

and spiritual principles of the TTpanisads. They became lords

of temples instead of temple servants. The revenue of the state

went into their palace treasury for the benefit of women and

courtiers instead of the temple treasury for the feeding of the

poor with no distinction of caste. It is this form of despotism

which prevailed throughout India when the British arrived here,

The evils of despotism are rather economic than anarchic.

With a view to finance their sensual activities despots are always

careful to maintain law and order in their states with as much

rigour as possible. It was in their power to introduce such fiscal

laws as would fill their treasury.*:By the time the Agamic theocratic

form of government was established in Indian states, civil and

criminal laws were consolidated and regarded as being suscep-

tible of no change. They were administered in accordance with

the Dharma&Sstras. Hence fiscal policy was the only factor that

was liable to change and disturb the economical equilibrium of

the states. There were however three forms of restraints to check

the autocracy of the kings s ( 1 ) the Eeligious ( 2 ) the EtMoal

and ( 3 ) the Political. The religious restraint of the law of

Karma, according to which, any individual, no matter whether

he is a prince or a pauper, given to sensual proceedings, is liable

to rebirth, and sufferings from the evil consequences of his past

Karma. The second is the loss of spiritual bliss due to the

violation of the moral law of doing work with no selfish aspira-

tion for the fruits thereof. The third is the disaffection and dis-

loyalty of the subjects due to unrighteous oppression leading to

war and danger to state itsplf. The first is dependent upon faith

and the last two on reason and sound public opinion. A. king

gainst public 6j>ijiioii is adharn^ka, since dfarma is based
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upon social imperative or command as defined by Jalmini in his

MlinSmsa sutras.

In his Vakyartharatna Ahobala says regarding the source .of

moral sense as follows

4 * But Guru ( Prabhakara ) says that so far as secular activity
is concerned, whatever is fit* and possible to be worked out

( Ksrya rr luty ) as mirrored in the opinion of elders in society
IB ( ong'hfc-t:* be } a motive for work-

"

T&e Nai7$yikas ,or the logicians define a good otive for

work as-"* Balavadanistananubandhi krtisadyata jfianam pravar-!

takam '* 1 a, whatever is not seriously harmful and is at the

same time possible of being accomplished is a duty and it is as

a^ motive an incentive for action. According to Prabhakara it

is the public opinion that enables one to understand the nature
of duty. It follows therefore that proceedings opposed to public
opinion are immoral and are therefore ruinous. During the

period of the Upanisskds the elders in society whose opinion was
authoritative and binding were the Vanaprasthas. 3STo king
who cared for the safety of Ms person and the security of his
kingdom would forfeit the regard and good wishes of the
hermits and thus endanger both his life and throne. During Aga-
mic period the pious band of temple-worshippers of the type of the
Saivite sixty,three saints and the Vaisnavite Alvars formed the
home of social opinion decisive of good and bad and right and
wrong course of action. Defiance of their opinion spelled danger
to^the safety of the state. Being of a warlike temperament, the
Saivites were ever ready to eradicate impiety and sensuality
from the kingdom of their god Siva, among whose servants the
king was the head. Though naturally peace loving, the Vaisna-
vites were not cowards in such matters. They were no less
ready to put an end to impiety and sensuality in the kingdom
of their god, Visnu. Thus the religious, ethical, and
political restraints which the ancients brought to bear
upon the conduct of their rulers were no 10ss
formidable than the constitutional brakes devised to arrest the
precipitate speed of the state-engine. In modern European sta-
tes the king or the president as the executive head is madf sitfr
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ordinate to the legislature and the judiciary whose independence

in the interpretation and the administration of the state-law is

maintained with scrupulous care and, as it were, with a sort of

religious dread. The power of the peqples' representatives over

the state purse is so unquestionable that the state machine can be

made to stand still until the errors of the executive in their finan-

cial administration are set right to the satisfaction of the repre-

sentatives. Nevertheless the economic evils even in the model

democratic states of Europe and America iave grown so serious

that a new class of critics known as socialists and communists
come forward and began to question the ethical aspect of *he

basic principles of democracy or parliamentary government itself.

Seeing the growing poverty of the workers, the increasing con-

centration of the capital in a few hands, the consequent depres-

sion of the small capitalist into a dependent of the master-

class, the extension of the market to the whole world as a unit

with the resultant solidarity of labour the whole world over, the

socialsits have come to the conclusion that economic necessity

is the real foundation upon which all other parts of social structure

must be built. In his Communism p. 53 H. J. Laski says that

"regarding parliamentary government the sceptic might reason-

ably interject the observation that we are witnessing its increa-

sing rejection rather than its increasing acceptance." With its

military organisation the modern democratic state has proved too

strong to be destroyed as easily as the mediaeval states were.

Having the means of securing the good will of the people's re-

presentatives Capitalism has grown in power under the disguised

form of imperialism. The socialists are of opinion that law,

religion,politics, philosophy-all these born of the reaction upon the

human mind of the methods by which men wrest from nature the

necessary means of life. Hence those who control the means

occupy in a society a place of special power : lit is. a governing

class. "In short society consists of two classes; those. who

control and those who are controlled.

As a remedy for this anamolous state they propose the aboli-*

I
tion of private property and of the master class. Towards this :

end^they propose'fthe seizure]of machinery of the^state, to/ replace*

pfl&<5ial clas^ b^ 'socialists, to repress capitalism, to
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corporation of workers consisting of legislature and executive
:
for

parliamentary government and lastly to keep the army in the

hands of the workers. They say that parliament fools the common
people.

This however seems to be a wild dream. Apart from the ques-

tion of ite feasibility and of its productivity of the desired end,

viz., "From each according to his power and to each according to

his needs'
1

, the consequences of Eussian revolution are believed

to disprove the theory. "Broadly speaking" says H. J. Laski

( Communism p. 50 ), "there would not be much disagreement
with the view that after a premature attempt at Communism the

Bolshevists have reintroduced some of the normal features of a

capital economy limited, however, by vigorous state control.

From this it follows that form of government is least likely tq

change human nature. Whatever may be the form, whether des-

potism, oligarchy, or democracy, some grow rich with the naa-

jqri^y remaining poor. It is a fact. Whether it is due to th$
Hindu Karma theory or to what is called heredity, we need not
discuss the question. Taking inequality as a natural fact the an-
cient Indian economists devised the ethico-economical solution of

filling the pit with the soil taken from the elevated land in propor-
tion to itg extra rise in level. As already pointed out, they propo.-
se4 to confiscate the surplus that remains after allowing an indi-
vidual what is enough to maintain himself and his family for
three years and to distribute the amount thus collected amona
tlwj poor as capital for earning. In his social philosophy of Comte
Edward Caird says (p. 36) that "the higher must stoop to con-,
quw the lower, by submission to it ; that those who are morally
and intellectually great should learn self-abnegation and lead the
lower, that they cease to influence men if they try to dominate
th0ro;thata purely altruistic and intellectual being in whom
personal motives do not exist would be best fitted to lead ". We
need not pause here to enter into a discusision of the merits and
demerits of this economical solution. The main point under our
cc*i^dei:ation is the comparative worth of the political restraints
and checks applied to arrest the precipitate pursuit of a wrong
course by the state machinery. It is clear from the

of th* ethico-political restraints of
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as compared with, the constitutional checks of modern parlia-

mentarism that economically the mediaeval Hinda states fared

far better under their theocratic form of government than

modern European states under their parliamentary form of

government. Neither in ancient nor in mediaeval India was
there any possibility for despotic form of government to exist.

The least propensity of a king to pursue a course of what art

called seven vices, woman, liquor, gambling, hunting, etc., was

enough to bring about disaffection of his people and give an

opportunity to usurpers to seize his kingdom with the coopera-
tion of his disaffected subjects. Such rise and 'fall of kings did

not affect the condition of the people. It was a misery of the

kings and not of people. It is well known that when war *ras

going on between Tippu and the English near Sirangapatam, the

people were engaged in their agriculture and other possible pur-

suits with as much peace of mind as if there was no war. Nor
did ancient warfare dislocate the economic condition ofjthe t*eople

as much as modern European warfare. The reason is that while

ancient warfare was only between armies, modern warfare in

between the opposing peoples themselves. Hence it was quite

necessary to be vigilant and base the security of his throne on thfe

loyalty of his prosperous people. Despotism with all its tejrrodrs

and miseries, was unknown to mediaeval Indian states and ft

reigns supreme in most of modern Indian native states. With
the exception of Mysore, Travanoore and other few native states,

the rest are under the worst type of despotism* Despots feat*

human beings, and are therefore susceptible of at least some

humane qualities. In their own interests they are sometimes

kind to their subjects and it is easy for a host of sycophants and

flatteres to tfkmrsih under the darkness of their dissipation. The

causes of their despotic proceedings are not far to seek. The

modern constitutional form of government with its wholesome

checks has not dawned there. They are benighted lands ever in

the dark. Of the ancient religious, ethical and political checks,

they have all disappeared under the thunder of European sciences

and machine guns. With the spread of the knowledge of modern

experimental sciences, belief in transmigration, and spiritual

pleasure was driven out. Fear of sin end of ic birth t reap
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harvests of seeds sown in the previous birth have received the

name of superstition unworthy of entertainment by men of

scientific education living with modern enlightenment. Spirit-

ual pleasure !s the dream of a diseased brain. It is only the

idiots and the insane that do action with no aspiration for the

fruits there. Sunk in physical and sensual pleasures, the

princes have no time to spare to cultivate intellect and enjoy

its pleasures. The princes are quite safe now and spend

their life in pursuit of pleasure ,

at all costs. The seven

vices are now seven pleasures for them. The whole of their state

revenue is quite insufficient for them. They not only rackrent

their people, but also mortage their states for the sake of money to

spend on the seven pleasures. This is certainly worse than des-

potism. European historians are quite justified in applying the

word despotism to the form of government prevailing in

most of our native states at the present time.-But to apply the same

epithet to the forms of government that were prevalent in the

ancient and mediaeval native states of India, before the advent

of the Mahamadans and the British is not only unreasonable,

but^
a positive encouragement to most of the princes to continue

their wickedness under the delusion that their ancestors had no

better form of government. It is high time that the princes

should as soon as possible introduce the modern constitutional

form of government in their states. It is impossible for them

to revive the ancient ethico-political form of government or

theocracy, for the enyiroment and other conditions that were

oongenial for the preservation of their vitality have long dis-

appeared and '.cannot be revived.



ECONOMICAL PHILOSOPHY OF THE ANCIENT INDIANS*

BY

Dr. B. SHAMSHASTEI, B. A., Ph. D.

Like inanimate nature animate nature also presents various

grades of level. High mountains, deep valleys, tall trees, small

plants, and creepers struggling for existence on earth meet our

eyes everywhere. In animate nature also we see various forms

of life - worms, insects, birds of various forms, wild beasts,

domestic animals and men. Inequality seems therefore to be the

law of nature. Even if we select a particular species for exa-

mination, variation is perceptible. Among men some are born

blind, some deaf, a few suffering from chronic infirmities, and

a few others both physically ani intellectually strong and sound.

Corresponding to this difference there is also a clear difference

in their life and character. Under the same conditions and en-

viroments some are found to ba prosperous, some undergoing

degeneration and a few groping in the dark not knowing what

to do.

*
As an hypothetical explanation of this inequality in nature

the ancient Indians expounded the law of Karma. As he sows,

so he harvests. Every one is responsible for the work he does.

At the back of every action there is irresistible desire preceded

by thought. Before a man sets to work, he must necessarily

have a strong desire for the results of the work. Before the rise

of the feeling of desire in his breast, he must necessarily be

conscious of the nature of work and of its attractive results.

Powerful consciousness or thought is therefore the source of

action. It is this eternal flow of consciousness that moulds

such form of the body as will be suitable for its own translation

into action.
" The spirit,

"
says the Bhagavadgita ( VIIL 6 )

* This is the fourth of the series of lectures read on the occasion of the

4th Anniversary of the death of Sir B. GvBhandarkar celebrated in September

1929. The first and second lectures appear on pp. 201-434, 33&-360 of Vol. XI

and the third on pp. 1-34 of this issue.

4
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" takes a body suitable to the thought, with which it is impressed

and with the remembrance of which it has left its previous

bo4y*
* Cause and effect must be inherent in the same indivi-

dual. There can be no effect without a cause ; nor can there be

a cause with no power to bring about its effect. One cannot

reap the harvest of what- another has sown. It follows, therefore,

that the physical or mental deformity or excellence observed in

i&eiai rn.rn.sk necessarily be the effect of their past deeds, bad or

CK)^t It is probable that the conception of an individual's right

to the* fruits of his own labour is based upon this theory of Karma
wbieti is accepted by all the different schools of Indian philoso-

l&tisw The alternative view that the theory of Karma is merely
an extension of the theory of right may also be acceptable, if

ttaftve i0pr00i to say that the theory of Karma or of transmigra-

iGHtt as it is called is later than the theory of right. Anyhow
there is no dispute to an individual's claim to the product of

M own labour. The product of labour, whether pleasurable or

paifeiJ roust belong to the labourer himself. If it is paimfitl as*

im ths ase f some trouble or ailing- due to overeating or bad

eating, another individual will not step into a share of the

@nseqiwaesi It is equally so in the case of mental pleasmr0
earned by mental labour. This also holds good in the case of

prpckucts of an individual's physical labow. But
of distributions of material products ol lal>ouF

it is a co-operative work of many individuals. If it,

% simple concern involving no more than the physical
of wany, it is easily solved by distributing the product of

aqu^Lly among the labourers or by paying in cash oir

&* value of Iwiividualfshares to such of the labourers &g
fe do&ira fan an immediate payment. In the Vedic sacrir

for the heavenly bliss of a wealthy sacrificer,
for conducting the sacrifice are liberally paid ir^

the case of complicated work, however,
, capital ar^d tools^ the correct ^valuation of i

labour seems to have been as insoluble as it is now. The owner
of an extensive field or of an oil mill seems to ha,ve taken the
w^e qTj^i^ity of the yield by paying: daily wa^ges equal to

daily food^ to each indwid^ai labour
the owner and to have acoumufeted enormous wealtb.
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accumulation of wealth In a few hands with a majority of men
living from hand to mouth seems to have been no less the fake

of ancient society than of modern society. The evils of capita*
lism and the miseries of labour are as old as the formation of

society coeval with the beginnings of co-operative industry.
There is no society on earth, however aboriginal it might be in
its stage of development, that has not suffered from the accumu-
lation of riches in a few hands and the terrible poverty of a
majority of its people.

"
Virabhogya Vasumdhara. " "The mighty

enjoy the earth with its unlimited wealth.
" God helps those

who help themselves,
"
are the proverbs that are on the lips of

every capitalist. Most people are, however, in the dark as to the

way In which one can become mighty or help himself. The
means of acquiring wealth taught in the science of economics is

not within the power of all. Nor are the principles of produc-
tion of wealth as ^infallible as those of natural sciences. The
economical principle that the rate In the price of commodities
varies according to their supply and demand is not susceptible
of as exact a mathematical proof as the law. of chemical science
that in water hydrogen and oxygen are combined in the pro-
portion of two is to one. For, the conditions of* chemical com-
bination of elements are quite independent of human factor,
whereas the economical principles cannot.be divested of human
idiosyncrasies. It is quite possible to lessen the supply of, and
increase the demand for, commodities by artificial means. Thus
where art steps in, there science fails. However, able may be
the defence of the soundness of economic principles made by
those who have consecrated their life to the study of that semi-
science, the evils of unequal distribution of wealth are as patent
to us as they were to ancient Indians. They were not slow to
avail themselves of such remedies to those evils as common sense
suggested to them and the ethics of Vedanta confirmed. The
economical principle which, if strictly observed by human
society as a whole, will undoubtedly put an end to these evils
is taught in the fifth verse of the fourteenth chaptto ia tb%
seventh skandha of the Srlmadbhagavata. The chapter is &
dialogue between king Yudhisthira and the celebrated sage
Narada. The sage says that the economic principle he is about
to expound is what an ancient sage known as Ajagara explained
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to PrahlSda, the son of Hiranyaka^ipu, and a confirmed Vaisna-
vite. The dialogue runs as follows s

Yudhisthira : "Tell me, O divine sage, in what way can a house-
bolder like myself ignorant of the duties of a householder
attain to the high position described by the sage Aja-

gara.
"

N&rada : "A householder, O king, doing all the duties assigned
to a householder with no ofcher end in view than that
of pleasing god Narayana should serve great sages 5

hearing often the sweet stories of His incarnations with
firm faith in Him and in the company of men with mind
under their control ; having cultivated a taste for the com-
pany of the good, he should get rid of undue attachment
to the company of his wife, children and other kinsmen ;

being free from attachment to them, he should rise as it

were out of a dream ; though as wise man he has no real
taste for any kind of activity for the sake of his body and
his house-hold, he should like a man of the world take to
it ; he should with no attachment commend whatever his
kinsmen, parents, sons, brothers, or friends say and desire

;

he should do all this, appearing to enjoy all that wealth
which god has created for him in the three spheres,
the earth, air, and sky ; but ( remembering ) that men
ham a right of ownership of only as much as is enough
to fill their belly and that whoever aspires for more than
that is a thief deserving of punishment $ he should look
upon the deer, camel, ass, monkey, rat, snake, bird
and flies as his sons ; for what is the difference between
them and his sons ; though he is a house-holder, he
should not exert too much for the attainment of Tri-
varga, charity, wealth, and enjoyment.

"

It must be noted how the ethical principle of the Upanisadsand the Bhagavadglta that man should work with no attachmentto or desire for the results accruing from it is made the basis ofthe economic principle or rather pcdttfoo-eoonmio principle thatman has a right to only as much of the results of his work as
will bs enough to satisfy his alimentary craving, (
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or maintenance of Ms body as it is called in the Bhagavadglta.

Man is a social and intelligent animal. So long as lie is strong

he can bear the burden of society and when he is infirm, the

society will take care of him and his house-hold, provided the

principle taught here is observed to the very letter. For the

Indian philosophers whose ideal of life is the attainment of inac-

tion with annihilation of the will the economic princi-

ple is a self evident truth deducible from the principle of rejec-

tion of the pursuit after objective pleasures. It should also be

noted that it is the king who is here called upon to observe the

principle. It follows therefore that it is a principle that it is

applicable to all house-holders, whether priests, kings, merchants,

tillers of the soil or labourers. The verse in the original runs as

follows^

Conveying almost the same idea is the following verse quoted in

the Subhasitaratnabhandagara, Ed. 1911. p. 79:

Let a man desire by all -means that, without which he cannot

live. What reply will he give if he is asked why he is desirous to

possess more ?
"

Another frequently quoted verse of unknown source conveying

the same idea is as follows'

"

t I^ tl
*

" Whoever desires to have more than cooked warm rice with

clarified butter, a piece of cloth not torn with no need to serve

another man will fall down.

It is to be noted that the expounders of this theory of pro-

perty do not at all condemn the desire and capacity of men to

earn more than they need to appease their natural cravings.

What they however regard as the criminal offence is the reten-

tion of the surplus that remains after satisfying their wants. In

view of anoient Indian economists trq.e living consists in
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subsisting OB what one earns by one's own labour, In support of

this view there is a Terse composed by a poet -philosopher in

reply to the question put by ISTanda, his patron king1

, as to why-

he has been denying his eating his day 's meal for which he has

bean provided for from king's treasury. The verse rans as

follows-

rt I

It ^rfccrstf ffi* rT?cf WIT
" Those who ia fcheir own house eat with pleasure the rice grown
by their own labour and cooked by the hand of their own wives

after it is partaken of by their twice-born guests and after due

offerings are made therefrom to gods and manes are real eaters.

( Such being the case, I say ) O Nanda, such food is not eaten

by me.
"

The ancient Indian economists seem to have been of opinion.

that the accumulation of savings effected by men after meeting
their urgent needs cannot be their own property in any sense in

as much as it is destined to go into the hands of others, be they
wives, children, friends or thieves. The following verse taken
from SubhEsitaratnabhandagara (pp. 717$ ) corroborate the above
view.-

What a man makes a gift of and what he eats is verily his
own wealth ; others will play with the wives and wealth of the
dead owner*

What thou, O man, makest a gift of to the wise and the go od
and what thou eates* day after day, the very same is thy wealth.
I belive,

The rest belonging to others is in your custody.

Of moneys acquired gift alone is the safe custody : just as the
over flow of water contained in a tank.

Of wealth earned by means of a hundred efforts and held
than life itself there is onljr one ^ood end : it is gift,

other ends are calamities,
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Gift* enjoyweBt, an^ IOBB ate tit tkree ends of wealth; what? is

neither gifted away or eaten is destined in the third way.

The wealth of a man who neither makes a gift of nor eats it

up will not be his wealth: just as a man's effigy made of hay and
other stuffs guards the crops, so he will preserve it for others.

"
If there is wealth, it should be gifted away and eaten up

but not accumulated and preserved. See, O man, the accumulated
wealth of the honey bees others carry away.

* *

were ajo of opinion that what a man can aavn by just

means is niore tkan is necessary for him :

Without causing? hurt to others, without making obeisarme to

the wicked and without swerving from the path of the good, even
the little which a man earns is more ( than what he needs ).

With the exception of the verses quoted from the Bhagavafca
and the next two quotations of the same purport, the other verses

are really beggars
7

sayings exalting the value of the gifts of

money. None the less the sayings are philosophically and from
Indian ethical stand point quite true and have a bearing on the

evils' and uselessness of accumulation. Besides gift her or else-

w&emr does not mean indiscriminate cbarity. There is law or

rule regrdtmgr gift : the Srfmadbhagavata say& ( VI T I. 19 >
** The

wise do nofe command that charity by which life will be at risk.

A man who has sufficient subsistence hs to matee gifts, and per-

form sacrifices and penance. Whoever divides Ms wealth
into* five shares amd allots one of the shans few?

making gifts, th* seoottd sliare for the purpose of TO-

qifjiriog, fanpuB* the third share for future capital, the fourth share

for hi& own ^npynxent, and. tlxe fifth share for the benefit of his-

people will Attain happiness both in this and the next world.

is a Rgvedic verse to the effect that "Saying 'y^s' ( in reply

to a deserving beggar ) is truth and uttering *i*o' is falsehood*

Truth is to the self what flower and fruit are to a tree. If a tree

is lifeless,t
there will be no truth in it, for its root lifts become

false. Just as a tree without root becomes dry so a man whose
self has become false will become dry/'

tfee greed to aoounuilafce au4 Q9SKS& tto prcrftts earned fef^

physical OF intellectual labour or by the combination of these two
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kinds of labour is condemned in clear terms. Is then, it may be

asked, life worth living ? Will any one engage oneself in agri-

culture, trade or other occupations with no desire for the profits

accruing from them ? Why should a man marry a wife, if it

were not for pleasure ? It is abundance of money that can pro-

cure pleasure. It must be noted in reply to this that possession
of money is not prohibited for a house-holder. It is only the

Vanaprasthas and the Samnyasins that are required to disown

money altogether. According to the Srlmadbhagavata ( XL 18.

6 )
"
a Vanaprastha should however earn his subsistence by his

own labour as far as the place, time and his own strength permit
and should never make use of what is brought by another.

' '

As to the Samnyasin, he is to live by begging. There is how-
ever difference of opinion regarding the quantity of money or

grains which a house-holder is permitted to possess. The Manu-
smrti says as follows : ( IV. 7 ).

" He may either possess enough to fill a granary or a store

filling a grain jar ; or he may collect what suffices for three

days or make no provision for the morrow. "

In his commentary on this passage Kulluka says
" A store

means what is sufficient to fill a granary which holds a supply
for three years. According to Narada it is what is sufficient for
a year, six months or three months. "

Regarding the way of
disposal of what is more than enough for three years Manu says
( XL 7 )

**
whoever has grains enough or more than enough for

the maintenance of himself, his dependents and servants for
three years is fully qualified to drink in Soma sacrifice.

"

The performance of sacrifices is not obligatory in the case of
those who have no means. Accordingly, Manu says ( XL 8 ),41 But a man who, though possessing less than that amount of
property, nevertheless undertakes the Soma sacrifices does not
derive any benefit from it, though he has formerly performed
the Soma sacrifice.

Similarly Manu condemns the performance of sacrifices for
the sake of fame in this world. "If an opulent man is liberal
towards strangers while his family is in distress, that counterfeit
virtue will first make him taste the sweets of fame, but after-
wards make him swallow the poison ( of punishment in hell ).
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- If a-man: does anything for the sak^ of Ms happiness .-in

-another: world to the detriment of those whom he is Bound *o

maintain, that produces evil results forhim both while he .lives

.and-whenhe is dead.
" (XL 9,10).

'

. -'-.' ::':'.'-"

- It Is to be noted that knowing the evils of 'accumulation -of

health' in a few hands the ancient Indian economists fceem to

'Have taken the trouble of devising some means to eradicate the

'evil.' ^ifhe remedies they suggested are of two kinds; one -is

Hreiigibus anil -the other is political. Men are naturally religious

Winded and it is easy to prevail upon the faithful to spend -their

surplus accumulation in performing such religious deeds as

"will: ensure their happiness in the other world. The religious

rites that are believed to enable the performer to attain happiness

|n the other world are of two kinds - (1) Ista and (2) Apurta. Ista

means sacrifices laid down in the Vedas. Apurta means the

construction of tanks, lakes, groves, rest houses,, temples and the

While a wealthy man is in a favourable position to enjoy

in. this world, he cannot be equally sure of his future

happiness in ,the other world. It is to teach him the means of

.atlba^ing this happiness, the Ve.das and Sastras are revealed to

him. . .Heavenly happiness is of two kinds : (1) Eternal happiness

$nd ( 2,j Svarga happiness. The first is known as Moksa or

.emancipation from the bondage of the world once for all. The

second is transient lasting as long as the merit due to the per-

formance of sacrifices lasts, Man may endeavour to attain

either of the two or both. Thus the aim of education in the

.sastras is partly economical and partly religious. It is economi-

cal in as much as it teaches the best way of disposing one's

surplus wealth both in one's own interests and in the interest

of society at large. It is religious since it diverts thfe atfcenficm

qf o;ie from one's pursuit after material or objective pleasures to

.^lf realisation. .This view is clearly stated by Mand^jiarai&ra

in his Vidhiviveka ( p. 441 X . . .. - v '

is naturally haunted by desire and other- p&sfip*>ns.

he .is ever attempting at gathering together irnateri&te

jaepessary for the enjoyment of objective pleasures by such means

ap .will not fail to bring them to him* Hence he has set his, mind

frteQte to which he %* devoted. Hence he 4a <itiifce

5
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capable of either understanding or considering the aatuw of

true self which is beyond the objective world and which is taught

as suet (in the TJpanisads). If however he is taught of ari-

ficial rites or charitable works (as a means to attain heavaaly

bliss ), he sets aside or controls his desire for objective plaasures

and withdraws himself from his natural pursuit afker worldly

pleasures and takes a firm stand in religious activities taught

in the aastras, with his senses under his control and with mind

not pressed for enjoyment. He will therefore be able to under-

stand and contemplate upon that true self which is beyond the

world. Thus evidently the rites and charitable deeds laid down

in the &Sstras are to fit him for the work of understanding the

nature of self."

While commenting upon this passage, VaoaspatimiSra say*

that though a series of religious rites is enjoined upon man so as

to engage him from morning till nighfc, it is quite difficult to pre-

vent him from pursuits after theft, gambling, woman-imnting
and other objective pleasures. Hence it is necessary that the

performance of religious rites should be not only attractive to-

wards the attainment of a higher form of pleasure, but also occupy
him as a disciplinary measure the whole day throughout the

year, and that he should have no time t3 spare to think of other

pleasure-pursuits. While comparing the merits of Br&hmanism
or Vedic religion binding upon the Brahmans, the Ksatriyas, the

YaiSyas, and the Sudras with Buddhism and other new reli-

gions, Udayana in his itmatattvaviveka says that the Vedic reli-

gion is an ethical and spiritual discipline, in as much as it en-

joins rites upon every individual of the three castes so as
to engage him every day from sunrise to sun-set from his birth
to death. His profession to earn his subsistence is also looked
upon as a religious duty and it is included in his time-table
of duties. The other religions are not so rigorous in their
demands.

Now coming to the question under consideration, it is clear
that according to the Hindu religion no man, whatever may b
file caste or class he belongs to, is ever permitted to retain withMm more than what IB enough to maintain him and hi* family
for three yearn If he is a believer in the Veda* and the
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h must undertake such sacrifices or charitable works as lie can
successfully carry out with the surplus at his command. Such
of the kings and emperors as have returned from their march of

conquest with enormous wealth are required to undertake a Raja-

suya sacrifice or a horse -sacrifice or a "Visivajit sacrifice accord-

ing to their capacity to spend. In the Visvajit sacrifice he is

required to dispose of his whole wealth, mud-vessels excepted in

charity* In other sacrifices he has to make a gift of a major por-

tion of his wealth.

Unfortunately no nation either ancient or modern Is found to

contain people following one and the same religion. ITor there

has been a nation in which the rich are not found to be either

selfish or atheistic in their tendencies. This has however been

the characteristic of ancient India. Along with Brahmanism
which consists in the observance of sacrifices, customs and rules

of conduct as laid down in the Vedas, the Brahmarxas, the Qrhya
and Dharmasutras and the Dharmasiasfcras there were in ancient

India a number of other religious sects who refused to accept the

authorities of the above sacred texts. There were also the so

called Caravakas who subsituted reason for faith. It is more

likely, therefore, that the economic principles expounded in the

Smrtis and the Puranas to remove the evils of unequal distribu-

tion of wealth made no impression on the minds of the Carvakas

of ancient India. It is more than probable that the Buddhists,

the Jainas, the Saivites, the Vaisnavites, and a few other religi-

ous sects observed the economic principles in some form or other

agreeable to their own religious views. For though they con*

demned the Vedic sacrifices on account of their slaughter of ani-

mals, they were all for construction of tanks, wells, groves,

monasteries, and other charitable works for alleviating the misery

of the suffering public. They were all for making gifts, promis-

ing personal safety to both man and beast, for supplying medicine

to the diseased and imparting knowledge to all. They were all

for purging human mind of desire, and other cardinal vices, the

root of all kinds of sin in the world. As expressed in a verse

quoted in the first lecture, Buddha cherished a desire for life till

eternity for the purpose of eradicating the world of its evils. The

Jftinas held the sf*me views and appealed to their kings t<? carry
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on the work of the fou'r charities through out India. The Saivites

and Vaisnavites turned their temples into feeding houses of thre^

poor. Still there eems to have been a large mass of population^

which professing other religions and cults 'or following no reli-'

gion was bent oh the pursuit after pleasures and 'accumulation ~o?a

wealth. How to deal with such people ? This economical ques-
tion seems to have troubled the head of the ancient Smrti Writers 1

and driven them to the use of coercive measures for ttie purposS'
of maintaining the balance of economical power even among tH&

people. Accordingly Manu says ( XL 14- )*

If a man possessing one hundred cows kindles not the sacfecl

fire or one possessing a thousand cows drinks the Soma juice
(by performing the Soma.sacrifice.), one may unhesitatingly take

^

from the houses of these two, even though they be Brahmans br
:

Ksatriyas.."
'

i"{jf

" O* he may take it by force or fraud from one who always
takes and never gives and who refuses to give it ; thus the fame
of the taker will spread and his merit increase.

"

,

"
Likewise he who has not eaten at the time of six meals may

take at the time of the seventh meal ( food ) from a man. who
neglected his sacred duties without however making a provision
for the morrow !

j'g

u
Either from the threshing floor or from a field, or out of the

House or
1

wherever he finds it
; but if the owner asks him, he must

confess to him that ( deed and its cause ).

" "17
," On such occasions a Ksatriya must never take the properIff

of. & virtuous Brahman ; but he who is starving may appropriate
the possessions of a Dasyu or of one who neglects' his Sacred
duties. ^ ;

.

t

- i

ia
-

fHe who takes property from. the wicked, and bestows on the vijr-
asctransfc^ms Mmself into boat, and carries both over the.'se^,

of Misfortune.
* f '

"
The property of those who zealously offer sacrifice the "wise

Ga
?:,

tll0JProPerty of 'the gods; but 'the wealth of those
perform no'sacriflces is called the property of the
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" On him ( who, for the reasons stated, appropriates another's

possessions ) a righteous king shall not inflict punishment ; for

in that case a Brahman pines with hunger through the Ksa-

fcriya's want of care.
"

". The verse that
" He who takes property from the wicked and

bestows it on the virtuous '*
is called a Nyaya or economical

principle by Medhatithi in his commentary on Manu VIII. 143.

TThis verse is saic? to occur in Steya Sastra, a book on theft and is

quoted from it by Vedantadesika in his Paramatabhanga II. It

is evident therefore that organised theft on a large scale was
justified on economic grounds. There is also an oft quoted
verse predicting as it were the fate of idle accumulation of

wealth in the hands ofa few in the midst of a starving multitude
of people.

Wealth has four kinsmen claimants -
( 1 ) charity, ( 2 ) fire,

( 3 ) the king and ( 4 ) the thief ; at the disregard shown to the

eldest of them the three remaining brothers will be enraged.

The fire referred to in the above passage seems to be that

which is set to the property by thieves. It is a common saying,

that accumulation of wealth or means of living in the hands of

a lew provokes the hatred not only of their poor kinsmen, but of

the country at large. In ancient times the attack of one nation

by another was due chiefly to the property of .the one and the

poverty of the other. When war was found impossible on

account of proper military organisation of a prosperous nation,

ofgani^ed robbery by either internal or external thieves seems

to h&v-e been successfully carried on. When a starving multitude

of a country suffering from unequal distribution of wealth co-

operates with thieVes and robbers, neither military nor police

force will be of any use. Besides when economic distress be-

comes a ^national calamity, it is necessary in the interest of the

nation itself to remove the cause of guilt rather than to capture

,and piinish the few guilty persons or leaders.

'' The efctetit of capital which the ancient economists permitted

ati individual to possess is what yields a store of grains enough

t0Jmaintain^ him and his family forjaot more than three years

us suppose that an. individual has a family of ten souls
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Inclusive of himself and at the rate of half a rupee per member

per day he requires a sum of Rs. 150 per mensem. This will

amount to Rs, 1800 per annum and to Rs. 5400 for three years.

The extent of capital required to fetch in Rs. 5400 at the rate of

three per cent per annum will come to Rs. 18000. It may be

land worth so much or an industrial concern, or trading fund.

It was therefore an economical evil in the view of the anoients

for an individual to possess more than what is worth at the

most Rs. 200,000. Well ! What is the situation of the economical

world now ? There are millions of men whose individual capital

is worth from five to hundred times the above sum. This huge
mass of wealth invested on agriculture, industrial concerns,

banking and other productive schemes, is growing enormously
and raising the capitalists to the rank of dictators in economic
and political fields. It is true that there are many generous

hearts among them who have contributed a large portion of their

wealth to various institutions of public good inclusive of religious

missions engaged in the noble business of religious and moral

education throughout the world. All the same the poverty of

the masses remains unaffected. Thus modern society consists

of two classes ; those who control the means of life and occupy
in society a place of special power, and those who having no
means of life look to the former for wage-earning w6rk and are

thus controlled by them. The relation between master and
servants does not seem to have any spiritual or moral tinge in

it. Each seems to regard the other as a necessary evil, more
so where they happen to belong to different races. Both
the classes differ in their aims. The motive of the master is

to enrich himself, while that of the labourer is to earn
his daily bread. Both succeed in realising their aims.
But the labourer comes to grief whenever he loses his wages
on account of his doing no work during his illness or whenever
the wages he and his wife earn cannot suffice for the maintenance
of his growing family, while the master is actuated by an
inordinate desire for physical or objective pleasures coupled
with the firm belief in the eternal perpetuity of himself
both in his family and bis race. The East cannot Lbut lautfi
nt this v*in and foolish hope. The Babylonian, the Egyptian, the
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Gtetk, the Romans alfthese nations had entertained the same

hope and fought tooth and nail for its realisation and security.

With what end ? The end was selfdestruction.

Neither parliamentary forms of government nor scientific

discoveries of new means of making nature subservient to

man will save nations from the horrors of economical in-

equality leading to war and its miseries. The only remedy

for these horrors is spiritual culture pregnant with the lessons

of self-negation and altruism, as once successfully practised by

the ancients in India. Instead of remedying economical evils

war aggravates it. Let not India forget the spiritual means of

avoiding economic evils* It is not the revolutionary propaganda
of the Bolshevists and Socialists that can give each man his due

share on the surface of the globe which is an inheritance of the

whole of mankind irrespective of creed, colour and race. Al-

truism, sympathy and fellow-feeling are virtues of the heart.

Selfishness f antipathy and misanthropy are the vices of the heart.

Cultivation of virtues can drive out vices and cultivation of

vices can equally drive out virtues. They are the graves of each

other. There are no other means of implanting virtues than vir-

tues themselves. Nor are any other means of eradicating vices than

virtues themselves. Hence it is the duty of all to learn, virtuous

habits and shun vices. Spiritual culture is the nursery of virtues

and mitilarism that of vices. If the world is to be purged of its

economical, political and other evils which are all brought about

by selfishness, spiritual culture, the source of all virtues, is the

only means. Let India cherish it and preserve it. It will do good

not only to India but also to the whole world.



WAS KAUTSA A SCEPTIC?

BY

PROP. K. M. SHEMBAVNEKAR, M. A.
' '

Ever since Yaska's Mrukta received the attention of Vedic

scholars, the passage in it that has charmed them most is the

one in which Yaska deals with Kautsa, who maintains that the

Vedic Mantras are meaningless. Critics have so far discovered

in that bold assertion the progress of scepticism even :in i&iose

early times,.and the very considerable interval of time between

the Vedic Rsis and their unbelieving descendants whose scepti-

cism is only commensurate with their ignorance.' Thus Dr.

Macdonell, while writing about this interval, remarks.
u
The gap

between the poets and the early interpreters was indeed so great
that one of Yaska 's predecessors, named Kautsa, actually
had the audacity to assert that the science of Vedic Exposition
was useless, as the Vedic hymns and formulas were obscure,

unmeaning, or mutually contradictory/' ( MacdonelFs History
of Skt. Literature, p. 61 ). And he proceeds to

'

draw his

conclusions, deriving no small support from this

argument Dr. Sarup, in his introduction to the translation
of the Nirukta, treads in the footsteps of his guru,

!

and
improves upon the hints thrown out by him. According
to him, anti-Vedic scepticism had become too rampant at
the time, and that

"
Kautsa was an eminent scholar, or some

great personality, or the exponent of some philosophic systeni,
whose thought could not be ignored.

"

We cannot admit these views as correct. There is scarcely
another passage in the whole range of Sanskrit literature, which,
im its apparent sense, stands so directly opposed to its real im-
port 5 or which has eluded the searching eye of scholarship for
so long a time. It will come as a surprise to our readers as we
declare at the outset that, far from being a sceptic or a heretic
Kautea is a champion of that school, which is not only the most
orthodox in its character, but which has entered deep into all
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8he details of Hindu life. We mean the school of the Yajnikas

^ -ritualists*). And the meaninglessness of the Vedic Mantras is

onfly a convention, a postulate, of this very orthodox school.

Kautsa, it should be noted, speaks only of the Mantras. But

they form only one part of a Veda, the Brahmana being the other.

To the Yajnikas, including the Mlmamsakas, it is the Brahmana
that is of greater importance, inasmuch as it contains .scrip-

tural Injunctions ( vidhis ), which alone give life and vigour
to a revealed religion. Such portions of the Brahmana, as ate

not injunctions in their nature, are called
*

Arthavadas,
'

01?

glorificatory complements. And these latter are only an appen-

dage of the vidhi-texts.

: \ ( Purvamlmarbsa i. 2. 7 ).

It is needless (to remark that the Yajnikas and
who regard the Vedas as Revelation, never trouble themselves

with questions, which modern Vedic scholars endeavour so much
to solve. Their interest in the Vedas is similar, indeed, to that

of the Schoolmen of the Middle Ages in^the Bible, or to that of

the early interpreters of the Quoran in their own sacred book.

Thus, according to them, the vidhi-sentences are the .most

important portion of the Vedas, while the Mantras ad the

artha-Tadas are only sub-servient to them.

aise nofrconcerned here with the origin of the Mantras.

however they might have originated, they were preserved

ammm umntecrupted oral tradition mainly for their application

to sacrificial .mid other kinds of ritual, and not as literary

oimosities. In .course of time, this ritualism came to have mich

. a vigorous ^growth, that the existing stock of Mantras

was fund to be too insufficient to meet its demands.

To make new Mantras was out of the question ; for

the old Mantras were already regarded with a veneration which,,

by niniversal consent, belongs to the utterances of enlightened

Seers only, and to which any makers of new Mantras could ha^e

no pretensions. The Yajnikas, whose duty it was, and has been

still, to ^conduct the ritual, found it therefore absolutely necessary

to apply "the same Mantras over and over again to differentiates.

This
*

viniyoga
*

or application of the Vedic Mantras to the
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ous rites thus became their most important feature. The atliest

reference to this kind of viniyoga is, of course, to be found in th

Br&hmana works, which are essentially ritualistic in character,

and in which the chanting of entire Suktas, and
'

trcas
'

f and
*

rks
'

is laid down as an integral part of the particular rite. It

should, however, be noted that the Mantras thus prescribed by

the Brahmana are generally relevant to the occasion. That is,

they purport to be the prayers to the deities, whom the rite aims

at propitiating. But sometimes such Mantras are also prescribed

as have no direct bearing upon it As the Brahmanas are

"
Sruti

"
( Eevealed ) Texts, their authority to do so is not to be

questioned. And now a very interesting question arises :; Which

of the two is more powerful either the scriptural injunction with

regard to the Mantra, or the import of the Mantra ? To this

Jaimini answers in the Purva-mimamsa as follows

rriif^^
mlmamsa ill 3. 14 X That is, in a conflict of |jf^, f%^% 3T5R", etc.,

the earlier is stronger than fch latter. Thus 'Sruti' (direct injunc-

tion ) is clearly stronger than tie
*

linga
'

( import X and is domi-

nant over it. Thus, for instance, there is a clear injunction

given in the Brahmana'-^SOT ^!^cWTTlTS%.
* k He (Yajamana )

prays to Garhapatya, by the rk which purports to be laudatory of

Indra.
** And according to the practice of the Yajnikas,

snd the rule laid down as above by the Mlrn&msa-
kas , the rk ( efeKt'Hivi ^M^KiU etc. ) is applied to the service

of Garhapatya Agni, though it properly forms a part of Indra's

prayer^ The Mantra, in this, as in all other similar cases, is to

be interpreted by the 'jaghanya vrttf or 'laksana'. The following
extract from the Bhasya of Sahara on the sutra

. 4 ), will make the point sufficiently clear:

5 "Tn^raTnerQc \

{

srcftcr :
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A clear reference to this deduotion of the Mlmlrhsakas is to

ba found in the Samkara-bh&sya also : wf*T
i w^m^^t \ ( XL

i 13 X

Thus the practice of employing the sacred Mantras on this

principle went on increasing in the sacrificial as well as in the

sacramental ritual. In the latter, however, the principle seems
to have been c %rried to a farther extent than in the former. Only
some rites belonging to the latter clasg, therefore, are in complete
harmony with the nature and essence of the Mantras which are

prescribed for them. Those Mantras, for instance, which are

used on the occasion of the nuptial rite ara really very appropri-
ate for it. And the reason is quite obvious. For, the Sukta ( X-
7-85 ) from which most of them, have been selected is called the

'vivaha-sukta*, and Surya, the daughter of the Sun, is said to be

its rsi (Seer), at the time of her own marriage. When, therefore,

Aivalayana enjoins that the entrance of the bride into the house

of the bride-groom should be celebrated with the rk, *iha priyam
prajaya te samrdhyatam* &CM we feel that the choice is very

happy. But it is not possible to make such a happy choice in all

cases. And yet, happy or otherwise, fche choice Aas to be made ;

for without the holy mantras no rite is complete. The same
authority, therefore, is compelled to give the rk f 'yuvam vastr&ni

plvasa vasathe '

&c., ( 1-21-152-1 ) as an . appropriate mantra at

the time of investing the youth with a pair of new garments in
the *samavartana' rite. The rk may be thus translated ;

You ( two ) clothe yourselves withfat garments ( of* you are dad in

thick lustre ) ; your productions ( gifts ) are verily unbroken and ccin-

'siderable ; !&ar off all sins(from us), and oh / Mitra and
serve ( us ) with truth ( rewards of sacrifice X

It will be easily perceived that the above mantra has no direct
bearing upon the rite as the

*

vivaha-mantras' have upon the nup-
tial rite. And in this manner the Vedic stanzas have been chosen
and utilised for various purposes by the Yajnikas who organised
and developed the whole later ritualism. And if we carefully
examine the mantras which are employed l^y millions of devout
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tod&y fty tHe d&iiy worship of their gods, the teuth^of the

remarks will be amply borne > out.

The Yajnikas, therefore, regarded the mantras as sacred

utterances only, utterances fit for chanting at the ritual and
thejcebjf invoking and, propitiating tha gods. Naturally enough,
they thoughts it quite, necessary to regard them as meaningless
alfiO|f from, their own point, of view ; for, otherwise, the whole
fahnio.reai^dL by them wiU tumble down. Ajid what a remark-
ablecontrast b0fcween;the Vedic stanzas on the one hand,, and
fehe statnasbor himns: of classical times on the ofchfijp ? For while
tha former ca^beJegitimataly; used for various, purposes, irra-

speofcLva of their sense,, the latter ar,e strictly gpverned by their
sense al0ma Tiene is nothmg, wrong in dedicating a* rk which.

abe a prater of Indra, to the service o GaLrhapat^a
ButitwilLba not only impropriety,, it. will, be sheer

madaase^if atmaai} will endeavounto praise Yisrnu by a stotra, o
or GNanapati, or, vice versa.,

That this is the convention of the Yajnikas; and* that
refutes it as such, we shall now prove first from the purva-
mtmatnsl, wherein the whole question has been discussed at full;

length; then, secondly, from the
'

upodghata
'

(preface) of
Slyana to the ^gveda-bhasya which is certainly more read than*
the first mentioned work ; and thirdly, and lastly, from some
remarks in Durga's commentary on the passage in question,
which all readers of the Nlrukfia are expected to Have
read.

iB quesHon tothe.
1

manferadhtk aratm '

The pu^va-paksa, or prima facie view" off

comprises nine sutras, most of whicfc av*
identical in sense, with the oBjections which Yfcsksa. attributes to,
Kautsa.

We give below only the most important suteas with. SabamV
bh^ya,upon them, poinfcuxg, onkthafr complete identity with, theranons objectaons aad answers In. the Yasfca-Kaatsa, canfa-o!*" "

The first. sufcrais.fT^^Trwat ( P. 1^ 1-
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STcT

T%R*TR-, 3rsw i z&ft srrofRran^r s srar

This obviously corresponds to the second objection of Kautsa,

namely,

Now it is perfectly clear from the foregoing extract from the

bhasya, that the purva-paksa, or opponent's view, is here suppos-

ed to be advanced by the school which regards the tnani^as as

OT5TOOT-
7

i. e. holy utterances, the chanting of which

@cuxes merit for the chanter. As to their sense, it is as good as

non-existent 5 for they are employed by the Brahmanas as

though they were meaningless. If a man, who apparently seems

to be endowed with eyes,,submits himself to be helplessly led by

another, what is the natural inference ? Certainly this, that k@

is blind in the eyes.

Sayana, who, of course, follows Sabara, briefly interprets the

sutra thus :--

citH 1
*

Sff^

Durga after commenting upon !the identical passage in the

Hiirukta, alluded to above, offers further remarks for the [eluci-

dktibn of the same ; but they seem to have completely escaped

the serious attention of readers, who, with the notions of Kautsa' s

supposed scepticism revolving in their mind, were more per-

plexed than enlightened by them. These remarks are as follows:-
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And also in commenting upon the text
'

sffrfw ft H*^!: he

observe^ r-

Sf fg
1

This ordinarily might have furnished a clue to all serious

readers towards the solution of the problem, had not their minds

been so thoroughly preoccupied by the supposed scepticism of

Ivautsa.

Then the second sutra is WTW^mr^i (1.2.31). This is

substantially the same thing as
'

the first and most important of all the objections of Kautsa.

Sahara interpretes the sutra as follows :-

ft WFSTT ^r^f^r i

The Ysjnika who is supposed to adduce this argument IB

favour of Ms theory of the meaninglessness of the vedio mantras
proves, or rather attempts to prove, that their true character lies,

not indeed in their import, but in the immutability of their

syllables. Otherwise the immutability cannot be accounted for.

And this is certainly a very strong argument ; for Yaska also
admits it, though in an indirect manner. He simply observes
that the argument from immutability does not prove the point
at issue. For such immutability may be found in certain
expressions and compounds even in the spoken language. ^tfg%-
^ujd^nMifi ffidiypitfft.

' And as his object is to disprove the
theory of the meaninglessness of the mantras, he lets off the
doctrine of efficacy of their chanting undisputed. Jaimini's
answer to the above objection is couched in the sutra

) f
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Sayana briefly comments on the same s^-tra as follows *

"C** KM* fsfs ttlQ* <Hl|a"dR ""ct i^u I t ^J-M^I IHM^^c*TnT*T <^^l <4II t 1 cc| (%f |m^f rt o*4 i *i c<i -

All this leaves absolutely no doubt that on the! point of the

efficacy of chanting the Vedic stanzas, the disputants, the-

Mlroaihsafcas and Yaska on the one hand, and the Yajnikas on

the other, are at one. And a disputant who indignantly main-

tains this doctrine of efficacy is as asunder from a sceptic as

the north pole is from the south. It is true that Yaska does not

tackle the point at all. But the reason Is obvious. He takes

into consideration only that part of the Yajxilka's convention

which clashes with the aims and objects of his NIrukta. As to

the rest of it he is quite silent, for according to the maxim 6

*Fm-
*

silence is admission. Jaimini, on the other

hand, discusses it in all its details, approving some of them and

disapproving the others*

The difference between the Yajnikas and the Mlmamsakas is

very little- almost nominal. They are indeed adherents of one and

the same school. But while the former mainly rely upon the
*

kalpa-sutras
' and other traditional books in the conduct of the

ritual, the latter proceed with scientific methods, and out of a

mass of scriptural injunctions evolve a system of philosophy,

which is not very transcendental in its results, it is true, but which,

nevertheless, is of paramount importance from the scholastic and

ritualistic stand-point of view. Hence Durga rightly calls the

Mlmamsakas by the name *

?qrof%^:: snw^T:
'

; for instance, in

his bhasya on Nirukta 1-17-5 he remarks^

( P. M. III. 2-19 )

It is evident, therefore, that in criticising the theory of the

meaninglessness of the mantras Jaimini is refuting the extra-

vagance of a view of his own predecessors. And though Kautsa

is not mentioned by name in the Mimamsa, still he is clearly the

person whom Jaimini has In view in writing: the
* mantradhi-

kayana.
' He is, in all probability, the same person who is men-
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tioned by Apastamba in bis Bharmasutra. If so, he must -have

been the author of a kalpa-sutra.

And now the direct positive evidence for Kautsa's orthodoxy
being given, we may argue to the-same effect from the point of

probability also. Is it at all likely that a sceptic should adduce
the first two arguments which Yaska places into the mouth of

Kautsa? 3Tor, obviously,- a sceptic's aim must be to prove that
the Vedic Mantras are a senseless jargon. Then what does lie

gain by urging that they are at the mercy of the Brahmanas,?
or that they are immutable in the order of their syllables and
words, either? The plain truth is that a fundamental error
breeds smaller errors in its course. And the few who wer*
perhaps struck by the fantastic nature of the arguments of ;the
supposed sceptic satisfied themselves with the thought that the
ancients, being no thorough-bred disputants, .

often ushered ;ia
irrelevant matter in their discussions, at which, we of modem
times are occasionally to wink. To the mind of most readers,
however, there was nothing incongruent or fantastic in them.
Then as to the next two objections viz., ( 3 )

4 ) awrft ftMRtiVtraft *rrf% i and also ( 7 )

they -are certainly such as are likely to proceed from an opponent
of sceptical tendency. Kautsa and his school oppose ( 3 ) and ( 4 )
*o the pretensions of Yaska, as the founder of the school of Vedic
Expoattion, in order to show the invalidity and incongruity of
fee sense of the Mantras, in which sense they themselves have
o interest. And ( 7 ), or argument from obscurity, is advanced

w*t only to prove the futility of the task of that Exposition -but
also to convince the opponent of the mysterious character of at
least some of the Mantras. The Yajnika, indeed, seems to regardeh obscure verses in the same light as the devout Mahomedan
loots upon the mysterious letters A, L, M etc., at the beginningof^ch Chapter of the Quoran. Then again objection ( 5 )

and Yaskas reply to ( 3 ),,

clearly mdicate that both the objector and the respondent professthe same faith ; otherwise no such objection could be raised norsuch reply received.

Mtt*he l to all accepted no-of Kautsa's heterodoxy, ie our view in the matter <rf
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Ms creed. The evidence we have given in support of it

is clear, conclusive, incontrovertible. The wonderful passage
in the MietlfcNb IH its tfe^hfjr^jsAn^i^mn^o .jpagf^^wtp fitly

be compared to "the great S^rboniftin^o^ where whole armies have
sunk/' And though its identity with the similar topic in the

Mlmathsa was percieved by morie ithan one translator, it seems

to have been little better than the result of an idle search for

parallelisms. Nor is it -necessary 4o -controvert the various

ingenious theories based on the misinterpretation of this passage 5

they will, of necessity, shift for themselves. Accordingly,
Dr. MacdoneH/s theory of the great gap of time between the

Rdis and the early interpreters of the Vedas - a theory quite un-

fair to the traditional learning of the Hindus, which is nothing
if not uninterrupted-becomes totally groundless. And Dr. Sarup*s

argument about the tolerance of those times, in so far as it

derives "its support from the mistaken import of the same passage,
Is-vitiated by the discovery of the true creed of Kautsa. Far
different from either of these two scholar is Prof. V. K. Rajwade,
who, in his recent "Marathi translation of the Nirukta, treats

both the objector md "the respondent with -sneers, thinking
that the objections *aiM answers are equally frivolous. This

pf ii^ .,fcre ^eed .pf the pMeQtor, hp^ev^jr, will

bfpa tfe^t.ihe AjiciQiits knew w\Q& they prere a>ou%
for a pastime.



HISTORICAL DATA IN THE DRAMA KAUMUDl-
MAHOTSAVA

BY

K. P. JAYASWAL, M. A.

1. The Andhra scholar Mr. Ramkrishna Kavi, M. A., who
ha to his credit already the discovery and publication of several

missing literary pieces of historical value, places before us

another gem in the shape of the Kaumudlmahotsava^ a drama in

Sanskrit, by an unknown author. He and Pandit S* K. Rama-
natha Sastri Mlmaihsacarya have edited it in the Dak^nabharatl
Sanskrit Series as No. 4. The introduction in English is con-

tributed by Mr. Kavi in five pages, and the drama covers fifty

( 8 vo ) pages in print, consisting of five acts. It is published

from 366, Mint Street, Madras ( 1929 ). I received a presenta-

tion copy at Dasahra. Most welcome this present has been to

me, as it lights up in detail a period of Hindu history*

2. The manuscript on palm-leaf was discovered in British

Malabar by Mr, Kavi and his companions during their well-

known tour for searching manuscripts. Our text has been edited

from a single manuscript yet found. The author was a woman.
Her name is missing in the manuscript, but I am suite that the

discovery of another manuscript will give her name which may
turn out to be one of the poetesses famous in our anthologies.

1

The evidence of the manuscript is not definite on the question
of til titie of the drama. There might have been another name
of the drama.

8. The style is simple, of the school of Bhasa 5 both prose and
versus axe direct, without long samasas or far-fetched figures of

1* Prof. D. B. Bhandarkar thinks that the second verse of the drama
contain* the name of the authoress. I fully agree with this view. I, however,
tmke her name to be BolorikS, and her father's name Kj^ivala. Thre
is a pun on the latter word. The use of kalama-ntafijail to denote a pn
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speech. Kandl is omitted as In so many Southern texts. It

was composed in a few days, probably within a week, as the
occasion was urgent and the composition topical and for the

occasion. King: Kalyana-varman obtained mahabhiqeka coro-

nation ( p. 41 ) for adhirajya ( p. 35 ) at the Suganga Palace of

PStaliputra, tie capital of Magadha ( pp. 30, 35, 42 etc. ) under
circumstances of a popular revolution* For political strength,
the Prime Minister arranged an immediate alliance with the

king of the Surasena Janapada ( pp. 8, 34, 49 ), Klrtise^a, a
Y&dava, ruling at Mathura ( pp. 40-43 ). His daughter Klrtimatl
was brought to Pataliputra, alternatively called Kusumapura and
Puspapura, and the marriage was performed there, the Purohita
from Mathura representing his king ( Act V ). While the festi-

val Kaumudlmahotsava was being celebrated during the marriage
and after, in a prolonged form, the drama just improvised by
the lady dramatist, based on the biography of KalySnavarman
up to his marriage, was staged at PStaliputra i ?R[nff

I Mr. Kavi thinks ( Introduction p. l ) that the name
of the authoress was probably Vijjika.

4. The work belongs to a period when at PStaliputra the book
of Dattaka was still studied by learned courtezans ( p. 37 ),

women became orthodox nuns ( p. 38 ), and Hindu gods and
goddesses were in the ascendant. There was an orthodox^ revival

, p. 36 ), the story of Avimaraka ( p. 22 ) and that
of Udayana ( p. 4 ) the audience fully knew, that is, dramas on
them, as well as on Saunaka-and-BandhumatI had been popular
and familiar, and the art of painting was in evidence ( Acts V
& VI X The Brahman is nowhere a military hero ( unlike |n
BhEsaX The drama seems to be nearer Kalidasa's time than
that of Bhasa1

.

1. Similarity in language need not suggest borrowing between the
authoress and KSlidSsa. Language and expressions current on the stage
be adopted by contemporary or nearly contemporary writers.
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MistGticafr irferene*l to tUd Sn^Yamuna Falaoe of

(*. 4-)* are nH*nl^ to tMs drum, wMte the referee- to-

SirGaBfe* fit t^b Mu^pa*^fcs^a^ in 0m^ee*5n wii ^it^n

mahoMam m fotoed* B>appe^that Vi^fcb^atte h^d fliw- play

about Ka^S^a^rman^^^ Mn^ aid wi^ probatolj coolpeMSg

&ally lfeetnl> d^i>M tba^ife^ dmma^ i& a* worfc of

ta9ta^peiiKfd| c^iti^ liieitoy stjrle^aad- liwiKJttfiti^s/

*ftrfbttfcbdfiigfiitfiisto*Sr of a pffeW, xutt dftefefaetf to

, tlife dfaMa fetffBiBed a coiit^m^OT^jf jJAWptifet' tod

a $i&m fii Mtewfliw. ffitf* fe tfot xiia^fi ^ot>e

drjimtlB ^Ibt fe t&^life-storr 6f Kafyafi^atrfiiaiS, Hot,

feeing ^rfttfto f6 tEfe

Ms
dii tli^ ^1f6ti^ durfngtfe aB^hce of thfcf fuling king;

USto- rttoftt fe ^ dfeijrfjpfibA" of any Bravfciff of lei4 liero by the

Slie sfioWs sfeill" fii creating a rdtiiaiSce fctf ffie

couple Who h^d seen each (M^r only dxftte Biafofi

Her dJscfiptit>n of the feeatiiafes
? of tEe ybtilig

ftf a dedriptfOn 6f 4 woman trf

oftti0 !mgfei t^hidfi makes it difficult
><

foi f if to be <i

sion: ftte* ilfH^ffetit ddfetjfe, Hi& podr ^eF^oiftaritf of

the hero, and an essentially Mstforio&i ^jtf&*foif of fStft&, ^fegfen^d

fee dMftu^to 'd^livto^ Sfc^ feiw^ i* imtoh ol a- cbanoe M^W as a

pieTOr efr tt wfll be read, pwbably more than an^ other

ttee- tetetoiiansr of th^ Gupta period* Its very defects

make it em0smoulfr valuable to the seefcer of facts. We may
take the drama to be the contemporary history of Kalyaria-

varinan of Pataliputea.

Ill facts ^corded by the auth6f^ ar^

of KalyatiaYafmto, died an old man on the battle-field

IB the d^fenas of his capital, Fataliputra, which had been

by one Canda-sena and his relations ilfV -lUddiatffiB.

dyassty of StixidteTaTarma is not Baiaaed, ifr merely
Hi rMl^dh^ feMiir

1

f MdVUObMctf^ fi: S)
a tinge of looalfsn^ We may take ll
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's wfes a lo&al family. Canda-sena, the rival,

waer Adopted by Sundaravarinan ( putrlkrtah, p. 30 ). Arid

although Canda-sena Was thus allied with the Magadha
family, he contracted a marriage with th Lidchavis

who were
'

the enemies of the Magadha dynasty,
* and

who ar called Mlechh&s by the authoress ( rW
). Finding an

opportunity, he laid siege to Kusumapura ( 3

^nrat ). Here svayam Magadha-kulam vyapadiiannapi is important.

Canda-sena had evidently proclaimed himself as belonging to

the Magadha family, on account of adoption, although his

GW& family wsls different. He was a KSraskara ( IV. 6, p. 30 )
:

' ?

, at which the remark is made
Rif H

'
?
- '

how, royalty for such a caste ?
* The

Earaskaras were low and had their own locality, according to

Baudhayana ( Dharmasutra, Oh. I ). Evidently Oanda-sena was
such an old immigrant in Magadha that his original community
had come to be treated as a caste. Sundaravarman in the battle

hd an opportunity of killing Oanda-sena but the position of the

latter being that of a son, he desisted and merely threw him
downright in the midst of the Licchavis, who were evidently

fighting on the side of Canda-sena ( ?!rr- v*Tf% ^furil

QS* \ ^?cict iqH^ tci \ siceff || <^-o^i j ei'^^i^vi^
: ^tmTtoTT^ ^ST: ). The

(
'

tie fein& of the Magadhas
'

), however, died exhausted, and of

old" agfc then and there (p. 30 ). The queens of Sundaravarman
committed suicide ( p. 30 ), and Kalyanavarman, a little boy,,

Was fekeii away beyond the frontiers into the forest with tie

iitir^e Vinayarildiiar and some devoted companions ( p. 31 ).

He grew on the lake Pampa at Vyadha-Mskindha ( p, 3 ) and had
to lie in ^ait for a numbed of y%ars^ In feemeanMtne the e

minister Mate^Gria|)ta and the ex-commander-in-chief
raka evet g^ave up ka^e arid remained on the lookout fo^ a^

oj^ortutniiy. OBC^ Canda-s^aa had to go out with his army on an

expedition to the foontiers to qiaell a revolt of his prtityanta-yvalas

or frontier govetnors ( pi 2i ),

* e

amongst the Sabaras andPulind
OB the frontier of Magadha

"
( p. 10 ). The revolt was stirred up

by Mantragupta and Kunjaraka? ( p 10 ). During tho abse&oe of

king Canda-sena and his army from the capital, Mantra-Gupta*
^ conference in secret with the Paurs-Janapadas, who
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supported the return of Prince Kalyanavarman ( p. 29 ). He
was called to the capital through an urgent messenger and was

crowned. In the beginning of Act V it is said that Canda-sena

was struck or killed ( nihatah). It is not mentioned as to who
killed him, whether Kalyanavarman's party or the frontiey-

governorb. Kalyanavarman is credited to have uprooted the

raja-kula ( dynasty ) of Candasena.

8, The narration of the history of Kalyanavarman neces-

sarily stops here9 because this was the terminus up to the date of

the drama of the
*

samattta-carita
* of the new king,

9. I feel confident that this Canda-sena was no other than

the king who assumed the name of Candra-Ghipta after his

grandfathers name ( Ch&pta ) in imitation of the great name of

Oandra-Gupta Maurya. Candragupta was his regnal name,
and Can^a-sena was the original name ( if the manuscript

preserves the form correctly and has not corrupted candra into

canda ). His father's name Ghatotkaca was not joined with

&upta. It seems that Candra dropped sena and adopted. Gupta
to give himself a dynastic title.

10* The known Gupta history would give room to a KalyEna-
varman and a Sundaravarman, before the disappearance of the

Liochavis from the neighbourhood of Magadha, only in the

time of Candragupta I. The identification proposed is support-
ad by the sambandha with the Licchavis mentioned in the

drama. We know from the Gupta inscriptions and coins that the
whole rise of the Gupta power was due to the marriage with the

Lioohavi family.

11. Kalytoavarman could not have been allowed to reign
long by the Licchavis who had to protect the interest of their
dk&mkttra Samudragupta. In the list of the rulers subdued by
Samudragupta Kalyariavarma's name does not appear, though
we have one Balavarman and one Candravarman in his list of
the JLryavarta kings. Nor do we find the name of Kirtisena,
the fathaiHbn-law of KalySxtavarman in that list. This is ex-
plainable on the ground that Klrtisena, who was a contemporary
of Sundaravaaman ( p. 40 ), was probably an old man at the time
of the niarTiage and accession of KalySnavannan, and that he
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might have soon passed away. The PurEi^as which close m the

Gupta period, do not mention the family of 'Sundaravarman'. It

must have been a very short dynasty and insignificant.

12. The cause of the hostility and fight seems to have been
the birth of KalySi^avarman. Caj^da^sena was a krtaka1 son
of Sundaravarman ; by the birth of KalySijavarrnan he lost the

right of succession. Kalyana was born when his father was
old. KalySna was yet a babe when the battle of Patali-putra
was fought. Sundaravarman left more than one queen who
committed suicide. . It seems to have been a civil war for succes-

sion* As Canda was a krtaka son, he had nofc lost his parentage
in his natural family, according to Hindu Law. The Gupta records

mention his natural parentage. He did not succeed to his adoptive
father by law for his hostility and battle were sufficient to

cause his disinherison, apart from the existence of Ealyanavar-
man. Hence his acquisition of the throne was on pure conquest

by him and the Licchavis. Coins were therefore struck in the

Joint names.

13. The facts, as interpreted here, are supported by the

Allahabad Pillar inscription of Samudragupta. Samudragupta
practically starts his career with the conquest of

"
Puspa

"

( pura), where as if in play he captures through his army Che

descendant of Kota ( Kota-kulajaih ) who is not named. Naga-
sena, probably a son of Klrtisena, is also mentioned as defeated

at the same time as the Kota-kulajam. Evidently, Acyuta
and Nagasena and the Kota are all three to be referred to a bat-

tle at Puspapura. Kalyanavarman's family name is nofc given in

the drama except the mention that he was a Ksatriya ( pp. 3, 33 ).

Kota is to be identified as the family of Kalyanavarman. This is

certain that Samudragupta had to re-conquer Pataliputra. His
father must have been dispossessed. The ministers and members
of the assembly at the time of Samudragupta's nomination in

supersession of his ( elder ) brothers were sorrow-striken, accord-

ing to the inscription. His father Oandragupta had tears in

1. A krtaka son could be, like any other kind of adopted son, an asa-
toarna boy. A Ksatriya could adopt a Raraskar,a Sundaravarman was a

&$atriya as his name shows and as it is specifically mentioned in the
drama ( p. 32 ).
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lite agree* Tha isoime refers to ttua Jail b^liM '<rf

Samudrftgugto jww selected owing tO'tfo^Uffgejunr Q

he appeared competent to reafeooe to forfcuB00 of t tli .jjpffliljr.

he was the grandson of the Licohavis, i. e., born of a lacch-

avi lady.

el$e s made Sanmdrag^pta become a Hindu* of

15. Students of Gupta history have always felt that the Gup-
tas were low in origin. Prof. Bhandarkar and I were discussing:

the other day this very point and without any doubt we both enter-

tained that opinion. As the Puranas, which close their survey
in the early Gupta time ( e. g. the VUyu mentions them as ruling
in the Ganges valley ), say that from the time of Maha-
Pamda Nanda the imperial throne would be occupied by
Sadras, one is led to the conclusion that the Guptas
were Siidra or similarly low in status. We now find

that the Licchavis were looked down upon by the ortho-

dox people of Magadha as mlecchas. The Gupta marriage with
them is another proof, though not a very strong proof, of their low
origin. Their silence about their family-name in their inscrip-
tions is also significant- Now we know from our drama th^i
Oanda-sena was a Karaskam. The lady author by a clever

play upon the word Karaskara [

%5 ] Biakss Mm literally a prison-warden* On the authority
ited by BatidhEyana, tiie Karaskaras were beyond the pale of
Hiwha orthodoxy, and a Brahman had to perform purification on
his retuim frcmi them.

16. Candragupta the K&raskara was the earliest Shiv^ji of

India^ or the second early Shivaji, the first being Qandragupta
Maurya. The powerful Sudra protectors of "Hindu culture rival-
led the race of Bama and Pariksit in upholding orthodox rites,
tbe cause of JBrahmanism, the preservation of the cow> and the

of the sacred Sanskrit.

17. We must thank Mr. Kavi for restoring to us this precious
missing bit of kSvya, and through it ( if my identification ia
correct ) a missing li^c in Gupte history.



APOTHEOSIS IN THE RGVEDA

THE RBHUS

( Continued from VoL VIIL p. 182 )

BY

SlTATSFATH PBADHA1ST, M. So., Ph. D.

In Ms '

Die Religion des Veda
\ Oldenberg says

1 "
Die drei

Rbhus, ihrem Namen nach wahrscheinlich identisch mit den

Elben.
" Elsewhere in the same work he writes2 "

Die Rbhus

( Elben ) in den Ereis der OpferwtSrdigen Gottheitten anfge-

nommen werden eta
" Bloomfield agreeing with Oldenberg

says
8 that the Rbhus were 'clever-handed elves who used to

appear in the evening.
'

Dr. M. Winternitz states*
"
the Rbhus

are
*

gods of the so-called lower mythology
' and correspond with

the elves.
" In the Cambridge History of India VoL I, we find5

the statement
" The Rbhus are aerial elfs.

" Edward Washburn

Hopkins says
6 "

Yet are the Hindu clever artizan Rbhus our

elves." Lndwig however considered them as the three seasons

personified. Thus it will be perceived, that there is almost a

unanimity of opinion amongst scholars as regards the character

of the Vedic deities, the Rbhus. Here we shall try to stow that

this view of regarding the Rbhus as supernatural aerial elves,

or the three seasons personified is somewhat unhappy. The

Vedic literature, especially the hymns of the Bgveda, as well as

the Indian literature of later periods, which really provides the

best key to the right understanding of the Rgveda, a production

essentially of the Indian mind, indicate that the Rbhus were

human chieftains of a remote age.

2 P. 125.

3 The Eeligion of the Veda p. 78.

4 History of Indian Literature ( translated by Mrs. & Ketkar ) p* 78,

5 P. 105.

i The Religions of India, p. 169*

8
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Rbhu, Vibhvan and Vaja were the three sons of Sudhanvan

of the Angiras family and flourished in the very earliest Rgvedic

period and were able to perform some feats which to the early

primitive infant mind of the Rgvedic people appeared marvell-

ous, and the Rsis began to applaud them for their feats This

simple praise that was heaped on them became magnified into the

admiration of the adorer, and this admiration again developed into

complete apotheosization ; and the result was that the Rbhus

began to receive regular prayers and offerings of libations ofSoma-

jaice from the medieval Rgvedic Rsis, not only at the third daily

sacrifice, but also at the sacrifices appropriatad to the different

seasons of year, under the sincere belief that the RVhus, when

prayed to, might be pleased to grant them a satiety of riches and

wealth in the shape of cattle. They believed that the Rbhus after

their death had been living near the region of the disc of the Sun-

god who had received them hospitably for their having performed

good work, and that the eldest Rbhu had become the artificer of

Indra, the second Vibhvan of Varuna, and the thiid Vaja of the

other gods* They also believed that the B-bhus reposed in the

hospitality of the Sun-god for exactly those twelve days^when the

moon remains in the twelve rain-making lunar mansions such
as the Ardra etc. Sayana was perfectly aware of this for we find

him saying that the Rbhus were men and attained divinity by
performing penances. 1 Elsewhere he says that the Rbhus were
sometimes identified with the rays of the sun,

2 but this is strain-

ing it too far, for the spirits of the Rbhus were believed to be

travelling along the rays of the sun. They were believed to have
attained immortality and divinity by performing the following

deeds:

( 1 ) A :&si whose cow had died leaving a calf asked the
for assistance whereupon the Bbhus secured a living cow

and covered it with the skin of the dead one, from which the
calf imagined it to be its own mother, ( Vide Nltimanjarl on the
Bgpreda ).

( 2 ) The Bbhus at that remote age when few knew artisan-
ship amongst the Indo-Aryans, took 'a big ladle for sacrificial

on IJgv, I, m. 1.

on i^r, 1, 1, g^
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viands and out of that one piece, made four smaller ladles. This

was considered very wonderful, and praises were heaped on them.

( 3 ) They renovated their aged parents certainly by the

administration of drugs, and also by giving them nourishing

food. This appeared very marvellous to that ancient people.

After their death, they were believed to have departed to the

other world. Associated with the gods, they were believed to

still remain dexterous-handed skilled artisans. The eldest Rbhu
was believed as we have said to have become the artificer of

Indra, Vibhvan of Varuna, and Vaja of the other gods. Thus

they were believed to have formed the fleet horses of the god-

Indra and to have manufactured a chariot for the Asvins.

We consider here the statements of the Jfcgvedic poets one

by one and make this point clear.

Medhatithi, the son of Kanva, makes the following statements s

"This hymn, the bestower of riches, has been composed by the

sages with their own mouths to the ( class of ) divinities ( i. e. the

Rbhus ) who were born ( in this world V "

"Officers ( of sacrifices ), they held ( a mortal existence ) ; by
their pious acts ) they obtained a share of sacrifices with the

gods.
2 "

It is clear that Medhatithi Kanva was conscious of the mortal

existence of the Rbhus in the we rid, and believed that the Rbhus
had been entitled to a share of sacrifices with the gods on account

of their pious acts performed here.

Consider the statements of Kutsa of the Angiras family.

Kutsa says,*
" When Rbhus, you, who were amongst my

ancestors, yet immature ( in wisdom ) but desirous of enjoying

( the Soma libations), retired to the forest to perform ( penances ),

then, sons of Sudhanvan, through the plentifcude of your com-

pleted ( devotions ), you came to the sacrificial hall of the

munificent Savitr.
"

I, 20, 1.

Rgv, I, 20, 8. R. C. Dutt mistranslates this

Bgv.1,110,?,
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Kutsa continues saying,
1 " Savitr bestowed upon you immor-

tality when you approached him who is unconcealable, and re-

presented your desire to partake of the libations, and that ladle

for sacrificial viands, which the Asura ( i, e. Tvastr ) had formed

single, you made four-fold.
' *

Kutsa says again,
2 " Associated with the priests and quickly

performing the holy rites, they being yet mortals, acquired im~

mortality ; and the sons of Sudhanvan, the Bbhus, brilliant as

the sun, became connected with the ceremonies ( appropriated to

the different seasons of the year ).

Kutsa thus enumerates some of the acts5 of the Rbhus

4<

Rbhus, you covered the cow with a hide, and re-united the

mother with the calf ; sons of Sudhanvan, leaders of sacrifice,

through your good works you rendered your aged parents young/'

It Is cl^ar from the above statements of Kutsa Angirasa that

the Jlbhus were his ancestors, i. e. formerly belonged to the

Angiras family and were the sons of the famous Sudhanvan
Angirasa of whom we shall learn more. The Rbhus, according
to Kutsa, were mortal men, but by virtue of their pious acts,

were believed to have acquired immortality and divinity
after their death i. e. in the next world, and received regular
prayers and offerings of Soma-juice liabations from Vedic priests
in the same sacrificial hall in which the great God Savitr was
prayed to and invoked,

DIrghatamas Mamateya while engaged in the third daily
sacrifice, calls4 the Rbhus the sons of Sudhanvan and refers5 to
their having made the one sacrificial ladle fourfold.

DIrghatamas says
6
again,

"When Tvastr said : let us slay those
who have profaned the ladle designed for the drinking of gods,
then they, the Rbhus, made use of other names for one another as~~

1 Bgv, I, no, 3.

~~ ~
f~~~~ ' ~

& &gv. I, 110, 4,

3 ^tgv. 1 110, 8.

4 Bgv- I, 161,S;?;8.
5 90T. 1,161.1; 4;5;0.

%pr. 1, 161, f,
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the libation was poured out, and the maiden propitiated tliese

men with different appellations.
"

Mark the words 'maiden' and 'appellations* in the above state-

ments of Dirghatamas.

Sayana says that their mother addressed these Naras or leaders

of sacrifice i. e. the Rbhus, with the different appellations or titles

by which individuals engaged in priestly function are always

addressed, in order that they might evade the indignation of

Tvastr. This, according to Sayana, accounts for the origin of

the names of the chief officiating priests.

Visivamitra Gathina says
1 that the Rbhus were the human

sons of Sudhanvan ( clearly of Sudhanvan ingirasa ) the

grandsons of a Man [ Manornapato ] and that they attained im-

mortality and divinity through their devotion. He also refers to

the making of mallet by Vibhvan.2

Vamadeva treats the Rbhus as men of ancient times,
3 ascribes

to them the making of the sacrificial ladle into four,
4 -mentions

that the T^bhus repose for 12 days in the hospitality of the un-

concealable Sun5
, uses the variant names Rbhxiksin 6 and

Rbhuksan7 for Rbhu, and refers to the invocation of the Rbhus at

the third daily sacrifice.
8

Saryata Manava uses 9 the variant name Rbhuksan as does

Tanva Parthya 10
, while Vamadeva ascribes11 to them the renova-

tion of their parents, the restoration of the cow, the fabrication

of the fleet horses for Indra, the making of armour for the gods,

i. e. artizanship in the next world, and even the infinite power
of separating the heaven from the earth,

1 Bgv. Ill, 60, 3 ; 5.

2 Bgv. III. 49, 1.

3 Bgv, IV, 33, 5.

4 Bgv. IV. 33, 6.

5 Bgv. IV, 33, 7.

6 Rgv. IV, 33, 9.

1 Bgv. IV, 37, 8.

8 Bgv- IV, 33, 11 ; IV. 35, 6 ; IV. 37, ^.

9 Bgv. X, 92, 11.

10 Bgv. X, 93, 7.

U Bgv. IV, 34, 9.
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Thus it is clear that although the Rgvedic Rsis were in the

habit of invoking the Bbhus as deities at the third daily sacrifice

at the decline of day, they were fully conscious that the Hbhus

were dexterous-handed, humble-minded, handsome-chinned,

skilled artizans, the three sons of Sudhanvan of the Angiras family,

who not only rendered Tvastr's sacrificial ladle into four and re-

novated their parents and re-united the mother with the calf etc.

etc. etc., but also composed Fedic hymns in honour of the Vedic

God AgnL1

The word 'Rbhu* in the Vedic age meant 'brilliant/
*

resplen-

dent/
*

shining/ ( Rv. II, 1, 10 )

'

growing
'

( Rv. X, 93, 8 ) and

the word 'Vaja' meant 'wealth' ( Rv. II, 1, 10; X, 93, 7 ) and thus

every proper name had a meaning.

We propose now to give here a rough idea of the times about

which the Rbhus flourished.

We have already learnt from several places in the Rgveda
that the Rbhus were the sons of Sudhanvan ; we are also inform-
ed by Kutsa of the Angiras family that the Rbhus were his

ancestors ; it follows then that Sudhanvan, the father of the

Rbhus, belonged to the Angiras family. Now this Sudhanvan
Angirasa who belonged to the very earliest Rgvedic period is

mentioned in the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad. Bhujyu Lahyayani
who in the famous debate with Yajnavalkya Vajasaneya in the
court of ( Krti ) Janaka in Mithila informs us amongst other

things that some spirit who got hold of or possessed the daughtei
of Patancala Eapya in the Madra country, on being asked as to
who he was, declared himself to be the spirit of the departed
Sudhanvan Sngirasa.

8 In the Mahabharata* we find that
Prahladawho was the king of the Asuras, had a son named
Vir5cana who for the possession of a beautiful maiden named
Kestinl,

4 had a quarrel with Sudhanvan Angirasa. Virocana
Prlhladl maintained that ashe was superior to his> rival Sudhanvan

$ Bird. Ar. Up. Ill, 3, 1.

S 0d. MBh, II, 68, S5-87 ; Kumb. MBh. II, 90, 67-39.
4 Mlaka^fka on tip Mbh. II, 68, 65-87 ; Gd. MBhu V, 35
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tngirasa, he had a strongerftitl to become the husband of the

>eautiful maiden than Sudhanvan and this Sudhanvan disputed.

Each of them pawned his life-long service to the other in case of

lefeat, and both of them approached Prahlada for a decision, who
>n the advice of his old grand-father Kasyapa, did not hesitate

;o decide in favour of Sudhanvan. This information, iaserted

n the Mahabharata as a piece of ancient history, has all the

ippearance ofbeing founded on a substratum of truth, and makes
Sudhanvan Angirasa contemporary with Virocana or a younger
contemporary of Prahlada. If this tradition has any value, it

indicates that Sudhanvan Angirasa or his sons, the Pbhus,
belonged to a time when the Irano-Aryans and Angirases lived

together, although in rivalry. This tradition is supported by the

Brhaddevata and Vayu Purana, The Brhaddevata says in con-

formity with the Rgveda that the Bbhus were the three pupils of

Tvastr, and the Vayu ( 84, 19-21 ) supplies the interesting in-

formation that Tvastr married Virocana, the daughter of Prahlada

( 1 e. sister of Virocana ), and had, by her, his famous son Visva-

rupa Trislrsan, and a daughter named Saranyu. Vlsvasupa
Tvastra was the Purohita of the Devas ( Gd. MBh. XII, 342 ) and
was killed by Trita Aptya ( Rgveda X, 8, 8-9 ), and Saranyu
Tvastr! was was given in marriage to Vivasvant ELasyapa
( Hgveda X, 17, 1-2 ; Vayu 84, 21 & 32 ) and Manu, Yaraa and
YamI were born to her. Ths following tree illustrates the chro-

nological relationship amongst the personages mentioned in this

essay '

Kasyapa

Hiranyakasipu

Prahlada

t 1

Sudbanvan-^Eesinl Virocana Virocaiia+ Tvastr
.. I IIII I I

Vibhvan Vaja Trita Visvaiupa Sarariyu+ Vivasvanfc

r^ i ~r
Manu Yama YamI



S1MKARAON THE LIMITS OF EMPIRICAL KNOWLEDGE

BY

SATINDRA KUMAR MUKHEBJEE, M. A.

1 What is known is little.

There is, perhaps, none to disagree if we say that empirical

knowledge depends for its origin and development upon data

supplied by sense organs to the mind. The limits of our

sense organs and the mind, therefore, determine the limits of cur

knowledge. If we depend upon them, there can, perhaps be no

question of knowing more than what their capacity allows. This

capacity of mind and organs varies not only with different indivi-

duals but also with the same man in different times. But apart
from such personal equations, there are reasons which go to show
that there is a limit beyond which the organs and mind cannot

help us, or as Samkara says
" What is known, is little/'

1

. ..For

the present let us enquire into the reasons of this rather bold

and unqualified statement of Samkara.

The present weakness of our sense organs and mind, it may
be isaidj should not be made an argument against the possibility
of our perfect knowledge even in future. Who knows there may
not come a time when our mind and sex.se organs will become so

perfect that there will be nothing hidden from them. This, in-

deed, is a plausible argument, but if we look deeper it will

appear that even such a supposition cannot save the sense, organs
and the mind from the charge of limited capacity

- that there is

a point which they cannot pass.

The sense organs have a limited sphere of activity. The eye
gives colour, ear sound and so on, but none encroach upon the
domain of other. Even if, therefore, all our sense organs become
perfect they cannot alter this fundamental law which differen^

of the eye and
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ear may be thousand times increased, but still the eye must see

colour and the ear must hear sound. The result is that the per-

fect eye and the perfect ear can each give us a picture of reality

in its own sphere which is only one sided. There is, moreover,
another difficulty viz. the insufficient number of sense organs in

our possession. Voltaire conceived of an animal with a thousand

sense organs of different kinds and there is nothing impossible in

it from the theoretical standpoint. But even if we exclude such
a possibility based entirely on theoretical ground, it remains a

fact that our perfect organs also being limited in their own
sphere, give us only side glances of reality.

It maybe objected that the co-operation of these perfect organs
can give us a perfect knowledge of reality. Even now we get a

more or less complete knowledge of facts e. g. when we touch,

taste, smell and see an orange. Here bhe four sense organs acting

together give us a perfect knowledge of the orange, which
no one organ taken singly can give. But such a co-opera-
tion is not possible. The mind which receives all impressions
that come through the sense organs is not capable of receiving
at one mom,entt impressions of different kinds - it cannot receive

at one moment the sensations that come through more than one

sense organ ; and this, in other words, means that in sense per-

ception we have knowledge of only one kind. The .Nyaya Sutra

says,
" The proof of the mind '& existence is the non-simultaneity

of knowledge.
'n Samkara also, accepts this view as we find in

the Aitareya-Bhasya.^ The rapidity of perceptional "knowledge
sometimes leads us to believe that there is simultaneity, but it

is only succession with great rapidity, or, as it is said, it is like
the piercing of lotus petals where the petals are really pierced
successively, though with such rapidity that it appears as if

simultaneous. Now, if we cannot have perception of all kinds
simultaneouslv the mind cannot, at any rate, get a full picture
of reality.

There is in th case of the mind another great difficulty
which always limits its scope. Apart from personal capacity or

1 NyaycuRZtra* 1. 1* 6.

2 Introduction to Aiiareyopani^ad-Bhaqya^ 1,

9
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incapacity > and even granting tremendous capacity to the mind

as wa have done in the case of sense organs, there Is a fundamen-

tal weakness which it can never overcome. European psycho-

logy has laid it down as a condition of knowledge that know-

ledge is possible only If the sensations are assimilated and discri-

minated from one another. These assimilations by comparison
and discrimination show that there can be no knowledge

unless the things of knowledge are taken as related.

Sarhkara holds the same opinion.
-< A thing can be un-

derstood as this or that,
"

says he in his Taittirlya Bhasya,
**after being compared or discriminated from similars and dis-

similari?.'' 1 In the Brhadaranyaka Bhasya while proving the

separate existence of mind apart from sense organs he says, "So

there is an organ called mind, because if anybody touches my
back with hands or legs, I cannot see ( whether he touches it

with hand or leg , but st'll it is with help of mind that we can
know whether it is hand or lag. Had there been no mind to

discriminate between different sense impressions, there would
have been no other means of differentiating among them";
and concludes,

" That which discriminates is the mind".8 To
know anything is thus to know it- as compared and contrasted,
or in other words, as related. Here comes the difficulty.

Oomparixon and onutrast, as relations, always presuppose
more than one thing, otherwise there can be no relation.
The very notion of relation implies that there is more
than one, that there is plurality. And plurality, again,
means fehafc e^ery one of such things is finite. So we come to an
Impasse. There can be no knowledge unless things are thought
of as related ; there can be no relation unless there is plurality ;

and plurality ra^ans that things are limited. So we can say that
th* mind which deals with inter-related things, deals with
plurality and consequently is always concerned with finite things.
In other words in perception the mind knows only finite things.
As for inference and analogy, they are frankly based on relation.
In them we move from one term to another, and so the knowledge
w g*t is "always of finite things.

2. 6.

$_ 3.
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We have seen, while discussing about the scope of the

activity of the sense organs and the mind, that neither

of them gives us a full picture of reality ; we see, from
a different standpoint, that mind is constitutionally unfit to

deal with anything which is not finite. What knowledge we get

through sense organs and the mind is only knowledge of limited

things These are ttie reasons which make Saihkara fco make
such a bold and sweeping statement when he tells us,

" What is

known, is little/*

2. Brahman cannot be known in Empirical Knowledge.

Even the knowledge of particular or limited things is possible

only if the means of ri^ht knowledge and the mind can operate
upon the object of knowledge. When we look at the vast world
spread before us we see only a very insignificant part, nor has
the mind the capacity to conceive a world so large in all its

details and entirety ; but what insignificant part of the world we
may know through organs or the mind, it is possible only
because they have, so to say, jurisdiction over it i.e. because it is

possible for them to operate upon it. But if tAey cannot operate,
there can be no knowledge whatever. Such is the case with

Brahman, Sarhkara's reality.

As regards the Means of Right knowledge ( PramEna ) they
are unable to get any glimpse of Brahman. Brahman has neither

colour, touch, taste, smell or sound, so that fehe five organs of know-

ledge, the doorways of perception, because they deal with, colour,

etc* cannot operate upon Brahman, which means that they cannot

give knowledge, of Brahman in any way.
eS
It is the nature of

sense organs that they are concerned with, external things, and
not with Brahman7

'.
1 -

If the organs of perceptual knowledge
cannot know Brahman, then other pramanas which depend on

perception also cannot. Inference depends upon perception for

its data, but the data supplied by perception all relate to colour,

touch, etc. and hence inference is bound to the domain of colour,

touch, etc. Analogy, like inference, depends on perception for

its date, and shares the same fate with inference. Perception,

1 JBrahmasutra-J3ha$ya I. 1. 2-
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Inference and analogy thus* being "bound to colour etc- cannot

give us any knowledge of Brahman which has no earthly qualities.

We come to the Vedas or Agama pramana. There are in-

numerable passage in Samkara in which he advocates the cause

of the Vedas as the only source of knowledge of Brahman. But

we should be careful in judging the intention of Samkara in

making such statements. "Like the theologians of mediaeval

Europe, Samkara argues that since no other pramanas can give

us knowledge of Brahman, the Vedas are the only source of our

knowledge of Brahman. But we are to note the sense in which

Samkara calls the ^edas to be the only source of knowledge about

Brahman, Does he mean that the Vedas give us knowledge of

Brahman in the sense that they bring about intuition of Brahman
I. e. can we intuit Brahman by merely reading or hearing the

Vedas? or does he mean that the Vedas only give usknowledge of

Brahman in the sense that they give us mere information con-

cerning- Brahman1 ? "The Vedic texts regarding Brahman merely

Inform/" says Samkara, Vacaspati commenting: on this says, "The

intuition of Brahman is not the effect of the study of the Vedas

together with the Mlrnamsa, but of (transcendental ) perception."
2

The Vedas, thus, merely give us information about Brahman,
but cannot make us intuit it.

We can therefore say that none of the pramanas can give us

knowledge of Brahman. This'has been clearly put by Samkara
in his Glta Bhasya thus * ** Brahman is called unknowable
because it cannot be known by any of the pramanas.

* 1S Samkara
in another place says,

"
The empirical knowledge ( laukikidrsti)

is connected with colour etc. and so cannot know the pratya-

( Brahman ).
"*

Another fundamental difficulty in our way of knowing
Brahman through empirical knowledge in the subject-object
relation involved therein. If we are to take the help of empi-

1 Brahmas&tra-Bhasya, 1.1. I.

2 Bhamatl, 1. 1. 1.

3 Gtta-BhcL$ya, 12. 3.

4 Brhad&ranyaka-JZkasya* 3. 4.
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rical knowledge in knowing Brahman, it follows that we are to

know Brahman as an object of thought. This is what Sarhkara

thinks to be impossible. The reason for this is to be found in

his identification of Atman with Brahman. Sarhkara says in his

Kenopanisad Bhasya,
" The Atman of every individual cogniser

is Brahman - this is the final conclusion of the Vedanta .

m In

his Sutra Bhasya - " Atman is Brahman. " 2 But if the Alman
is identical with Brahman, the Atman can never fbe made
an object.

8
Therefore, Brahman, because it is, the Atman,

can also never be made an object of thought, We have

said while considering the possibility on the part of the

sense organs and the mind to give us a knowledge of

Brahman that they being concerned with colour etc., cannot

comprehend Brahman which has no colour etc. But even if we
grant for the sake of argument, that the pramanas can operate

upon Brahman, yet we are unable to surpass the great difficulty

just noticed. To know, an empirical knowledge, means, to know
a thing, as an object of thought - this is the essential condition
and characteristic of empirical knowledge. So, even if we
admit that the pramanas can operate upon Brahman, we cannot,
still, make the Atman, and consequently Brahman, an object of

thought. We thus see how the subject-object relation that is

always present in empirical knowledge makes it impossible for

us to know Brahman, the ultimate reality. The Kenopanisad
Bhasya says *-

"
Because the ears etc., get knowledge only because

Brahman gets knowledge, so ears etc., cannot know Brahman,
because Brahman cannot know itself ( as an object ). Though
the mind can think, about other things, yet because Brahman is

the real knower, the mind cannot know Brahman ( because
Brahman cannot know itself as an object. ).

4

3. Empirical Knowledge is not wrong but "Earthly."

Our criticism of empirical knowledge does not prove that it is

false per se. It may be knowledge of particular or of related

1 JSlenopani^ad-Bha^ya, 9. 1.

2 Brahma Sutra Bhasya, 1. l-fl.

3 A.itareyopani$ad~Bha$ya9 Introduction to Oh, II.

3P
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things, but not wrong. Our knowledge of a tree is knowledge of

an actually existing tree though it is of a particular and limited

thing. Sarhkara proves the existence ef an actual world by an

analysis of our knowledge as against the Vijnanavadis.
1 And he

says, in his Sutra-Bhasya
2 and Brhadaranyaka Bhasya3 that

knowledge is Vastutantra i. e. based on objects. But Brahman
being ultimate reality, its failure to give knowledge of

Brahman is its worsfc condemnation. Brahman is unlimited and
"unrelated, while it being concerned with particular and related

things. Samkara has characterised it as
"
earthly

"
( marttya ).

Whatever is known is little, earthly, and is therefore,
to be neglected ( as earthly )

??

says Samkara. "When Brahman is

spoken of as unknowable " he continues,
<fi

it is meant to show
that it is supermundane ", so that empirical knowledge cannot
know it."* Empirical knowledge is not wrong so far as the

empirical world is concerned, but it is incapable of giving know-
ledge of Brahman.

1 Brahmamira-Bhasya, 2. 2. 28ff.
2

JSrakmasutra-JBhasya, 1. 1. 2.

3
&rhadaranyak(wa$a$~ha$ya9 4. 5.

4 K*nopani$ad-Bha$ya, 1. 4,



DHARMAKIRTI'S TRILAKSA.NAHETU

ATTACKED BY PZTRAKESARI AND DEFEND;- x> BY SANTABAKSITA

BY

DR. K. B. PATHAK, B. A., Ph. D.

I have already alluded to the refutation of the doctrine of

T%^?TW by Vidyananda-Patrakesari with the help of the goddess
Padmavat! in my paper entitled Bhsrtrhari and Kumarila. I now
propose to explain it fully. 1 shall therefore first give the

story of Patrakesari which contains this wall-known verse.

The story of Patrakesari

n ^ u
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* \

: U

U ^^ II

r^srr w^g^r^nyra; u ^ u

u ^? u
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\\ ^H u
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n i^5i
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i%rr i^rficiT**

f^r^Turt wr ^rgrvr^Trftra; n WH is

SR^ir^pq; n y^ u

clet TrH"3Tf^^Tn%W qrsr^ROir E^J \

^r^ fs['iri'tcTrsar i%wi%^" ^^ra^u u y^ u

Sr^r

.^r: u y<^ u

*: t

'-* IS ^ IS

\

U HO It

: U

u H^. u

* u H^ u

Tl" ?STF^rWl^fSSi
r

^
l' l

^
l

^'c|OT"^
r

3f'ci" : t

5 M U

u

Katbakosa.

This story is thus alluded to in the &ravaBa Belgol-inscrip-
Hon No. 54, dated Sake 1050.

Exceedingly great is the glory of Pafcrakesari since, owing to

his devotion the goddess Padmavatl assisted him in refuting the,

doctrine of Tri-laksana, which is expressed in the
verse quoted in the above story.
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This doctrine is explained by Dharmaklrti thus :-

Nyayabindu Chap. II.

LrtusnowturntoP&trakeaari Tldyananda who devotes the

greater part of the fifth chapter of his Tattvartha&okavarhk-

alamkara, pp. 198-217. Nirnayasagar ed., to the refutation of

this doctrine. Both the text and the commentary are by Patra-

kesari himself. He thus begins Ms refutation of Dharmakirtis

doctrine

5

It

W s

Nyayablndu III, pp. 112, 113 Peterson 'i ed>
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In the course of this interesting discussion Patrakesarf

observes

*<=! s tcf fSrr

1 *
11

IS

The first of the two last quoted verses is an imitation of

Dharmakirti's Karika which is cited and explained in the

following passage

fg- ?r^n%^?^c?Tcr=s^r^ s

i f^^r^r ^T^f^^T%"i5ii%^scr^i|^Tf% i

** ii

[ Pariksamnkha III, 15 ]

Prameya Kamalamartapda s ETirnaya S. ed. p. 102 (b),

The gloss on the word ?frr sajs that Dignaga is referred to

here. It is thus plain that the Karika belongs to Dharmaklrti

who is the Vartikakara of Dignaga. This view is confirmed by
the following passage in which Sura&vara's attack on Dharma-

kirti is explained.
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Anandagiri explains q-^rw^f f

arm

f?rnwi5^f^n^r5 i^^Rcf

\\

Brhadaranyakavarfcika, Anandassrama ed., VoL III, p. 1521.

Suresvara says thai; Dhannaklrti, in maintaining: 3T?qr*r?,
abandons the f^^Tfrj described by himself in the above ^rf?^r.

In the Pramanapariksa also Patrakesari quotes this verse of

Dharmakrlti and says

f^rarrcr?*

n

This subject is also dealt with in the Astasahasri, Nirnayasagara
ad. p. 289. From the passages cited above from the Slokavartika
the Prameyakamalatnartanda and the Pramanaparlksa it is
obvious that the fira^nirtg; of Dharmaklrti is refuted by Patra-
kesansvami. Like Suresvara he also criticises ^rsr^r, g^ and

kr and the various kinds of ^sgq^|% described by Dharma-
klrti in the Nyayabindu,

These views of Patrakesarisvami are severely criticised by
fee ^Wbmfed Buddhist author Santaraksita whose discipleKamalaMla refers to the author of the Slokavarfcika, as Patra-
svami, by the shorter name according to Panini V. 3. 83 ,Vartika
Santaraksita quotes Fatrakesari ?

s well-known verse thus :

Omit
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l^cIT S

ft fi*

era-

Tattvasamgraha Vol. I, p* 406

Kamalaslla remarks-

u He
aeans to say that his teacher has made a mistake in reversing:

he natural order of the two lines as they appear in the Tattvar-

haslokavartika and the Pramanapariksa of his predecessor

Patrakesari. We have seen that Patrakesarisvami has attacked

he l%^Tort'g of Dharmaklrti. Sanfcaraksita is defending this

loctrine as will be presently shown.

Let us first turn to the following passage in the Tattvartha-

slokavartika :

Invariable association of two things such as &frt*l and

which is different from 33T*?, ^WT^ and ^q^tfi*, being established,

Dharmakirti 's view that anything that is not 3ft$ &c, is a fallacy,

necessarily falls to the ground. This is confirmed by two

illustrations.

( a )

( b )

The former is a well-known instance of a fallacy called

Patrakesari says

U Pbarmaklrti.
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-

1 i%r|r

s Here all the sons of Maitra s that we

see, are brown. The son, that is next to be born to him, is q^
here. The question is whether the new son will be brown. This

is ^TTW. The reason 55 is wggF*r. This is found In the q$r the son

to b born. It Is also found in the present sons of Maitra, who
are ^rqr^T. It is absent from the sons of Caitra who are f^qsgr. In

spite of this fact the possibility that the son to be born may be

fair and not brown is not excluded by this argument which is

on that aocoant inconclusive. Thus the i%^W of Dharmaklrti

is fallacious.

The reply of Santaraksita runs thus

: u

ft II ^^ I!

^r \

I %*$%& \\

Tatfcvasarhgraha pp, 415 ff.

Kamalaslla remarks

mF^^
I The fairness of the

child to be born is due to special meritorious actions or the

eating of particular kinds of food generating heat or cold on the

part of the parents. crapic^T is not the cause, as it is neither ^^n^"

nor ISFF nor 3^5^^% without which invariable concomitance is

never found. Thus the soundness of Dharmaklrti's fifc?F$nn' is

upheld.

The second illustration is ^^m'i^T^"
1

&l%&T<?*TraE > ; Patrakesari

remarks 3iw q^riir^TW^r^fq" SRI *H*b<&&rstf&fc: \

cfOT ^l%5FTWITc^ra; rWt T T^T^TPrc^" I Here

fails, one &qm being wanting.

Santaraksita replies the rise of Sakata is ^TT^^, and the rise of

is Ri. sri^^*^' which means inseparable connection bet-

ween WW and WTW^T is essential- %f%tTiyra^i"F riff
1

\
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11 ??R8 n

Tattvasamgraha Vol. 1, p. 417.

A stormy gale brings about the rise of ; the same also

canses the rise of ^1^3" owing to inseparable connection. Thus
Patrakesarfs second argument is amply refuted.

It may be of interest to learn that the following verses occur-

ring in the Brhadaranyakavartika of SureSvara, which are cited

in the AstasahasrI and the Prameyakamalamartanda, are also

quoted by Kamalaslla,

3i~r cfcKuftNrar s

1

: 1 1

to explain the following verse of Santaraksita,

II

Tattvasarhgraha.

This is the doctrine of Samkaracarya. It is thus clear that
both Samkaracarya and Suresvara preceded Santaraksita.

In his foreword to the excellent edition of the Tattvasam-
graha published in the Gaikwad's Oriental Series, Dr. B. Bhatta-
charya has propounded, a theory according to which Patrasvami
was a different man, who lived prior to A. D. 700 and from whom
Santaraksita and Patrakesarisvami copied the well-known verse,
which begins, according to Santaraksita, with ^IT^^T^^T'Sr^, but
according to Kamalaslla and Patrakesarisvami, with ^r

This difference in the order of the two lines ought to have
awakened Dr. Bhattacharya to the necessity of carefully era*

mining the works of Patrakesari before accusing him of a literary
theft. The traditional, epigraphical and other evidence, which
Is set forth above, is however, in my opinion adequate to the

purpose of rebutting this charge, This evidence apart, we have
the following interesting, information supplied by Patrakes rl

himself which entirely decides the matter in his favour :



Ik J5

frTTlrp-v.r.,..,-.
* -- -. tKAff.. f_ A A /-v

nlft*l JRW

,,Tattmtkslokavartikap,
jjk

Tte nnmt is Patrakesarisvanii Mmself, The clronological

relations
existing between Patrakesaii, Saatarabita and Palra-

hwi'i pin oonteipaiy Prateandra will be discussed



SAJSTTAEAESITA, KAMAL&SIL/l AND PRABHACANDKA.
BY

DR, K. B. PATHAK, B. A,, Ph. D.

Prabhcandra in his Prameya Kamalamartanda discusse^ the

Buddhist doctrine of srrqrftg
1

. He says if by the word *?t the ex-

clusion of the idea of*Tt is principally understood, then a person
on hearing the word *fr ought, first of all, to get the idea of 3T*fh

( not a cow ) but this is not a fact, as in that case, the idea of a

cow would never arise,

^ Sffcf

fi-
si ^ u

u ^ u

Prameya Kamala-Martanda, Nirnayaeagara ed. pp. 1?5 a & b.

Translation*

It is objected that according to your ( Buddhist ) view a word
is described as denoting ^RiFftf ( exclusion of other ideas than
*it ) ; mere negation i& never known from tie impression, but

11
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from the words m*. *nw:, and a positive well-defined

notion arises. If this word *rb is adequate to: the exclusion

of other idea*, let another sound be looked for as the pro-

ducar of the of a cow in the case of [the animal] cow. In-

word< have knowled^ for their object ; a single word cannot

have two objects. How can, in your opinion, a single word

a positive and a negative idea ? How can the idea of

no caw first occur to a person on hearing the word cow so that

the sound *ft: can prevail in excluding the idea of no cow ?

The five verses Introduced by Prabhacandra with the words

are also found in the Tattvasaihgraha of Santaraksita thus :

Ufo: 11

5HT ( f^$

T 3(3)

5

"^!' f^RTT'T

The Commentator Kamalasfla tells us that the last three
verses belong to Bhamaha. From this statement it may
be safely concluded that the first two verses were composed by
Slntaraksita himself. Let us now turn to Bhamaha who says _

'

3" ( **" ) ^T^t^l'wI'r'ET^" sr^'^' I

^T ) w( qi feftT; f^3T H ?^ II

<K^r%cE^r sr SESHI; H ?<s u

^ '

?^ it

Bhamatilamk&r t dhap. VL
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'
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If we compare the threa passages cited above, we shall feel

convinced that Patrakesari, Santaraksita and Prabhacandra were

contemporary authors. Their chronological relations may be

indicated thus :-

Patrakesari

Santaraksita-

Prabhacandra

These authors may be assigned to the ninth century. That

Bhamaha belongs to the middle of the eighth century will be

proved elsewhere.

The most interesting point to be noticed here is thafe Prabha-

candra copies KamalasJlla's commentary explaining Knmarila's

attacks on the ar^nfcr?, which are quoted by Santaraksita, as is

evident from the following passage

rfsr w3^** w& : 8

^ ^ N

Sfar

Prarneyakamalamartanda, Mrnayasagar ed. ? p. 126 (b).

Tattvasamgraha. Vol. I, pp. ^00 & 301.

It is needless to state that' all these authors were contempora-

ries, the Jaina author Prabhacandra being the latest of them. It

may be remarked that Prabhacandra 5
when a mere boy, must

Jmve approached the feet of Afcalankadeva or seen him.



SA.MKA.BATOA.RYA ATTACKED BY

BY

DB. K. B. PATHAK, B> A., Ptu D,

I have presented to Sanskrit scholars many verses occurring in

the Brhadaranyakavartika of Saresvaracarya, the direct disciple

of Saihkaracarya, which are quoted by Vidyananda in his Astasa-

hasri and by Prabhacandra in his Prameyakamalamartanda and

by Kamalaslla in his commentary on Tattvasamgraha. I now
hasten to place before them the following interesting: reference

to Saxhfcaracarya himself in the Aptapariksa and its commentary.
It must "be distinctly stated here that the text of the Aptapariksa
is the work of Vidyananda ; and the commentary was also com-*

posed by himself as we learn from his own lips ;

Aptapariksa, Benares Edn. p. 65.

Let us now turn to the interesting passage, in which Samkara-

carya is actually mentioned, and his dooferine refuted :

.* u^ u

i



SANDROKOTTOS
WHAT DID THE INITIAL S IN THE 1SFAME REPRESENT

BY

1ST. B. DIVATIA, B. A.

In my discussion on the Prakrit sound of the palatals, ^, ^,
3T> I3

", ( pp. 340 to 359 of my Gfajxratz Language and Literature,

VoLL) I have suggested tliat tlie Prakrit sound of ^r in Ci+ndra&upta
was the source of the S in the Greeis: conversion of tlae name. I

need not reproduce even the substance of the discussion. My
object in writing- today is to examine an opposite theory advano^
ed by Principal A. B. Dhruva of the Benares Hindu University.
In the course of an erudite series of Lectures delivered by him at

the Bombay University ( Wilson Philological Lectures ) in

February 1930, he contended that the ^r in this name was actually
sounded as the Sanskrit pure palatal, and not the Prakrit dento
palatal, sound, and the Greeks heard it wrong and so they con*

verted it into S.

Was this possible ? I ask. The pure palatal sound is not allied*

while the Prakrit sound is allied, to the S sound. The illusion

in the Greek ear must have some basis in the shape of an element
of similarity. In the case of optical illusion like a rope being
mistaken as a snake ( ^argj seen as ^T<T ) there is the substratum
of the ^rng^r element * a <*<*5J could not be mistaken as a
instance. The Greeks did not convert the name of Candragupta
into, say, TandraTcattos, for instance. It was tlie S element in the

dento-palatal ( ts ) sound of gr which cast the image of ^6T on the
Greek ear strongly, for this ^f was not W sound so to say, but
rfl* sound. In the dento-palatal the S element is predominant,
while in the pure palatal the *T element is predominant. It was
therefore that the writers in old GujaratI Mss. wrote ^r and ^q-

where the pure palatal was to be indicated. ( In modern MarSthl
some wrlte^^e. g.-f%

(5sn* for this purpose ), For further remarks
see pp. 345-346 of my Gitj^ratf^ Language and Literaiuie^ Vol. I.

I may note here ttiat Markandeya 's symbols ^9 ^r eto. to design-
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ate the pure sounfl, which I shall spaak about later on, were

Inspired bj this ^ element. My argument amounts to this : the

Greeks represented the ** in Oandragupta by an S 5 the Prakrit

sound of =gr is nearer S than the pure palatal is ;
therefore the ^

in the name must have been sounded as dento-palatal. Principal

Dhruva seemed to put this argument upside down. He took it

thus : Because the =sr in Candragupta was pronounced as ts, the

Greeks turned it into an S; thus Diving my argument the

appearance of an a priori line of reasoning. But even at that

this method of a priori reasoning is permissible in cases of this

kind, especially because the S effect is SF?pRramf%^E. For, the pure

palatal sound of =*r was, as a matter of fact, heard by the Greeks

as pure palatal in the case of Castana which they represented as

Tiastanes. Similarly the pure palatal *r was represented by them

as dm in the case of Sf^^U ( *I5f^7 ) written by them Diamouna. I

may give a fuller list :

Sanscrit and Prakrit Greek

Sandrokuptos
1

Passoloi or Pazalai

Tzandanon

Tiastanes

HT O'zene

} Diamokna
J

Thus we find the pure palatals ^" and ^r represented by ti and
dt respectively, and the dento-palatals by S, SS, Z or tz ( for ^r )

and Z ( for 3f ). If, then, the Greeks had two distinct symbols
on for the pure palatal and another set for the dento-palatal, it

would be fallacious to argue that the Greeks heard the pure

palatal of Candragupta wrong and hence they symbolized it by

1 The generally known name is Sandrokottos. But Kuptos or Kyptos is

also seen. Weber has it. Max Muller gives the alternatives Sandracottos

and Sandracyptos ( History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 141, Paijuni

Office edition ). The Encyclopaedia of names in the Century Dictionary

gives under*4

Candragupta the two variants, Sondrokottos and Sandrokyptos.

suggests that the Greeks took kuptos ( kyptos ) from the Sanskrit

and kot$o& from its Prakrit evolute-^^a. The suggestion is really
e, ( p. 357, au 117, GujarUt? Language and Literature I. )
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an S. It could not be that by an acoustic miracle the pure ^ iii

its journey from the Indian mouth to the Greek ear transformed

itself into the dento-palatal : for obviously they were able to

realize both the sounds ; there was nothing: like gscfrfrqr, defective

hearing. The fact was that the Greeks, like the Arabs ( who have
sin (m^ ) for Chin ( ^r^ ), the name of China ), did not possess the

^T sound or its symbol, and consequently they chose the nearest

approach to the two sounds by the symbols S, tia, and dia, just as

in ancient India the Z 1 sound of Zarnotika was represented by
W ( or ^ according to some scholars ). The Arabs had sin or

rather Tsin, the same that we see in the name Tsang for Gang

Principal Diiruva's theory would seem to imply that the

Prakrit sound of gr did not exist as early as the time of Candragupta.
I do not see how this view can be upheld in the face of the con-

siderations stated in the foregoing discussion. Nor can we for-

get the fact tnat the name Chang was represented as Tsang and
thus the sound was certainly as old as the time of that traveller.

I have in my Grujarail Language and Literature'Vol* I., p. 348, n.

114 suggested a conjectural connection between Skr. ^'gqpi.

the word Zend ( Zand ), as also the Avasta Yds and Skr.

thereby taking the Prakrit sound as far back as pre-Vedic times,

Markandeya in his Prakrta-Sarv^va notes the Prakrit sound as

prevalent in the standard Prakrit, and the Sanskrit sound as

peculiar to Magadhi language and certain other dialects. 2
It

may also be noted that the Sanskrit sound was indicated by
Markandeya by the diacritical mark^prefixed to the =3", i", 3T, ?T.

Sir George Grierson in a private letter to me, dated 27 October
1924 tells me :

" Ramasarman ( Tarkavagisa ) who preceded

Markandeya, also gives the rule about Magadhl c, j, being preceded

1 In fact the Z sound is foreign to modern Indian vernaculars also. Those
who transliterate the name of Sir J. Bose ( Bengali ef|js ^^-^f^^ ^t^f ) into

sft^T ( fj= Z) ignore this fact.

2 In my Gujafatl Language and Literature Vol. I p. 358 I have expressed
a doubt: viz. Candragupta was from Magadha and if MSgadhi had the Sanskrit

sound, how was it that the Greeks converted it to S as if it was the diento-

palatal ? I may suggest an answer here. It is just possible that the Gfereeto *

heard the name from the mouths of people who uttered the dento-palatal sound*
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by y but only 3*1%5- RSma&arman says that his grammar is

founded on that of Lankesvara, but unfortunately, inspite of all

my efforts, I have failed to trace Lankesvara's grammar, al-

though it is described in Rajendra Lai's Notices (IX, Nos. 3157,

;3158X"

[ In a subsequent letter Sir George tells me that there is only

one Ms. of Ramasarman's grammar1 and that is in the India

Office Library, but it is very corrupt ].

Not only was the Prakrit sound as old as Candragupta's

time and far back upto pre-^edic times, but its prevalence ex-

tended to countries other than India proper, or rather its image

was reflected in the S representation in other countries : Witness

qi^lcfl ( in Ceylon ) for ^db^l^( Skr. ), ^efr ( Burmese ) for ^^r
( A.p, of=5r*sr Skr.), =^y (Persian) for ^cFT. I need not note

here, beyond making a mere mention, the view that the dento-

palatal sound of ^T etc. was due to Mongol and Dravidian influ-

ences ; Mongol influence in the case of Gujarat! and certain

other vernaculars in the North and West, and Dravidian in the

case of Marathi. For a fuller discussion see my Ct-ujaratl

Language and Literature Vol. I pp. 349-350, In his recently pub-

lished article on Kanarese influence on Old Marathi, Mr. R. V.

Jahsgirdar refers to Dr. Trump's view that the Prakrit sound of

*% and 3T in Marathi came from Dravidian influence, on the

strength of a statement in Oaldwell's Comparative Grammar of the

Dravidian Languages ( See Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental

Research Institute Vol. XI, Part IV, p, 374 ).

I hope I have given good grounds for holding that the Greeks

actually heard the dento-palatal in Candragupta's name when
they symbolized it with an S in Sandra-kottos, and that it was
not the result of an illusion. If in doing so, I have travelled

into incidental questions, my excuse is a desire to throw side-

lights which may be useful.

1 I must note that Sir George Grierson 'wrote an exhaustive article on
the Prakrit Palatals in the JBAS-, 1913 A. D.. pp.^391 f which I had not seen
when I wrote nay Lectures. I have summarized it in my Lectures.



REPLY TO SANDROKOTTOS*

BY

A. B. DHRUVA, M. A., LL, B.

I think I twice referred to thej^of ^r^^w in the course of my
lectures. On the first occasion it was in connection with the

two kinds of palatals, the old and the new, that is I. E. and

Sanskrit, and it had nothing to do with the problem of tke two

pronunciations of^which is mentioned in Mr. Divatia's article.

What I said on this occasion was not that in ^^srarer, ^was
sounded as

"
the Sanskrit pure palatal

"
but that ^ was purely

a Sanskrit palatal, meaning thereby that it was a new (Sanskrit)

palatal and not an old ( L K ) palatal. I next referred to the

two classes of the new ( Sanskrit ) palatals, one which was

connected with the velar ( guttural ) as in U^; and ^%>, i^ and

snr or *?PT and the other which was not so connected e. g. =3^ of

^StT, ^F^T etc. If Mr* Divatia is referring to this context, he

is evidently mistaking the expression which I may have used,

viz, "a purely Sanskrit palatal "for
"
the Sanskrit pure palatal.

"

My second reference to the ^of ^^fH" was made, I think, in

the course of certain remarks regarding the causes of sound-

change. Here* speaking about the way in which sounds of one

tongue are confused with those of another, I referred to the

change of ^ in ^SEEST to s in Sandrocottus and gave it as one of

the examples of the well-known truth that it is not the sound so

much as the
' memory picture

'

of a sound that matters in philo-

logical change. In so doing I had not the least thought of

denying the existence of the two pronunciations of ^ in Indian

languages.
"

In fact, when at the end of the series of my lectures

Mr. Divatia, in the course of his motion for a vote of thanks to

the lecturer, expatiated upon the two pronunciations of^ I was

much surprized and wanted to explain how I had been misunder-

stood. I was just trying to do so as we were stepping out of the

* I am grateful to the Editor for giving me an opportunity of replying to

tba above arttole.
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Hall but he was to not in a mood-perhaps
lie was too tire<Bo

hear me, He referred me to Ms own discussion of the ques-

tion in Ms Wilson Philological Lectures, I had read tie

book~which,b7 the way, is a mine of philological
facts and

observations and had read also Grierson's article in the JRAS,,

1913, which together with Hoernle's

"

Gaudian Grammar
"

is the

locus classicus of this problem for English readers, and I was

well acquainted with the equations
which Grierson has cited

from Wackernajel and which are also found in a foot-note drawn

from the same source by Macdonell on page 25 of his

"

Vedic

Grammar,
"

I wished I had been given the opportunity of

clearing the misunderstanding before Mr, Divatia decided to

write the above article,



A REJOINDER

BY

K B. DIVATIA, B. A.

By the courtesy of the Editor I have been able to read Prin-

cipal Dhmva's reply to sny article on
"
Sandro Kottos.

" By way
of rejoinder I shall state briefly, as regards Principal Dhruva's

first paragraph, that if he reads my article again he will see that

my remarks were not directed against the points dealt with in

that paragraph,- for they do not bring in the Greek *' Sandro

Kottos ". Thus there was no occasion for any mistake on my part.

Principal Dhruva's second paragraph contains the view on

which I join issue with him in my article. My position taken

therein is this * the Greeks had "
Sandro Kottos

"
for our ^^t*R ;

if the ^ in that name had been the pure palatal sound, they

would have turned it into tia as they did in the case of ^srer's

name ; but they symbolized it with an s 5 this s is the nearest

approach to our denfco-palatal ^ ; therefore the first letter in

^rgggr's name must have been pronounced as a dento-palataF ; or,

to put the argument in its true sequence, the ^ in ^sttjH
1 was

pronounced as a dento-palatal ; s was^its nearest approach ; there-

fore the Greeks showed it as
" Sandro Kottos.

' '

Principal Dhruva

speaks of
"
the way in which sounds of one tongue are confused

with those of another "
( mark the word

"
confused

"
) ; and in

that connection, he tells us, he referred to
"
the change of ^ in

^^H* to s in
4*

Sandro Kottos
'*
as an example of

"
the well-

known truth that it is not the sound so much as the
{t memory

picture
"
of a sound that matters in philological change ". lam

afraid he is resorting to a distinction without a difference here ;

for the sound can hardly be differentiated from its
*

memory-

picture.
2 '

But, no ; I must thank Principal Phruva for having

1 This inverted sequence is what Principal Dhruva seemed to have

understood. The true sequence is put by me just after this*

2 The implications of this statement obviously are ;

(a) that the ^ in =^5ff was really the pure palatal, and (b) that

the " memory-picture "presented to the Greeks was that of

the dento-palatal.
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come to my help when he puts in the very happy and terse ex-

pression
"
memory-Dieture

"- what I said regarding his belief

that the ^ in ^5?r was /sally the pure palatal, but that the

Greeks heard it wrong as dento-pa'ia&si, and hence they symboliz-

ed it with an s. It was this belief of his that I regarded as faulty.

If he only inquires into the basis of the "memory-picture" of

the ^ in ^$p, he will see, as I see, that it was the dento-

, ;Htal sound itself that presented the picture (identical with

. oe-sound)to the Greeks, for the sound-picture cannot be

one at the source and a different one at the other end, the

the receiving end. Thai; has been, and still, is my contention.

The real issue need not be evaded by starting a special theory
about

"
memory-pictii re

"
as a phenomenon separate from the

sound itself, I do not ignore possible cases of faulty hearing at

the initial stage, bub I maintain that this was not so in the case
of ^p's name, specially in view of the fact that there was no

faulty hearing in ths case of s^r's name. When Principal
Dhruva assures us that he lad not the least thought of denying
fche existence of the two pronunciations of * in Indian languages"
he is attempting to refute a charge that was never levelled

against him, (I presume that by the term
^

Indian languages"
he means the modern vernaculars of India ).

I do not think I am called upon to reply to the rest of PrincipalDhruva s statements, as they do not affect the .

phonetic questionwv 1SSU8$



MISCELLA.NEA

I

A NOTE ON THE AUTHORSHIP OF SARVASIDDHANTA-

SAMGRAHA

BY

B. K KRISHNAMURTI SARMA

Opinion had been sharply divided in the domain of scholars

for some time whether the Sarva-Siddhanta-SamgraJia was the

work of Sri Samkara. One set of scholars attributed it to a later

writer of that name who, they held, had evidently passed it off in

the name of his illustrious predecessor. It was also possible to

believe that tradition fell into a confusion with regard to the two

Samkaras. The latter was at any rate the more probable if also

a charitable view. Such opinions need not always come upon
the orthodox section as a consternation. Since of late years the

existence of a vast number of- what Mr. Mattes Chandra Ghose

would call
* Samkara apocrypha

*

has been ably demonstrated

beyond a shadow of doubt. I refer to the researches of Pandit

Vidusekhara Bhattacharya and similar attempts in the field.

It was given to the late Rao Bahadur M. Rangaoharya

(Professor of Sanskrit at the Presidency College, Madras) to

bring forward for the first time, an edition of the Sarvasiddhanta

Samgr&ha ( Madras 1909. ). In an introduction to the same book

he stoutly defended the authorship of Samkara.

After having carefully read through the introduction and

examining verses 21-22 of the ^l^RnNsrin
1 in the original, I am of

opinion that the theory of Samkara's authorship would have to

fall through for want of conclusive evidence.

Among other things, the editor himself is painfully conscious

of the fact ( which however he tries to gloss over ) that had it

been the work of the great founder of Advaifcism it would most

certainly have been quoted by Madhava in Ms SarwdarSana 8am-

grdha. That Madhava is entirely unaware of any such work,

takes away half the value of Rao Bahadur Raiigacha rya's theory.
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And In all the later Advaitic works there is not a single reference

to or quotation from this supposed work of Samkara ! And in

sooth, it passeth anybody's comprehension why these later

writers should so scrupulously have held their peace about this

work of the great Saiiikara - if such it was and gone in for the

Sarvadardana Samgraha for references and quotations !

Let me however take up the two verses from the introduction.

There is nothing in them to suppDrfc Rao Bahadur Rangacharya's
contention* which seems to mean something very different from
what has been made out of them. They run : -

u ?.

r n ^ \\

s

t^ IS

( Verses 20-22 ).

The foregoing verses -deal entirely with the Uttara Mlmarhsa
literature even as verses 17-19 deal with Purva-Mlmariisa lite-

rature. The Uttara-Mlmamsa, we are told, comprises the Devata
and Jfiana Kandas L e. to say the Daivl Mimamsa and Brahma-
Mlmariisa both of which are attributed to Vyasa. Verse 22 pro-
ceeds to speak of the commentaries on the Sufcras. So far so good.
It is only in the identification of the commentaries that the
trouble arises. Mr. Bangraoharya says : that the reference to

Bhagavatpada is not to iSamkara but to his preceptor Govinda-
Bhagavatpada. A Sanskrit commentary ( on fche Sarva Siddhanta
Samgraha ) is cited in support on the strength of which it is
claimed that "Govinda, the guru of Samkaracarya, must have
written one commentary on the Devata Kanda, and another on
the Jnana-Kanda. "

Further on the editor hopefully remarks :

"There is nothing improbable in this for tradition ascribes very
great learning to this Bhagavatpada Govinda" ( Ibid viii ). The
Sanskrit commentator's descant from Madhusudana Sarasvati
( Ibid is: ) is made to reinforce the value and validity of his

{ ix ).
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But the plain text refers to only one commentary. There is no

reason why it should not speak of two commentaries by the same

Bhagavatpada if such works really existed ! I am afraid both the

commentator and Mr. Bangacharya have entirely missed the

point in taking vgrse 22 as referring to twJ separate commentaries

whereas the text really refers to only one Bhasya, on the Jnana-

Kanda. If we carefully observe the scheme of topics in the

preceding verses we can see that verse 21 gives a full account of

the Devata Kanda, its subject matter and exponent. The next

verse takes up the Jnana Kanda and says that the Bhagavatpada

wrote a commentary in explanation of the four adhyayas of the

Brahma Mlmamsa. Thus it will be clearly seen that neither verse

21st nor verse 22 make any mention of any commentary on the

Devata Kanda by the Bhagavatpada. I am afraid there has arisen

a great confusion of the anvaya of the two passages. Startling as

it might seem to make such an assertion and accusation, I beg

respectfully to submit that the question is really very serious and

demands calm and impartial scrutiny. It cannot be otherwise.

For Mr. Bangacharya himself seems to have felt the gravity of

the situation
1 when he remarked that

"
these Slokas are not very

clear and cannot be quite easily interpreted.
"

( Preface vii ).

The remark is highly significant. And I once more submit that

the Slokas must be allowed to speak for themselves irrespective

of what the commentator* however eminent, might have said. In

plain prose therefore verse 22 would simpjy read : 'qwfSRWr^ wr-

aw* ftsRrf *** i TO; WSTRT sre^ u Such a reading

would entirely sHut off all reference to any commentary on the

Devata Kanda and would strictly confine itself to the Jmana-

Kanda. It would therefore mean that a Bhasya consisting of four

chapters written by a Bhagavatpada explains the *rr*^TOr and

that it is called the Vedanta. The word cTW in the original would

thus logically denote 3TCTSW. Even the Sanskrib commentator

has been obliged to take it so.

The phrase afewt ^^ betrays that the author is a Post-

Samkarite Advaitin. Witbamk iermVedanta

1 The fact is that the Slokas are clumsily worded and this itself proves

that they are not the production of Sr! Samkara 1
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usually means the Upanisads and not any other work, not even

the Vedanta Sutras - much less therefore any BhSsya thereon !

It is possible, however, for a Post-Sarhkarite Advaitin to speak

of Samkara's commentaries as the Vedanta even as it was a

fashion for some time among the noblessf of orientalists

to identify the Yedanta with Advaita-vada and ignore all other

schools by the mere fiat of their pen !

I may also point out that according to Mr. Rangacharya's

interpretation of the firsfchalf of verse 22 the wordsW^
3r would be abrupt and unmeaning and suffer for want

of an antecedent relative pronoun. And the second half

ff3"Cff would be singularly clumsy. We can safely plead that

Samkara could not have been guilty of such bad verses. era; %?T*ct

%%$( would be entirely awkward. I have therefore to come to

the conclusion that the learned editor of the Sarva Siddhanta

Samgraha has erred a little too piously with the commentator

in splitting up verse 22 as referring to two commentaries whereas

the proper anvaya admits of only one.

Seeing that no independent commentaries on the Devata
Kanda and the Brahma-Sutras by Govinda Bhagavatpada have
been brought to light and seeing also that there is no extraneous
evidence in support of them we cannot be far from the truth if we
characterise the assumption as gratuitous. Barring Govinda-

Bhagavatpada of eminent fame there can be no two opinions that
the WTfcqr? respectfully referred to as the author of a Bhasya on
the ^Iwiu-j8 none other than Sri Samkara.

And the author of the Sarva Siddhanta Samgrahn, therefore,

must undoubtedly be a Post-Samkarite Advaitin.
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PBATIMA AND KUNDAMALA
BT

D, R, MANKAD, M. A.

Against the suggestion made by me 1 that the words* srf^rmrar:

ftsr:' may indicate, on the parfc of the author of Kundatnala, a

knowledge of the sri^srPTRr^ that we possess, Mr. P. V. Kane says f

s

" There is nothing to prevent the author of the Kundamala from

adding a detail from his own exparience, while inditing: the

message of Sits.
" Of course, I do not mean that the author of

K. had no right to effect any change in his original ; but for

doing so he must hare some purpose 5 and what purpose,

aooording to Mr. Kane, would be served by adding this little

detail passes imagination. On the other hand, it is quite natural

to suppose .hat the author had the knowledge of the contents of the

: Pratimfinataka and as the incidents were still fresh while he was

writing his drama, he made this quite casual change. The thing

looks quite psychological.

Mr. T. R. Chintamani,* too points to a reference from *S* and

ay* that as ^TT5^ is regarded there as srf^w^H, we shall have

to accept the existence of an ^<s**T^. Of course, Kftlidasa's

adding of a detail,
' but it is

" from his own er-

perienoe.
" All I want to say is that the idea of W^W was so

common in Sanskrit literature that it was, quite freely, resorted

to by the poets. Reference to an idea of srf^irr was quite rare, nay

Ty rare and simply for that reason, too, one
wouldj>e

justified

in making a distinction between ^rr^f^f^f and Mia+iHcu The

first is poetic and common, the second rare and out of context.

3Hfe^*^ seems to fit in, even when we look to the context, as it

gtrres the purpose of heightening the poetical effect by pointing

put the contrast that ^T^T was no more when Rama returned

after auoh a long absence, gfifrmtt serves no such purpose*_^

Vol. IX. pp. S3IS-34.
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Again in the oanof rinffl,
w do not take lor pnW fti

of

to

a HP wiBw a

is a reference,
which to my mind, can only be explained

satisfactorily,
if it is read ii connection fiti the incidents di>

picted in fte ifif^-incidents which, otherwise are not seen

it LiWnre, I think, Won, that

there ii no escape from the conclusion armed at hy me,
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SOME ASPECTS OF LITERARY CRITICISM IN SANSKRIT OB
THE THEORIES OF RASA AND DHVANI BY
A. SANKARAN, M. A., ph. D.

[ Thesis approved for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the Univer-

sity of Madras, Published by the University of Madras 1929}.

This sketch of the history of the theories of Rasa and Dhvani

opens with a critical inquiry, started, in accordance with the

general practice of Indologists, from the earliest literary monu-

ment of Indian culture from the Rgveda itself. So the first

chapter is inserted for the sake of formality and yields practically

very dubious results. Very often, such inquiries are a wild

goose chase lost in the desert of mere verbiage. The book under

review is no exception.

Valmiki is rightly regarded as the father of classical poetry,

and in the second chapter, the author, following Snandavardhana,

seeks to find the germs of the Rasa theory in the well-known

legend regarding the genesis of the Ramayana. The sight of

the heron shot down with an arrow by the hunter evoked pro-

found pity in the sage which found expression in metrical

speech this is what Wordsworth calls spontaneous overflow of

powerful feeling. However, it will be readily conceded that

Valmiki, the critic, was thoroughly innocent of the theory of

aesthetic pleasure ( Rasa ) nor does Anandavardhana attribute

to him anything beyond the fact that the poet regarded emotion

as a necessary element, as the fount and spring of all poetic

expression.

The next important writer and practically the first theoriser of

dramatic technique is Bharata, who enunciates the doctrine of

Rasa which provides the starting point and forms the subject of

later elaborations of the theory. Incidentally the question of

Hellenic influence on Sanskrit poetics is raised, and the author

rightly observes that
"
the Indian genius knew to strike am

^dependent path in the many branches? of her abundant culture/'
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Yet the effect of this assertion is lost when the author tempera
what he perhaps regards as the extremism of this observation
oy the qualifying statement that

"
most probably Sanskrit poetics

has an indigenous origin.
"

with regard to the controversy regarding the relative posi-
tion of BhSmaha and Dandin, the author declares himself in
favour of the priority of Bhamaha to Dandin. It is probable, as

holds, that the definitions of perception and inference
criticised by Bhamaha may have been taken by him directly
from old Buddhist writers like Dignaga and Vasubandhu and not
necessarily from Udyotakara who has severely attacked them,
but there is no compelling forse in the arguments advanced by
the writer in favour of the priority of Bhamaha ; as a matter of
factas that cautious critic Prof. P. V. Kane has shown - the
question is even now very difficult to settle, and Prof. Kane
tentatively takes the position that Dandin is prior to Bhamaha.

^

BhSmaha to Anandavardhana there are numerous
writers on poetics, and they have taken different attitudes toward.the theory of Rasa. The late Prof. Sovani has, in his article o
the Pre-Dhvam schools of Alamkara, sketched the developmentof these schools and their relationship with one another, until the

f

aVar
f

dhana Pro? d <l ^e doctrine of Dhvani and

7

D
,
y

?
6 riVal the rieS by ffMng them a ^ordinate

* DllVani - T of the period, as

of

4 .
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Harik&s 5 that the Parikaraslokas or the supplementary verses do

not belong to Anandavardhana as otherwise he would have been

very systematic in giving them, nor do they belong to the Dhvani-

kara - so that it seems possible that before Snanda, there were

current expositional treatises dealing with the doctrine of the

Dhvanikara and thus some time must have elapsed between the

Dhvanikara and 5.nand&.

The writer is not, therefore, quite just to critics like the late

Prof. Sovani or to Prof. Kane when lie remarks that the crity

evidence which apparently favours the opposite view - viz. the

distinction occasionally made by Abhinava between Karikakar&
and Vrttikara loses its force before what he regards the invulnera-

ble arguments marshalled by him in support of his view of the

identity of the Karikakara and Vrttikara. Prof. Kane, in parti-

oular, has shown weightier reasons for making a distinction

between the writers of the two, and had the author consulted

his views, he would not have had the temerity of dogmatising in

the manner he has done*

It was the brilliant advocacy of the Dhvani school by the

Kasmirian critic and philosopher, the great Abhinavagupta,
which led practically to disarm all opposition to the theory of

DhvanL Abhinava's elaborate exposition of the famous aphorism
of Bharata fir^Tr^rg^^sqT^^rRwnsTnt *t(N*<n%:

f
is given in extenso

by the writer, together with a review of the opinions held by his

predecessors, Srlsankuka, Lollata, Bhatfcanayaka etc., analysing
the source of aesthetic pleasure, and this part of the work has

been very creditably performed. The attacks of Kuntaka and
Mahimabhatta on the position taken up by the Dhvanikara and

Abhinava found little favour with the literary criticR and th@ new
doctrines of Vakrokti and Kavyanumiti which they sought to

establish died of sheer inanition.

Mammata was something of an eclectic, and he it was who

brought together all the different theories, defined their inter-

relations and assigned each its proper place among the sources of

literary appeal. With his KavyaprakaSa - as the writer well

remarks - the distinctly creative phase in the history of literary

prifcicisra comes to $n end, and later works on. ppetics^lifce
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Ikivali, Sahityadarpana etc, are mere repetitions of the subject

modelled on the Bvyaprakasa and treat of the subject in the

same comprehensive manner. Among these later writers, Jagan-

n&tha is the only one who shows occasional independence, and

also makes some distinct contributions to poetics.

On the whole, the writer has well succeeded in tracing the

theories of Rasa and Dhvani and their developments, and supplied

much original and useful information on the subject, It
is,

however, to be wished that a comparative estimate of the modern

theories of poetic values and those supplied by ancient Sanskrit

writers was given so that it would have made evident the

adequacy of the Dhvani theory to explain satisfactorily the

sources of poetic pleasure, However, this was perhaps not within

the scope of the work undertaken by the writer; and we close

this long review in the hope that such an attempt would be made

by tha author, who is evidently qualified to undertake such

an inquiry or by some other critic interested in the subject of

poitioi.

0, B, DIVADHAB
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INDIAN STUDIES
No. 2

ARYAN IMMIGRATION INTO EASTERN INDIA
BY

D. R. BHANDARKAR

Our knowledge of the geography of India commences with

the immigration and colonisation of the country by the Aryans.
It is well-known that they entered by the NW. , and advanced

both eastwards and southwards till they occupied the whole of

India. This progress of their movement is indicated in the

various strata of the Vedic literature, which mentions the names
of the several provinces through which they passed and the

several tribes and peoples with whom they came into contact*

Here we shall briefly trace their migration from the NW. to

the extreme east of India,

If we start with the Bgveda, we find that in the east the

Aryans had not only conquered the plains of Sirhind and Thanesar

but advanced as far as the Ganges and the Jumna. Whether they
had reached the Sarayu is doubtful. Nevertheless, they seem to

.show knowledge of Eastern India as far as the country of the

Klkatas who are mentioned in the third MaBdala and who were

a non-Aryan
*

people settled in Magadha or South Bihar.

Magadha is, however, not mentioned in the B,gveda. Its name for

the first time occurs in the Atharvaveda ( V. 22. 14 ) along with

Anga where a wish is expressed that Fever (takrnan) may leave the

Aryan land and infest the countries of such* border tribes as the

Angas and the MagadhaH, It will be seen that the first of these,

that is, the Angas also *are looked upon as an alien tribe ; but

before 900 B. O, , tl\at is, before the composition of tfce Bjrali-
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manas came to an end, they were brought into the pale of Aryan
civilzlation. The Satapatha-Brahmana distinctly tells us that

when the Aryans pushed forward to the east of the Sarasvatl,
they were led by Mathava the Videgha, and his priest.

1

They
went at first as far east as the Sadanira which, we are told,

flows from the northern ( Himalaya ) mountain and formed the

boundary between Kosala and Videgha and the waters of which
are never exhausted. This last item of information show's that
it must correspond to the Great Gandak of the present day.
For some time they did not venture to cross the river. They
did, however, cross it, and, at the time when the Satapatha-
Brahmana was put together, were settled to the east of it

apparently in the province of Videha no doubt called after the
tribe or clan to which the king Mathava belonged. Videha
represents the western part of IsTorth Bihar, the eastern part of
which being represented by Anga. The Aftareya-Brahmana
( VIIL 22 ) includes Anga Virocana in the list of kings who
performed horse sacrifices. His priest was Udamaya, son of
Atrl This shows that the Anga country also was Aryanised in
the time of the Brahmanas. Such was not however the case
with Magadha, the second of the alien tribes mentioned in
Atharvaveda, That province does not seem to have been
Aryanised uptill a short time before the rise of Buddhism, as
we shall see further on. It must not be supposed that the other
parts of Eastern India were unkown to the Aryans, because
they did not fall under the Aryandom. Thus the Aitareya-
Brahmana speaks of the sage Yisvamitra as having adopted
SunaMepa as his son and named him Devarata, much to the
chagrin of the elder fifty of his hundred sons, who in conse-
quence were cursed by their father

"
to live on the borders " of

Aryan country. The descendants of these sons of Vissvamitra, the
BraShmana further tells us, formed the greater bulk ofthe Dasyusand were variously known as Andhras, Pundras, Sabaras,
Pulindas and Mutibas.* Of these the Andhras, Pulindas,and Sabaras are known from the Mahabharata, Rama-
yana, and Puranas to have been the tribes of Southern India,the first being apparently settled in Kalinga and the last two
immediately to the south of the Vindhyas, The Pundras were
situated in the north part of Bengal and no doubt gave theirname to

^

tbg^g^aj^^ Pundravardhana after which the
1* SBE., Vol. XIL Intro, p. xli IF. ; p. 104 fl*T"
2. Probably identical with MaclubEe mentioned in the Intiika Of~

< Ind. Ant., yoL VI, 5. 3SSft feat
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third iakha of QodSsa-Gana of the Jama Sthaviras was called
Pomdavaddhaniya, as the Kalpasutra 1 informs us. The
Pundrascan still be recognised in the Puros, an aboriginal
caste in Bengal. The tradition preserved in the Aitareya-
Brahmana clearly shows that the Aryans had not only come in
contact with these non-Aryan peoples, but had actually become
mixed with

thern^ Slightly later than the Aitareya-Brahmana
is the Aitareya-A.ranyaka ( II. 1. 1. 5 ) which makes mention
of the Vangas, "Vagadhas and Cerapadas as

"
the three races

that transgressed ( the Vedic faith )." The Vangas are doubt-
less the people of East Bengal. Vagadha seems to be a mistake
for, or perhaps "another mode of pronouncing, Magadha. The
Cerapadas seem to be still preserved iti the aboriginal Cheros
or Cherns of Bihar and Central Provinces, pertaining to the Kol
stock. These three tribes have been called vayamsi or birds in

the Aranyaka, and this has led astray Sayana and through him the

European scholars. For it must be remembered that totemism was
not and is not unknown to India, and that these tribes may have
well-known bird totems, if not also actually named after

them.

It will be seen that uptill the end of the Brahmana period
that is, about 900 B. G , there were four peoples of Eastern

India, namely, the Magadhas, Pundras, Yafigas and Cera-

padas who did not come under the Aryan pale. As has been

previously stated, Magadha was Aryanised only shortly before

the time of the Buddha. In no less than four places the

Anguttara-Mkaya mentions what looks like a stereotyped list

of the Solasa-mahajanapada, or the Sixteen Great Countries,

into which that portion of India which was occupied by the

Aryans was divided.2 Of these three alone were comprised in

Eastern India, namely, the Vajjl, Anga and Magadha. The

Vajjls were settled round about Vesali, their capital, which has

been identified with Basarh in the Muzaffarpur District of

Bihar. We have already seen that Anga formed the east part of

North Bihar. Magadha is practically co-extensive with South

Bihar, with Rajagrha as its capital. It thus seems that

shortly about the sixth century B. C. Magadha came to be

included in the Aryandom. It was about this time that some

parts of Bengal also began to be Aryanised. It is worthy of

note that while the Pali Buddhist canoti knows Anga and

1. P. 79; See. XXII, p. 288.

2. Carmiehael Lectures for 1918, 3?. 48,
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Magadha and Assafca ( Aimaka ), and Italiiiga, it scarcely

knows Vanga, Pundra and Suhma, -which were comprised In

Ancient Bengal. It is true that .in three tales narrated in the

Samyutta-Nikaya
1 Buddha is represented to have preached at a

town ( nigama ) called Setakaand situated in the Sumbha country.

Here it is quite possible to equate Sumbha with Suhma ( West

Bengal ). Similarly, it is true that both the Mahavagga2 and

Anguttara
s speak of a Buddhist teacher Upasena as Vanganta-

putta. The latter passage speaks of another Buddhist teacher

called Vanglsa. It is difficult to determine whether we have

here reference to a well-known division of Bengal, namely,

Vanga, because the Manoratha-purarit says that Vanglsa was
born in a Brahman family of Sravastl and? not in any part of

Vanga. As regards Vanganta-putfca we are told that he was so

named after his father who was living somewhere near

Rajagrha, and not in Vanga. Even supposing that they
were somehow connected with Vanga or East Bengal,
these references are few and far between, and it

cannot be denied that Suhma and Vanga are nothing
as compared to Anga, Magadha and Kosala so far as the

proselytising activity of the Buddhists was concerned. The
case was, however, different in regard to the missionary sphere
of the Jainas. The Ayaranga-sutta

4
speaks of the most

celebrated Jaina teacher Vardhamana as having undertaken a

preaching tourintheRadha country consisting ofVajjabhumi and
Suhmabhumi and gives a heart rending description of the pri-
vations and miseries he encountered in that region. The inhabi-
tants of the country were so bad that they heaped abuse upon
Vardhamana and the Jaina monks, incited dogs to bite them,
and themselves hit them with sticks, clods, potsherds and what
not. But Maha\Ira we are told, bore all hardships undisturbed
and triumphed over his enemies. When such was the tranquility
of mind and the religious zeal exhibited by Mahavlra; it was
no wonder if Jainism took a firm root even in Bengal. The
Kalpasutra, as we have already seen, mentions a sakha of the
Godasa-Gana of Jaina monks as Pomdavaddhaniya, called after
Pundravardhana in North Bengal. This is really the third sakha
of that Gana, the first and the second being named after Kotivarsa
and Tamralipti respectively. Of these Kotivarsa is the same

1. Pt. V. pp. 89 and 168-170.
2. Vol. L p. SO.

3. Vol. I. p. 24.

4* Pp* 44 ffi.; See., Vol. XXII. pp. 84-6.
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as Bapgarh in. the DInajpur District, Bengal, as we shall see
subsequently, and TamraliptI the same as Taniluk m the
Midnapur District of the same Presidency. There is nothing
surprising in this, because the Divyavadana 1

speaks of Asofca
having put to death a number of Nirgrantha ( Jaina ) ascetics
at Pundravardhana for having shown disrespect to an image of
Buddha. Even as late as the middle of the seventh century
A. D., Yuan Chwang testifies to the Nirgrantha Jainas
being numerous at this place.

2
It will be seen that like

Magadha and Kosala in the case of the Buddhists, Pundra and
Suraha, that is, North and West Bengal, were the centres of

religious activity in the case of the Jainas. The above Jaina
traditions are recorded in the Ayaranga and Kalpa- sutta which
are no doubt works dating from the third century B. O. but refer
to a more ancient original of the 6th century B. C. It, therefore,
seems that in this latter century when Buddha and Mahavira
lived and preached, whereas Anga and Magadha were
prosyletised to Buddhism, Pundra and Suhma were brought
under the influence of Jainism. The four provinces were thus
Aryanised, but, be it remembered, they were only sramanised
and were all except Videgha and Anga outside the pale of the
Vedic faith.

That the extreme provinces of Eastern India were Aryanised
but not Brahmanised is proved also by a statement in the

Baudhayana-Dharmasutra. It first specifies the limits of

Aryavarta, then mentions the integral frontier provinces which
contained sarnktrnayonis or mixed castes, and finally winds up
by naming the bordering districts outside the Aryavarta which
are tabooed for the travels of the Vedic Aryans. As regards the

Aryavarta we are told that it was bounded on the east by the
Kalaka vana, on the south by the Pariyatra range, on the west
by Adarsa and on the north by the Himalayas. There can be no
doubt as regards the location of the Himalaya and the Pariyatra.
What the exact name of the eastern boundary was is somewhat
doubtful. But scholars so far have taken it as Kalaka-^vana in

the sense of the Black Forest. It no doubt seems tempting
3 to

identify this Kalaka-vana with the Elalak arama near Saketa
where according to the Anguttara-Nikaya

4 the Buddha was

1. P. 427.
2. Watter's Yuvan Chwang, Vol. II. p. 184; CaL fiev,, June* 1923,

p. 452,

3. Ind. Hist. Quart*, Vol. IV. p. 93 &.
4. Pt. II. p. 24.
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once staying. But this Kalak-arama was a mere
Saketa or Ayodhya and could scarcely have been intended to

define the boundary of such a big country as Aryavarta. It is

perhaps more reasonable to adopt the reading Kalaka-vana,
that is, the Forest of Kalaka. The Puranas know of only
one Kalaka, namely, the daughter ;of the Asura Vaisvanara
who was married to Marlci ( Kasyapa ). She and her sister

Puloma, who was also married to Marlci,
* bore him sixty

thousand Danavas, called Paulomas and Kalakeyas, who were

powerful, ferocious and cruel. 1 Though Buhler may not be

right in adopting the reading Kalaka-vana and rendering it by
'the Black Forest,

' he is certainly*right in saying that it must
be sought for somewhere in Bihar. For when the Vedic

Aryans had once crossed the great Gandaki and occupied
North Bihar, it is useless to push the eastern boundary of

Aryavarta back westwards as far as Ayodhya. Kalaka, vana
therefore seems to have been situated somewhere in the

eastern part of Bihar and like Dandak aranya must have
denoted some province. And it will not be unreasonable if we
identify it with Jhadakhanda, a tract

" which lay to the south
of Gaya, to the east of Shahabad, to the south of Bhagalpur, and
to the west of Bankura and Midnapur2 . We shall see presently
that the ancient name of Bihar was Pracya, which was the

country of Asuras. It is thus natural that a wild region or

ttana which is associated with Kalaka, herself as Asura princess
and mother of several Asura warriors, should be located
somewhere in Bihar. And it is also natural that Jhadakhanda
which forms the south east part of Bihar and abounds with
hills and forests should for a long time have proved an almost
insurmountable barrier to the further advance of the Aryans
in Eastern India and remained for long the eastern boundary
of Aryavarta. The western boundary specified for this land is

Adarsa. Buhler has pointed out that the correct reading here
must be Adar&a. which, later on, when its identity was forgotten
was changed into adarsana to bring it on a par with the
Vina&ana of Manu-smrti ( II. 21 ), that is, "the disappearance
of the Sarasvatl. s Buhler, however, is wrong in thinking that
5darsa was the name of a mountain range, because there is no
authority for this statement. Varahamihira speaks of Adarssa as
a country and places it in the JSTorthern Division.4 And it is

1. Fisnw-P ( trans, by Wilson ), Vol. II. ;pp. 71-2.
2. B. C. Mttanmdar's The History of tTt* Bengali Language, -p. 32.
3. BBB., YoU XIV. & *, * 8,

4. IwL JMt 1898, p. !,
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the people of this country no doubt who are represented by the
Adraistai of Axriau and the Adrestal of Dlodoras. 1 They appear
to be settled somewhere between the Ravi and the Beas of the

Panjab as is quite clear from the statement of these classical

authors. It will be thus seen that in the time of Baudh&yana
Aryavarta had spread as far eastward as Jhadakhanda and as
westward as the Beas.

So far about the boundaries of Aryavarta. But there were
certain frontier districts of this country -which according to

Baudhayaiia were not fully Brahmanised, at any rate, so far as
the social order was concerned. They were therefore supposed to
contain samkirnayoni^ mixed castes. Such were the people of

Surastra, Slndhu and Sauvlra on the west, Avanti and Daksi-
napatha

2 on the south, and'Aiiga and Magadha on the east. But
there were certain other districts, evidently on. the outer fringe
of Aryavarta, which were placed under a ban and which no
Vedic Aryan could visit without performing some purifying rite

or another.
"
He, who has visited

** continues the same Dharaia-
sutra

"
the ( countries of the ) Arattas, Karaskaras, Pundras,

Sativlras, Vangas, Kalingas ( or ) Pranunas, shall offer a
Punastoma or Sarvaprsthi ". These were doubtless on the
other side of Aryavarta, as the peoples of the latter region are

forbidden to visit the former which were thus beyond the pale of

Vedic civilization.

Let us now see what conclusions we can draw from a criti-

cal consideration of the above data. The date of the Baudhayana
Dharmasutra is generally taken to be fourth century B. C. It

thus seems that as early as 400 B, C. Anga and Magadha were
doubtless Aryanised but were not completely Brahraanlsed as
the social order of the four vartias was not fully Imbibed. This
must be the reason why they are styled samkir'%a--yonis. But on

the east of them were Pundras, Vangas and Kalingas which
had not adopted Brahmanisni even in part and which
the Aryans were therefore prohibited from visiting

except by performing a purificatory rite. In this

connection it is necessary to take one passage from Patanjali's

Mahabhastjci into consideration. Panini VL 1 2. is supple-

mented by Katyayana with ten vartikas. On the ^^inth of fchese

1. Me. Crinclle's Invasion of India % Alexander tJieGrreat^. 116, n- 1

2. They most probably correspond to Avanti and ATaut

patha of the PslI Buddhist texts ( Car. Lect, 1918, #p. 43, 45 t 46
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Patanjall gives the following gloss: Loka-I vara ajnapayati:

^amadgramarn manusya anlyantam pragAngam gramebhyo

Brahmava aniyantctin iti. Patanjali is here giving an illustration

from ordinary life in support of a point connected with Grammar.
The translation of the passage is as follows :

" The Isvara or the

supreme ruler orders :
'

let men be brought from village to

village ; let Brahmanas be brought from villages, as far east as

the Aiiga country ". If we had been told that the order of the

Isvara was simply to bring men from villages, it would not

have deserved any notice at all. But when we are also told

that the Isvara has ordered to import Brahmans into eastern

regions as far as Anga, the passage assumes some historical

significance and must arrest our attention. Because it is quite

clear that at the time when Patanjali wrote, there must have
been very few Brahmans in Anga, because that part^ of India

was not completely Brahmanised, The order of the Isvara has

no sense otherwise. And further as Patanjali was a contemp-
orary of the Sunga king Pusyamitra, it is this supreme ruler

who seems to have issued the order. This is quite natural,
because Pusyamitra was a Brahman, and established a

BrWimanar-rnjycij as has been .pointed out to us by Mr. El. P.

Jayaswal.
1 The object of Pusyamitra who ruled at

Pataliputra was evidently to propagate Brahmanism every-
where. And as Anga which corresponds to the modern province
of Bhagalpur was not completely Brahmanised, it was natural
that this royal propagandist, who was a Brahman, should, turn
his attention to it in order that Brahmanic culture and worship
might spread there. Surely even in the Sunga period the Aixga
country was not completely Brahmanised.

The case, however, was much worse in regard to the eastern-
most districts of Pundra and Vanga, when Baudhayana wrote.
We have seen that they too were Aryanised or rather Sramanised
in the sense that Buddhism, especially Jainism, was established
there. And we know that both Buddhism and Jainism represent
an important aspect of Aryan civilization. But these outer
provinces did not fall under any perceptible Vedic influence.
We have seen above, on the authority of the Aitareya-Brahmana,
that certain sections of Visvamitra's family had settled down as
far east as Pundra and mixed themselves with the people there.
Nevertheless, Vedic faith and ritual were conspicuous by their
absence. The question therefore arises: when did the Vedic
worship spread to the east of Anga ? Or, in other words, when

ir"jBORS., 1918, . 257 ffi.

' ~~ ~' ' '
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did Bengal begin to be Brahmanised ? In the Vayu-Piiraxia
there is a passage

l which gives a description of Bharatavarsa.
It extends, we are told, from the Himalayas to Gape Comorine,
On the western extremity are the Mlechchhas and on the
eastern the Kiratas. In between, we are further told, are
settled down the Brahmanas, Ksatriyas, Vaisyas and Siidras

carrying on their respective duties. The four Asramas with
Samkalpa ( Ritualism ) as the fifth are prevalent among
human beings contributing to the attainment of heaven or
emancipation. There can be no doubt that here we have
a description of Bharatavarsa, which is Brahmanised, as the
varnasrarnavyavastha is here said to be prevalent. This
Bharatavarsa again is practically the same in extent as is

supposed at present. But we are here concerned with the eastern

extremity which, as we have just seen, is formed by the country
of the Kiratas. This Earata desa has been taken to stand for

Tiperra. It corresponds to the Kirrhadia of Ptolemy, and
included also Sylhet and Assam. The passage from the Vayu-
Purana is practically the same as that of Matsya in Chap. 114, v*

5 and ff. Some verses, again from this passage are traceable in
the Vismi-Purana, It is thus clear that this social description
of India cannot be later than circa 250 A. D.2

, which represents

practically the last period when the original Purana was recast.

We may therefore infer that about this time the whole of India
was brought under '

the influence of Brahmanism, This
Influence is confirmed by an additional passage from the

"Vayu-Purana. Chapter XXIII of this work sets forth an
account of the twenty-eight incarnations of Siva. The
last or twenty eighth is Lakulisa, but one incarnation
which preceded him is called dandl Munisvara, and took

place, we are told, in EZotivarsa which has been identified

with Bangarh in the Dinajpur District of Bengal. If about the
middle of the third century A. D. a town in the north-east of

Bengal could be so famous as to be the place of an. incarnation of

Siva, the conclusion is irresistible that even the extreme part of

Bengal was Brahmanised by this time. Nevertheless, it is not
inconceivable that this province being on the inner fringe of

1. Chap. 45. v. 72 ff.

2. Ind. Ant., 1928, pp. 177-3. The passage in question probably
consists of two parts belonging to two different periods, that referring
to the Gakravatin's domain anterior to the advent uf the Maurya power
and that describing th social .condition stlightly prior to tht* ri$<& of

the Grupta supremacy.
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BhSratavarsa and in touch with the .KirSta country, especially
its northernmost and easternmost parts, must have remained in

an unsettled condition for a long time. Thus the Manu-smrti
( X. 44 ), whose composition is placed between the second

century B. C. and the second century A. D., name the Pundrakas
together with the Yavanas, Sakas, Palhavas and Kiratas as the

Ksatriya races which were degraded to the condition of the

Sudras, in consequence of their neglect of the rites and the

Brahmans. As the latter are all races and not peoples, we must
take the Pundrakas also to denote a race of that name, and not

the inhabitants of the Pundraka country. A nd further we have
to conclude that the Pundrakas or the Furos, at any rate, were.

not Brahmanised,

The above conclusion based principally on literary texts
receives confirmation from epigraphic records. The earliest in-

scriptions so far found in Bengal are of the Gupta period. Thus on
the Susunia rock In the Bankura District is an inscription which
mentions one Maharaja Caiidravarman, son of Maliciraja
Simghavarman, lord of Puskarana, who styles himself as
slave of Cakrasvamin (

= Visnu ). About twenty five miles
east of the Susunia rock and in the same District is a place
called Pokharna situated on the Damodar river 1

. There can
thus be no doubt that he was a local king. And as the
inscription is in characters of the foiirth century A. D. and
he and his father both bear the feudatory title Maharaja,
there can be little difficulty in identifying him with

Candrayarmaii
who is mentioned in the Allahabad pillar

inscription as a prince of Aryavarta exterminated by
Sanmdragupta.* And farther in the Faridpur District
there is a fort at Kotalipada, associated with the name
of Candravarman and pertaining to the Gupta period. It is not
at all improbable that this foit was built originally by this
Oandravarman who was a contemporary of Samudragupta3

.
Candravarman was therefore a ruler of West Bengal with the
eastern boundary going as far east as the,Faridpur District, the
very heart of old Vanga. And as he has been called a king of

WaS a Vai^ava by persuasion, it is incontrover-
been Brahma^

-
t

rtm ind btecl ^ MrNDikshit, who
ugumi Superintendent of th* Bustera Circle up. till 1930.

Ind. Hist. Quuit., 1925, pp. 254-5*
Ep. Ind., VoLXVIII. p. 84 ff.
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rnsed. .Nay, the same Allahabad pillar ^inscription helps us to
determine also the eastern confine of Aryavarta in the early
Gupta period. For among the princes of the provinces on the

frontier ( praiyanta-nrpati ) of Samudragupta's dominions have
been specified those of Samatata, Davaka and Kamarupa which
doubtless represent Easternmost Bengal and Assam. These coun-
tries thus seem to be excluded from Aryavarfca in the fourth cen-

tury A. D. They were no doubt being fast brought under theVedic

pale, but do not seem to have been completely Brahmanised even in

the Gupta period. This is clearly shown by the contents of the

Damodarpur copper-plates of Kumaragupta I. and Budhagupta.
These are five grants, two of which relate to the Linga tem-

ples of Kokamukha-svamin 1 and Svetavaraha-svamin neat

Donga in a forest in the Himalayas. This no doubt shows that

the Saiva worship was fairly well established in the northern-

most part of North Bengal. Two of the remaining three speak
of grants being given to Brahmans to enable them to settle in

that region and perform aynihotra. It appears that a sufficient

number of holy Brahmans were not established in that part of

the country even in the fifth century A. D., and it was therefore

thought necessary to import more from elsewhere and induce
them to settle down there with free gifts of land.

It will be seen that by the time of the Satapatha Brahmana,
that, is, certainly earlier than 900 B. 0., the Vedic Aryans were
able to Brahmanise the eastern part of India as far as Videha
and Anga. But, strange to say, South Bihar and Be ngal were
Brahmanised only about the middle of the 3rd century A D.
The Vedic Aryans thus took upwards of one thousand years to

disseminate their faith and. culture over East India though it

was by no means an extensive area. It is true that this part
of India had been Aryanised, as early as the time of the

Buddha and Mahavlra. But as already remarked, it was

Sramanised, not Brahmanised. It is well-known that a

Sramana sect expects obedience and respect of its laity only to

its moral code and its founder respectively. It left the lay
followers perfectly free, to pursue their old forms of ritual and to

adhere to their original social manners and customs. Such was
not however the case with Brahmahism, which, although it left

the old faiths in many cases untouched, demanded implicit
reverence to the Vedas and the Brahmans and insisted upon _its

peculiar socio-religious hierarchy, namely, varwasrama, being
introduced and rigorously followed. The question therefore

1. KokHinukha is mentioned as a Vai^ava ttrtJiai-a

( Bibliotheca Indica ), p. 296, vs. 106-7.
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tiaturally arises : why did these Aryans take such a long time to

Brahmanise this part of the country when they did. the other
parts of India in a comparatively short time. From what quarter
could they have encountered opposition to the spread of

Brahnianism ? The question is natural to ask, but is not so easy
to answer. In this connection we have to bear one thing in
mind. East India is important not only ethnically but also

politically. There is a story which narrates that the countries
of Anga, Vanga, Pundra, Suhma and Kalinga were called after
the princes of these names who were the five sons of the Asura
king Bali, begotten on his queen Sudesna by the sage Dlrgha-
tamas. The story is told not only in the Vayu- 1 and the
Matsya2- Purana but also in -the Mahabharata, s and what
is still more noteworthy is that there are many verses of this
narrative which are common to them all. This shows that thin
tradition goes up to a very early period, to a period perhaps
earlier than 350 B. O. when the first compilation of the Purana
took place. Whether Bali ever had sons of these names is

doubtful. But it is perfectly reasonable to hold that Anga,
Vanga, Pundra, Suhma and Kalinga were once occupied by the
Asura people. The whole of East India, comprising these
provinces, has been designated Baleya-ksetra in the Puranas.
There were Brahmans also in this region who were known at
Baleya 4 and who thus seem to be of the Asura race. That
the Asuras had Brahmans or priests is clear from a passage from
the Satapatha-Brahmana. 5 The sage Dlrghatamas, we are
informed, had a quarrel with his wife who instructed her sons to
throw him into the Ganges. The sons placed their blessed father
on a wooden raft and sent him adrift over the river. And as he
was flowing along the current of the river, Bali saw him and
took him to his palace. It is clear that Bali's capital was situat-
ed somewhere in East India on the Ganges. There is another
tradition of an equally powerful Asura king being connected
with this part of the country. There is a place

%
in the Dinajpur

District of Bengal called Bangarh or Ban^nagar,6 which is
lull of ancient remains and which is said to be the capital of the

1. Chap. 99, v. 27 ffi.

2. Chap. 48, v. 24 E.

3. Adi-P., chap. 104, v. 33 flE.

ST.IS^.i:
86 - 1<lm indeb*edt * *** Chandra

5. SEE., Vol XII. p. 29.
6. Cuimlagrham'a Arch. Sur^ Xnd.

JKeji., Vol. XV, p. 9$,
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celebrated Asura ruler, Sana, said to be a sou of Ball The
Jbhidhana-cintamani

l of Hemacandra gives Devlkota, Usa-

vana, Kotivarsa and Sonitapura as other names of Banapur.
2

Bangarh is still known by the first of these, that is as Devlfcota.

And we have the Evidence of the Damodarpur copper-plates to

show that Kotivarsa which is mentioned there as the principal

town of the District from which they were issued must have

been situated in the Dinajpur District. 5 This evidence therefore

points to this Bangarh or Devlkota being the traditional capital

of the renowned Asura king Bana.4 That East India was in

this early period dominated by the Asuras has just been

shown, i. e. ,
where we tried to explain the name Kalaka-vana.

It can be proved in another way also. The Satapatha-Brahmana5

which mentions Mathava the Videgha having crossed the

Sadanlra speaks of the Asuras as the Pracyas, which we know
was another name of Magadha or South Bihar, if not, for the

whole of East India. In fact, in ancient times Bihar and west

Bengal formed one political unit. Thus when Alexander came
into India, and wanted to conquer that part of the country which
was to the east of the Sarasvatl, he heard that it was dominated

by Agrammes or Xandrames, king of the Praisoi and the Ganga-
fidae.

6
It has been admitted on all hands that the Praisioi corres-

ponds the Pracyas or Magadha. The other name however has;

puzzled the scholars. But it appears reasonable to take the Gan-

garidae as equivalent to Ganga-Radha. That Radha denotes West

Bengal is too well-known to be pointed out. Radha is

sometimes written as Ladha or Lala and confounded with

Lata or Southern Gujarat of the Bombay Presidency, The

story of Vijaya colonising Ceylon is a clear proof how the two

Lalas were confounded, some contending that Radha, and some

that Lata, was his real home. To prevent this confusion, the

eastern Lala was probably called Ganga-Radha, because it was

situated by the side of the Ganges. In fact, the king of Patali-

putra was designated king of Pracya and Ganga-Radha. The

2. See also Puru^ottamadeva's Tri&anda~esa ( II. 197 ).

3. Ep. 2nd , Vol. XV. p. 116.

4. See also ^anti-P., Chap. 339, vs. 90-1, where Buna's kingdom is

located as being contiguous with Pra*gj yoti^a.

5. XIII. 8. 1. 5 SBE-, Vol. XLIV. pp. 423-4.

6. This is so according to Q. Curtius Rufus and Diodorus (Inva-
sion of India ly Alexander the Great^ by J. W. Me. Crindle, pp. 221-2

281-2 ). Plutarch, however, speaks, not of the *

king but king*
' of

tk* Gandailtai and Praisiai. This aeema to bo an
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earlier capital of Pracya or Magadha was Girivraja which was

another name of Bajagrha. One powerful monarch of Girivraja

In ancient times was Jarasamdha, who, it is worthy of note,

has been called an Asura in the Mahabharata. 1 The

descendants of Jarasamdha the Barhadrathas who were the

rulers of Girivraja, according to the Puranas, before it was

seized by Sisunaga, founder of the Sisunaga dynasty. It

seems that from the time of the Satapatha-Brahmana almost to

the advent of Sisunaga to power, Bihar continued to be under

the rule of the Asura kings. In the seventh century A. D.

Bhaskaravarman, king of Pragjyotisapura and contemporary
and ally of Harsavardhana, traced his descent from Naraka-

sura.^ About two centuries later we have two royal families

ruling over Assam who were similarly descended from ISTaraka

and Bhagadatta of epic fame and also from Salastambha who is

distinctly called a Yavana in their inscriptions.
3 Legends are

thus confirmed by the epigraphic and historic accounts. The
Asuras were thus settled in East India from Bihar to Assam and

represented one of their many colonies spread over the country.

They had culture and civilisation of their own, as maybe seen

from a critical study of the Brahmanas, Mahabharata and Pura-
nas. The socio-religious fabric of the Asuras must have
resisted very strongly and for a long time the inroads of Brah-

manism, until at last the latter transplanted itself on the Asura
civilisation. In fact, the civilisation of pre-Mauryan India

especially in Magadha was a fusion of the Aryan and Asura
cultures,

1. anti-P. 9 Chap. 339, v. 93.
2* &p. Tndn Vol. XII. p. 73 ff.

3. Jour. A. Soc. Beng. y Vol IX. Pt. I. p. 767; Vol. LXVI. Pt. I
118 andWi; Vol. IiXVEL Pt. I. p. 106.



ORIGIN OF THE RAJPUTS
( A ) THE NATIONALITY OF THE GUJARS

BY
BAY, M. A.

*

It was in the pages of the Indian Antiquary for 1910, that
Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar, in his paper on Foreign Elements in

Hindu Population tried, most probably for the first time, to bring
forward positive historical and epigraphic evidence in favour
of the foreign origin of the Grurjaras, and, for the matter of that,

of the Gurjara-Pratiharas. Since then, the theory has found
acceptance with all unbiassed scholars and historians ; but it

has recently met with opposition, as is quite natural, with some
orthodox section of oxir countrymen. There are only two scholars,
so far known, who have seriously doubted the conclusions arriv-

ed at by the Professor. Of these, Mr. O. "V". Vaidya must first be
taken into consideration, for his is the most vehement protest,
recorded on the pages of his Mediaeval History of Hindu India
Vols I and II. Another strong protest comes from the pen of

Rai Bahadur G-aurlshankar Hirachand Ojha who writes in Hindi
in his History of Rajpxitana. There is now a general consensus
of opinion amongst scholars that the Rajputs, like most of the

Brahmans were originally of non-Indian extraction and that the

former were the descendants of foreign peoples who entered

India about the beginning of the 6th century, A. D., i. e. of the

Hunas and the G-urjaras, "This view
'*

says Mr- Vaidya (Vol.
II. P. 9 )

"
is supported, if not originated by some Indian re-

searchers like Prof. D, R. Bhandarkar and naturally enough is

also accepted by the erudite editor of Tod's 'Annals of Raja-
sthan/* This last editor of Tod's monumental work is, of course,

the late Mr. William Crooke whose service to the Ethnology and

Ancient History of India cannot possibly be overrated. It is

thus hinted by Mr. Vaidya or rather implied by him that William
Crooke had no power of judgment which he could call his own
and has followed Prof. Bhandarkar by slavishly accepting his

views about the origin of the Rajputs. I am afraid the words
*

naturally enough.
* in the remarks of Mr. Vaidya just quot-

ed can scarcely bear any other interpretation. He then quotes

two long extracts from William Crooke's edition of the Annals

of Rajasthan and winds up the discussion by saying :

lt Thin

long extract would also show how the latest English re-
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B@archers do not believe in the generally accepted view of the

Rajputs that they are the representatives of Vedic Ksatnyas.
"

We have qxioted these observations of Mr. Vaidya with a view

to enlighten the scholars on the mentality with which he has

written his "History of Mediaeval Hindu India' in two volumes.

We also notice with regret the same sort of mentality in

M. M. Gaurlshankar Hlrachand Ojha when he writes about

the Rajputs in his Hindi History of Rajputana now in three

volumes.

Let us now proceed to consider what arguments Mr.

Vaidya has advanced for refuting Prof. Bhandarkar's theory

about the origin and migration of the Gurjaras. The earliest

mention of the Gurjaras is made in the Harsa Garita of Bana

where Prabhakara Tardhana is stated to have defeated the

Gurjaras along with Htinas and others. They are also mention-*

ad in the itinerary of Yanchwang who informs us that the

king was looked upon as a Ksatriya. We can, therefore,

assume that the Gurjaras appeared on the scene of Indian

History by the middle of the 6th century A. D. along with the

Hurias, and already by the middle of the 7 th century, they were

regarded as Ksatriyas, The word Gujar or Gurjara, has survived

in the names of many Brahman and Ksatriya families of

comparatively later date, and this ha,s been, well pointed oxit

by the Professor.

The contemporaneity of the appearance on the Indian soil

of the Hurias and Gurjaras, and the gradual migration of both

the races from the North towards the East and South, traces of

which have survived, in case of the latter, in the different

place and tribal names, would warrant us to think that the

Gurjaras like the Hurias were a foreign race, who had penetrated
into India from the north west and gradually advanced towards
the interiors where, within a century, theyhad thoroughly imbibed
the Hindu religion and culture, just as the Hurias did. The
equation of the Gujars with the Khazars of the borderland of

Europe and Asia had first been made by Sir James Campbell
and was later on upheld by Prof. Bhandarkar. The whole theory
has thus come to be accepted by all scholars who are not
obsessed with any patriotic or socio-religious bias. It seems
that the equation and identification rest on assured grounds.
( Foreign Elements in Hindu Population, pp. 24-25. )

But let us see, how an attempt has recently been made to
refute the theory of the foreign origin of the Gurjaras. Mr. C. V.
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Vaidya in Ms "
History of Mediaeval Hindu India ( vol. I. P. 63)

says,
" The fact that the lowest population of the Punjab and

Bajputana is distinctly Aryan in type also proves that many of

the peoples, now and even then looked upon as Sudras were in

reality Aryan by race. The peoples who have suffered most in

this way were the Jat populations The Marathas have suffer-

ed still more in this manner The Gurjaras are also in

appearance Aryan though they are darker in complexion.
** So

far Mr. Vaidya says nothing that can disprove the foreign origin
of any of these peoples, for even if we admit that they are really

Aryans, it does not prove that they could not be foreigners. In
fact originally the Aryans themselves were foreigners, and even
in later times of which we are speaking there were Aryan stocks
outside India with non-Indian culture, "who poured into the

country from time to time and became Hinduised; and who can
vouchsafe that the Khazar Gujars did not belong to one of these

stocks ?

He further says ( p. 77 ) (a)
" The similarity of sound has

often misled antiquarians into strange theories and the attempt
to identify the Gujars with the Khizars is not less strange than
the now generally abandoned identification of the Jats with the
Gaetoe. It is here anthropometry and history should step in to

correct such wrong identification The case of the Gujars also

falls in the same category ( as that of the Hunas }. They are

men with finest noses in India with long head and tall statures*

They are no doubt dark in complexion, but complexion does not
count much 'in the determination of race. .Under th^se circum-

stances, ethnologically speaking the Jats and the Gurjars are

decidedly Aryan in race and similarity in names ought not to

mislead us into believing them to be descendants of the Gaetoe or

Khizar's who were undoubtedly Mongolian in race." Mr.

Vaidya, however, curiously enough, adduces no grounds to

show how the Khazars have been taken as Undoubtedly Mongo-
lian in race/ Their origin is still disputed and from what we
infer from their anthropological peculiarities they seem to be akin
more with the Aryans than with the Mongolians. "We, therefore,

importunately request Mr. Vaidya in the interest of history and
anthropology to show us clearly why he thinks that the Khazars
were 'Mongolian in race/ Again, elsewhere he elaborates the

same argument and says that it is absurd to identify the Gujars
with the KMjars,

*
for the KMjars were fair-skinned, black

haired, and of * -remarkable beauty,* and the *kara* (black)
Khazars were, however, ugly, short, and almost as black as

3
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Indians/ This line of reasoning is a bit involved. What M-r.

Vaidya perhaps means is that
'

there were black Khazars indeed

but they were ugly and shorb. The Indian Gujars are all tall

with fine features though dark in complexion. The tall beaiitiful

Khazars are on the other hand very fair and not dark like the

Gujars/ So the latter cannot represent any type of Khazars.

But the dark complexion of the Gujars in India need not at all

stand in the way of their equation with the Khazars. Because

both were of remarkable beauty, of black hair, and of sharp
features. There is only the difference of colour which may be

explained away by saying that the tropical climate of the

Punjab and Rajputana was responsible for the black colour

which they have. And Mr. Vaidya himself asserts at a certain

place ( p. 77 ) that 'complexion does not count much in the deter-

mination of race.* Thirdly, it is not merely the
c

similarity' in

names* that suggested the identification of the Gujars with the

Khazars. It was, no doubt, what first gave the hint. But this

hint at once found support in their almost synchronous appear-

ance. For, the Gujars came to be known on the Indian soil al-

most synchronously with the Khazars on the borderland of Eu-

rope and Asia. It receives further support in the traces of the

historical migration of the Gujars from the north-west gradually
to the east and south. It is a fact of history that by the 4th

and 5th centuries of the Christian Era, a great movement
of races began in West Central Asia and down about the spurs
of the Caucasus whence different races began to stir out and

pour incessantly into Europe to mark the beginnings of the

Middle Ages, as also in India to turn a new chapter of her

history. Of the races that penetrated into, Europe, the Goths,
the Vandals and Huns were the most prominent. Europe still

remembers with dread the name of Attila the Hun, the most
notable representative of the race last named. An offshoot of

the Huns, as we know, entered India too. And at the same
time the Khazars also must have begun to move and send out

offshoots, of which, the Gurjaras were one. This also explains
the contemporaneity of the appearance of the Huns and the

Gurjaras on the Indian soil.

(b) The second objection raised by Mr. Vaidya is only
a negative assertion. As the country of the Khazars bordered on

.
Persia and Byzantine and as they were for the most part re-
stricted to that area, he finds it difficult to believe that the

ever came to India ', and further asserts that
'

history
no mention of their having done so,

'
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It is not clear what Mr. Vaidya means by saying that
history does not contain any mention of tlie migration of the
Khazars. The article on Khazars in the Encyclopaedea
Britannica seems to show that they had to move when they were
pressed tight down by the Hunas from the North. A.nd
as pointed out by Sir James Campbell, the place and tribal
names like GKijaristhan, Ujaristhan, Hazara, Khazara, all

beyond the Hindukus and outside the boundaries of India,
give a sufficiently clear history of their immigration into India.
Prof. Bhandarkar has already pointed out the mention of
* Kachchhara f

in Varahamihira, philologically so closed to
Khazar. He has also pointed out the obverse legend ( KM ) jam.
and the reverse Sri Prakasaditya ( note the characteristic Indian
name ) on an Ephthalite coin found in the old Sapadalaksa
country. Is not ( KM ) jara only a corrupt form of Khajara
and Indian form of Khazar ? Does Mr. Vaidya seriously think
that this is not tantamount to historical evidence Y

(c)
" The disposition and occupation of the Khazars "

say&
Mr. Vaidya,

" seem also to differ diametrically from those of the
Gujars." The Khazars were " a civil and commercial people
and founders of cities" and the "Gu;jars were nomads and cattle-

breeders by profession." But this difference of disposition and
occupation does not necessarily stand in the way of tlieir being
orte and the same people. The argument of any change of pro-
fession is not sound. For such instances are not at all infre-

quent. In Ancient India we have instances of even Brahnaanas
becoming Ksatriyas by profession. In modern times professions
do scarcely count in the determination of race or even caste.

Brahmans and Ksatriyas are now actually seen following the

professions of Vaiyas and Sudras.

(d) Mr. Vaidya says, that
"
the Gujars could not have been

foreigners as they could not have succeeded in gaining the
status of Ksatriyas within a hundred years of their coming into

India.** I am afraid, no student of the ancient history and
culture of India can ever bring himself to agree with Mr, Vaidya
in this respect. He will do well to turn the pages of any text-

book of Indian History and there find numerous instances of fore-

igners adopting Hindu names, imbibing Hindu culture, and thus

admitting themselves into the Hindu fold and gaining the statu*
of a Brahman or Ksatriya there-in -within a century of their

immigration. Even an orthodox Pandit like M. M,
Pramathnath Tarkabhusan in his presidential address of the
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KUMARILA'S VERSES ATTACKING- THE JAIN AND
BUDDHIST NOTIONS OF AN OMNISCIENT BEING

BY
Dr. K. B. PATHAK, B. A., Ph. D.

I have proved that Kumarila -has attacked tlie view of

Samantabhadra and Akalankadeva that Arhaii alone is sarvsjna*

I have also shown that Akalankadeva's two junior contem-

poraries Patrakesari and Prabhacandra have made a very

spirited reply to the author of the Mimamsaslokavartika. In the

last mentioned work Kumarila has also very severely criticised

the Buddhist notion that Sugata alone is sarvajna. He says -

!: U

Mimamsa*slokavartika, p. 87.

This has naturally provoked a reply from the Buddhist

author Santaraksita, who, before entering upon the defence of

the Buddhist view, gives the text of Kumarila as known to him

thug :

: n

n

: \

t iv B^^H n
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Tatfcvasamgraha, Vol. II, p. 844.

If we compare the two passages cited above, we find that the

4th and 5th lines in the first passage are identical or nearly

so with the 2nd and 5th lines in the second passage. Besides

the readings in the first passage FF3FRl% and f^:^Tc^T^T of the

4th and 6th lines are obviously more correct than the readings

R^R^rT and R: ^( ^: ? J^TRfa in the second passage* In other

respects the second passage seems to me more reliable. This

only shows the degree of corruption to which the text as given
in the Benares edition of Kuniarila's work has undergone.

The text of the Benares edition apart, the most important
point that attracts the notice of the student of the Digambara
Jaina literature of Southern India is the following passage in

the Tattvasamgraha :

f|

*

cTlf ? I ^TgHini^l I cp^qf q^T%*H^r II 3H*i U

The verse of Knmarila alluded to above is given by Santa-
in the earlier part of his work runs thus. :

It 3 i ^^ U

Tattvasamgraha, p. 831,

But we know that Samantabhadra has tried to 'prove in his
Aptarnlmamsa that Arhan alone is omniscient. And his first

commentator Akalankadeva relies upon ^TPTOT in explaining
Samantabhadra's words. This fully accounts for the hostile
attitude of Kumarila in subjecting to adverse criticism the Apta-
mlmamsa and the Astasatl. From, my paper entitled the posi-
tion of Kumarila in Digambar Jaina literature it is plain that
Patrakesarl and Prabhacandra, the two junior contemporaries
of Akalankadeva, have attempted to vindicate the Aptamlmamsa
and the Astasati from the attacks of the illustrious MlmSih-
saka. The difficulty with which I was confronted when I wrote
that paper was to trace to their source the numerous verses
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found in the Astasahasrl and the Prameyakamalamartanda. This

difficulty has now entirely disappeared owing to the discovery

and publication of the Buddhist work Tattvasamgraha. In this

work Santaraksita quotes numerous verses refuting the existence

of an omniscient being; and his commentator Kamalaslla, who
"is also his disciple, unhesitatingly ascribes the authorship of

these verses to Kumarila. The last part of the Tattvasamgraha,

where this subject is treated, is called BT^tf^r^Fgw^^T. This

begins at page 815, Kumarila's verses are cited upto page p. 844

where we find Kamalasila's statement,

The number of verses here ascribed to Kumarila is 122

while the number of verses quoted in the Astasahasrl and the

Prameyakamalamartarida is 31 and 32. I shall compare these

verses. In the Astasahasrl, p. 5 we read,

JFPTeft ^f^ W%^\ ( fft ) ^N^t ^fcf 3FT

eftjqt ^t ^W *?P^? ^ cT^TRfrf I

Vidyananda-patrakesari thus parodies the verse

In the Tattvasamgraha, p. 822 we read

II 31-*^ H

The second line is slightly modified. In refuting this

Santaraksita says,

In the Mimamsaslokavarilka Benares ed, p. 81, we have

the following verse :
i

The commentator ParfchasarathimiSra explains the second

line thus ^51^ ^wmfer ^^i% wnftfe i ^ra^^ra^
* ft
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feanfifr I This explanation being irreconcilable with the second

line, the text before the commentator must be as follows :

as it is actually found in the Astasahasri, Nirnayasagar

ed. 9 p. 45*

Tattvasamgraha, 3186 Vol. II p. 830.

Nirnayasagar ed. p. 68.

Prameyakamalamartapda and in Sarvadarsanasarhgraha.

In spite of this fact the line

seems nevertheless genuine, as is evident from the following

passage in the Tattvasamgraha Vol. II, p. 907.

Let us examine the following three verses,

The Astasahasri reads ^4sNNR- in the first line, while the

reading ^a%^ra: is found in the Tattvasamgraha, the Prameya-
kamalamartanda and in the Sarvadarsanasamgraha. But in the

Tattvasamgraha the first and the last line only form one couplet

and is accordingly commented upon *by Kamalasslla. On the
other hand Patrakesarl, who was senior to Santaraksita and

Kamala^Ila, explaitiB the intervening four lines, when he says
f^TRTt^ra; \ v
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This explanation coupled with, the fact that they are found
also in the Prameyakamalamartanda and the Sarvadar$ana~
samgraha inclines me to the opinion that they are genuine though
Sayanamadhava reads cf^TT%^T^Rt instead of 3T=^ir^T^P?ft. The
following 2 verses in the Astasahasri are genuine according to

Patrakesari, Santaraksita, Prabhacandra and Sayanamadhava.

: II

In the following verse,

the reading T% ^ ^fT^ which is also found in the Prameyakamala*
raartanda, and is explained by Patrakesari

should be adopted in the Tatfrvasamgraha, verse 3190 and the Sarva-

darsanasamgraha. The next verse in the AstasahasrI is also

found in the Prtoieyakamalamartanda and the Sarvadarsana-

saingraha, though Sayanamadhava reads

This appears in the Tattvasarhgraha with much variation in

the second line thus :

\

The following four verses are found in the AstasahasrI and
the Prameyakamalamartaiida.

f|

: \

3
* H
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Tatfcvasarhgraha and Prameyakamalamartanda read
^

and *f s^\ Fr. K. M. reads ^tt arid Sarvad. S. reads 'til^. The

second verse appears In. the Tattvasarhgraha thus :

: \

%^c5T?C. 3

r: l*at is the correct reading. The remaining two verses

3228 and 3159 in the Tattvasamgraha are the same as in the Pra.

K. M. and the Astasahasri. The next two verses in the two

last mentioned works are,

The Tattvasam^raha 3142 <$c 3128, reads gw^, f^f^T%^ and

A most interesting passage containing 8 verses occurs in

the Astasahasri p. 47 and Pr. Kamalamartanda., p. 69. It runs
thus :

"Fcl* l

i' -T

i% TO ^^HPT^rrg; sjg

t-lCi

we except the first verse, the remaining seven Verses
and explained in the ipteparlksa and ascribed to
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In the first verse Tattvasarhgraha 3387 reads 3Ht*OTT< while the
correct reading ^r ^sfr^is found in the Astasahasrl and the Pr,
K, Martanda. In the same verse the Astasahasrl reads sfh?-

^cfT the better reading ^fNlfxid: being found in the
Tatfcvasarhgraha 3337 and the Pr. El. Martanda. Tatfcvasamgraha
3160 has Msli^NH^ instead of ^iimfi^fc: found in the Astasahasrl
and Pr. K. Martanda. Tattvasathgraha 3161 is the same as in

the Astasahasrl, Aptaparlksa and Pr. K. Martanda. Tattva-

samgraha 3164 has

This Is ^^rong. The correct verse is

(1

Astasahasrl, Aptaparlksa, Pr. K. Martaxxda

The last named three works read

instead of

? ) as in Tattvasamgraha
3166. In the last mentioned w^ork, verses 3167, 3168, we have

*FK 5CT^ff ^?JT^FR: and ssftw iri plaB of =^Fl> 5Rzr^<%<u| *%&: and
<>4tf$[ which are found in the other three works. ^r*t is positively

wrong.

In the Astasahasrl we have the following passage.

rTcj;
II

: u

In the first verse Tattvasamgrahaha 3230 reads

j in the second verse 3 231, qrjMJcB
in
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**rse 3233 fe^ Tn the remaining two verses, 3234 and 3235

thre is no vari&tidn.

The following verses are found intheMlmamsaslokavartika )

Benares ed, pp. 79, 80 and 86, Prameyakamalamartaiida pp, 68 S

69,

"fN ftI

11

With the exception of the first line, the remaining four

verses are also found as 3158, 3192, 3191, and 3193 in the

Tatfcvasaiiigraha, pp, 824, 832. In the last named work, verse

8158 reads tr^lfo SRI^T in- place of ir%^g w%?r ; verse 3192

thus :

J \

11 B 1 \ ^ II

*rid verse 3193 stands exactly as it is in the Prameya-
kamaiamartanda and the Mlmamsas'lokavartika.

The number of verses under discussion is 32^, All these

verses are quoted in the Tattvasarhgraha and ascribed to Kumarila
by KamalaMla. This establishes their genuineness beyond dispute.
All these verses are quoted by Prabhacandra, wlio, however, is

silent as regards their authorship. 31 of these verses are quoted
by Patrakesarl who says expressly that about 13 of them belong
to Bhatta; while seven of these verses are actually found in the

Mtm&msSslokavartika, Benares, ed. pp. 79, 80, 86.

All these verses form one argument advanced by a certain

Mimamsaka^ who has, as we are assured by Patrakesarl and Pra-
bhacandra, severely criticised the Aptamimamsa and the Astasatl.
Since 7 of these verses are found in the Mlmamsaslokav^trtika,
.1 CKm^dbured that the rest also ought to find a place there ; this

is amply confirmed by the express statement of
that they belong to KumSrlaf
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From the Yerses discussed above it is evident that some of

them are aimed at the Buddhists, and the rest are aimed hoth at

the Buddhists and the Jainas. These latter are replied to by
Patrakesari, Santaraksita and Prabhacandra. These verses do

not seem to be directed against any particular Buddhist author.

On the other hand Patakesari and Prabhacandra assure us that

Kumarila has attacked their senior contemporary Akalankadeva

and his predecessor Samantabhadra. We have already seen that

Santaraksita says that in maintaining the omniscience of

Sugata, he does not rely upon ap^ but upon logic.

But Akalankadeva on the other hand, expressly states that he

relies upon ajppr and that Arhan does not need the aid of the

senses to perceive past, present and future things, This state-

ment has called forth the following verses of Kumarila:

^ cf^pfi ^ fftcsi^ iim i!

Mlmamsaslokavartika Benares ed, pp, 87, 88,

These verses have been fully explained in my paper on the

position of Kumarila in Digambara Jaina literature published in

the transaetions-oyhe'ninth Oriental Congress,



JOINDTT A.ND HIS APABHRAMSA WOBKS
BY

A. N. UPADHYE, M. A.

Contents

Preliminary remarks on the publication of srq". literature,

3iqf, study and the growth, of modern vernaculars. The moderate
ambition of this paper sffrRJR publication &c. Contents of ^M^K.
Excerpts from %WTC. WTCTM*!*!, publication and material
Popularity of q-- *T* Strength of qp. IT. A: : n !:,:!<: i of the

Contents. An important extract from tf. 5, v :,: :; .i\i ;_"
= ? ii transla-

tion. 8n3T3NK<{t$3 Ms. material." Contents analysed. Extensive
excerpts. Quotations traced and the problem of authorship. ^[^7^-.
Ms

?
material Nature of the test. Conflicting evidence as to the

authorship, Textual comparison of ftfNTfS' with other works of

^ftfg. Contents of ^WIl^".--A few excerpts. Remarks on the style of

*%|<| and bearing thereof on the authorship of jfeim^g. The Sk. form
of the author?

s name~^tfg
?
s date. Concluding remarks. An appendix.

Dr. Jacobfs sagacious prophecy
l

expressed on. the eve of

Ms departure from India in 1914, on finding the Ms. of ^Q^^xl^i
2

of MM<# S is more than fulfilled. Since 1914 many huge Mss. of

BTO^T works have come to light. Some of them are published5 and
some are in press. Later on Pfc. Premi of Bombay announced
the discovery of some huge works such as the %Rfe[^<iqr of ^4^
%cf; and he gave also the detailed information about the

of 5j<*tva in Jaina Sahitya Sain^odhaka. The
late Dr. Gune had made a list of the then known srqnSST works in
Ms introduction to ^iiR^^rlcb^l

4 where he has incorporated
almost all the works noticed by Mr- Dalai in his essay read
before the Gujarat! Sahitya Parisad. After that an exhaustive

1 H said, 'It is the usual case that if one thing is found many
things of the same kind soon come out. '-vide his lecture published in
Jaina 8. Conference Herald Special number 1914. This statement looks
* bit stale when we remember the fact that there was alreadv an anrerar
work published in 1909.

2 First published by Dr. Jacobi in Eoman Characters with a
weighty introduction in German and by Dr. Gune in G. 0. S. in

Characters, with notes etc.

-' ^* o i*^is ^ Pressedited b m rerered Promy rerered Prof. Dr. P. L. Vaidya for Chavare Seriea.
In GK 0. S,
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article on the WfSKI literature has been, published by Prof,

Hiralal in the Allahabad University Journal l where he has

listed many srosfer works giving short sketches about their

authors. Further three srq^fer poems s have been published in

the'Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute. By
a critical inspection of what are known as Prakrita Mss. we
are likely to chance upon many more STO^T works : from the

available works and quotations it appears many Jaina authors

might have written big Puranas in

It is rightly indeed that day after day the oriental scholars

are being interested in this branch of sro^j literature. The con-

struction of the course of linguistic development of Northern

Indian Vernaculars is almost an impossibility without a critical

study of 3F*KT literature. What we were accustomed to call in

most vague terms as old Hindi, old Gujarat! and old Bengali is

only a specimen of the further development of STO^RI stage, which

in itself is a further linguistic progress of sn^f dialects like

3J|^in and *TFn4t &e. The above made statement would be quite

clear if we turn the pages of 3^51^^^ ( GL O. S. ). Even STO^F

itself has varieties in it though one might not literally agree with

the number of varieties specified by some of the grammarians
Whenever there is a dispute whether a particular work is in old

GujaratI or old Hindi; to call it srq'^r would be the safest way
for all practical purposes, to describe its dialect. For instance the

late Mr. O. D. Dalai said that s^uikraT
3 of *3&*jfr ( Circa 1210

A. D. ) was in old G-ujarati while Pt. Premi *
says -that it is

in old Hindi 1 e. its dialecthas more affinity towards Hindi than

GujaratL Certainly it is a slippery ground. For specimen

we may see a couple of opening verses from that book :

s fauMs-jiSterw *f^f% trHVi "i*in

( 1 )

* u

1 Vol. I.

2 i ^3pw3r of ^rt^^-edited by Dr. Gune ( 1020 ) later on Incor-

porated in his Introduction to sn^^xi^r.

ii IkFWFC of STOF^ edited by Prof- Velankar. ( Vol. IX ).

iii ^nwrafivw^oi ^rq^sf^ edited by Mr. M-.O.Modi, M. A.

3 Publislied in^i^l^^i^ P ^1-

4 Vide fatft-wfoc'W **TO, ^TlfM, Vol. XII. p. 553,

5 Taken over from Pt. Premi's article. Ibid. The text has many

reaadinga in ^5S<*1^^^ P 43-
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The moderate ambition of the present paper is to introduce

to oriental scholars some n* works of **** two of which

are still in manuscripts and also to discuss his date. Tiadition-

* ^t is said to have composed the following works :-!

( arf ) Hi ^BPWTWPTO ( n ) ^ ^T^T-

( * * ) vi ^W^^T ( )- Here we are

n with Ms STO^ works and I nave touched only

the topic of his Sanskrit works in the appends There are

doubtful points about the authorship- of some of the works

attributed to him and I request the earnest minded students of

anrfra literature to throw further light on the problems discussed

in this article. I propose to take up the works of sfi^ one after

another.
I

is published
4 in ^ipii^^M^n^T Vol. XXI from

single Ms with Sanskrit m^. s In places, more than one, the

text is corrupt and mutilated. As early as 1899 a Hindi Metri-

cal rendering of ^FRTR was made by MunsM 6 Nathuram and

published with aHindi commentary,
under the name of ^TSt^[^I

1 Some features like the presence of conjuncts here show the

trsiHsitional period of the formation of modem Hindi still in its in-

fancywhich later on began to assimilate more Sanskritic elements

just us the Bengali language of cultured jeoile is doing- to-day. Why?
has noted a few sw= -words that retain conjuncts as in ag sirs', ^i

and so forth. See iv 389, 422, 423 etc.

2 I have used the snra^r form of his name ;
the ressons are dia

cussed below.
'

.

3 See^ffJpr, p. 585 for 1928. And the face page of the English

translation of T- 5T-

4 In 1922.

6 At Karanja there are two Mas of J^itu^ One Ms - 'bears a com-

mentary (H%) fey 5^^f the iiipil of amt^ (vide. Catalogue of Sk.

and qr- MSB. in O. P. and Berar edited by E. B. Hiralal p. 685 )

6 It is interesting to note that Mr. g^ff TT^ttH was one of those

few Digambar Jainas of that period who took a very bold lead in print-

ing Jttina books when the whole community was against printing

religiotis books. He was abused like any thing : all sorts of humilia-

tions he bad to undergo : and he was actually beaten too.

(See Jhratfrft vol. XIII p. SO )
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The Metrical version loses Its linguistic charm as the author tries

to use Sanskrit forms quite freely. Even contrary to the profes-

sed intention
l of the author sometimes it is the Hindi version

that is more difficult than the original 3fq^r one. A few speei-

men verses I have quoted at the end of this section in, foot

notes. ??Ml4tK contains 107 ^tfrs and the concluding ^jrr runsthu:

( ^ 1 ) ^tff ^igWfOT
2

|| ^ e ^

To summarise the subject matter of ^4im< : the author

proposes to write a ^CTszf, consisti ng of ^tiTs, for the benefit of
the self and solicits concentrated attention of his readers, most
of whom are terrorstricken from the miseries of mundane
existence. The work speaks at length on the nature of the soul
and its transmigratory peregrinations that plunge it into myriads
of miseries in different births. The author discusses the causes
of misery and freedom therefrom by self realization. Incidentally
he dwells on the importance of Dharma and exhorts the path f

meditation.

The * soul is wandering in this *eternal time; deluded by
cognitive infatuatory Karma ( <^WTf4^1^<*J?HL) it has been subject-

ed to many a misery. It can acquire beatitude by realizing
itself and giving up attachment towards material accessories

which are after all foreign to the real nature of the Self. The
soul is sentient while the rest of the substances are non-sentient.

The body, senses and other worldly paraphernalia are:really
different from this potent Self and the real salvation of the Self

lies in the recognition of the fact that the Self is distinct aud
different from everything else. The Fall consists in this deluded

misapprehension as a result of which the Self identifies itself

with non-Self. "When this differentiation is effected and when
the Karmic matter is radically annihilated from the Soul, the

mundane Self evolves into that eternal Higher Self endowed wifli

omniscience* omnipotence, and omnibliss* Here then results

the higher identity of the Individual and the Universal. It is

1 That the original was difficult and hence he wanted to put forth

a Hindi version.
2 The Hindi version runs thus :

*)

3 In the following paras I have attempted a synthti0*l summary
*the subject matter of

5
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the Universal self that is labouring under the denomination.
'

6f

the Individual because of the 1 Karmic shackles that are binding
the soul from times immemorial. But for the Karmic limitations

the soul is pure, taintless and enlightened. Its powers kre

crippled and curbed by Karmas. When once the Universal self

is evolved we can call that, to satisfy the itch of our tongues,

with any honorific epithets, say, different names of higher

divinity as adopted in different religions. The ideal Divinity
and the individual self, though having distinct individualities,

aye potentially and qualitatively one, with the only difference

that the former is liberated and the latter is not from Karmas
;

the former is free and the latter is confined in this corporeal

temple. The self is one, alone the material accessories and
relations being of no real service. The Self is one in birth, one
in death and one forever.

; The path leading to that evolution of that Higher Self is

itiarked with many a phenomenal practice that would give a
moral training to the aspirant; but to mistake these phenome-
nal and preliminary practices for that Higher Identity is a fatal

blow to Self-realization. The phenomenal will have to be soon
replaced by IToumenal-Self is self and nothing else-and then
comes the attainment of eternal bliss and final liberation.

The division of the cosmos and its interaction, into six
substances2 and nine categories

5 as related by the Jainas is

only phenomenal. The real object to be known in its positive aind

exclusive aspects is the sentient self. To know it thus
is- to know the world in its sentient and nonsentient 1

varieties.
'

"

:

Heal Dharma does not consist merely in ritualistic elaborar-

tlon'y scriptural repetition and corporeal mortification but it con-
sists mainly in abandoning various passions

4 that work like.
a brake on the path of Liberation. When the soul is affected by
anger, pride, deceit and greed the mind loses its discriminative
paw&r and no Right Knowledge can be attained, in the absence !

t , f;
Barman according- to Jaina Meta.pbysica iga subtle matter wbich

flows into the son! becauss of passions and other activities, mental
verbal and physical. This Karman theory is peculiarly Jaina.

2 r^an sfrcf, g^g-, tpr, 3TqTT, 37FPT3T arcd ^rsr-a discourse on these
from <u*ik*mi5r with English translation is given below,

^ne^categories
are 7 cft^s viz (srl^ areffo,

g&ther'witli gtjsj- and <n<r.

4
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. ...

of which Liberation is meaningless. He is a real aspirant likely

to attain Liberation, who has given up all material - attachments

and begun to take pleasure in the tabernacle of the self.

One should give up all kinds of dubitations and -concentrate

himself on the pure nature of the Self. The c

selfs* though indi-

vidually different have a community of qualitative nature and

potentiality, all are naturally sentient and 'potentially

omniscient. By different kinds of meditations one comes to

acquire spiritual equanimity which is the next previous step to

Liberation.

Be he a householder or a monk if he sincerely meditates -cm

the nature of the Self giving up all attachments to the best offals

individual ability, he will certainly be gifted with a spiritual

reward which would gradually amount to Final Liberation.

A few specimen ^t^js from sff^OTK are quoted below :

ft

11 \ H

n ^<s u

\

u ** u

( ? ) B <? u

Tit is intentionally that I. have nut givea the Sk. ^RT of these verses.

Personally I am against the method of studying a??, with Sk. ^mr. This

method should be discouraged earlier the better, as it has "no reasonable

justification- .

2 Students of aro^r Mas, will have to make some concession for tbe

vagary of scribes with respect to the interchange of aftgfrfSw and

or adopting either of them or dropping both.

3 qtt^?^
4 The Hindi version runs thue. <-
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t

goffer
2

ti %s n

( ? 1 )

II

or M^'H'-^H-m^ lias the honour of being the first

complete BIM^J work to be printed* Unfortunately it does not

appear to have reached the hands of oriental scholars. 4 The text
with Hindi translation was published by Babu Surya Bhanu
Vakil as early as 1909. Further in 1916 another edition of it

appeared in *PH3[ %? ^ii^<HS<?M Bombay. The text is fairly accu
rate and it is accompanied by surf's

6 Sanskrit commentary and
Pandita Daulata Ramjfs h

f|^r 5t^T which is a Hindi rendering
Of the Sk. Commentary. In Kanarese also there is a commentary
on W*ioHS4<=bl^ by sri55%^er

7 and so far as my information goes,
it is not published anywhere. An English translation s of it

with copious notes by Mr. R, D. Jaina, B. A. of Meerut was
published from Arrah, in 1915.

From the commentarial literature on Sj^i^M^I?T noted above
we can imagine the popularity of that work. Its subject-matter
has influenced many Jaina authors of later period. Many Hindi

wi 3?r<*rar u

2 cJlcr*i<?ieP^ ciRi ct5'C arrciTr^r 1%^" s

3

u ** H

4 See opening remarks of Dr. Gune to his Introduction to

5 About^^ ys date etc. see below-
6 qr. ^c^crH was a voluniinoua Hindi writer of the last quarter of

18th Century. He has rendered into Hindi many Sk. Parkas. Inspiteof 5T5T peculiarities of hi slanguage his works are widely read even in
kuth--Jaina Hitaishi.

written Kanatese Commentary on the three works
and ^r^wn; of ;. Comparing his Kanarese Com-.

mentary with 5Rt^s Sk. Commentary on the same .it appears that
is later than 0*^ See the discussion of ^T^'s date below.

S The translator appears to be guided more by the Hindi trans!*.
tion than by the original text, the translation is jnow antedated
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poets reproduce ideas therefrom quite unconscious of the source.

Small etMco-metaphysical treatises in Eanarese like

borrow many ideas and similes from
r. ( V. or q. ST. ).

There is some doubt as to the original strength of q. Dr.

Grune probably on the strength of some Ms. notes that there are

330 ^JffFs
2 in q* sr* The printed edition, however, has 345 all

of which are commented on by wif^r- 3T- admits some non-arc^
verses as regular text; for instance, 187 ( not in B. Ms. )

s and
344-45 ( in B. Ms. also ). There are some non-^R^r verses

which he rightly calls sr%q^ vide 66 ( not in B. Ms, ), 239 ( not

in B. Ms ), 240 ( not in B. Ms. ), 247 ( B. admits )
4

. Then there

are some 3fHi&l verses which Wi^3 calls %FFK vide. 28-32 ( B. ad-

mits them ); 124-126 ( B. admits them ); 241 ( B. admits ); 268

( not in B. ). The Ms. B. gisres two ^tirs, one between 211 and

212 of the printed edition and another between 264 and 26 but

strange indeed that these two <ft^rs stand merely as arq^fer quota-

tions in the Sk. commentary on ^JfTs 211 and 264 respectively.

The exact-strength of qo sr can be settled only by collating

more Mss*

The contents of qWoHMWr are of the same nature as those of

qfareR given above. Still q. is not without its specialities. It is

more systematic in its topical treatment : portions of it are

writtten in conversational form. Some verses are put in the

mouth of ^jM+U^i 5 and the answers thereto in the mouth of

This work is composed at the explicit request of

n * n

1 Being published by Prof. Kundauagar and myself in ,

Magazine.
2 See his Introduction to *r. <&.

3 I have compared the printed edition with an accurate Ms. B- the

comparative results on these sr^p verses I have given in brackets.

4 The verse No 247 is known to 5*Hb Sce> the Discussion of the

date below.

5 *Tswr*Ft is one name and not two names of two different persons

as ^ and sr^FC and hence the question, whether *& might be

as pufc forth by Pt. Premi, loses its force.

6 Some times T have added
7 q^iq-ft fot qg^R" InBt. Sing.
8 V. I
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ft *RT u 3-*^ u

We do not learn much about this sfgsra^R from the work,

H is a very devoted disciple of ^fttcp he is called 3RST* arid

addressed as ^fij^more than once. It is not much if one iufeirs

that lie was a Jaina ^tp^from such phrases:

is a work of cosmopolitan character and there Is

always an attempt to harness non Jaina terminology into the

service of the Jaina metaphysical conceptions :-

This work recognizes the two standpoints of viewing things
viz. <{ci5K f4j and Pte*<4*w

7 and in majority of cases the subject
matter is fereated from the second view point. The author is true
5qWt a devotee of the self, rising above the petty sectarian biases
in the spiritual domain,

1 V. L.

2 Inst. Sing, quite usual in ^fttf's works.
3 yn^sfi^g^w CU5). Brahmadova nniformly translates ^ as

m
bnt^jRf

specially notes that m means ^ Tide ^ ^T^a^^ ir. 422.
I honetically ^m is nearer *? and in tf. sr.9 i s not a right meaning.4 V". L. w^ Weakening ^r which is generalised by t*T- IV. 338.

5 % ;*ffa

6 Better

VIEL SB,
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'

^^
ff^T

The tenor of his meditation, is that it is silly to import

distinctions in the real nature of the self :

The author makes a distinction between practical and the

ideal and he aims to subordinate the practical to the ideal though
he never ridicules the former. The author does not take merely

spiritualistic flights in ideal realms but he knows the general run

of the mass to whom also he has to say something :

We are likely to feel that the author is sometimes self-

conflicting but that conflict is only apparent as the statements

are made sometimes from phenomenal rand sometimes from

noumenal points of view. Some verses from q
1

. sr. are of Mgh
ethical character : sometimes the illustrations are drawn from

everyday life :

it

1 V.
2 Digambar.
B Buddhist-

5 Also aft f^nr f^T^mrr pf^ (261
6 These are ar|c3;t%^ arr^rnJ gTre^

7 Ou the ana!ogy of 3? ending nouns taking sr as the base

8 V. L. ^^r-
9 ^f^f and JT^I; are locative Sing, as good as

10 This is a wsrRf on
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The author puts beautifully the distinction between the

individual and the Universal selfs-the quint essence of Jaina
Metaphysics :

T^ ^ft 3TCCTT

Proportionate to his high metaphysical reflections the author
is modest :

2r% &&x t

11 B >- ^ u

The philosophical tone of this work is the same as that of
en phrases and sentences are common in both the works.

There is a short discourse on the Six substances that constitute the
Universe according to Jaina philosophy. It is an independent
section as it were, where the author gives the definitions &c e of

substances.

*rfisrr

j

5%

3 Jainism does not admit thit tbis UniTerse is created by any auper-
natural sentient agency. Ths Universe Is uncreated and eternal in its
basic tmd constituent elements. To put the Jama view point in brief,
the whole range of existence can bo divided into two sections, living and
non-living ( sffa and srofk )- Pure life is an impossibility in transmigra-
tory state. This is possible only in Liberation where the soul ia free
from Kurma ( see note No 1 p. 140). 3T3T% ia of five kinds i matter ( 5^ )
| Principle or fulcrum of motion ( *rf ) iii Principle or fulcruin of rest
3wf )ir space (arr^njr) T Time CTO). It is essential to note that

Space aad Time are
. fundamental elements of the system of reality

according to Jainism and not mere conceptions without any objective
fcack ' '
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35

^rIT

fwrfSr

f^r^r ^ f^r -o

.- In view of the Importance of the above section as an, intro-

duction to Jaina philosophy and the succinct way In which it Is

worded, I have given below the English translation of It. The

English translation of Hfflk-HM^t^r by Mr. Jaina noted above Is

antiquated : it is more a transvocabulation than a translation,

So I have given an independent translation utilising the

English equivalents for Jaina technical terms as used by Prof,

ChakravartI7 , Mr. J. L. Jaini8 and Prof. G-hoshal. 9

142. Know them to be six substances, that have no origination

( beginning ) and destruction and that have been described by
the Ommscient and with which the three worlds are replete.

Vol. III.

8 His translation of cT^r^^r, itHdiiK and so on. (S.B. J. II and V)
9 Hi translation of ?pn?m^( S, B, J. I )

6
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143. Know the soul ( ^fter ) to be a sentient substance and
the other five insentient viz. Matter ( *gg ) ; principle of motion
( *W ) ; principle of rest ( ar^lr ) ; space ( BTT^T^T ) all these accom-

panied by time ( m ) are distinct from the souL

144. Oh ^TtFRj Know the soul to be a positive entity

necessarily noncorporeal, an embodiment of knowledge,
characterised by supernormal bliss, eternal and taintless.

145. Matter ( 5^35 ) in its six kinds is corporeal ; my boy 1

know the rest to be incorporeal. The wise say that the 1

prin-

ciple of motion ( sj*f ) and that of rest ( 3T*<^[ ) are the Sine qua
non of the motion arid rest respectively.

146. Know you that as the space substance, ( ^rr^T^r ) in146. Know you that as the space substance, ( ^rr^T^r ) in
which necessarily remain accommodated all substances so say
the great Jinas.

147. Know you time to be a substance which has the
character of introducing changes in other things ( ^far or which
is characterised by continuity.) The instants of time are mutu-
ally isolated and different like Jewels in a heap.

148. Oh being! Know you that all other substances
except soul, matter and time are indivisible wholes ( or homo-
geneous wholes ), with their space-points ( sf^r X

149. The remaining four substances ( isjft, ^TqR^ 3TFET3T and
^ra ) excepting soul and matter are void of movement so say
those advanced in knowledge (experts of knowledge.)

150. The principle of motion and that of rest are indivi-
dually homogeneous wholes endowed with innumerable space
points. Know the sky to be of infinite space-points; while matter
is of many a dimension,

151 These substances, Oh being ! are said to be confined
to* physical space. Though remaining together in this world
tl^ey retain their ( individual ) qualities.

152. All these substances render their respective functions
towards embodied beings who suffering the misery of fourfold
existence wander in this transmigratory condition.

1 SOB the brilliant notes of Prof. ChakraTatti on -*rf and 3T<. S. B.
I. TOK III. p. 95.
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III

is another gresfa work of our author.
'

have come accross two Mss. of it-one in Delhi ( ^RRdt

and the other in STCT ( 3KfNs3TCT *fR* ) In the body of the work

the name of the author is not mentioned. The Delhi Ms. does

not mention anything about the author : while in the Ms,
Jrom

Agra we find the author's name mentioned as %*fs^f ( ^5 ? )

Pandita Jugalalushore has seen both these Mss. personally.

Panditji remarks,
e The work is important as a piece of zwm

literature, moreover there are many fine similes and the ethical

tone of the work is very healthy.
*

It has 224 <^s. It is some

times referred to as m ( ^ ) ^FW=3TC from the fact that its open-

ing word is WEFC 2 to wits

The treatment of the subject matter here is systematic as the

author goes from one topic to another. The phraseology is more

popular than technical. In his desire to make the work popular

the author admits many side-topics and exhortations thereon.

The sn^NK 4
opens with a few introductory ^>s.

After

that follow various topics which might be merely listed here;

Eleven srfcWTs ( the stages in the house-holder's life ) ii ^4-Wh

and its flaws; iii Eight ^gors and the defects of other

articles of foodfor bidden for a house-holder; iv a

1 I am very grateful to Pt. Jugalakishore the learned editor of

^icf who supplied me with a transcript of this ^w*HK from his own

copy which he had made after consulting Delhi & Agra Mss.

2 It is not in any way abnormal : many Jaina Stotras derive their

names from their opening words, for instance, WRwiH ?R^% ^*OT-

?tffiSctPt
and so on.

4: The Digambar literature is sufficiently rich in manuals on *nwr-

TC ( gi^Bg rules about House-holder's life ). In the gvetambar canon

as it exists today, the subject of srrWF^nc is found in the seventh
Anga-^

ggnwitfiaft When once Mga^bars disowned the canon as formed by tne

first Pataliputra Council as aot genuine, there was no other alternative

left for them than to write manuals on different subjects mainly teased on

traditional memory notes. The earliest manual on iwr**U y W*m
(circa2nd century A. B.) in ^^cT-it is known &\^^^^^^Gm

[̂^.
the other manuals are : enspfft ^w*'l^K ( i T

^ - *
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discourse on seven ssg^Ffs. v Fruit of Right Faith (

which Is the base for further vows ( 3cTs ). "vi The twelve ^cfs of
a mz&>. vii A discourse on ^rq^sn? ( householder's life ) viii A
discourse on q[Ff with Its kinds and HI^NNK^K. ix a discourse
on ^R| and its glorification; x necessity of giving up sense-attach-
ments and passions xi ^sqpRT and glorification of cltsfe^ xii TOFT
of a d^: and the method of it. xiii Glorification of Right faith,
meditation and q-*H4^K. xiv Human birth glorified and conclu-
sion. As the work is not published as yet and as the subject is
of popular interest treated in a simple manner I have given
excerpts from it extensively.

11

i

u ^ u

f

1% q*f

H \\

*rf9*ir 'H

( t )

or ^r

D 11

according to ^McWT is
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1%

\\ ^^ \\

T f^"

cfT

U H^ U

( l
)

w -j^r^T
iqtrar^fT

crf| ff% U ^^ H

( V. L. )
2 wg ( Y. L. )

3 amnrCV. L, )

4 The line not clear.
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*

rf f^sf?- arur ^STT ^riWR" *rtj 3?qrT u ^7. it

gt^Nr
1

n ^< n

7% ciw 1%

H ^ U

u % n

fTf U

&

1,

or ^fa- i

n ^ o ^ \\

g|r % q-

ft u <*^ u

*

( V". L.
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It ^ 3 ^ II

n ^^H u

n

II ^^ ^ II

1% ^FT? ^Trf&f*** U%t f^^T? U ^ ^"^ II

* * *

II ^^ ^ II

ti

I have been able to trace some "eight quotations in

Commentary on. **4M\&
* from this ^N-hKK. The numbers of

these quotations in the Ms. before me are 148, 156, 111, 112, 109,

105, 139 and 110 alphabetically arranged. From these quota-

tiorvs it is quite plain that ^TWK; has used ^^R^rT^>r^R for his

Commentary. Of these there are two quotations which raise al-

together a new issue with regard to the authorship of^IJ-
^K which we might note below. Sd*iHK commenting on

quotes :

( V. L.

Published i
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'Now this is 148th ^t^T from the

Then again in the same commentary :

n

this is 139 th ^tfT of our

definitely ascribes the authorship of these two verses to ^rfl^ or

and he uses quite familiar terms like g^, VKitfi?^ as though
is his immediate preceptor. We are led to doubt whether
or ^tfNfe is the author of this ^q^F-fR; or ^^Rfgr ( g ) as the

Agra Ms. says. The whole problem can be made clear when
some more Mss. ! of SFPER^^RK are available. We do not
find any strikingphraseological similarities (excepting one or two
which may be even accidental cf. 128 m. with 266 of q. ST. ) but
there are many common ideas. Compare $FT. 122 [&c. with 242 q.

^.; 128 5*rr. with 266 3. sr. and so forth. We have discussed below

1 In the Senagai?a Mandira at Karanja there is a Ms. of a

^r<, which is ascribed in its Golophor to ^%=T. It is said to contain
250 arasi^r 3trs. Rai Bahadur Hiralal has given opening and concluding
extracts in his catalogue of Sk. and Prakrit Mss in G. P. and Berar. The
ten opening verses that are given in the extract are the same as the
first ten in our *f&m 9TT^^rr^K. The six concluding J^TS that are given In
the catalogue are interesting. No. 5 is the same as the last of our copy
of WT. The 6th mentions ^3%^ as the .author. Excepting No. 5 others are
not present both in Delhi and Agra Msa. The 6 ^TS run thus :~( I
not attempted any correction here. )

^ft cfT cTR

IIT. qnoted below.

\\

attthor9hi a the iore difficult, of.
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bow there are conspicuous phraseological similarities in his
other works.

Uptill now I have come accross two Mss. of
<ttfMfg<g' one

from my collection and the other from Delhi Jaina Mandira
Ms. B. ( my copy ) so far as I can j^dge, is at least two hundred
years old. It is a part of a small yfi^j (%qRFift characters)
written in black and red ink. It is fairly accurate but for a few
scribal mistakes. The pitiable tale about this Ms. is that por-
tions of it are hopelessly rubbed away and with a good deal of

difficulty I could copy out some verses. 1
It has an explicit

colophon :

I am very grateful to Pt. Jugalakishore through whose kind
favour I got a transcript of the Delhi Ms. ( D. ). So far as I can
judge from the transcript before me Ms. B appears to be more
correct than Ms. D. The Ms. D. has the colophon ;

gTnt i *< KI%R t Rf<r T

Both the Mss. have 220 verses some of which are not in

metre. There are some variations in iramberings and readings.
Peculiarly enough there are three Sk. verses almost at the end of

tbe book -and these are common to both the Mss. They are as

below :

fTFf ^iTRTT^T^ H^fT ^TT^T ^2
II

(I)

^ II ^ ^ e> \\

The colophons are not in agreement as to the authorship of

There is an internal reference in verse No, 209 wheire

is mentioned.

\

u

1 See my article c
^ntft ^^T ^^ ^- ^^f^T *fct

r in a^^1<1 vol.1

the editorial not thereon-
2 Quoted by Jayasena in his Commentary on
3 HIUIM! ti^V^ ^f^T ( V- 2-1 * )

4 The verse No. '21^ is not clear as It stands.
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Hothing can be categorically said about the authorship until

some better Mss. come forth. The presence of three Sk. verses/

the mention of ^wf^f not at the end of the work, ] the close

similarity of phraseology between ^R7cRfr=PT3T and ^t^riT^r, the

conflicting colophons-these facts have rendered the problem all

the more difficult. Can it not be that ?j*lf^r? is only a traditional

name like toat of %T!Fff incidentally mentioned in TO-licHH^W ?.*

ft ayy^rer ^rre ^reg a <*<?* u

The textual comparison between ^T^IHI and other works,

of gf^g is Ver5r interesting. Many verses are common verbatim

between ^IFHlpr and muk4Wbl*l. Herewith a few verses

numbers from ^t<> with q<> numbers in bracket are given, ^f. 2

( q. 285 ); 3 ( 118 ); 8(252); 11(254); 12(275); 13 (258);
14

:

(294 ); 17 ( 269 ); 18 ( 279 ); 23 ( q. 66 ); 26 (81 ); 28 ( 90 )

29(93); 33(72); 34(71); 35(70); 37(75); 49 (125);
69 ( 97 ); 94 ( 288 ); 104 ( 257 ); 137 (187 ); 146 (237 ); 190 (291)r

and so forth. Besides these there are many phrases and parts of

^Ips that are bodily repeated, sometimes with slight variations.

Some verses from afaWFC a*e also seen in ^iNfs ( cf. 40 ^41^1^

witlx 79 0f% ^T. ) There are many common phrases. No, 19 of.

<fofHe ( see the extracts below ) has been quoted by ^cWHR; in?

his commentary on

The contents
4 of ^H,img3

I are of meditational nature where

the author differentiates beween the body and the soul, the

material paraphernelia and the sentient self and finally reflects

un the essential characteristics of the self, from the realistic

) point of view*

Sine the work is- not published welmight give a few ^TFs here.

II 1 it

u

1 The Baxne occurs in ff$r 209 while tbe work baa 220

. . .2 ^ftif is tb.e author of T^WTSFTWHST *n ti there i not the loft"et doubt

about it.

3 p. 259 ( *~ .*. *?rO

4 The subject matter beiiig similar to that of ^frrerrc I have not

given the extensive summary here. See the summary of afrwft above.
5 D WTi^fcTT I^"*IW$T "(

V. Lt* )
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6 N

gf&r ^
^rf ^^ jrgr ^rrs *T^ u ^\ \\

\

\\ ^ * \\

r

\ * n

n H ^ n

II ^ e
1

**
II

ftro erf? c5fft 35f ^rn? cf^f? n ^ * ^ n

crr ft a % i I

( 1 ) nf ^T5 1

u <* ^ B a

1 For the reference of ^Trfn%FT in this ^fer, see aqpsprrs^rSe and

Conamentary thereon ( *TT ?r. ^fTT- )-

2 B
3 \/

4 Ms. B. is not uniforin -with respects to the use of *r or OT. - Ms.
1>. has invariably of -which I have adopted here.

5 Of. ^RT^oerr Marathi
6 Of. sftwn; ^
7 Compare this with grfirr 31m Lbe foot note No* 1 an 'p. ,154.

8 -Of. STOW MrthL
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\

n ^ H

HOT or ^3*

It

o[RTir g^ro ^ g<?t girof \

|| ŝ % o ji

U

it

The peculiar stylistic feature of %^'s works is that there
are many common phrases and metrical feet in his different;

works : why ? there are conspicuous repetitions in one and the
same work. There is no donbfc as to the fact that" SH]^ is the
author of q. 5f, and ^4|^|<: the position as to the authorship of ^fgi-

qrf^ we have noted above. Stylistic and phraseological evidence
backed up by the colophon of on.e Ms. proves that s?^g is the
author s and in that case the name of ^R^ft mentioned in one
verse not at the end will have to be explained otherwise. My
conjecture is that it might be only a name of a traditional autho-
rity like that of Bn^TTl%

4 mentioned in q, 5^ "With this inci-
dental reference to <l*|Rlg the scribes might have added the colo-
phon to that effect. However we must wait for some more Mss-
This repetitionary style has not escaped the notice of commenta-
tors. s*qtii says, "zn&m *?FWT3*s% 5

ggif=E;^^
Similarly 2^3 remarksT

\

L. )

D. ^tTn^ar
If Stiffs not the author of <frfmgr, we cannot conveniently
away the presence of common verses and phrases without charg-

ing KTTOTg of plagiarism ! Or ^CTTRfff was too much steeped in sfitf'sand be spontaneously reproduced much from them.
Quoted above.
It is a very interesting work composed by g^m^ the author of

has written a Sk.- commentary-OB that.
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S

" %? himself Is aware of this repetition
when he says:

<fft*lf|y gor^ T%

Thus he explains his position which is defended by com
mentators too.

In q. ST. itself we find many repetitions a few might be
listed here ST^TT ftfi^r WPJOT5 (205,289); ^rWg^ *T%? ^ (131,
133 ) ; ^cj<*(uu|U||UHre ( 6, 24, 224, 328 ); ^ ^fg f% ^p^g ( 398*
322 with slight variation ) ; ^^^ or %f ^Tf^rfl ( 238, 243 ) ;

UT f% ??ouTf^ ^5 ( 183, 232 ); % frB ^Rwt ( 152, 222 ) ; 5* 53

set phrases such as ^T q^^-3 tt^, T%^^ t^T ^1?, 5f

,. The list may be made more exhaustive.

Similarly in %WK> WW 3*^ % g*lf ( 34 5 12 ) ;

( 30 5 37 ) ; % <fifcrro? 3T^q q^ ( 8, 81 ) ; ^Tf^^ % q*^w ( 10, 11);

Wl^f% (47, 99 );$Wf W^lRt (3, 107 };

TJ[ ^fg try qpfg ( 74, 83 ) and so forth.

Similarly in <fMlMI^, f^c^ T^Rr *TO3t ( 160-61, 212 ) ;

&c. ( 68, 69 ) B^qr ^rffel% ^iRivw (70, 71 ). Instances may be

multiplied.

Now to have a mutual comparison of the works of

we find striking repititions in q. %5rop[ and "<)$Ri4^. It is already

noted how there are many common verses between q,

We might note here only a few parallel phrases between

and q. sr* There are some common lines : ^t. 4 ( q. 374 ) ; ^Y, 50

(q, 280); %. 5 (q. 251) % 47 and 97 ( q. 227. ) ; 5ft. 52 ( HT. 210)

Thus there are common verses and phrases between q, 5f. and

on the one hand and ^l^mi on the other.

It is generally believed that the name of the author in its

Sk. form is %nft?3[ a fact which is well attested by the following

points. ^HJ^H quoting a verse from q*> says, "c

the beginning of a quotation from 4he same work says,
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on more than -one- -occa-

sion, lias used the Sanskrit form ^rT^ in his commentary.
Sometimes the copyists hesitate between ^nt^ and %^. But
one hesitates to accept 3?frfN( as the Sk. form of our author's name
in view of the following considerations. From the phraseological
and idealogical comparison of ^ 5f. and ^TfcraK it is plain that the

author is one and the same, as we have seen above. At the end
of aftgjiHK the name of the author is mentioned as safttfH^ which
cannot be equated with Sk, 3?T*lt^. Then were these two different

authors and one copied the other's work ? Certainly not,

Turning to the text of TOWc^si^bl^r the name of the author is men-
tioned in this manner, : Rift^h^S^^vJ. In. view of the rules of

grammar the Sk, form of it would be vft $\*ffc<jyF3: or $ff

: Since^8 and ^r have the same arq form r. The
Sk. rendering ^Vflr*

1

is not guaranteed when we have already-
accepted the mono authorship of q. %. and ^raK- If we accept
the Sk. equivalent 4V*ilVg everything becomes consistent as it is

equal to ^iPM< as mentioned in ^IFTOR. There are many in-

stances of the interchange of f^ and =s&% in personal names for

instance, Ig^ and $4j<-Ht ; ^?| and SFRT^ ; g^ and 3*?^
So our author's name in Sk. is $t*fc% and not ^rff^[. The mis-
take once made has been mechanically adopted by all.

s
.

Date of ^tti

(i) 3ff^r has written a Sanskrit commentary on*
and by a close comparison of the two commentaries it appears
that he is the same *t^cf who has written a commentary on $szr-

^TSTf,
4
Though his date is not definite, still this much is certain

1 Still we are IB the dark as fco fche personal history of ofr^;, his

spiritual genealogy &c. His being called a *TfTW is of no historic
valu as fehe reference is a comparatirely modern one and as the word
*T|K5F has its connotation quite mobile. It means a m*hn; and also a
Bachelor using coloured robes ( as our modern <7TWB.)^^ in his
define ^grw in this way,

H ^ \\

See <T. ST. 118 and cfrmr^ 3.

The editor of 4to*fK could nofc conciliate the two namee'and hence
-

is a strange combination indeed when the editor writes
As noted above the text of q-. sr- mentions the

in a^r. as ^trs ai*d ot ^FT% as this editor gays.
4 FubMA^in
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that he lived later than sprcNr from whose commentaries he

npears to have drawn sufficient inspiration and material, the

last almost verbatim.
! Pandita Javaharalal says that s=ff^=r

was later than ajd^FK too. However he lived before 1556 A. D, *

when gpr^F^; composed his commentary * on
^Ikf^r^^rr

in

which many passages from sffRfcr's commentary on 33ne3T? have

been* quoted.
4 So sft^r on whose qw^sre^T ^IT%^ writes a com-

mentary must; be earlier than 15 th century A. D.

(ii) ajcraFK, whom Peterson calls a
c

fierce Digambar *,
s in

his commentary on six qnprs ( STPJ^TS ) of <$*^$^c quotes some srq-

sfel verses three of which have been traced to HI^HC^^^I^I. These

three verses are i ^gtRsr^ i^qs? etc ( p. 39. q^'srPI^NiT )

ii 3TT Rl% ^RTc5f &c. ( p. 325 Ibid ) and iii st gf^f ^ff ( p. 333.

Ibid X The respective numbers of these three verses in q^qrw-

tjcgTSr,
7 are 122, 173 and 118. It is worth noting that the

verse ^g sRm^gft has been quoted with an explicit introductory

phrase ^rq^^T ^S^^1^ ^^TTR'S date is not difficult to

be settled.
8 He has severely criticised -Various Jaina subsecfcs

other than his own. His atback on the <fo sect proves that he

lived later than 1470 A. D. about which year the ^ra sect was

promulgated in Gujarata,
9

^d^HK lived about the beginning

For instance Of. (i) p. 170 q-. sr- with. p. 219 of

(ii) p. 152 T. ST. with page 49 of

The references are: to the editions of q^^Tcffs^rf^f H^n" &
printed in

2 See. Be port for 1883-84 by Dr. Bhaudarkar.

3 Not published as yet.
4 Pt. Javaharlal in his Introduction to ^ss^irf -

5 See. Peterson Reports.
6 - Published in *^rf^jcts-si^

;jr*iii^*flfotfT-

7 The ^cr. ir^ 3Tf. edition.

8 Sufficient information about ^Tcr^FTC &n<l his work* i* gtren bj

Pt. Premi in the Introduction to
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of the 18th century, %^ who is quoted by Mm must have been
prior to him,

( 111 ) 5R?3f who has written Sk, commentaries on
and ^ppj^TR is well acquainted with the works of

In his commentary on ^FWR he definitely mentions the name
of

(p. 114 <cr. 2*. qr. Edition X Further at p. 424 in\he
same commentary a verse is quoted :

This is No.
69^from HWicHil'bKr. Further in his commentaryon verse 27 of 4^m^EK he quotes an siwsr verse which is so badly

printed in ^rq-% sfcrorar edition as below "

" As the quotation stands it s
full of corruptions and it has not even the appearance of a ^tfr.But however, the verse is the same but for its corruptions as the
following one from afcra'K :

wt^r ^?Tr u

So ^FZJ%^ knows both these works of

AJS to the exact date of SRF&FF we are not on a stable groundHe is later than ^I^^ra^r^^^f^r and **. He quotes a
couple of verses from the ^^K^K of ^R^T in his commentary on
*iiwi,<f ( p. 8 ^ jr. JTT. edition). This tr^T, the disciple of ^-
^ appears to have composed BTP^R^R: in the first quarterofthelSth Century. By a close comparison of nAafs 3

Kanarese commentaries with those of^^ it aearsarese commenares with those of^^ it appears that
IB e^lier than ^ra whose date, according to R B

i-

th!m^ Tl6^^11^^ mUSt have H^d -omew ere inthe middle of the 12th century. Ft. Premi says that there
written In 1369 V. era

1 It is printed as 3*3^. ( V. L )

""

2 See tbe iBtrodnctfoa to a^rc^TT ( *n IT. *rr. )o JNot publislied as yet.
See ^ui kcfr.fr fl^Kfr y i.. ,

In an Introduction to XXL Vol. of^ ar.
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( 1312 A. D. ). If <*H<&T lived in the middle of 12th century A. D
whose two works s^^T knows must be earlier than he,

II a Kanarese pet mentions the name of %*$% in his gsq-

g*FT. 3*13%'s date is o. 1235. (See ^S^^ft^ Vol. I p. 358
foot-note ). - -

( iv ) HfR"^^, the versatile encyclopaedic writer, is the first

Prakrit grammarian to treat the STO^T dialect in an exhaustive
manner. He has, in all his works, availed himself of the work
done by his predecessors. It is no wonder then if he has consult-
ed the then available arq-sfor material for the ground work of the
3TO%?r portion of his Grammar. The BTT^F section is important
not only for its exhaustive treatment but because the auther has

given so many qxiotations and most of them, naturally, might
have been, drawn from the then existing 3^. literature. Being
himself a grammarian, par excellence, it is just imaginable that
he might improve upon the readings of the version which be is

quoting and moreover to suit ;the . illustrative purpose he might
make changes here and there. We may note fche following
quotations as they are chronologically important. Under Sutra
iv 389. Hem. quotes,

IT

This quotation, is found to be an intelligent improvement
the following ^tu taken over from

The change of the verbal form from ra^re to ^rg fe quite

intelligible if we look to the Sutra and his Commentary thereon.

u 3<^ n

and so
forth. Further^ admits RJ^B as an optional form and gives
an illustration SJT% |%^^^ gsr^g vs^hich also appears to have been

suggested from the above quoted ^r.
Then under iv 427 %*r quotes the following verse :

U

In spite of striking variations the ^tfT is based on the one in

The V, L. ^^Tt for ^ ( Bombay Sk. series edition

of i*l&d*N4|N><u| ) is important. The ^TfT runs thus in
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.

11 *V n
v

The consecutive numbers of these two <^Ts In ^ ST. If at all

any inference is possible therefrom point to the fact that

p^^ might have drawn these quotations directly from q*JTRJpren&

Then under ii 80 a short sentence ^-sftl<*fc*Tis quoted and

fchis we find to be a regular part of the following c^|T of

The formal change in the quoted part will be understood

when we look to the grammarian's remark :

Hemaoandra's date is fix:ed. He has composed his gram-

mar in the reign of ftraKF* i- e- decidedly before 1142 A. D. wheia

^?H^n^ the successor of fcrasra was anointed as king. Looking

to the fact that other accessories of his grammar, for instance,

the s^W and lexicons were composed in f$KS<M's reign it appears

that^Ws: might have completed his grammar in eight chapters*

sufficiently long before the above date. In 1105 A. D. ( 1162

Vikrarna era ) f %^^ was made a q$ . Soon after this date lie

must have composed this grammar.

It is not an unusual phenomenon in the history of any lan-

guage that exhaustive grammars come to be composed only after

a particular language is fossilised in literary form either iu

traditional memory or in books. So there is no sufficient justi-

fication in the assumption that the srefer stage treated by l^sFS is

the same as the current language of his times. It is more reason-

able to say that the srasNr stage as represented by his grammar
was altogether fossilised ill literary form and it must have Taeen

at least the next previous-or even earlier-stage of the language

current in his times. Grammars cannot be based on merely

1 However there are grave doubts as to the genuinoneaa of this

verse in <rOTcrrer:f^, The first thing is that it is But in airo^r, secondly

the word^ ^ is added to it in the. printed edition. The commentator* it

app&ars* admits it, so also the Ms. B. Probably it is a quotation drawn

fey iretf himself from some early work. .

2 See the introduction to ?ftftr3TqtWr ( G-*'O. S. )

3 The first seren dealing with Sk* and the laat with JPxakrit*.
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spoken languages : at the most we can appeal to this or that usage
in the current language with such phrases as 381%. %R^9

s quota-

tionsshow that he had before him a sufficiently long tract of ^FH^r

literature extending over a period of time sufficiently prior to

him.
l

.

From the facts noted above it is plain that %RR[ has used

q^T^f,T3T for his grammar of the ^qp$T dialect, and thus %ff ,

must have lived at least a couple of centuries before ^RFqRf's com-

position of his grammar2
looking to the conditions of com-

munication &c of that period.

(v) '=*$*& in his SH^^^S^f1^,
3 on the Sutra*

*

quotes the following Doha:

This ^tT is the same as the one in wncJWSF&F No. 86 with the

difference that q. ST. reads f%g f%5 and f%g f%g ; and |%s in place
of ^r in the second line. So it is imaginable that =^fe might have
drawn this quotation from q. ST.

But the genuineness of this quotation has been qtiestioned by
Hoernle and following him by Mr. Bhattacharya

4 in their

editions of sn^cf^s^r^F- Some sutras, of which the above also is

one, even against the agreement of two or three Mss, have been

relegated to the appendix by Hoernle suggesting thereby the

spurious nature of these sutras. This editorial discretion of

Hoernle has been questioned by Scholars like Pfechel and Ghme.

Di% Gune has examined the whole position and he says,
" Nos

(7) (8) and ( 11 )
s

( the sutra under discussion ) are quite in

Canda's manner and since two Mss. 6 attest them, they may

1 " Eoughly between 6 tb 10th centuries A, T>. the literary Prakrits

became more and more stereotyped and kept up their remote connec-

tion with the De^I element throng-h Apabhramda disintegration. The
latter in its turn came to be standardised and bore the same relation to

the new De^I or Bpoken side out of which finally [emerged the modern
vernaculars. This standardised or literary Apabhram^a was the basis of

'Hemacandra " see Evolution of Mscgadhi, by Dr. Saatri IB
2 . Which took place soon after 1105 A. 13. .

3 Edited by Hoernle B, I.

4 Who quotes the section in a footnote,
5 No 11 is the sutra with the 3^ quotation given above.
6 a ^cMiarQ- Ms. in my possess LOU admits the sutra and the quotation

regularly.
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be regarded genuine ......But most important Apahh. Sutra is

(11) which lays down '

fn? and %T *

as substitutes of ^mr and

and gives an Apabh. Doha as illustration.
" l Thus Dr. Gune

accepts the quotation as genuine in =cfog-'s grammar.

Quite different views are held as to the date of =^o^. Hoernle

claims that =30^*3 grammar presents a very oldjphase
of the Pra-

krit language and that ^^ is prior even to 3R3ai% and that he must
have written his grammar at a somewhat later time than the

3rd century B. O. Dr. Gune ~
says that the conclxisiong

arrived atby Hoernle are based on the readings of.a single Ms. as

against the three used by him that speak to the contrary.
"
The

whole work" s remarks Dr. Gune,
" has the appearance of half

arranged miscellaneous jottings for a work, rather than a well-

arranged and finished treatise.
" *'

=3^ evidently lived at a time
when the BTO^T had ceased to be a mere dialect of the 3n*fa;*s and
become a literary language, i. e. after the sixth century A. D.

and not before.
"

Thus if we accept the sufera and the quotation as genuine
along with Dr. Gune then WtfcHMtb'ttf must be a work composed
prior to =^ 1 e. prior to the 6 th century A'.D. vSo %^j| must have
lived before 6 th century A. D. To conclude this discussion on

^i^f'sdate, it must be said that the data are supplied mainly "from
his <K*Jkt{Mhttf and only once from

I cannot conclude this article without expressing my heart-

felt thanks to my revered Professor Dr. P. L, Vaidya. M. A.,

P. Litt. at whose worthy hands I have been initiated in the study
of srqr. literature and to Pt. Jugalakishore through whose kind-

I got two transcripts from Delhi.

Hppendix
One Sk. work namely ^fffffiid

4 has come to light and it

is indicated in its last verse that it is composed by one 3fcflq[.

It contains 83 verses in different metres, groups of verses being
devoted to different topics of Jainism. There is no sufficient
evidence to say that this sfriffrsc is the same as %? tlte author of
*?. 5T- ^dl^flRi has some verses common with the ^RFES of
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and there is an explicit quotation from f^R^. Two verses from

=f ( Nos. 57 arid 59. ) are quoted by ^gsrwrgqrR^r in his

or fSfa^eTR: ( PP* 38 nd 107 ). The same ffti quotes as

below :

T

^FTrTTH^

This quotation is notfound in the printed text of amd'HRfa and

Pi Premi conjectures that it might be from

work traditionally ascribed to gt^rft^, which is not found any-
where as yet.

( Bombay Jffiditioa. )



SOME ADDITIONAL NOTES GIST

S- ELEMENTS IN THE HINDU POPULATION"
BY

JOOENDBA'CHASDRA GHOSH

In the Indian Antiquary of 1911, Professor D. R Bhandarkar

published an article on
"
Foreign Elements In the Hindu Popu-

lation ". Therein he has tried to show with convincing proofs

that ! there is hardly a class or caste in India, which has not a

foreign strain In it There is an admixture of alien blood not,

only among the warrior classes... the Rajputs and the Marathas

but also"among the Brahmanas, who are under the happy
'

delu-

sion that they are perfectly free from all foreign element 'V And
in conclusion he has

*

sincerely hoped that the knowledge fur-

nished by ethnology and the study of ancient inscriptions will

spread among the people, and open their eyes to the emptiness

and worthlessness of the thing they are fighting for, and put an

end to all caste animosities and disputes, which are the bane of

India*.

We shall try to give here some additional facts in support
of his theory.

Professor Bhandarkar has shown by reference to the Manu
and Yajnavalkya Smrtis how in theKaliyugaa Kisadl, (produced

by Brahmana, from a Sudra female, if married by a Brah-

mana, and produced a certain girl, and this girl again, if

married by a Brahmana, and produced another girl, and so on,

the sixth girl produced in this nanner could give birth to the

seventh a^Brahmana. Or how if a Parasava, the son of a Brahmana
and of a Sudra female, married a most excellent Paraava female,
who possessed a good moral character and other virtues, and if

his descendants did the same, the child born in the sixth genera-
tion would be a Brahmana. We shall, however, show from

Manu, how a Sudra could attain even to the highest caste of a
Brahmana without having any matrimonial connection with

any Brahmana but by simply doing his own duties laid down
for him by the Sastras, The verse referred to runs as follows :~

"
Sucir == utkrsta-^usrusur=mrdtHvag=anahamkrtai.

Brahman=ady=asrayo =mtyam=utkrstain 3atim=asnute n 335

M^nu-samhita, chap. 2L



"

Foreign Elements in the 'Hindu Population
'

Jgg

Translation. .

-

"
( A Sudra, who is ) pure, in the service of the best ( caste),

of gentle words, not vain, in the protection of Brahmanas and'
others ( of the higher caste ) invariably attains- to the "highest
caste." Medhatithi commenting on the words utkrstafu
asnufe* in the second line, says -

t e.Here we see that a Sudra could rise up, to the highest
Brahmana caste by good conduct. It may be argued that it is a
rule which was confined to the books of smrfcis and had no
practical application. Or it may be said, as one of the commen-
tators, SarTvajna-narayaisa. adopting a slightly diiferent read-
ing, remarks jatim=ztcchritam, janmantare T^atsya-dm-jffitfam*
1 e. they could rise up to the Vaisya caste and that was also in
after-birth. But neither of these is tenable* Manu says :-

" Sudranam masikam karyyam vapanam nyayavarttinam \

VaMyavac= chauca-kalpas= ca dvij =occhistam ca
bhojanam IM40 ir

-

Manusamhita ? chap. "V.

ija A. Siidra who .follows the Law, ( viz. the rules of his caste ),

that is a Sudra 9 who/is in the service of a twice-born ( dvija-
susrusa.ka ) must -perfprm the ^rite of funeral oblation every
month and fconsiire his head and eat what is left in the cooking
vessel after the twiceborn, have partaken of it. He should per-
form the purification and other ceremonies like the Vaistyas.
Baghunandana, in commenting on this verse writes in his
Siiddhitaftva

Iti Manu vacane
'

nyaYavarttinam tesam *

Vaisyavac==
chauca-kalpas = ca* ity= atra cakarad=Vaisyadharrna-atidesten=
opanayana prasaktau tat sthane Brahma-purane vivaho ==vidhl-

yate, Yatha.
6

vivaha= raatra samskSram Sudro= pi labhate sada. T

That isr from the ( use of the word )
c

ca 9 and by the substi-
tution of the duties .of a Vaisya ( for those of a Siidra ) the
investiture with the sacred thread was inferred, but according
to the Brahmapurana marriage takes, its place^ as even a
Sudra has always the right of marriage only*

We are afraid Raghunandana is here wrong in his inter-

pretation, firstly because what Brahma-purana is
c
said to Bave

-.1 I reg^t I li^y^'tiot b^eja, ^fcje.to trace this v.e.arsem a j)i|bllspbed
tion of the

' ' '
'

~
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laid down Is apparently for ordinary Sudras, where as the

privilege referred to in the Manu-samhita is meant for

the
"
nyayavartti Sudras '. Secondly because acccording to the

Vyasa-samhitlt ;

**
Sruti"-"smrti~-purarianain virodho-yatra drsyate i

Tatra Srautam pramanam tu tayor=dvaidhe smrtir=vara U" 4 11

That is, where there is any difference in the Sruti ( Veda )

Smrti and the Purapa, Sruti is the authority and between the

Smrti and the Purana, Smrti is the best. Again Brhaspati

says: -

"
Ved=arth=6panibandhatvat pradhanyam hi Manoh smrtam \

Manvartha-viparlta ya sa Smrtir==na prasasyate U

That is, as Manu strictly adhered to the Veda, his Smriti is

superior to others and the Smrti which goes against Manu is

not commendable.

Now these clearly show that even from the orthodox point-

of view, Manu'a place is second only to the Vedas, so Brahma-

purana has no authority to over-ride Manu* Raghunandana
was, therefore, wrong in his conclusion*1 This conclusively

proves, that even in Manu's time a class of Sudras were promot-
ed to the rank of Vaisyas at least. In this way they must have

got further promotions up to the highest rank. Instances of

Vaisyas becoming Brahmanas are to be found in Brahma-pur&na
Chap. VII, V. 42 ^"Kabhagaris-ta"-putrau dvau Vaisyau brah-

manatam gatsu.**

Further it is* said in the Anusasana Parva, Chap* 143, v. 51 *

and also in the Brahma Purana, chap. 223, v. 58 that even a

Sudra by good conduct could become a Brahmana :

"
Vrtte sthitas-*u Stadr=6pi Brahmanatvai^a niyacchati

**

Professor Bhandarkar has shown how foreigners such as

Kiishsnss and others were absorbed into the Hindu Society, We
shall show here that the Kushana kings came to be described
as belonging to a section of the solar race, in a Sanskrit book
named Maharaja KamJM~lekha ( letter writteti to Maharaja
Kanika ), written by a Buddhist monk named Maticitra. Accord*

Hariham in his Commentary on PSraskara Grrhya Siitra 2-5-34
B *oQdrHnlTiu-^da^ta~karinan?Eiii--Tipanayaiiaiii etaoct rathakara

feasya tu mStEmahT dTantk^m ^udratvara adu^takarnmnam
madya-ptna~Tirahit^:BSm-iti kalpataa-ukSrah iti SHtrSrthah .

J This
sbowa tliat good &&dras -were invested witb sacred thread.
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ing to Mm f
Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana this Maticitra and his

patron Kanika lived at the end of the third and beginning of the

fourth century A. G. In verse 40 of the book Kanika is address-

ed as follows :

" Trained by Pravrajita ( monk ) and born in the race of

Ku&ana thou shouldst not defile the creed of the family whose
ancestors descended from the noble line of the sun.,*

(X A. S. B., 1910, pp. 477-81 ; and Ind. Ant, for Sept., 1903 ).

The Pallavas were a foreign tribe no doubt, but they in
their inscriptions claimed to have descended from Asvatthama
the son of Dronacarya, ( Ep. Ind., Vol, XIX., p. 113. ). Some
Gangas are said to be a section of these Pallavas.

The Bengalis have a saying that what is not in Bharata

( Mahabharata ) is not in Bharata ( India ). Let us see if

anything corroborative can be found in this Mahabharata, of

what we have shown above.

It is clearly stated in chapter 65 of Santi Parva that the

foreigners such as the Yavanas, Kiratas &c were found in all the
four castes ( varnas ) and the four stages of life ( asramas ) :

'

"Yavanah Kirata= Gandharas=Cmat Savara Barbbarah \

Sakas = Tusarah Kankas = ca Pahlavas = c=Andhra
Madrakai \\ 13 U .

PaundrSJh. Pulinda Ramathali=Kambojas = c= aiva sarwasah H

Brahma = ksatra=prasutas = ca Vaisyah. Sudras= ca

manavaJh. U14 U

Katham dharmmams==carisyanti sarvve visaya-vasinaii
Mad=vidhai^=ca katham sthapyah sarvve vai dasyu-

jlvinah, U 15 II

Dr&yante manuse loke sarvvavarnesu dasyavali I

Lingantare varttamana=asramesu catursv=api U 23 U

Here we find that the tribes such as Yavanas, Kiratas

Gandtiaras, Chinas, Sabaras, Barbbaras, Sakas, TusSras,

Kankas, Pahlavas, Andhras, Madrakas, Paundras, Pulindas
Ramathas and Kanibojas have been designated as Dasyus or

barbarians. They wex-e to be seen among all the four castes

9
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(varnas) and the four asramas* l Does this not go to corroborate,
what Professor Bhaiidarkar has striven to prove by reference to
the old inscriptions ?

But it is worthy of note that all these foreign tribes are here
said to be ling-antare vartamaiiah living with distinguishing
characteristics. This means that a Yavana Vaisya, a Saka
Vaisya and a Palhava Vaisya e. g., though they were all Vaisyas
could be differentiated one from the other through marks such as
garb, mode of dressing, hair and so forth. Ib thus seems accord-
ing to this passage of the Santiparvan that all these barbarians
were taken more or less into the Hindu fold.

Now we shall quote another passage from the Mahabharata
from which it can easily be inferred that the agricultural and
the pastoral tribes such as the Abhiras* became rulers, and that
they were not only recognised as Ksatriyas brit made to descend
from the well-known epic and pauranic dynasties such as the
Fauravas, Haihayas &c. Parasurama having annihilated the
Ksatriyas, made a gift of the earth to Kasyapa. The earth
being unable to bear this kingless state addressed Kasyapa ask-
ing for the reinstatement of the following Ksatriyas as kingswhom she had kept in concealment :

"
Sanfci brahman maya guptah strlsu Ksatriya-pungavaL. I

Haihayanain kule jatas=te sainrafcsantu mam mune \\ 75 u

Asti Paurava-dayado =Viduratha-sutai prabho \

Rksaih samvardhito vipra Rksavaty= athaparvate U76 li

view is supported by the YugapurSna ~al^ This iuforms the last chapter of the Garga Sariihita: ( G. 20 B C ) It savs"And the lowest of tho low, the non-Aryans, will be" following fhe
rehgxous practices of the Aryans In the concluding age Brahmans,
K^atnyas, Vulvas and fiadras will wear the same oostnmo and obTe^ethe flame roligioua practice, ; that i R certain. In that last age orthodox
people wil mix with heretics. And .erily there will be S*lra Bhik^s(i. e. rehgiooH mendicants) wearing matted hair (on the
barkgannent.Con their person ). In that Kali age S*dras,

TOWS, will doubtlessly officiat
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" Tath=anukampamanena yajvana=th= amitaujasa \

Parassarena dayadah Saudasasy= abhiraksitah. U 77 U

Sarvva-karmmani kurute siudravat-tasya sa= dvijali \

Sarv\ a karmm= ety= abhikhyatah. sa=mam raksatu

parthivah U 78 U

gjvi_pUt1.o===iiiahate3a= G6patlr==nania namatalt I

Vane samvarddhito= gobhih. so=bhi rakshatu mam
mune U 79 U

Pratarddanasya putrasya "Vatso = nama naaliabalaiL I

Vatsaih samvarddhito= gosthe sa=mam raksatu

partMY-ah U 80 \\

Dadhivahana-pautras-tu putro= Diviratlaasya ca I

Guptah sa Gautamen= asld= Ganga-kale=bhiraksitah U81 \\

Vrhadratho= mahateja=bhuribhuri parlskrfcali* I

G54angulaIr=mahabhago= Grdhrakutd=bhiraksitaB U 82 II

Marutfcasy= aiavavaye ca Raksitalt ksatriy==atmajaliL \

Marutpati-sama viryye satxmdren= abhiraksitah U83 \\

Ete Ksatriyadayadas=tatra tatra pari^rutah. I

Dyokara~hemakar===adi--3atiin nityam samasritah U 84

Yadi mam abhiraksanti tatah sthasyami niscala I

Etesam pitaras = c= aiva tath= aiva ca pitamahalL U85 \\

= artham nihata= yuddhe Bamen=aklista-katmana I

= apaciti^= c= aiva maya karyya mahamune \\ 86 \\

Santi Parvva. Chap. XLIX.,

Translation.

O Brahmana 1 many Ksatriyas of the Haihaya race have been

kept concealed by me among women, let them now protect me.

There is the son of Vidurafcha, a kinsman, of the Pauravas, who

has been reared by the bears and now lives on the mount JWj
1

van. The great sage Parasara has, out of compassion, protected

the heir of Saudasa and performed all the rites as that
^

of Sudra.

His name is Sarvvakarmma, let him protect me. Sivi s son, tHe

powerful Gopati, who has been reared by the cows m the forest,

may protect me, Pratarddana's son, Vatsa by name, who has

been reared by the calves in a cow-pen may protect me Jine

grand-son of Dadhivahana, the son of Diviratha has been kept

concealed by Gautama on the banks of the Ganges. The

powerful Vrhadratha has been protected by ~
tails at Grdhrakuta. Many princes of the line of

like Indra in prowess, have been protected by the
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These descendants of the Kstariyas are now living in theprotec-

tion of the masons and goldsmiths,
If they now undertake to

protect me I shall remain steady, The fathers and the grand-

fathers of these princes died for me in the field of battle with

indefatigable Parakrama. great sage ! it is my duty to

revere them,

Incidentally, we would invite the attention of the scholars

to verses 81 & 83 to see if they allude to Gupta, the father of

Ghatotkaca and the grand father of Candra-gupta I, and also

to Devarkasita. In this connection, it is well worth noting the

following passage of Visnu-puraiia :

"
Mathurayamanuganga-Pryagam Magadha-Gupta^ca

bhoksyanti Kos"al-Audra Tamraliptan samudra-tata~purifi=ca

Devaraksito=raksisyati
"

Visnu-purana, Aihsa J IV, Chap. '28, part, 18,

That is, the Magadha dynasty will rule in Mathura and the

Guptas will rule in countries along the Ganges and in Prayaga,

Devaraksita will be the king of Kosala, Udra, Tamralipta and

the countries on the sea-coast.

It is of special interest to note the words
*

Guptat
'

in verse

81 and
*

Baksitah
'

in verse 83 and the respective countries

where they were brought up and over which they ruled,



CHRONOLOGY OF THE PALI CANON*
BY

DR. BIMALA CHUBN LAW, ph. D., M. A., B. L.

Rhys Davids in Ms Buddhist India ( p. 188 ) has given &

chronological table of Buddhist literature from the time of the

Buddha to the time of Aoka which is as follows :

L The simple statements of Buddhist doctrine now found,
in identical words, in paragraphs or Verses recurring in all

the books.

& Episodes found, in identical words, in two or more of

the existing books.

3. The Silas, the Parayana, the Octades, the Patimokkha.
4. The Dlgha, Majjhima, Anguttara, an$ Samyutta

Nikayas.
5. The Sutta-Mpata, the Thera-and Therl-Gathas, the

TJdanas, and the Khuddaka Patha.

6* The Sutta Vibhanga and Khandhkas.
7. The Jatakas and the Dhammapadas.
8. The Niddesa, the Itivuttakas and the Patisambhida.

9. The Peta and Vimana-Vatthus, the Apadana, the

Cariya-Pitaka, and the Buddha-Vamsa.
10. The Abhidhamma books; the last of which is the

Eatha-Vatfchu, and the earliest probably the Puggala-Pannatti.

This chronological table of early Buddhist literature is too

catechetical, too cut and dried, and too general to be accepted in

spite of its suggestiveness as a sure guide to determination of

the chronology of the Pali canonical texts. The Octades and the

PStimokkha are mentioned by Rhys Davids as literary

compilations representing the third stage in the order of

chronology. The Pali title corresponding to his Octades

is Atthakavagga, the Book of Eights. The Book of Eights, as

we have it in the Mahaniddesa or in the fourth book of the

Suttanipata, is composed of sixteen poetical discourses, only

four of which, namely, ( 1 ) Guhatthaka, ( 2 ) Eutthatthaka.

( 3 ) Suddhatthaka and ( 4 ) Paramatthaka share the common
title of Atthaka and consist each of eighir stanzas. That is to

say, the four only out of the sixteen poems fulfil the definition

a chapter of my work on " A hibtory of Tali Literature
" to b*

shortly. .
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of -an Atthaka or octade, while none of the remaining poems
consists, as it ought to, of eight stanzas. The present

Atthakavagga composed of sixteen poems may be safely placed
anterior to both the Mahaniddesa and Suttanipata. But
before cataloguing it as a compilation prior to the four Nikayas
and the Vinaya texts, it is necessary to ascertain whether the

Atthakavagga presupposed by the four Nikayas was a book of

four poems bearing each the title of Atthaka and consisting
each of eight stanzas or it was even in its original form an

anthology of sixteen poems. Similarly in placing the

Patimokkha in the same category with the Silas and Parayanas
it would be important to enquire whether the Patimokkha as a
bare code of monastic rules was then in existence or not, and
even if it were then in existence, whether it contained in its

original form 227 rules or less than this number. There are

clear passages in the Anguttara Mkaya to indicate that the

earlier code was composed of one and half hundred rules or

little more ( sadhikam diyaddhasikkhapadasatam, A. IsT., "Vol. II,

p. 232 ). As Buddhaghosa explains the pali expression,
" Sadhikam diyaddhasikkhapadasatam ", it means just 150 rules.

According to a more reasonable interpretation the number implied
in the expression must be taken more than 150 and less than 200,

If the earlier code presupposed by the Anguttara passages was
composed of rules near about 150 and even not 200, it may be

pertinently asked if the Patimokkha, as we now have it, was the

very code that had existed prior to the Anguttara Nikaya. Our
doubt as to the antiquity of the Patimokkha as a bare code of

rules is intensified by the tradition recorded by Buddhaghosa in
the Introduction to his SumangalavilasinI, ( pt. I., p. 17 ) that
the two codes of Patimokkha were to be counted among the books
that were not rehearsed in the First Buddhist Council.

The putting of the first four Nikayas under head No. 4 with,
the implication that these were anterior to the Suttanipata and
the remaining books of the Pali canon are no less open to

dispute. With regard to the Dlghanikaya it has been directly
pointed out by Buddhaghosa that the concluding verses of the
Mahaparinibbana Suttanta relating to the redistribution of
Buddha's bodily remains were originally composed by the re-
hearsers of the Third Buddhist Council and added later on by the
Buddhist teachers of Ceylon, A material objection to putting
the Dlgha and the Anguttara Nikayas in the same category is
that in the Dlgha, Nikaya the story df Mahagovinda (Dlgha, Itj
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pp. 220 foil. ) has assumed the earlier forms of Jatakas character-

ised by the concluding identification of Buddha, the narrator of

the story, with its hero, while in the Anguttara ISTikaya the story
is a simple chronicle of seven purohitas without the identifica-

tion. The four ]STikayas are interspersed with a number of

legendary materials of the life of the Buddha which appear at

once to be inventions of a later age when the Buddha came to

be regarded and worshipped as a superhuman personality.
1 Our

case is that without discriminating the different strata of literary

accretions it will be dangerous to relegate all the four Kikayas
to the early stage of the Pali canon.

The Suttainpata figures promniently in the fifth order of the

chronology suggested by Rhys Davids. Without disputing that

there are numerous instances of archaism in the individual

sutias or stanzas composing this anthology, we have sufficient

reasons to doubt that the anthology as a whole was at all anterior

to the Niddesa which heads the list of the Pali Canonical

texts representing the eighth order. By the ISTiddesa

we are to understand two separate exegetical works
counted among the books of the Khuddaka ]SFikaya, ( 1 ) the

Mahaniddesa being a philological commentary on the poems of

the Atthakavagga ( forming the fourth book of the Sutta Nipata)

and ( 2 ) the Cullaniddesa being a similar commentary on the

poems of the Parayanavagga ( foi-ming the fifth or the last book

of the Sutta Nipata X The two questions calling for an answer

in this connection are ( vide B. M. Barua's Atthakavagga and

Parayanavagga as two independent Buddhist anthologies Pro-

ceedings and Transactions of the Fourth Oriental Conference,

Allahabad, 1928, pp. 211-219 ) ( 1 ) was the Mahaniddesa com-

posed, being intended as a commentary on the Atthakavagga, the

fourth book of the Sutta-IsTipata or on the Atthakavagga, then

known to the Buddhist Community as a distinct anthology ? and

( 2 ) was the Cullaniddesa composed, being intended as a com-

mentary on the Parayanavagga, the fifth book of the Sutta-

Nipata or on the Parayanavagga then known to the Buddhist

commuivifcy as a distinct collection of poems ? "With regard to

the second question it may be pointed out that the poems of the

Parayana group, as these are found in the Sutta-Nipata, are pro-

logued by 56 Vatthugathas, while the Cullaniddesa is found

without these introductory stanzas. The inference as to the ex-

clusion is based upon the fact that in the body of the Cullanid-

1. Bead the "Life of Gotama, the Buddha by B. II. Brewster,
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desa, there is nowhere any gloss on any* of the introductory
stanzas. We notice, moreover, that the glosses of the Cullanid-

desa are not confined to the sixteen poems of the Parayanavagga i

the scheme of the Canonical Commentary including an addi-

tional sutta, namely, the Khaggavisana, which now forms the

second sutta of the first book of the Sutta-Nipata. From the

place assigned to this particular sutta in the Cullaniddesa, it is

evident that when the Cullaniddesa was composed, it passed as

a stray sutta, not belonging to any particular group, such as the

Uragavagga. The stray nature of the Khaggavisana Sutta may
be taken as conclusive also from its mixed Sanskrit version in

the Mahavastu ( Senart's edition, Vol. L, pp. 357-359 ), in which,
too, it is not relegated to any group. If any legitimate hypo-
thesis is to be made keeping the above facts in view it should be

that the scheme of anthology in the Cullaniddesa rather shows
the anthology of the Sutta Nipata yet in the making than presup-
posing it as a fait accompli.

Even with regard to the first question concerning the

chronological order of, the Mahaniddesa and Sutta-lSTipata, a
similar hypothesis may be entertained without much fear of
contradiction. The Mahaniddesa, according to its internal evi-

dence, is an exegetical treatise which was modelled on an
earlier exegesis attempted by Mahakaccana on one of the Suttas
of the Atthakavagga, namely, the Magandiya Sutta ( Mahanid-
desa, pp. 197 ff ). The modern exegesis of Mahakaccana forming
the corner stone of the Mahaniddesa can be traced as a separate
sutta of the Samyutta Mkaya, Vol. III., p. 9, where the Sutta
commented upon by Mahakaccana is expressly counted as a
sutta of the Atthakavagga ( Atthakavaggike Magandiya panhe ).
Once it is admitted that the Atthaka group of poems had existed
as a distinct anthology even before the first redaction of the
Samyutta Hikaya and Mahakaccana's model exegesis on one of
its suttas and, moreover, that the Mahaniddesa as an exegeticalwork was entirely based upon that earlier model, it is far safer
to think that the Mahaniddesa presupposes the Atthakavagga
itself as a distinct collection of poems rather than the Atthaka-
vagga of the Sutta-Nipata. Though the scheme of anthologyin the Mahaniddesa includes only the poems of the Atthaka
group, there is a collateral evidence to prove that in an earlier
stage of Ptli Canonical literature two stray poems were associated
with those of the Atthaka group just in the same way that the
stray poem, Khaggavfeana sutta, has been associated in the Cul-
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lanlddesa with the poems of the Parayana group. The Divyava-
dana,

1 for instance, mentions that Purna, an associate of
Sthavira Mahakatyayana, recited the Munigatha and Sailagatha
along with the poems of Axthavarga ( Pali Atthaka
vagga ) with the implication that the Munigsltha
( corresponding to Pali Munisutta ) and Sailagatha
( corresponding to Pali Selasutta ), included respectively in the
Uragasutta, the first book and in the Mahavagga, the third book
of the Sutta-]Sfipata, were associated with the poems of the
Atthaka group. To put forward another argument the ISFalaka
Sutfca in the third book of the Sutta-Nipata is prologuedby twenty
Vatthugatha or introductory stanzas which are absent from its
mixed Sanskrit version in the Mahavastu (Vol. Ill pp, 386. ff.X

Judged by the theme and metre of the Vatthugatha,they stand quite
apart from the Sutta proper. The Sutta proper is a'moral discourse
of the Buddha which is quite on a par with several suttas in the
Sutta-Nipata and other texts, while in the Vatthugatha, we come
to hit all of a sudden on a highly poetical composition serving as
a historical model to the Buddhacarita of Asvaghosa, The
Moneyasute ( Moneyya Sutta ) is one of the seven tracts recom-
mended by King Asoka in his Bhabru Edict for the constant
study of the Buddhists. This Sutta has been rightly identified

by Prof. D. KosambI (Indian Antiquary, 1912, Vol. XLI, pp. 37-40)
with the ISTalaJsa Sutta in the Sutta-ISTipata which, as pointed out
above, has a counterpart in the Mahavastu ( Mahavastu EdL
Senart, Vol. II., pp. 30-43 & Vol. III., pp, 382 S. )

where it does not bear any specific title. Judged by
its theme, Moneyya Sutta is more an appropriate title than
ISFalaka. The importance of its naming as Nalaka arises only
when the Vatthugatha or the introductory stanzas are prefixed
to the Sutfca withmit any logical connection between the two.
Considered in the light of Asoka's title Moneya-sute and the

counterpart in the Mahavasl'j. as well as of the clear anticipa-
tion of Asvaghosa's BuddhacariL'a in the Vatthugatha, it appears
that the christening of the Monsyya sutta as JSTalaka and the
edition of the introductory stanzas took place some time after

A&oka's reign and not before. Some stanzas of the Padhana
Sutta have been quoted in the Kathavatthu which, according to

the Buddhist tradition, was a compilation of Asokan time. The
stanzas are quoted without any mention of the Sutfca or of the

text on which these have been drawn. The Pali version of the

JL ( Cowell and Keil Ed. ) p. 35,

10
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Sntta is to "be found only in the Sutta-Nipata, Book III. The
inference that can legitimately be drawn from the quotation is

that the Padhana Sutta had existed in some form prior to the

compilation of the Kathavatthu, leaving the question of the

Sutta-Nipata altogether open.

The Khuddakapatha figures as the last book in the fifth order,

it being supposed to be earlier than the Sutfca Vibhanga, the

Khandhakas, the Jatakas, the Dhammapadas, the Peta arid

VimSnavatthus as well as the Kathavatthu. Buddhaghosa
in the introduction to his Sumangalavilasinl, informs us
that the Dlghabhanaka list of the Pali Canonical texts precluded
these four books, namely, the Buddhavamsa, the Cariyapitaka,
the Apadana and the Khuddakapatha while the Majjhimabhanaka
list included the first three of them. The preclusion may be

explained either as due to sectarian difference of opinion or due
to the fact that when the Dlghabhanaka list was drawn up these
four texts were non-existent. If a comparison be made between
the Khuddakapatha and the Khandhakas, it will-be noticed that
the first short lesson ( saranattayam ) -of the Khuddakapatha
was nothing but a ritualistic elaboration ;of an earlier refuge
formula that can be traced in a passage of the Khandhakas. The
second lesson may be regarded as made up of an extract from
another passage occurring in the Khandhakas, The same obser-
vation holds true also of the fourth lesson, the Kumarapanharh.
The sources being not mentioned, it is indecisive whether the

Khuddakapatha has drawn upon the Khandhakas or on some iso-

lated passages. But if judging by the nature of differences in the
common passages we are topronounce our opinion on the relative

chronology of the two texts, the priority must be accorded rather
to the Khandhakas than to the Khuddakapatha. The Tirokud-
dasutta of the Khuddakapatha is the first and the most important
sutta of the Petavatthu. The existence of this sutta
previous to the reign of king Asoka is clearly proved by
certain quotations in the Kathavatthu from it. Here again we
are to grope in the dark whether the quotations were from the
Tirokudda as an isolated Sutta or from a sutta in the Petavatfchu
or m the Khuddakapatha. If any inference may be drawn from
the high prominence that it enjoys in the Petavatthu our opinion
will be rather in favour of priority of the Petavatthu, ISTow
coming to the Kathavatthu, we have already mentioned that it
contains certain significant quotations from two suttas, the

Tirokudc^ are embodied in
the Khuddakapatha, but there is nothing to show that when the
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Kathavatthu was compiled with these quotations, the
Khuddakapatha itself was then in actual existence, it being quite

probable that the quotations were made from the two isolated

suttas, we mean when these suttas had not come to be included
in the Khuddakapatha,

The Abhidhainma treatises figure as latest compilations in
the chronological table of Rhys Davids. Of the seven
Abhidhamma books, the Kathavatthu is traditionally known as
a compilation of Asokan age. The credibility of the tradition
can be proved by a very peculiar dialectical style of composi-
tion developed in the all-important book of Buddhist
Controversies and the traces of which can also be found to linger
in some of the inscriptions of Asoka, namely the Kalsl
Shahabazgarhi and Manserah versions of the ninth Rock
Edict ( Vide B. M. Barua's Old Brahml Inscriptions,

p. 284 ). Another and more convincing piece of evidence may
be brought forward to prove the credibility of the tradition.

Prior to the despatch of missionaries by Asofca, Buddhism as a

religious movement was confined, more or less, within the

territorial limits of what is known in Buddhist literature as the

Middle Country ( Majjhlmadesa ) and the Buddhist tradition in

Pali is very definite on this point. The Sand stupas which go
back to the date of Asoka enshrine the relics of the missionaries
who were sent out to the Himalayan tracts as also of the

"
good

man "
Mogaliputa, aptly identified by Dr. G-eiger with Moggali-

pufcta Tissa, the traditional author of the Kathavatthu, Curiously
enough, the Kathavatthu contains the account of a controversy,

( I. 3 ) in which It has been emphatically pointed out that up
till the time of this particular controversy, the Buddhist mode of

holy life remained confined to the places within the middle

country and had not gained ground in any of the outlying tracts

( paccantimesu janapadesu ), the representatives of Buddhism
whether the monks or the laity having had no access to those

regions ( B. M. Barua, Old Brahml Inscriptions, p. 284 ). The
account clearly brings out one Important historical fact,

namely, that so far as the outlying tracts are concerned,
there were undeniably at that time other modes of Indian holy
life. It is interesting to find that the 13th Rock Edict of Aoka
is in close agreement with the Kathavatthu regarding this point.

For In this important edict issued in about the 13th or 14th

regnal year of King A&oka, His Gifted Majesty definitely says
that there was at the time no other tract within his empire save
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and except the Yona region where the different sects of Indian

recluses, the Samanas and Brahmanas were not to be found and
where the inhabitants had not adhered to the tenets of one or

other of those sects ( Vide Inscriptions of Asoka by Bhandarkar
and Majumdar. pp. 49-50- " Nathi cha she janapade yata nathi

ime nikaya anamfca yenesha bamhmane cha shamane cha nathi
cha kuva pi janapadashi ( ya ) fca nathi manushanam ekatalashi

pi pashaclashi no nania pashade"). Squaring up the two-fold evid-

ence, ifc is easy to come to the conclusion that the compilation
of the Kafchavatfchu could not be remote from the reign of Asoka.

In the Kathavatthu, there are quotations the sources of

which can now be traced in some of the passages in the

VInaya Pitaka, Dlgha Nikaya, the Majjhima Nikaya, the

Sarhyutta Nikaya, the Angutfcara Nikaya and some of the books
of the Khuddaka Nikaya. A few of the quotations can be traced
in the Dhammasangani and the Vibhanga among the
Abhidhamma books. As the passages are quoted in the
Kathavatthu without any mention of the sources, rather as well-
known and authoritative words of the Buddha, it cannot be
definitely maintained that the quotations were cited from the
canonical texts in which the individual passages are traceable.
There were sutfcas in some 'definite collections but until other
definite evidences are forthcoming, it will be risky to identify
them with the Nikayas and the Vinaya texts as they are known
to us. Even with regard to this point our position remains
materially the same if we take our stand on the evidence of
the Inscriptions of Asoka, particularly on that of the Bhabru
Edict. The Bhabru Edict clearly points back to a well-known
collection of Buddha's words, the words which came to be believed
as at once final and authoritative ( ekemchi bharhte Bhagavata
Budhena bhasifce save se sxibhasite ). But here again we are
helpless as to by what name this collection was then designated
and what were its divisions ? If such be the state of things,
it will be difficult to regard all the Abhidhamma books in the'

lump as the latest productions among the books of the Pali
Pitafcas. As for the chronology of the Pali canonical texts,
the safer course will be to fix first of all the upper and
lower limits and then to ascertain how the time may be appor-
tioned between them in conceiving their chronological order.
As regards the upper limit certain it is that we cannot
think of any text on Buddhism before the enlightenment of

Whatever be the actual date of the individual
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texts, it is certainly posterior to the great event of Buddha's

enlightenment, nay, posterior even to the subsequent incident

of the first public statement or promulgation of the fundamental

truths of the new religion. The upper limit may be shifted on

even to the demise of the Buddha, the first formal collection of

the teachings of the Buddha having taken place, according to

the unanimity of the Buddhist tradition, after that memorable

event. Looked at from this point of view, the period

covered by the career of 45 years of Buddha's active

missionary work may be regarded just as the formative period

which saw the fashioning of the early materials of the Buddhist

Canon. With regard to the lower limit we need not bring it so

far down as the time of the Pali scholiasts, Baddhadatta,

Buddhaghosa and Dhammapala, that is to say, to the fifth

century A. D. Going by the tradition, the Buddhist canon

became finally closed when it was committed to writing

for the first time during the reign of KingVattagamanlof Ceylon

( Circa 29-17 B. C. ). The truth of this tradition can be subs-

tantiated by the clear internal evidence of the text of the

Milinda Panha which was a compilation of about the first cen-

tury A. D. As is well-known, in several passages, the author

of the Milinda Panha has referred to the Pali books or to some

chapters of them by name and the number of books mentioned

by name is sufficiently large to exhaust almost the traditional

list. Further, it is evident from references in this text that when

it was compiled the division of the canon into three Pitakas and

five Mkayas was well established. The Dhammasangam, the

Yibhanga, the Dhatukatha, and the rest were precisely the seven

books which composed the Abhidhamma Pitaka and the

DlHtia, Majjhima, Samyutta, Ekuttara ( Anguttara ) and

Khuddaka were the five Nikayas which composed the Suite

Pitaka. The Simhalese commentaries, the Mahaatthakatha, the

Mahapaccarlya, the Mahakurundiya, the Andhaka and the rest

presupposed by the commentaries of Buddhadatfca
^Buddhaghosa

and Dhammapala point to the same fact, namely, that the canon

became finally closed sometime before the beginning of the

Christian era. Thus we can safely fix the last quarter of the

first century B. C. as the lower limit.

The interval of time between these two limits covers not

less than four centuries during which there had been convened

as many as six orthodox councils, three in India and three

in Ceylon, the first during the reigpn of King Agataaatta,
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second in the reign of King Kalasoka ( Kakavarni of the Pura-
nas ), the third in the reign of Asoka, the fourth in the reign of

King Devanam Piyatissa of Ceylon, the fifth in the reign of King
Dutthagamam and the sixth or the last in the reign of King
Vattagamani. The Pali accounts of these councils make it

clear that the purpose of each of them was the recital and settl-

ing of the canonical texts. If these councils can be regarded as
certain definite landmarks in the process of the development of

Pali canonical literature, we can say that during the first four
centuries after the Buddha's demise, Pali literature underwent as

many as six successive redactions. Going by the dates assign-
ed to these councils, we may divide the interval into such short-
er periods of Pali literary history as shown below :

First period (483-383 B. C. )

Second ( 383-265 B. C. )

Third ( 265-230 B, CL )

Fourth ( 23080 B. C. )

Fifth ( 8020 B. C. )

Keeping these periods in view, we can easily dispose
of some of the Pali books. We may take, for instance, the
Parivarapatha which is the last treatise to be included in the
Vinayapitaka. This treatise, as clearly stated in the
Colophon ( nigamana ) was written in Ceylon by Dipa,
evidently a learned Buddhist scholar of Ceylon as a help to'

his pupils to the study of the contents of the Vinaya ( Parivara-
patha, p. 226, "Pubbacariyamaggan ca pucchitva'va tahirh tahim
Dlpanamo mahapanno sutadharo vicakkhano imam vitthara
samkhepam sajjhamaggena majjhime cintayitva likhapesi
sissakanam sukhavaham Parivaran ti yam vuttam sabbam
vatfchum salakkhanam attham atthena saddhamme dhammarh
dhammena pannatte

"
). As such the Parivarapatha was

composed as a digest of the subject-matter of Vinaya or Buddhist
discipline. We say that this treatise was composed in Ceylon
because there are references within the text itself that it had
been written after the Vinayapitaka was promulgated by Thera
Mahinda and a number of his disciples and by their disciples
in Ceylon, The succession of his disciples from the time
of Thera Mahinda as set forth in the Parivarapatha ( pp 2-3 )

may suffice to show that the date of its composition could not
be much earlier than the reign of Vattagamani. Even we may
go so far as to suggest that the Parivarapatha was the Vinaya
treatise, which was canonised at the council held during the
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reign of Vattagamam. For it is clearly stated in the colophon
that the author caused the treatise to be written ( likhapesi ), a
mode of preserving the scriptures which would be inconceivable
before the reign of Vattagamanl. The reference to the island of
Tambapanni or Ceylon is not only in the verses which one
might set aside as interpolation but in the prose portions which
form the integral parts of the text.

Now if we fix: our attention on the traditional verses
embodied in the Parivarapatha ( pp. 2-3 edited by Oldenberg )

we have to infer therefrom that the five Nikayas, the seven
treatises of the Abhidhammapitaka and all the older texts of
the Vinayapitaka were made known to the people of Ceylon by
the wise Mahinda who arrived in Ceylon from Jambudipa (India)
after the third Buddhist council had been over. ( Parivarapa-ha-
pp. 2-3,

**

Upali Dasako c'eva Sonako Siggavo tatha, Moggaliput-
tena Pancama ete Jambusirivhaye tato Mahindo Ittiyo TJttiyo
Sambalo tatha Bhaddanamo ca pandito, ete naga mahapanna
Jambudipa idhagata, Vinayarh te vacayimsu pitakam Tambapan-
mya nikaye panca vacesum satta c'eva pakarane" ).

The Mahavagga and the Cullavagga are two among the
earlier and important texts of the Vinayapitaka, Twenty-
two Khandhakas or stock fragments are distributed into the two
texts, ten into the Mahavagga and the remaining twelve into the
Cullavagga. These fragments constituting the separate divi-
sions are arranged in a chronological order, and they are
intended to present a connected 'account of the ecclesiastical

history of the Buddhists from the time of the enlightenment of the
Buddha down to that of the second Buddhist council which was
convened, according to the Cullavagga account, a century after
the demise of the Buddha ( Vassasataparinibbute Bhagavati ).

The growth of the two texts may be sought to be accounted for

by these two hypotheses: (1) that the Khandhakas were being
added as they came into existence from time to time, or (2) that

they were arranged all at the same time according to a set plan.
Whatever be the actual merit of these hypotheses, none of them
prevents us from maintaining that the series of the Khandhakas
was closed with the inclusion of the account of the second
Buddhist council and that nothing material was added after that,

nothing, we mean to say, except the Uddanas or mnemonics in

doggerel verses appended to each of the Khandhakas. Had the

compilation of the Khandhaka^ remained open after the second
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Buddhist council,, it would have included an account of the later

councils, particularly of one held during the reign of A&oka.

This line of argument is sufficiently si'rong to establish that the

compilation of the twenty two Khandhakas as we find them em-

bodied in the Mahavagga and Cullavagga was anterior to the

reign of Asoka, as well as that its history is primarily

associated with the tradition of the second Buddhist council.

Assuming then that the closing of the collection of the Khandha-
kas in the shape of the Mahavagga and the Cullavagga could

not be removed from the first century of the Buddha era, we may
briefly examine what inferences can be drawn from the Culla-

vagga accounts of the first and second Buddhist councils re-

garding the development of the Canonical texts. First with

regard to the earlier "Vinaya texts, the Cullavagga account of

the second Buddhist council ( Chap. 13 ) has referred to the

following authorities by name,

namely ( 1 ) Savatfchiya Sutbavibhanga
( 2 ) Rajagahe
( 3 ) Savatthiya
( 4 ) Savatthiya sutta

( 5 ) Kosambiya
( 6 ) Savatthiya
(
7 ) Bajagahe

( 8 ) Rajagahe uposathasamyutte
( 9 ) Campeyyake Vinaya Vatthusmin.

The Suttavibhanga passages referred to in the Cullavagga
account have been all found out by Prof. Oldenberg in the

Suttavibhanga and what is more, the identified -passages
have satisfied the context supplied (Savatthiya, Rajagahe Kosam-
biya ). Keeping this fact in view can it be doubted that
the Suttaviblianga of the Vinayapitaka was current as
an authoritative text on Vinaya when the Cullavagga account
referring to its passages was written ? Tow with regard to the

remaining two references, namely, Rajagahe Uposathasamyutte
and Campeyyake Vinayavatthusmin traced respectively in
the Mahavagga (II., 8. 3 ) and Mahavagga ( IX. 3. 5 ), it is

curious that the first reference is to a Sarhyutba passage and
the second to a Vinayavatthu. Although the Samyutta passage
has found its place in the Mahavagga, so long as the fact
remains that the reference is to a passage in the Sutta collection,
oux inference must be that the Mahavagga in its extant form
was not yet in existence. The second reference is important as
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pointing back to the existence of certain "Vinayavatthus serving

as materials for a compilation like the Mahavagga.

Turning at last to the Cullavagga account of the

first Buddhist council, it will be a mistake to suppose that

the account as we have it in the Cullavagga is as old as the

time of the council itself. The account must have been

posterior to the time when the scriptural authorities of the

Buddhist community comprised ( 1 ) Ubhato Vinaya-the disci-

plinary code of the bhlkkhunls, and ( 2 ) Panca-Nikaya-the
five Nikayas, Dlgha, Majjhima and the resl*. Some of the

Burmese manuscripts read Ubhato Vibhanga in lieu of Ubhato

Vinaya.
* That may be a mistake. But the contents mention-

ed in the Cullavagga account are undoubtedly the contents

of the two Vibhangas, the Bhikkhu and the Bhikkhuni. The

list of the Sikkhapadas codified as bare rules in the two

Patimokkhas is important as showing that the author of the

Cullavagga account kept in his mind nothing but the Suttavi-

bhanga with its two divisions : the Bhikkhu-Vibhanga and

the Bhikkhuni Vibhanga. Further, when this account was

written, the five INlkayas were well-known. But the contents

mentioned are found to be only those of the first two suttas

of the Digha Nikaya, Vol. I., we mean the Brahmajala and

the Samannaphala-Suttantas. In the absence of the remaining
details and of the names of the separate texfcs it is impossible

to say that the Digha-3STikaya as presupposed was completed in

all the three volumes as we now get or the five Nikayas as

presupposed contained all the fourteen sutfcanta texts as we now
have them. One thing is, however, certain that there is yet no

reference to the Abhidhamma treatises. For the reference

to the Abhidhamma-Pitaka we have to look into the

Uddanagathas in which there is mentipn of the three pitakas

( Pitakam tim ). But nothing should be built upon it with

regard to the development of canonical texts in so early a period

as this on the strength of these uddana gathas which are appar-

ently later additions.

The line of investigation hitherto followed has compelled

us to conclude that the Suttavibhanga with its two great divisions,

e. g., the Bhikkhu and the Bhikkhuni Vibhangas were extant as

* It may be observed that in giving an aceouat of the first Buddhist

council, Buddhaghosa makes mention of Ubhato-Viinanga signifying

thereby the whole text of the Sutta rtthanga completed in 64

( Snmaitgalavilasini, pt. T., p. 13 )-

11
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authoritative texts on the questions of Vinaya previous to the

compilation of the Mahavagga and the Cullavagga. The histori-

cal references that may be traced in the Suttavibhanga appertain
all to earlier times and cannot, therefore, justify us In assigning
the text to a period far removed from the demise of the Buddha.
But we have still to enquire whether or not the Suttavibhanga
can be regarded as the first or the earliest landmark of the Vinaya
tracts. It may be sound to premise that the first landmark of the

Vinayapitaka Is not the landmark of the Vinaya tracts. The
point at issue really is whether or not the text of the Sutta-

Vibhanga forming the first landmark of the Vinayapitaka
presupposes certain earlier literary developments and if so,
where can this be traced ? This is to seriously ask
what was the earlier and more probable denotation of the
term ubhato-vinaya, the two-fold Vinaya. If we decline to

interpret it in the sense of two-fold Vibhanga, we must be rais-

ing this important issue just to remove an anomaly arising from
the two-fold signification of the Pancanikaya divisions of the
Pali canon. Buddhaghosa, the great Pali scholiast, says that in
their narrower signification the five nikayas denoted the five

divisions of the texts of the Suttapitaka, and that in their wider
signification the five nikayas included also the texts of the re-

maining two pitakas, namely, the Vinaya and the Abhidhamma,
the Vinaya and Abhidhamma treatises being supposed to be
included in the Khuddakanikaya [ Sumangalavilasinl, pt. L,
p. 23, ct, AtthasalinI, p. 26; Katamo Khaddakanikayo ? Sakalam
Vinayapitakam Abhidhammapitakam Khuddakapathadayo ca

pubbe-nidassita-pancadasa bheda ( pubbe dassitacuddasa
pabheda iti pathantaram ), thapetva cattaronikaye avasesam
Buddhavacanam ]. Buddhaghosa also informs us that the
Anumana Sutta of the Majjhima Mkaya was known to the
ancients as bhikkhuvinaya and the Singalavada sutta of the

Dlgha Nikaya was venerated as gihi Vinaya.
T

If such terms
as bhikkhuvinaya and gihivinaya had been current among the
Buddhists of olden times, it is pertinent to enquire whether
the expression

**
the two-fold vinaya.

" was originally used to
denote the Bhikkhuvinaya and bhikkhunivinaya or the bhikkhu-
vinaya and gihivinaya. If we examine the contents of the
Anguttara or the Ekuttara Nikaya, we need not be surprised to
find that Anguttaranikaya abounds in the Vinaya passages. In

1 B. M. Bartia-A note on the Bhabru Edict, J. R. A. SM October'
1915, pp. 805-810 ),
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each nipata of this Nikaya we come across passages relating

to the two-fold Vinaya namely the Bhikfchu and Gihl Looked

at from this point of view, the Anguttara Kikaya may justly

be regarded as? a sutfca store-bouse of distinct Vinaya tracts.

In this very nikaya we hit upon a vinaya tract ( A. K, L, pp
98-100 ) which sets forth a rough sketch ( matika ) not of

any particular vinaya treatise but of the whole of the Vinaya
pitaka. The list of Vinaya topics furnished in this parti*

cular tract cannot be construed as a table of contents of any
particular text of the Vinaya pitaka. Similar Vinaya tracts

are scattered also in the suttas of other nikayas. The con-

sideration of all these facts cannot but lead one to surmise that

the treatises of the Vinaya pitaka point to a sutta background
in the vinaya materials traceable in the Nikayas particularly
in the Anguttara. The Sutba background of the Vinaya
texts is clearly hinted at in the concluding words of the

Patimokkha.
" So much of the words of the Blessed One

handed down in the Suttas, embraced in fche suttas, comes into

recitation every half-month." ( Vinaya texts, S. B. E. Vol. L
p. 69 ). As for the date of the composition of the two Patimok-
kha codes, one for the bhikkhus (monks) and other for the bhik-
khunls ( nuns ), it is important to bear in mind that according to

an ancient Buddhist tradition cited by Buddhaghosa, the Pati-

mokkha codes as they are handed down to us are two among the

Vinaya texts which were not rehearsed in the first Buddhist
council ( Sumangalavilasinl, pt. I., p. 17 ). It may be readily

granted that the codification of the Patimokkha rules in the

extant shape was not accomplished immediately after the demise
of the Buddha. It is one thing to say this and it is quite
another that the rules themselves in a classified form had not

been in existence from the earlier times. The Cullavagga
account of the first Buddhist council throws some clear light on
the process of codification. It is said that the utterance of the

dying Buddha authorising his followers to do away with the

minor rules of conduct ( Khuddanu-Khuddakani sikkhapadani ),

if they so desired, formed a bone of contention among the bhik-

khus who took part in the proceedings of the first Buddhist
Council ( See Milinda Pamha, pp. 142-144 ). They were unable
to decide which were precisely the minor rules they were
authorised to dispense with. Some suggested all but the four

Parajika rules, some, "all but the four Parajika, and thirteen

Samghadisesa rules, some, all but the four Parajika, 13

Samghadisesa and two Aniyata rules and thirty Nissaggiya
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rules ; some, all but the four Parajika,- 13 Sarhghadisesa, two
Aniyata, thirty Nissaggiya and ninety-two Pacittiya rules and
some suggested all but 4 Parajika, 13 Samghadisesa, 2 Aniyata,
30 Nissaggiya, 92 Pacittiya and 4 Patidesaniya rules. The
suggestion stopped with, the 4 Patidesaniya rules and did not
proceed beyond them, leaving us in the dark as to what the
bhikkhus meant by all but

"
all these

"
( counted by names ).

The Patimokkha code in its final form includes two hundred
and twenty-seven rules, that is to say, the seven adhikarana-
samathas and seventy-five sekhiya rules in addition to those
mentioned in the Cullavagga account. Omitting the 75

sekhiya rules the total of the Patimokkha precepts of conduct
would come up to 152. If the theras of the first Buddhist
Council had in their view a Patimokkha code in which the 75

Sekhiya rules had no place, the total of precepts in the code

recognised by them was 152. ]STow we have to enquire if there
is any definite literary evidence to prove that in an earlier

stage of codification, the total of the Patimokkha precepts
was fixed at 152. Happily the evidence is not far to seek.
The Anguttara Mkaya, as we have seen above, contains two
passages to indicate that the earlier Patimokkha code contained
one and half hundred rules or little more ( Sadhikam diyad-
dhasikkhapadasatam ).

* The earlier Patimokkha code with
its total of 152 rules may be shown to have been earlier than
the Suttavibhaiiga on the ground that the Sutta-Vibhanga scheme
makes room for the 75 Sekhiya rules, thereby recognising the
Patimokkha total to be 2 27 which was possible only in the
second or final stage of codification of the Patimokkha rules.

In dealing with the chronology of the seven treatises of
the Abhidhammapitaka, we can only maintain that the order in
which these treatises are enumerated can be interpreted as the
order of the chronology. Any attempt at establishing such an
interpretation would be vitiated' by the fact that the order of
enumeration is not in all cases the same. The order in which
these are mentioned in the Milinda Panha ( p. 12 ) and which
has since become classical is ag follows:

( 1 ) DhammasanganI ( Dhammasamgaha as Buddhaghosa
calls it-vide SumangalavilasinI, p. 17 ), ( 2 ) Vibhanga, ( 3 )

Dhatukatha, ( 4 ) Puggalapanmatti, ( 5 ) KatMvatthu, ( 6 )

Yamaka and (7 ) PatthEna.

* Cf. Milinda Panha which refers to the same total of the
Patimokkha rules in the expressiou "

Diya<ldhesa SikkhSpadasatesiu
"
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A somewhat different order is evident from a gatha occurring

in Buddaghosa's Sumangalavilasinl, Pt. L, p, 15.

"Dhammasamgani-Viblianganoa Kathavatthunca Puggalarh

Dhatu-Yamaka-Patthanam
Abhidhamnioti vuccati."

It will be noticed that in the gatha order the Kathavatthu

stands third instead of fifth and the Dhatukatha stands fifth

instead of third. We have already noted that according to

general interpretation of the five nikaya divisions of the Pali

canon, the Abhidhamma treatises come under the Khuddaka-

Nikaya. This is apparently an anomaly which cannot be re-

moved save by a liberal interpretation making it signify a sut-

tanta back-ground of the Abhidhammapitaka. Thus an enquiry

into the suttanta back-ground becomes a desideratum and we

may lay down a general canon of chronology in these terms.

The closer connection with the Sutta materials, the earlier is the

date of composition. Among the seven Abhidhamma treatises,

the Puggalapannatti and the Vibhanga stand out pro-

minently as the two texts which bear a clear evidence of

emergence from a Sutta back-ground. The Puggala classifications

in the Digha, Samyutta and Anguttara Nikayas are seen

to constitute at once the sutta back-ground and the stereo-

typed Vibhangas or Niddesas, mostly contained in the

Majjhima Mkaya may be taken to represent the Sutta back-

ground of the Vibhanga. The exact position of the Puggala-

pannatti in relation to the Suttanta collections has been properly

examined by Dr. Morris in his edition of the Puggala

Pannatti published for the P. T. S. London, Introduction, pp

X-\XI

We have just one remark to add, namely, that compared

with the Suttanta materials utilised in it, the Puggalapannatfci

is the least original treatise of the Abhidhammapitaka and its

inclusion in the Abhidhamma Pitaka would have been utterly

unjustifiable but for the Pannatfci classifications m the matxka

No 1 Whatever be the actual date of its compilation in respect

of subject matter and treatment, it deserves to be considered as

the earliest of the Abhidhamma books.

In the opinion of Mrs. Bhys Davids, the
.Vibhanga

to

"
anticipated

"
by the DhammasanganI, although it is by

^
no

means covered by the latter work either in method or ^ matter

(Vibhanga, P. T. S., Preface XIV ). "In f\
e

j^ftt' hive
present book (the Vibhanga) seems by Buddhists to have
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ranked second in the seven of its Pitaka not accidentally,
but as a sequel to the Dhammasanganl requiring, in those who
came to the study of it, a familiarity with the categories
and formulas of the latter work-that is with the first book of

the Abhidhamma ", ( Ibid, XIII ). Thus whether the Vibhanga
is anticipated by the Dhammasanganl or the latter is anticipated
by the former is the point at issue.

Examining most of the chapters of the Vibhanga we find

that each of them has a Abhidhamma superstructure ( Abhidham-
ma bhajaniya ) built upon and kept distinct from a Sutfcanta

exegesis ( Suttantabhajaniya ) the counterpart of which is to be
found in the first four nikayas and mostly in the Majjhima, .as

i; will appear from the following table :

Saccavibhanga ( Suttantabhajaniya ) Saccavibhanga sutta

( Majjhinia> Vol. III., "No. 141 ); Satipatthanavibhanga
(Suirfcantabhajaniya)= Sati patthanasutta ( M. N. L, No.10),
Dhatuvibhanga ( Sutfcaiitabhajaniya ) Dhatuvibhanga
sutta of the Majjhima, Vol. III. No. 140.

It is evident from the juxtaposition of the Suttanta and tlj.e

Abhidhamma exegesis in its different chapters that the
Vibhanga marks that stage of the development of the Abhi-
dhamma pitaka when theAbhidhamma or Transcendental method
of exegesis had not yet gained an independent foothold,
when, in other words, it remained combined with the Suttanta
or earlier method. The predilection is as yet for

attempting the exegesis of the formulations in the Suttas.
An independent treatment of pure topics of Psychological
ethics, such as we find in the Dhammasanganl is far beyond the
scheme of the Vibhanga. In the progressive working out of
essgetical schemes, the Niddesa or detailed specification of mean-
ings of terms comes second to the uddesa or matika. ]STow if we
compare the treatment of Rupakkhandha in the Vibhanga
( pp. 12-14 ) with that in the Dhammasanganl ( pp 124 ff )we cannot but observe that all that the Vibhanga has to present

^^^y^^^desa or matika of the Rupakkhandha section
of the Dhammasanganl. The Niddesa of the rupa-matika 'is to
be found in no other Abhidhamma books than the Dhamma-
sanganl. Mrs. Rhys Davids admits (in a way arguing in
our favour ) that the contents of the Vibhanga arfby nomeans covered by the DhamrnasanganL The Vibhanga has,for instance a section entitled Paccayakaravibhanga, an
exegesis on the causal relations. The paccayas fall outsU the
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scope of the Dhammasanganl and they form the subject matters

of the great Abhidhamrna treatise, the Patthana or the

Mahapatthana ; but compared with the Patthana, the Vibhanga
treatment of the subject is crude and vague, which is to say
earlier. Considered in this light, the Vibhanga seems to stand

out as a common presupposition of both the Dhammasangam and
the Patthana. It is much easier to proceed from the contents of

the Vibhanga to the two highly systematic treatises of the

Dhammasanganl and the Patthana than to proceed from the

latter to the former. The Dhatukatha being nothing but a
supplement to the text of the Dhammasangam may be briefly

disposed of as a Abhidhamma treatise dependent on and necessari-

ly later than the DhammasanganL

It is not only with regard to the Dhammasangani ( with its

supplement, the Dhatukatha ) and the Patthana tBat the

Vibhanga represents the immediate background; it appears
equally to have been the background of the Yamaka. It is easy
to account for the dialectical method of the study of the
Abhidhamma matters by keeping the Panhapucchakas appended
to the different chapters of the Vibhanga. All these considera-
tions lead us to conclude that strictly speaking the Vibhanga
making

" an extended application of ( the ) organun or vehicle
for the cultivation of the moral intellect

"
is the first and the

earliest of the Abhidhamma books.

1. Puggala PanfLatti

C (a) Dhammasangani Dhatukatha
2. Vibhanga < (b) Yamaka

{ (c) Patthana

3. Kathavatthu

Although one can conceive in this manner the chronological
succession of the five Abhidhamma books ( leaving
out the Puggalapannatti which is rather a suttanta text and the

Kathavatthu which forms a class by itself ), it is difficult to

determine the actual dates of their composition. One thing is

certain that the seven books of the Abhidhammapitaka were

well-known and very carefully read especially in the Himalayan
monastery when the Milinda paaha was composed in about the

first century A. D. There is no reason for doubt that the

Pali canon when committed to writing during the reign of

King Vattagamanl in Ceylon, it included all these books in it.

We have shown that when the TJddanagathas of the Cullavagga
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( Chap. II ) of the Vinayapitaka were added, the three pitakas
of the Pali canon had already come into existence. The ques-
tion, however, is how far the date of the books of the Abhidham-
mapitaka can be pushed back. Here the only anchor-sheet is the
Kathavatthu, the third or the fifth Abhidhamma book which
according to tradition, was a compilation of the Asokan ageWe have already adduced certain proofs in support of this
tradition and have sought to show that when certain contro-
versies which find a place in the Kathavatthu took place
Buddhism as a religion had not overstepped the territorial
limits of the middle country. But according to Buddhaghosa's
commentary, the Kathavatthu contains discussion of doctrines
held by some of the Buddhist schools, e. g., the Hemavata,
the Andhaka, the Pubbaseliya and the Aparaseliya, which'
could not be possible if the Kathavatthu had been closed in the
time of Asoka. If it was a growing compilation, we have
necessarily to suppose that although it commenced in Asokan
time, it was not brought to a close till the rise of the later
Buddhist schools mentioned above.

^Turning
at last to the Suttapitaka comprising the five .

nikayas, we can definitely say that it had reached its final shape
before the composition of the Milinda Pamha in which authorita-
tive passages are quoted from the texs of this pitaka, in certain
instances by a mention of the name of the sources. We can go
further and maintain that the Suttapitaka was closed alongwith the entire Pali canon and when the canon was finally
rehearsed in Ceylon and committed to writing during the reign
of^Kmg VattagamanL The tradition says that previous to the
reign of VattagSmanI the texts were handed down by an oral
tradition ( mukhapathavasena ) from teacher to teacher
(acariyaparamparaya) the process of transmission be-

n
CrT7 ^ the car*^ of earth in baskets

sin? f T ^ ^ Buddhaghosa says ( Sumangalavila-

of t B SX,
f
,
1L

I
^ immedi^ly after the demise

(LrSl^ f^ **.
after the SeSSi n f the first Buddhist

SSE
f

f , ^^itMng and preserving each of the five

lv Sve ?ir
m
f
dlVldual thera and MB Blowers, which ultimate-ly gave rise to some schools of bhanakas or chanters The

to e the Majjhimabhanaka,
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gamyuttabhanaka, Anguttara-bhanaka and Khuddaka-bhanaka.
( Milinda Pamha, pp. 341 foil. ). The terms 'pancanekayika

*

( one well versed in tlie five nikayas ) and bhanaka as well,
occur as distinctive epithets of some of the BuddMst donors in

the Safici and Barhut inscriptions which may be dated in the

lump in the middle of the second century B. C. The inference

from the evidence of these inscriptions has already been drawn
by Prof. Rhys Davids to the effect that before the use of

Panosnekayika ( one well-versed in the five nikayas ) suttantika

( a man who knows the Suttanta by heart ), Suttantakim ( a
feminine form of Suttantika ) and Petaki ( one who knows the

pitaka by heart ) as distinctive epithets, the pitaka and five

nikaya divisions of the Pali canon must have been well known
and well-established. We say of the Pali canon because substi-

tution of nikaya for the term c

Agama *

is peculiar to the
Pali tradition. The term "

PafLcanikaya
"

occurs as we saw
also in the Vinaya 'Cullavagga ( Chap. II ) which we have
assigned to a period which immediately preceded the Asokan
age. But even presuming that the five nikaya divisions of the

growing Buddhist canon were current in the third century B. C.,

it does not necessarily follow from it that all the books or Suttas

or individual passages comprising the five nikayas were compos-
ed at that time. All that we can make bold to say that the first

four nikayas were, to all intents and purposes, the complete,
while the Khaddakanikaya series remained still open.

We have pointed oxit that this account in the Vinaya
Cullavagga clearly alludes to the Digha as the first of the five

nikayas as well as that the first :two suttas were the Brahmajala
and Samannaphala while as to the number and succession of

the remaining suttas, we are kept completely in the dark. Strain-

ing the information supplied in the Vinaya Cullavagga we
can proceed so far no doubt, that the first volume of

^

the

Digha Nikaya was mainly in the view of its compilers.

Comparing the Suttas comprised in the remaining two volumes
and marking the differences in theme and tone, it seems that

these two volumes were later additions. The second volume
contains two suttas, namely, the Mahapadhana and Maha-
Govinda which have been mentioned in the Cullaniddesa ( p. 80)

as two among the notable illustrations of the Suttanta Jatakas,

the Jatakas as found in the earliest forms in Pali literature. We
have already drawn attention to the earlier chronicles of

the seven purohitas in the Angubtara Nikaya where it is far

12
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from being a manipulation in a Jataka form. The casting of
this chronicle in a Jataka mould as we find it in the
Mahar-Govinda Suttanta could not have taken place in the
life-time of the Buddha. The second volume contains also
the Payasi Suttanta which, as shown by the previous scholars,

brings the story of Payasi to the death of Payasi and his
after life in a gloomy heaven. Thus suirtanta contains several
anecdotes forming the historical basis of some of the Jataka
stories. In the face of all these facts, we cannot but

agree with Prof. Rhys Davids who places the date of this

suttanta at least half a century after the demise of the
Buddha. The third volume of the Dlgha includes in it the

Atanatiya suttanta which is otherwise described as a rakkha
or a saving chant manipulated apparently on a certain passage
in the then known Mahabharata. The development of these
elements such as the Jataka stories and theParittas could not have
taken place when Buddhism remained in its pristine purity.
These are later accretions or interpolations, the works of fable
and fiction, we mean of imaginative poetry that crept, accord-

ing to a warning given in certain passages of the Anguttara
Nikaya, under the influence from outside. But there is no
reason for surprise that such developments had already taken
place as early as the fourth century B. O. for the passages that
strike the note of alarm are precisely one of those seven
important tracts recommended by Aoka in his Bhabru Edict
under the caption

*

Anagatabhayani.
* The growth of these

foreign ^elements must have caused some sort of confusion
otherwise it would not have been necessary to discuss in a
sutta of the Samyutta ISTikaya the reasonable way of keeping
genuine the utterances of the Buddha distinct from others
that crept in under the outside influence and were character-
ised by poetical fancies and embellishments ( kavikata ),

( Samyutta Mkaya, pt. II, p. 267 ). We may then be justified
in assigning the whole of the Dlgha Nikaya to a pre-Asokan
age, there being no trace of any historical event or development
which might have happened after King Asoka. The only ex-
ception that one has to make is only in the case of the
concluding verses of the Mahaparinibbana Suttanta which
were interpolated according to Buddhaghosa in Ceylon by the
teachers of that island. Like the first volume of the Dlgha
Mkaya, the whole of the Majjhima ISTikaya strikes us as the
most authoritative and original among the collections of the
Buddha's teachings. There is no allusion to any political event
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to justify us in relegating the date of its compilation to a time

far removed from the demise of the Buddha. If it be argued
that the story of Makhadeva, as we find it embodied in the

Makhadeva sutta of this ISTikaya,, has already assumed the form

of a Jataka, of a Suttanta-Jataka, mentioned in the Cullaniddesa s

it cannot follow from it that the jSTikaya is for that very reason

a much later compilation. For the Makhadeva story is one of

those few earliest Jatakas presupposed by the Pali Canonical

collection of 500 Jatakas. The literary developments as may
be traced in the suttas of the Majjhima Nikaya are not of such

a kind as to require more than a century after the demise of

the Buddha.

Now concerning the Samyutta which is a collection of

kindred sayings and the third of the five nikayas, we may-

point out that it has been quoted by name in the Milinda Panha,
as also in the Petakopadesa under the simple title of

Samyuttaka and that as such this Nikaya had existed as an

authoritative book of the Pali Canon previous to the composi-

tion of both the Milinda Pafiha and the Petakopadesa. We
can go so far as to maintain that the Samyutfca Nikaya had

reached its final shape previous to the occurrence of Panca-

nekayika as a personal epithet in some of the Barhut and

Sanci-:inscriptions, nay, even before the closing of the

Vinaya Cullavagga where we meet with the expression
4S Panca-

nikaya ". In dealing with the account of the Second Buddhist

Council in the Vinaya Cullavagga ( Chap. XII ) we
have^

noted

that a canonical authority has been alluded to as "Rajagahe

uposatha Samyutte" at Rajagaha in the Uposatha Samyutta.

The translators of the Vinaya Texts ( pfc III, p. 410 ) observe

that the term *

Samyutta
' " must here be used for khandhaka ",

the passage referred to being the Vinaya Mahavagga (II. 8. 3. the

Uposatha Khandhaka). But looking into the Mahavagga passage,

we find that it does not fully tally with the allusion, as the

passage has nothing to do with Rajagaha. In the absence of

Rajagaha giving a true clue to the tracing of the intended

passage, it is difficult to premise that the passage which the

compilers of the Cullavagga account kept in view was the

khandhaka passage in the Vinaya Mahavagga. Although we

have so far failed to trace this passage also in the Samyutta

Kikaya, the presumption ought to be that the intended passage

was included in a Samyutta collection which was then known

to the compilers of the Cullavagga, The Suttas in Che
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Sarhyutta IsTikaya do not refer to any political Incident

justifying one to place the date of its compilation far beyond
the demise of the Buddha. As contrasted with the Ekuttara
or Anguttara ISTikaya the Sarhyutta appears to be the re-

sult of an attempt to put together relevant passages throwing
light on the topics of deeper doctrinal importance while the former
appears to be numerical groupings of relevant passages throw-

ing light on the topics relating to the conduct of the monks and
house-holders. Considered in this light, these two Nikayas must
be regarded as fruits of a critical study of suttas in some
previous collections.

Now coimg to deal with the Ekutfcara or Anguttara Nikaya,
we have sought to show that its main bearing is on the two-fold
Vinaya, the Gahapati Vinaya and the Bhikkhu Vinaya. This
Nikaya contains a section ( Mundarajavagga in the Pancaka
Nipata ) commemorating the name of King Munda who reigned,
as shown by Rhys Davids, in Rajagaha about half a century
after the demise of the Buddha. The Nikaya containing a clear
reference to Mundaraja cannot be regarded as a compilation
made within the fifty years from the Buddha' s demise. There
is, however, no other historical reference to carry the date of its

compilation beyond the first century from the Mahaparinibbana
of the Buddha. The date proposed for the Anguttara Nikaya
will not, we think, appear unreasonable if it be admitted that
the suttas of this nikaya form the real historical back-ground of
the contents of the Vinaya texts,

We have at last to discuss the chronology of the fifteen
books of the Khuddaka ISTikaya, which are generally mentioned
in the foilwing order:

( 1 ) Khuddaka Paths, ( 2 ) Dhammapada, ( 3 ) Udana, ( 4 )

Itivuttaka, ( 5 ) Sutta Hipata, ( 6 ) Vimanavatthu, ( 7 )Petavatthu,
( 8 ) Thera-therlgatha, ( 9 ) Jataka, (11) Niddesa, ( Culla and
Maha ) ( 12 ) Patisambhidamagga, ( 13 ) Apadana, ( 14 ) Buddha-
vamsa, ani ( 15 ) Cariyapitaka.

This mode of enumeration of the fifteen books of the Khuddaka
aya ( pannarasabheda Khuddakanikaya ) can be traced back

to the days of Buddhaghosa ( SumangalavilasinI, pt. I. , p, 17 ).
It is obvious that in this list the Cullaniddesa and the Mahani-
ddesa are counted as one book; while counting them as two
books, the total number becomes sixteen. There is no justifica-
tion for regarding the order of enumeration as being the order of
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chronology. In connection
'

with, the Khuddaka Nikaya,
Buddhaghosa mentions the following facts of great historical

importance. He says that the Dlghabhanakas classified the

books of the Khuddaka Nikaya under the Abhidhamma Pitaka
enumerating them in the following order:

( 1 ) Jataka, ( 2 ) Mahaniddesa, ( 3 ) Oullaniddesa, ( 4 ) Pati-

sambhidamagga, ( 5 ) Suttanipata. ( 6 ) Dhammapada, ( 7 ) Udana,,

( 8 ) Itivuttaka, ( 9 ) Vimanavatthu, ( 10 ) Petavatthu, c,iid { 11 )

Therlgatha, and leaving out of consideration the four books,
namely, the Cariyapitaka, the Apadana, the Buddhavaiiisa and
the Khuddakapatha. Buddhaghosa informs us that the Majjhi-
niabhanaka list contained the names of 15 books counting the

Cariyapitaka, the Apadana and the Buddhavamsa as the three

books in addition to those recognised by the Dlghabhanakas
( Sumangalavilasim, Pt. I. , p. 15 ). It is important to note chat

the Majjhimabhanako, list has taken no cognisance of the

Khuddakapatha. mentioned as the first book in Buddhaghosa* s

own list. It is not difficult to surmise that^when the Dlghabhanaka
list was drawn up 9 the Khuddaka Nikaya comprised just 12 books
and when the Majjhima Nikaya list was made it came to

comprise altogether 15 books, the Mahaniddesa and the Cullani-

ddesa having been counted as two books instead of as one. It is

also easy to understand that from that time onward the traditional

total of the books of the Khuddaka Nikaya became known as

fifteen, and so strong was this tradition that to harmonise with

it, the sixteen books had to be somehow counted as fifteen, the

Mahaniddesa and the Cullaniddesa being treated as a single

book. From this we may proceed to show that the Khuddakapatha
appearing as the first book of the Khuddaka Nikaya in Buddha-

ghosa* s list, is really the last book taken into the Khuddaka
Nikaya sometime after the Majjhimabhanaka list recognising 15

books in all had been closed. We need not be surprised if the

Khuddakapatha was a compilation made in Ceylon and was

given a place among the books of the Khuddaka Nikaya either

immediately before the commitment of the Pali Canon to writing

during the reign of King VattagSmanl or even after that, although
before the time of Buddhaghosa. The commentaries of Buddha-

ghosa are our oldest authorities that mention the Khuddakapatha
as a canonical book. It does not find mention in the Milinda

Panha nor in any other work, canonical or ex-canonical, which

was extant before the time of Buddhaghosa, The text is made up
of nine lessons or short readings all culled from certain earlier

canonical sources, the arrangement of these lessons being
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as to make it serve as a very useful handbook for the beginners

and for the clergy ministering to the needs of the laity. The
consideration of two points may suffice to bear out ' our conten-

tion. The first point is that the first lesson called tho sarana-

ttaya presents a developed, mode of refuge formula of the

Buddhists which is not to be found precisely in this form anywhere
in oilier portions of the Pali canon. As for the second point we
may note that the third lesson called the Dvattimsakara ( the

fch irfcy-two porks of the body) enumerates matthake matthalungarfa
which is not to be found in the list furnished in the Mahasatipa-
tthana Sutfcanta of the Dlgha Nikaya, the Satipatthana Sutta of

the Majjhima Nikaya and numerous other discourses.

We have seen that the Buddhavamsa, the Cariyapitaka and
the Apadana are the three books which found recognition in the

list of the Majjhimabhaiiakas and were taken no notice of in the

Dlghabhanaka list. Apart from other arguments, one has to

presume that these three books were compiled and received into

the canon after the list was once known to have been complete
with 12 books. These three books, as far as the subject matters

go, are interconnected, the Buddhavamsa enumerating the

doctrine of pranidhana as an essential condition of the

Bodhisatta life, the Cariyapitaka enumerating the doctrine of

cariya or practices of a Bodhisatta and the Apadana the doctrine
of adhikara or competence for the attainment of the higher life.

These three books presuppose a legend of 24 previous Buddhas
which is far in excess of the legend of six Buddhas
contained in other portions of the Canon. The Buddha-
vamsa and the Cariyapitaka present a systematic form of the
Bodhistfea idea that was shaping itself through the earlier
Jatakas and the Apadana furnishing the previous birth stories
of the theras and the therls cannot but be regarded as a later

supplement to the Thera-Theri-gatha.

Besides the Thera-Therl gatha, the Vimanavatthu or the
book of stories of heaven is just another canonical work which
is presupposed by the Apadana. It is important to note that
the Vimanavatthu contains one story, namely, the story of

Serissaka, the incident of which, according to the story itself,
took place hundred years, calculated by human computation
from the death of the chieftain Payasi

" Manussakam
Vassasatam atitam Yadagge kayamhi idhupappanno

"

("Vimanavatthu, P. T. S., p. 81 ).
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The Payasi Suttanta of the Digha Mkaya clearly shows
that the death of Payasi could not have taken place until a few
years after the Buddha's demise. Thus going by the considera-
tion of this point, we are compelled to assign a date of its com-
position to an age ahead of a century and a half from the
demise of the Buddha. So the canonisation of this book could
not have taken place earlier than the time of the third Buddhist
Council, we mean the time of King Asoka. Our suggestion for
the date of the Vimanavatthu will gain in significance as we
consider the contents of the Petavatthu, the book of stories of
hell. We have noticed above that in all the three lists of the
books of the Khuddaka ISTikaya the name of the Petavatthu stands
after that of the Vimanavatthu. From the occurrence of certain
common stories, a suggestion has already been made that it

was somehow an offshoot of the Vimanavatthu. Now in one of
the stories ( Petavatthu, IV. 3, p. 57 )

T

, we have allusions fco

the Moriya ( Maurya ) king, who is identified in the commen-
tary with King AsJoka 2

. If this construction of the word
Moriya is correct, it leaves no room for doubt that the Peta-
vatthu, as we now have it, was a post-Moriyan or post-Asokan
compilation.

The Cullaniddesa is a canonical commentary of the
Khaggavisana sutta and the Parayana group of sixteen poems,
all of which find place in the anthology called the Sutta Nipata.
We have sought to show that the Cullaniddesa indicates a stage
of development of the Pali canon when the Khaggavisana sutta,

hang on the Parayanavagga as an isolated poem, without yet be-

ing included in a distinct group such as the Uragavagga of the

Sutta jNTipata. Though from this line of argument it follows
that the Cullaniddesa is earlier than the Sutta-lSTipata, it cannot
at the same time be denied that it is posterior not only to such
Sutfcanta-Jatakas as the Mahapadaniya, Mahagovinda, Mahasu-

dassaniya and the Maghadeva suttanta contained in the Dlgha
and Majjhima ISTikayas but also to a collection of 500 Jatakas

( PaficajatakasatSni ) ( Culianiddesa, p, 80 ). As such the

Cullaniddesa cannot be dated much earlier than the reign of

Asoka.

1, "
Raja" Pingalako nama Snratth&nam adhlpati ahti MoriySnam

upatthanamgantvi; Sorattham pnnar 3:gama".
"

2. "
Moriyaiian'ti MoriyarajiSiiam Dhamm^aokara samdhSya vatlatf

>?

Petavatthu, P. T. S., p. 98,
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The Mahaiiiddesa too is a canonical commentary on the

rtthaka group of sixteen poems forming the fourth book of the

Sutta-Nipafct. As shown before the exegeses attempted in this

book were all modelled on an earlier exegesis of Mahakaccana

in the Ssmyutfca Nikaysu If this canonical commentary came

iiifco existence when the Atthakavagga was yet current as an

isolated group, the date of its composition cannot but be anterior

to that of the Sutfcanipate. A. clear idea of the date of this work

can be formed from its list of places visited by the Indian sea-

going merchants. The Mahaniddssa list clearly points to a time

when the Indian merchants carried on a sea-borne trade with

such distant places as Java in the east and Paramayona in the

West and it alludes as well to sea route from Tamali to Java

-via Tambaparmi or Ceylon which was followed in the 5th

century A. D. by the Chinese pilgrim, Fa-Hien. We can expect

to come across such a list only in the Milinda Panha which

may be dated in the 1st or 2nd century A. D, Such a wide ex-

pansion of India's maritime trade as indicated in the

Mahaniddesalist 'would seem impossible if the book was a com-

position much earlier than the second century B. C. Now tarn-

ing to the Suttanipata we have been inclined to place it later

than the two books of the Ifiddesa on the ground that when It

was compiledj the Atthakavagga and the Parayanavagga came
to represent two distinct books of a comprehensive anthology
and the Khaggavisana sutta ceased to be a stray poem hanging
for its existence on the Parayana group. But our main reason

for dating it posterior to the Oullaniddesa is that the Parayana-
vagga in the Suttanipata is prefaced by a prologue which is

absent from the Cullaniddesa scheme. Similarly the

Naiakasutfca perhaps known originally as Moneyya sutta as

evidenced by the titles suggested in Asoka's Bhabru Edict as a

prologue clearly anticipating the poetical style "of Asvaghosa's
Buddhacarita. In spite of the fact that the suttas embodied in it

were gleaned from earlier collections, the Sutta-nipats scheme of

anthology does not seem to have been carried into effect before

the 2nd century B. C.
With regard to the Jatakas as a book of the Khuddaka

Nikaya, we have just seen above that the Cullaniddesa points to

a canonical collection of 500 Jatakas. That five hundred was
the original total of the Jatakas is proved on the one hand by the

500 Jataka representations witnessed by Fa-Hien round the

Abhayagiri monastery of Ceylon and on the other band by the

mechanical multiplication of :the stories in order to raise the
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total from 500 to 550 from the days of Buddhaghosa. The
Milinda Panha alludes to the existence of the repeaters of the

Jatakas apart from the repeaters of the five Xikayas, We are

unable to decide whether the Milinda reference Is to the canonical

books of the Jatakas or to a commentary collection which was
then in existence. The numerous illustrations of the Jatakas on

the ancient Buddhist railings such as those at Barhut and

Bodhagaya, unmistakably presuppose the existence of the legen-

dary story of the Buddha's life past and present. But the canonical

collection of 500 Jatakas referred to in the Cullaniddesa appear

to be earlier than the scriptural basis of the Buddhist sculptures

and whatever the actual date of composition might be it was

certainly later than that of the Suttanta Jatakas scattered

throughout the first four Mkayas. We may say indeed that the

canonical collection took a definite shape near about the early

Maurya period.

The Thera-Therl-Gathas are two campanion anthologies of

the stanzas that are supposed to have been uttered by the theras

and therls surrounding the Bxiddha during the lifetime of the

Master, or at least shortly after his death. ( Theragatha s

Oldenberg's preface, XI ).

" The separate uddanas or indices which occur regularly .at

the end of each nipata and at the end also of the whole work,

and give the names and numbers of the theras ( and the therls )

and the number of verses in each chapter and in the whole

work respectively seem to be based on a recension or condition

of the text different from that which now lies before us
"

( Ibid, p. XIV ). In the opinion of Dhamrnapala, the commentator,

the Theragatha anthology had reached the final shape not earlier

than the time of Asoka. He points out that the Thera

Tekicchakari whose gathas are embodied in the Theragatha lived

under King Bimbisara, the father of Dhammasoka. He further

adds that the verses uttered by this thera were received into the

canon by the fathers who assembled in the third Buddhist

Council. Dhammapala attributes some of the gathas to Vftasoka,

the younger brother of Dhammasoka and certain other verses to

Tissakumara, the youngest brother of King Asoka, If we can at

all depend for chronology on the information supplied by

Dhammapala, the anthologies of Thera-Therl-gatha must be taken

as compilations that had received their final shape at the Third

Buddhist Council .and^not before.

IS
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The Pali Dhammapada is just one and undoubtedly the

earliest of the six copies of the anthologies of the Dhammapada
class. The earliest mention of the Pali Dhammapada by name
is to be found in the Milinda Panha which is a composition of

the first or second century A. D. From the mere fact that there

were certain quotations in the Kathavatthu and Mahaniddesa of

stanzas now traceable in the Dhammapada, no definite conclu-

sion can be drawn as to the actual date of its composition. The

Dhammapada hardly includes any stanzas that might be suppos-

ed to have been drawn upon the canonical collection of Jatakas.

But as shown by the editors of the Prakrit Dhammapada there

are a few gathas which were evidently manipulated on the basis

of the gathas in the Jatakas. Similarly it cannot be maintained
that the Dhammapada contains any stanzas that were directly

derived from the Suttanipata, for the suttas which might be

singled out as the source of some of the gathas of the Dhamma-
pada are to be found alwo in such earlier collections as the Dlgha
or the Maijhiina or the Samyutta or the Anguttara. The Thera and

Therl-gathas are the two anthologies of the IQuicklaka Nikaya
which appear to have been presupposed by the Dhammapada, A s re-

gards external evidence, there is only one tradition, namely, that

a powerful discourse based on the Appamadavagga of the Dham-
mapada served to attract the attention of King A&oka to

Buddhism, clearly pointing to the existence of the Dhammapada
as a distinct anthology as early as the third century B. C.

Itivuttaka, the Udana and the Patisambhidamagga are the

remaining three books of the Khuddaka Nikaya of which the

date of composition must depend upon mere conjecture till acci-

dentally we obtain any reliable date. The Itivuttaka is a book
of questions of genuine sayings of the Buddha, making no re-

ference to any canonical work or to any historical event ascer-

taining its date, though it seems that it was the result of an after-

thought, of a critical study of the authentic teachings of the

Buddha in a certain light and for a specific purpose. The TJdami
in a curious medley of legends and historical records, presented
in. a particular setting with aview to emphasising some pronounc-
ed opinions of the Buddha on certain controversial matters. The
Patisambhidamagga presents a systematic exposition of certain

important topics of Buddhism, and as such it deserves to be
classed rather with the books of the Abhidhammapitaka than
with those of Suttanipata. It is quite possible that before the

development of the extant Abhidhamma pitaka, it passed as one*
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of the AbMdhamma treatises. Concerning these three books the

utmost that we can say that they are mentioned even in the

list of the Dighabhanakas, being counted there as three among the

twelve books of the Khuddaka Nikaya, and that if the tradition

about this list is at all credible, these three books must have ex-

isted when the list was drawn up, say, in the second century

B.C.

The results arrived at concerning 'the chronology of the Pali

canonical literature are presented in the subjoined table.

(1) The simple statements of Buddhist doctrines now found,iu

identical words, in paragraphs or verses recurring in all the books.

(2) Episodes found, in identical works, in two or more of

the existing books,

(3) The Silas, the Parayana group of sixteen poems with-

out the prologue, the atthaka group of four or sixteen poems, the

sikkhapadas.

(4) The Dlgha, Vol. 1, the Majjhima, the Samyutta, the

Anguttara, and earlier Patimokkha code of 152 rules.

(5) The Dlgha, Vols. II & III, the Thera-Therl-Gatha, the

collection of 500 Jatakas, the Suttavibhanga, the Patisambhida-

niagga, the Puggala-pannatti and the Vibhanga*

(6) The Mahavagga and the Cullavagga, the Patimokkha
code completing 227 rules, the Vimanavatthu and Petavatfchu,

the Dhammapada and the Kathavatthu.

(7) The Gullaniddesa, the Mahaniddesa, the Udana, the

Itivuttaka, the Suttanipata, the Dhatukatha, the Yamaka and the

Patthana.

(8) The Buddliavamsa, the Cariyapitaka and the

(9) The Parivarapatha.

(10) The Khuddakapatha.



DATE OF BA.BAK01JMIJDIOFSBIKANTHA KA.VI A'ND
IDENTIFICATION OF HIS PATRON 'SA.TRUSA.LYA

WITH JAM BATTAKSAL OF NAVANAGAR
( 1569 -to 1608 A. D. )

Dr. 8. K. De mentions among minor writers on alamkara
the name of Srlkautha as the author of a work by name JRasa-

Koumudt l and refers to the only known Ms of the work as

under:
* Basa-KoumudI ( Anfrecht i, 494 a, the Ms was copied iu

Samvat 1652 ).
"

The Ms referred to by Aufrecht is the same as No. 303 of

1880-81 of the G-ovt. Mss Library at the B. O. B. Institute,

Poona. This Ms originally consisted of 119 folios, out of which

only 45 are left behind. It consisted of 10 chapters into two

parts, zMrva-khavKf.a and uttara-kharida, folios l-5, 62, 67-73,

82-93, and 98, 99 are missing. The titles of chapters found in

the available colophons are:- 'c

Nl* etc. Folios 53 to 100 deal with c!T^5s,

and arf^Ks in the manner of the 4th chapter of the Bharatiya
Natya Sastra, justifying the following colophon to the chapters

uniformly:
"
^r ^flf^n^^TT^ ^fN^5^f%t%crarn^f <^Siy^i ". The last

three chapters, however, which deal with
and ^GFsr^ffkt^'

1^ in a rhetorical style do not quite fit in as the

major portion of the treatise deals with ?TT^T and ^mtcT. The last-

chapter ^is?i^Tl9^yfo appears to be a poetic description of the life

and activities of the patron of the poet Srlkarxtha as will be
seen from the following verses at the end of the work:

: TT'Ct T oq-f^: \\ \ o

1, History of Sanskrit Pootiotf, VolTl, p. 319,
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The above verses lead us to infer that this medley of ^
and &flfl "viz. W^S^t" was written by its^

author to commemo-

rate the taste of his patron for ^fflt^r and ^rffa, as also to glorify

his exploits. This patron is referred to as
*

^a^I^J^ in verse 36

and the preceding verse. The same patron is referred to as
6

STRT
'

in the blessing
"

^FTT^^ft^ ?
of v ' 36 ' The referenc

?
to

jTRcST in the expression
"

3i'ch<l^l^R^f^^ and the geographical

proximity of this part to the ISTayanagar principality leave no

doubt that the patron king of Srlkantha was a Jam of the

Navanagar line by name ^053". We know from the history of

this line that it was founded by Jam Raval in A, D. 1540.

Now it remains for us to identify the 3F33I^Fiq of this pane-

gyric of Srikantha. The descendants of Jam Raval as recorded

in the Kathiawar Gazetteer
*
are the following:

Jam Raval

(Founder-A. D. 1540-1562 )

Jiycgi (killed by a fall Vibhoji (A. D. 1562 to 1569) Sharoji

from horse )

SaUarsal Bhanji Eanmalji Veraji

(1569-1608 A.D.)

I

Ajoji

1. Bombay Gazetteer, VoL VIII, p. 566.

2. Bombay Gazetter, Vol. VIII, pp. 566-67, 569.
.

We give below a summary of the facts recorded in the baaetteei

about Jam Sattarsal and his times:

" Jain Sattarsal otherwise called Jam Sataji ascended the gSdi in

1569. This was a time of great confusion in the affairs of bujmt. .........

Jam Satarsal absorbed many villages of the Gujrat domain and asser-

ted his influence over many of his weaker neighbours.

From 1591 Navanagar was enrolled among the tributaries of the

empire, though from this date it was considered a "& state and

was not included in Sorath though subordinate to *K* t̂tl̂ J!?*
province. Jam sataji devoted the close of his long reign to settling the

affairs of his State and placing the government on a firm basis , he rei-

gned till A. D. 1608,"
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As the date of our Ms is Samvat 1652 or A. D. 1596, the

work itself must have been composed between A. D. 1569, the

date of Jam Sattarsal's accession to the gadi and A. D. 1596 the

date of the present copy. Our copy, therefore, is a contemporary

copy from the original of the court poet Srikaiitha, who must

possibly have been living during this period of 27 years (A D.

1569 to A D. 1596 ) of Jam Sattarsal's reign, within which the

date of composition of Rasa-koumudi has been fixed by us. In

view of the facts mentioned above we can safely infer that the

work must have been composed about 1575 A.. D. ie. five or

years after the accession ( to the gadi ) of Jam Sartarsal.

P. K. Gode.
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THE PROBLEM OF KNOWLEDGE AND THE FOUR
SCHOOLS OF LATER BUDDHISM

BY

DURGACHAEAN OHATTERJI, M. A.

The problem of knowledge pre-supposes a subject that knows

and an object that is known and the method by which the subject

or the knower acquires knowledge of the object as well as the

knowledge which is the resultant of the former three. V&tsy&~

yana aptly remarks,
" He who is led to an action out of any

desire to accept or to reject a thing is the cogniser ( pram&tr ).

The object that is cognised is the cognisable ( prameya ). The

knowledge of the object is the cognition (ptamiti). And the

apparatus whereby an object is cognised is the instrument of

cognition ( pramana). With these four, pramatr, prameya, pramiti^

and pramana the circuit of the cognition of an object completes

itself.
1 "

If any of these four were wanting there could be no

cognition. One is a cogniser only in relation to what is cognised

as well as the cognition (pramiti or prama). Again, the cognisable

has come to be what it is only because it becomes the object of

I,..yasyeps5jihasaprayuktasya pravrttih sa praniSta" sa yenSrtham prami-

ijioti tat pramlnam yo'rthah pramiyate tat prameyam yadarthavi-

jnanam sa pramitih eatasrsu caivamvidhSsv arthatattvam parisamS-

pyate- VatsySyana : Introduction to his BhSsya on the NySyasEtra.

VScaspati echoes the same note in the BhSmatI on the
'

bhafya of the Vedantasutra* 2. 2. $8 f
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cognition. There must be also some pramana, som apparatus of

correct cognition without which the pramatr and the prameya
would remain strangely apart and be never related. So also

pramiti is necessary in quest of which the three. pramWr, prameya
and pramaria co-operate and function together. Thus these four

pramatr, prameya, pramana, and pramiti are relative and inter-

dependent.

Now all the schools of Brahmanic philosophy have posited

gome permanent entity, i. e. soul as the cogniser to which cogni-

tion is variously related. The Buddhists have, however, denied

the existence of any such permanent entity. The aggregates of

rupa, samjna, saJhskara, vedaria and vijnana,- the first corresponding
to what we call material elements and .all the rest to mental
elements - are the stuff of which an individual is made. Cogni-
tion which is not subservient to any intelligent being, is referred

to the varhjfta skavdha or the vijnana sJcandfia according as it is

determinate (savikalpa} or indeterminate ( nirvikalpa ).
1 The

place of the transcendental atman is taken by vijnana. It is the

continuity of cognition ( santana ) which holds together, unifies

and synthesizes the fleeting moments of cognition and seems to

give us the notion, though erroneous, of a subject or a knower

acquiring knowledge both presentative ( nirvikalpa or svalaJcsaya

and representative ( savikalpa or samanyalaksaruz ). This is in

"general the Buddhist view on the nature of the pramatr or the

subject.
3 But there are some notable points of difference among

1 ...rnpavijSSnam rasavijfiHnam ityadi nirvikalpakam visistajnanam vij-

fiSnaskandhah. sanijnHnamlttodgraha^Stmakah pratyayah saiiijna*-

skandhah tatra samjna" gaurityEdika gotvadikam oa tatpratipattinimit-
tam tayorudgrahaija" yojana". tadStmakab. pratyayo nSmajStyadiyo-
janStinakam savikalpam jnanam samjnSskandhah. Nyayavarttika-
tstparyapari&iddhl ( Bib. Ind. ) pp. 213-214. Again savikalpam vijfiS-

nam saihjSSskandhah nirvikalpakam jnanam vijnanaskandhah.

5a4darsanasamucoaya ( Bib. Indica ), p. $6.

2 *..For a detailed exposition of the Buddhist theory of soul or rather

not-soul ( nairfttmya ) the following may be consulted.

( a ) Stcherbatsky = Soul theory of the Buddhist,
(b) Rhys Davids : Soul (Buddhist), Encyclopaedia of Religion

and Ethics.

( o ) Keith : Buddhist Philosophy, Chapter IV.
( d ) Stoherbatsky : Central Conception of Bud4Msm,
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tii various schools. It would therefore b better if w discuss

the problem of cognition with reference to each of the four

different schools of later Buddhism, which was responsible for

the growth and development of Buddhist logic.

Buddhism in the beginning though branching out into, as

many as eighteen schools, settled itself later to four principal

ones viz, Vaibhasika, Sautrantika, Yogacara and Madhyamika.

Whether these schools arose one after another or side by side

ig a question which cannot be easily answered. So without enter-

ing into this moot point, we shall begin with the Vaibhasika - a

procedure which, though it may not be chronologically true, can

be supported from the standpoint of the evolution of thought.

The Vaibhasikas share with the general Buddhist schools the

doctrines of soullessness and the skandhas. Vijnana is the pramatr.

And the prameyas are the sense-data of colour, sound, odour,

taste, and touch (rupa-sabda~gandha-rasa~$prastavya). Corres-

ponding to these five prameyas there are five senses, sens of

vision, sense of audition, sense of smelling, sense of taste and

sense of toucti ( caksu~$rotra-ghra^~jihva--kByedriy&&i) which

apprehend the prameyas or the sensibles.

The Vaibhasikas admit the reality of external things though

they acknowledge them to be momentary. They do not, like the

Yogacaras, the Buddhist idealists, hold that the external objec-

tive world is only a manifestation of internal consciousness

( vijnanaparivLama ), According to them " our knowledge or

awareness of things not mental is no creation but only dis-

covery.
1 " Had it not been for perception no determination of

vya/pti or the invariable concomitance between the pro&an* and

probandum would be possible, as it follows from repeated obser-

vations of the probans and probandum associated together. In the

absence of the perceptibility of the external world no conco-

mitance can be determined and hence no inferential knowledge,
2

1 ,.,Radhakrishnan ;
** Indian Philosophy

"
vol. I, p. 614.

$ .**vijneyanumeyatvav3de prStyakikasya kasyaoid apyarthasySbhS*
vena vyliptisamvedanathana;bhavenanumanapravrtyanupaparttlh s&k&*

lalokSmibhavavirodhasca. Sarvadarsanasamgraha, Bhandarkar Oriental

Research Institute, Poona City, 1924, Bauddha-daranaf p. 43,
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Cognition 9 however, according to the Vaibhasikas is devoid

of any form belonging to subject cognised. Cognition is co-

existent with the object and has for its origin the same condi-

tions as the object itself. If the cognition and the object be thus

mutually related, the former becomes pramana with reference to

the latter.
1

Jayanta in his Nyayamanjarl develops the doctrine

which he has introduced there as a purvapaksa. Cognition and

object are but two co-existent momentary entities, as they are

originated by kindred cause-complex ( tulyasamagryadhma ).

Cognition in any particular moment is due to the cognition of

the previous moment as its material cause ( upadana-kararta )

together with the object of the previous moment as the auxiliary
cause ( sahakarikara'&a ). Again, the object at any particular

moment is due to the object of the previous moment as the

material cause together with the cognition of the previous moment
as its auxiliary cause. Thus both, cognition and object depend on

a kindred cause-complex ( samagri ) and the cognition which

rightly corresponds to the object is the pramafqa of that object
In spite of the fact that every thing cognition as well as objeet,

is of a momentary character, human life and its activities have
been rendered possible only on the continuity of cognition and

object in the above process.
3

Cognition being of the nature of illumination is regarded as

the knower or the subject ( grahaka ). The object being of the

nature of maentience is regarded as the knowable ( grahya ).
s

Then somes the Sautrantika school of Buddhist philosophy.
Like the Vaibhasikas they do not recognise the perceptibility of the

1 i.^nirSkSrabodho' rthasahabhSvy ekasSmagryadhmastatrartke prama-
#m. Sa4darsanasanmccaya ( B. I., p. 26 ).

% * 4*kBa9abhangisu padarthesu sahakaryupadanakara$a*peksaksa#Sntara
santatijananena ca lokayStrSmudvahatsu jnanajanmani jnanam upSda-
nakarai?am arthah. sahakSri kara^am arthajanmani cartha upadana-
karapam jna"nam sahakSrikaraij.am iti jnanam ca jnainarthajanyam
artfcacSrthajnanajanyo bhavatityevam ekasa*magryadhinataya tarn

artham avyabhicairato jfiSnasya tatra prSmanyam iti. HySyamanjari,
P. 15.

a .jfisniin p*a,ka6MvabJiSiraia iti grahakam artho j*t4atineti
Hi; ibid p. 16.
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external objects. According: to them the world of matter is not

directly apprehended 5 nevertheless it has a real existence of its

own. Objects can be cognised by inference. Cognition assumes

the form of the object which itself cannot be intuited. So the

object is to be inferred from the form it imprints on our cognition.

Consciousness is, as it were, the mirror in which the external

realities are reflected.1

The Yogacars or Vijnanavada is another school of Buddhist

philosophy which does not admit the reality of external things.

The reality of the objective world, according to this school, is an

illusion. It is nothing more than a creation of the mind. The

objective world is merely the transformation of our consciousness

( uijnanapaririama ). An itinerant ascetic, an amorous person and

a dog, all catch sight of a woman, but they have three different

notions. The ascetic looks upon her as a mere carcass, the

voluptuary takes her to be an object of amorous delight while

the dog takes her to be something eatable.3 Thus with,

reference to one and the same body of a woman, diverse judg-

ments arise according to the pre-~conception and the mental incli-

nation of the different observers. Similarly, the diversity of

judgment on our part of the empirical world is due to the indivi-

dual susceptibilities of the subject. Consciousness is indivi-

sible and unitary in its nature. To the people of perverse in-

tellect it appears as divided into a perceptible object, a percepient

subject as well as perceptive knowledge.3

1 ...According to Prof. Stcherbatsky the Brahmanic account of the Sau-

trantika theory of cognition, viz. bahyarthanumeyatvavada ( the

theory that the external objective world is not directly intuited but

cognised inferenti ally ) is due to some confasion between the Sautran-

tika and the Yogacara doctrines. ( Stcherbatsky Central Concep-

tion of Buddhism, p. 63 f. n. 5 ). He also observes that with regard to

the process of cognition there is not much difference between the

Vaibha$ika and the Sautr&ntika schools.

% ...parivrSt kamkasunSm ekasyam pramadatanau.

kunapah k3mml bhaksyam iti tisro vikalpana"h.

Sarvadarsanasaihgraha* p. 30.

S ...avibhago hi budhyEtxna" vipar$rSsitadarsanai.

giShyagrShakasainvittivedavSn iva laksyate.

Sarvadarnaibgrha. p. 33-
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According to them there are two kinds of consciousness < mf
fiana )

: one is the alaya mjnana and the other pramtti vijnana.

Maya mjnana is the continuous store-consciousness which is

identified with the notion of the self ( ahamaspadam ). And the

manifold vijnanas or awarenesses we experience in our common

life YIZ. knowledge of red, blue etc., are cases of pravrtti vijTiana.

JUaya vijnana is not in itself of a steady and permanent nature

but it appears to be so owing to the continuity ( santana ) of the

basic consciousness at each moment, just like the water of a river

in which no on current of water is the same as the other. One

Brahmanic writer says, alayavijnana is the cogniser, pramatr and

the five aggregates of rupa, vedana, vijnana, samjna and saihskara

are the pram^yas which undergo changes every moment.7 The

entire world ( of sense perception ) involving as it is does, the

tripartite division of a knower, knowable and knowledge is

impressed as it were in the current of a continued succession of

consciousnesses in the shape of notion of a sell2

" The Alaya-vijnana is a series of continuous consciousness.

It is to use the modern psychological term, a stream of consci-

ousness. It is always running and changing. It is the sole

substratum of the transmigration in samsara. The Alaya-vijnana
of the Buddhist has for its counterpart in the Atman of the orthodox

Hindu system of Philosophy with this difference that the Atman
is immutable, while Alaya vijnana is continuously changing/

' s

Yacaspati also suggests if alayavijnana be regarded as a

permanent entity it is in other words the soul.4

1 ...ksape ksa$e praliyamSnam utpadyamanam calayavijnanam pramata.

rupavedanasamjnasamskarSkhya pancaskandhi ksa^e ksfai^e prlnikar-

manusareria villyamanotpadyamanS ca svabhavena suranaranSrakaru-
pe$a pariitatim uparatim ca yanti prameyam.

Sarvamatasamgraha, Trivandrum Sanskrit Series, p. 19.

2 .-grahyagrShakagrha^atmakam sarvam idam jagad ahamityalaya-
vijnanasamtane nityanimagnam.

ibid. p. 20.

3 ...Sogen ; System of Buddhistic thought; Calcutta University, pp.210-2li.

4 ...tad yadyekam sthiram Ssthiyetataton5mSntare$a atmaiva.
Bhamatl on the VedSatasutra, n+%* 2. IS*
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The Tattvaratnavall of Advayavajra ( G. O. Series ) refers to

schools of Yogacaras, one advocating sakaravada ( i. a cog-

nition has some form in which it appears to represent am

external object ) and the other nirakaravada ( 1 e. cog*

nition has no form whatsoever V The first school argues : If

cognition has the form of a blue ( object ) or the like, why one

should admit external things ? If again, cognition has no form of

a blue ( object ) or the like, how one can admit external things ?

In the first case cognition itself serves the purposes of external

things and in the second case in the absence of any form in a

cognition, external things, if any, cannot be established as there

is no other means of cognising objects except through cognition

which must have some form.2

The second school says :-There is no external reality as has

been supposed by ignorant people. Consciousness under the

influence of vascma appears as external entities. All appearances

are mere illusions (maya ). Cognition is devoid of any form but

has a self-illuminating nature. In reality, mind is free from any

imprint of a supposed external object and is like the sky clear

and infinite.
3

Though the above view of the Yogacara school is true

from the metaphysical and transcendental standpoint, they hav

tentatively subscribed to the ordinary notions of subject and

object, without which every day life becomes an absurdity.
4

While the Yogacaras refuse to admit any extramental reality

and explain every thing in terms of vijnana or cognition, the Ml-

dhyamikas go one step further and discard vijnana also. To them

both mind and matter are equally appearances ^and
not reality

which is rather inexpressibj^ancT^^
in the sens^that

1 ...yogScara^ca dvidhah ^araniraK^
2 dhiyo nlladirupatve bShyo'rthah kimnibandhana^

dMyo'niladirupatve bShyo'rthah kin: ntbandhana^.
ibid. p. 18.

This kSrikS has been attributed to Dharmakirtti.

3 ...bShyo na vidyate hyartho yathS bSlairvikalpyate

vSsanSlnthitam cittam arthlbhSsam pravartate.

yavad abhSsate yacca tan mSyaiva bhasate

tattato hi nlrabhasah Suddhantanabhonibhah ibid, p. i.

4 ...vastutovedyavedakSkSravidhurSyS api

buddhervyavahartrparijnSnamirodhena
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all attributes have been abstracted from it. Their creed is that

reality is neither existence nor non-zistnce, nor the combination

nor the negation of both.

But the conclusions of an uncompromisingly rigcrous logic

cannot have any effect on ordinary minds which are yet to be

trained to enable them to form a correct notion of reality ( tattva )

by means of a graduated course of instruction. So the Madhya-
mika teachers have introduced two kinds of truth samvrti and

paramnrtha, so that the ordinary people may learn to argue for

themselves and choose the right one. Of the two-fold truth

samvrtti and paramartha, the latter which is the real and highest

truth transcends intellect ( buddhi ), while the former belongs to

the region of intellect. Samvrti is the relative truth referrable to

our every day life and experiences. It is called samvrti on

Account of the fact of its veiling on all sides the real nature of

things.1 It is characterised by the notion of name and nsmable,

cognition and cognisable and the like.

It has been said that Buddha's teachings are with reference

to these two kinds of truth, viz. samvrti and paramartha. Those

who do not understand the difference between these two truths,

shall not understand the spirit of the profound teaching of

Buddha. Candraklrti observes in connection with the above

that without admitting the concerns of the work-a-day world,
which are characterised by the notion of names and namables
and of knowledge and knowables, ultimate truth cannot be dis-

cussed.2 So also Nagarjuna says, ultimate truth cannot be set

forth without referring to the practical concerns of life and with-

out realising ultimate^truth there can be no nirvana*3

1 ...samantadvaranam saiiivrtlh ajnanam hi samantat
sarvapadarthatattvEvacchSdanat samvrtirityuccyat
sa cSyam abhidhanabhidheyajfiSnajneyadilaksa^ah.
Prasannapada" on the MadhyamikakaVika ( Bib. Buddhica ), p. 492,

$ ...ye'nayor na vijSnanti vibhagam satyayordvayoh
te tattvam navijananti gambhlram buddhasaCsane.
kimtu laukikam vyavahEram anabhyupagamy&
bhidhSnabhidheyajnSnajneyadilaksariam asakya eva
pararaSrtho desayitmn. Ibid. p. 494..

5 ...Tyavaharam anSsritya paramErtho na de^yate
paramSrthamanagamya nirva^am nSdhigamyate. M. K. ?4,10.
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samvrti has been divided Info two classes for practical

purposes :
( a ) tathyasaihvrti and ( b ) mithyasamvrtL The cogni-

tion of a blue as blue by means of some sense organ, viz. eyes, is

a case of tathyv&a'ihvrii. But hallucinations, a mirage and the

like which are due to some defect either In the sense-organ or the

sensing itself, are cases of mithyasanivriti.
1 In terms of Nyaya,

the former are pramana and the latter are apramana. But in the

transcendental stage . both tathyasamvrti and mithyasamvrti are

equally wrong, as it would seem to a saint ( arya ).~ We may
refer in passing to the Yogasutra where we read that yoga

demands the suppression of all mental states right or wrong.*

There pramana ( correct knowledge ) along with viparyaya

( incorrect knowledge ) is one of the several vrtti* to be got rid

of in yoga.

The Madhyamika position also reminds one of &amkara*#

observation which is strikingly similar to it.
4 In his Introduc-

1 ...sa ca samvrtirdvividha lokata eva, tathyasamvrtir

mithya sarhvrti sceti. tatha hi kiihcit pratltyajatara

nilSdikam vasturupam adosavadindriyair upalabdham
lokata eva satyam. may5maric!pratibimbadisu pratltya

samupajStam api dosavadindriyopalabdham yathasvam
tirthikasiddhantaparikalpitam ca lokata eva mithya".

BodhioarySvatarapanjika. p. 353.

2 ..,etattad ubhayam api samya gdrsamarya^am mrsa

paramarthada^ayam samvrtisatySlikatvat.

Compare the Vedantio division of truth into paramSrthika, vyavahSrika

and pratibhasika : the first corresponds to the Buddhist paramSrtha and

the last two to tathyasamvrti and mithyasamvrti respectively.

3 ...yogascittavrttinirodhah Yogasutra, p. 1. 2.

( vrttayahi ) prama^aviparyayavikalpanidrasmrtaya^i
Yogasutra, 1. 6.

4 ...tara etana avidySkhyam atmanatmanoritaretar2dliyasam

puraskrtya sarve pramanaprameyavyavahara laukika

vaidikasca pravpttah sarvani ca ^astrani vidhipratisedha-

moksapara^ti. katham punar avidySvadvisayani-

pratyaksadini pramSijtani ^astra^iceti* ucyate

dehendriyadisvahammamabhimanarahitasyapramattfcvSntipa--

pattau prama^apravrttyanupapatter na hmdriya-

nyanupadaya pratyakeadivyavarah sanibhavati na

[ oontd* on the nsxt

2
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tion to the commentary on the Brahmasutras, Samkara says*.

"The mutual superimposition of the Self and the non-self, which

is termed Nescience, is the pre- supposition on which there base

all the practical distinctions - those made in ordinary life as

well as those laid down by the Veda - between means of know-

ledge, objects of knowledge ( and knowing persons ). and all scrip.

iural texts, whether they are concerned with injunctions and pro-

hibitions ( of meritorious and non-meritorious actions ) or with

final release. But how can the means of right knowledge such

as perception, inference, etc., and scriptural texts have for their

>

object that which is dependent on Nescience ? Because, we reply,

the means of right knowledge cannot operate unless there be a

knowing personality, and because the existence of the latter

depends on the erroneous notion that the body, the senses and so

on, are identical with, or belong to, the self of the knowing

person. For without the employment of the senses, perception

and the other means of right knowledge cannot operate. And

without a basis ( i. e. the body ) the senses cannot act Nor does

any body act by means of a body on which the nature of the self

is not superimposed. Nor can in the absence of all that, the self

which in its own nature is free from all contact, become a know-

ing agent. And if there is no knowing agent, the means of right

knowledge cannot operate ( as said above ). Hence perception

and other means of right knowledge, and the Vedic texts have for

their object that which is dependent upon Nescience/ 7 *

Sarhkara goes on arguing as above and proves on the analogy

of men with animals that it is out of Nescience that men betake

themselves to the notion of the means and objects- of knowledge.

cadhisfhSnamantare^endriyil^am vyapara^i sambhavati.

na canadhyastatmabhavena dehena kascid vyapriyate na
oaitasmm s&rvasmiim asatyasangasyStmanah pramatrtvam
upapadyate. na oa pramStytvam antare^a-
pramS^iapravrttirasti taamad avidya*vad visayS^yeva
pratyakiSdmi pramai^ani eastra^i ceti*

Samkara Bhasya on the VedantaaStras \

Anandasrama Edition* 1890, pp. 12-14

1 ...The YadSntasiltras With SSmkara BhSsya ( & B* E. ) vol. XXXIV,
pp. 6-7.
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So th@ Tlew that pram&na has no place in the transcendental

vision of the reality, is shared equally by some of the Buddhist

and Brahmanic philosophers.

From the views of the four Buddhist schools, as sketched

above, it would appear that the first two admit the reality of an

external objective world which enters into our cognition, but the

last two do not admit such a reality. The objective world is, as

they would say, invested with reality by a mere figment of Ima-

gination. This view of reality although true from philoso*

phical standpoint cannot accord with our everyday life. So they

have admitted tentatively a relative truth fco fit in with the prac-

tical concerns of life.

It is from this aspect of fcruth in our everyday experience that

logical discussions are possible. Logic or Nyaya is consistent

with realism. The Brahmanic Nyaya system is out and out

realistic, as well as the Jaina Nyaya, The Buddhist schools of

Vijnanavadin and of Madhyamika, as we have seen, have obviat-

ed the difficulties in the way of logical speculations by their

realistic concessions. The logical texts of the Buddhists we know

of, all belong to Mahayana and were written by Madhyamika

and Vijnanavadin authors. The Madhyamika and the pre-

Dinnaga Yogacara writers on logic mostly reverted to Gautama's

principles. Though Yogacara or VijtanavSdin ( idealists ) in

their metaphysical theories, Dinnaga and Dharmaklrtti have for

the purposes of logic taken up the Sautrantika position which

represents the transition stage between Hlnayana and MahaySna.

The Buddhist logicians that flourished later on mostly adopted

their principles*



CATTLE AND CATTLE-BEARING IN ANCIET INDIA

BY

B. GANGULI, M. A., M. so-, M. B. A. a

In the following pages, an attempt has been made to deal with
"
Cattle and Cattle-rearing in ancient India.

" The subject has

been treated within a brief compass, and under five heads viz.

(1) Cattle-objects of great care and religious veneration (2) Keep-

ing and employing cattle, (3) Diseases and their treatment, (4)

Feeding and stock breeding and (5) Conclusion.

Cattle is equivalent of Sk.
'*

go ". Besides cattle, the word

"go" has a host of other synonyms ~ such
Cattle-objects of great the earth the Q-oddess of speech, water,care and religious vene-

* *

ration. rays of the Sun, a mother etc. In mytho-

logy, we actually find the cow as a symbolical representation of

the Earth, rays of the Sun, or the Goddess of speech.
1 The

Buddha again, while preaching against cow-killing: says,
"
Like

unto mother The cows are our best friends As water, earth,

gold, wealth and corn, even so are the cows for men, for this is

a requisite for living beings."
2

Life, be it animal or vegetable
would have been impossible but for the Sun's rays- It is under
their influence that a cyclical change essential for life goes on in

nature* Green parts of plants decompose the carbon dioxide

given out by the animal kingdom into carbon and oxygen. The
free carbon is assimilated by the woody fibres and tissues, and

oxygen - so vital for animal life returns to the atmosphere. Ap
is life-giving, the Earth bears all living beings and offers sus-

tenance to them, and Vac is the gracious goddess who feeds the

reflective mind. Indeed, the language grows with the develop-
ment of human thought, and it appears that with discoveries of

the usefulness of the oow,
"
go

"
grew to be identified with all

that sustains body and mind.

1 Vide the Satapatha-Brahmana, II, 2, 1, 21 ; the Sat. Br. 1, 9, 3. 16 and
the BrhadSra^yaka Upanisad, V, 10. In the Matsya-Purana, ch. XI,
verse 12, the Earth is represented as taking the form of a cow.

$ Vide the Sutta Nipata, Brahmanadhammika Sutta, 13. 24.
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The primitive Indian feeling for the cow is very beautifully

and naturally portrayed in the following hymn1
of the

" Come back, go not elsewhere ; abounding in wealth, sprinkle

us; Agni and Som a, you who clothe (your worshippers ) again,

bestow upon us riches. Bring them back again, render them

obedient : May Indra restore them : May Agni bring them nigh :

May they come back to me and be fostered under this (their )

protector : do thou Agni keep them here, may whatever wealth

( there is ) remain here. I invoke the knowledge of the place, of

their going, of their coming, of their departure, of their wander-

ing, of their returning :
( I invoke ) him who is their keeper. May

the keeper return ( with them ) , he who reaches them when stray-

ing ; reaches them when wandering and returning. Indre, come

back and bring back ( the cattle ) ; give us our cows again $ may we

rejoice in our cows being alive ; I nourish you gods, who are

everywhere present, with curds, with butter, with milk : may all

these deities who are entitled to worship reward us with riches.

Come back ( ye cows ) bring them back 5 return ( ye cows ) bring

them back ; and ( you cows ) coming back return : there are four

quarters of the Earth, bring them back from them "
( Wilson's

translation ).

In the early stage of Aryan civilisation cattle formed the

principal property of the people.* It is quite natural therefore,

that the early Aryans were so anxious for the safe keeping,

"going and returning
"

of their cattle. Indeed, they formed into

gotras and gosthts for the protection of their cattle against wild

beasts and robbers. The literal meaning of gotra and gostha are

respectively common cow-stall and common pasture land. Dr. Das

holds that the early days were insecure and a number of families

entered into a mutual understanding to erect a strong common
enclosure for the protection of their cattle. Those families who

held a common cow-stall belonged to the same gotra, and a num-

ber of gotras who used a common pasture-land, likewise belonged

1 Bv. x, 19.

3& The pride and joy of a cattle owner is beautifully deicribed in the

Dhaniya Sutta of the Sutta NipSta. Dhaniya is aid to have had

30,000 cows of which 27,000 were milked daily*
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to the same gosthV Thus, a common interest in oattle furnished

the original ground for the socio-economic life to grow.

When the Aryans first settled down they settled down as

agriculturists and appreciated the importance of cattle from the

point of view of agriculture. The horse could also be used to

draw the plough, but it was perhaps never so employed. Only in

the Ugveda, there is a reference to the hors being used to draw

cart loads of corn.
2 The fact that it was useless for ploughing

except only in dry soil, made oxen indispensable for agricultural

work.

Moreover, bullocks and buffaloes were necessary as beasts of

burden -for drawing carts and caravans3
, cow-dung was necessary

for manuring the fields and milk necessary for daily consump-

tion and for offering libations and also for preparing butter, ghee,

curd, various kinds of cakes, sweetmeats etc. from it. Cow-hides

were tanned and made into leather vessels for carrying water.*

Whether in the Bgvedic period bones were used as manure is

not known ; but in later times , the fertilising property of bones

and also of raw-beef was discovered and taken full advantage of.
5

Hot fomentation with cow's urine was discovered to be an infall-

ible remedy for hepatic inflamation, a solution of cow-dung in

1 See Bgvedio Culture, p. 121.

"Refresh the horses : take up the corns stacked in the field and make

a cart which will convey it easily "... ( Bv. X, 101, 7 ).

It may be noted in this connection that there is absolutely no trace

of the horse in the finds of Harappa* and Mahenjoderro. It is yet to

be ascertained whether the horse was domesticated before the

Vedic civilisation.

3 J3t. No. 1 and 2 describe the story of caravans travelling long distances

apparently from Benares to Aparanta through the desert of Bajputana.
And the Sohgaura copper-plate inscription speaks of caravansaries

itoring fodder and wheat, the loads of ladles, canopies, yoke-pin* and

ropes for use in times of urgent need.

4 Cunningham's Stupa of Bharut.

5 Ftd*. The Bfhat-flaihhitS, oh. 55, 17-19 and the Artta^stre, PK JI
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water was found to be a good disinfectant and dried cow-dung
was found necessary for druggists' furnaces. 1

Again, we find that the Vedic people had no objection to

taking beef. In the epic period also, beef and buffalo-meat was
used by the people.

2 Jat. No. 199, refers to the same practice and
Dhigha Nikaya vol. II, speaks of a beef-stall in a prominent place
of the city. But even in the Rgvedic times, there arose a school

of thinkers who raised a protest against killing such a useful

animal as the cow "
as is shown by the name aghnya applied to it

in many passages
3 "

of the RgYeda. In the Brahmanadhammika
Sutta of the Sutta Nipata again, we find the Buddha enumerating
the usefulness of the cow and strongly protesting against cow-

killing. This protest gradually increased in volume till the

custom of cow-killing was totally abolished in a later age.

By the Sutra period, we find that the cow has already acquir-

ed a peculiar sacredness.* Wilful killing of a cow was then con-

sidered so serious an offence that the killer was to be punished by
mutilation. And even if one killed a cow accidentally or happen-
ed to be the indirect cause of its death, he was to undergo severe-

ly austere penances.
5 The law laid in this connection by the

Arthasastra is even more drastic.

1 It was necessary tor some Ayurvedic medicines to be prepared under a

uniformly low temperature. The process was to place the ingredients

iii an earthen vessel* The vessel was then inserted well inside

the furnace and the furnace fed by dried cow-dung. A uniformly low-

temperature was automatically maintained thereby, and the ingre-

dients entered slowly into chemical composition under that low

temperature.

2 See the MahSbharata, Vanaparva, ch, CGV & CCVI. cf. th Harivams"a

oh. 146, 147.

2 Vedio Index, II, 146.

4 -Spastamba in 1, 25, 30, 20 & 21 says
" one should not void his efccre^

ments facing cows or stretch out his feet towards them.
**

cf. YSjfi I,

134 ; Manu IV, 48 ; Gautama IT, 12 ; and Visuu LX, 22. Again Manu

in IV, 45 says that the cowpen is a sacred place. Cf. Vasiftha XXII*

12, Gautama IX, 40 and 45. The Matsya PurSna in ch. 80 enjoins

the worship of a cow.
* 6 See the Apastamba Samhita, ch. I. The Paraeara SamhitS, oh. n(

The Sambarta SamMtS and also the AgmpuxS**, ohu CK3XXFU.
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L e. whoever hurts or causes another to hurt, steals or causes

another to steal ( a cow ) should be slain. The Brhaspatismrti

in chap. X, 11 enjoins that suspected thieves of cattle should be

subjected to the ordeal of the ploughshare
2 and if the guilt was

proved, they should be heavily punished. The ordeal itself was,

however, a severe punishment and as such, most certainly pro-

duced the desired moral effect upon those who had questionable

characters. On the other hand, any act meant for the welfare

of the bovine species was highly commendable. In this con-

nection, the following lines from the Agni-purana will be found

interesting :

" The cows are holy and blissful and the universe owes its

existence to the bovine species. Hallowed is the touch of a oow

and hallowed is the ground she stands upon.
2 Cows offer the

best sustenance to all sorts of animals. 4 The cows are the holiest-

of the holiest, the best of all auspicious sights.
5 The pools where

of a cow would drink should be deemed as a sanctuary. The

man who gives morsels of food every day to a cow, is sure to

ascend heaven after death. The man who provides a cow even

belonging to another with similar morsels of food merits a similar

salvation ; while the man who does anything for the welfare

of the bovine species in general goes to the region of Brahman
after death. The man who makes the gift of a cow, 6 or sings

any hymn in her praise or rescues her life from jeopardy or

1 See Bk. II, chap. 29.

2 Brhaspati in x, 28, 29 says,
" iron 12 palas in weight should be formed

into a ploughshare. It should be 8 angulas long and 4 angulas broad
The ploughshare having been made red hot in fire, a thief should be

made to lick it once with his tongue. If he is not burnt, he obtains

acquittal.
"

3 Of. Vasis$ha III, 57 ; Manu IV, 124* Baudh. 1, 6, 13, 19.

4 Cf. Satapatha Brahmana III, 1, 2, 14.

5 At Bodh GayS and other places, We find that * a cow with a suckling
calf

'

as an auspicious sight, acquired a large place in fine arts.

6 Viena in XCII, 5 says fflPq^T ^^^?mtl^ I

" and in the Brhaspati
SamhitS ( edited by Pandit Panchanan Tarkaratna ) we find in verse 4,

44

*HfR 5B%qfq: 5jg=*af?T I

" Of. Also Vasistha XXIX, 11.
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from imminent peril, ensures the salvation of all souls any way
related to him in life.

7 "

Thus, the ancient Aryans liad always borne in their hearts a

tender solicitude for the well-being of their cattle and awarded

by the Sutra period, a peculiar religious veneration to the cow.

Wot only that, they were very much a practical set of people
and laid down specific rules and formulas

Keeping and employing regarding construction and sanitation of the
oa/trcl.

cow-stall, keeping and employing oattle,

their diseases and treatment etc.

Thus in tie Krsisaihgraha we find :

"A. cattle-shed should be fifty-five cubits square, and it should

never be erected when the Sun enters Leo i. e. in the month of

Bhadra?
"

" One who makes his cattle-shed strong and keeps it clear from

dung secures a healthy growth for his animals.* "

** Goats should never be kept in the same shed with cows;

and rice-washing, fish-washing, cotton, husks, hot starch, broom-

stick, pestle, or spoiled food should never be kept in the cow-

shed.*
"

" To safe-guard against the breaking out of diseases, the cow-

house should be occasionally fumigated with vapours of devadara

( pinus deodora ) vacha ( orris root ) mamsl ( pulp of fruits ? }

guggula ( a fragrant gum resin ) asafoetida and mustard seeds

mixed together ;

7? 5 and '* a pinyaka tree ( Ass Fostida ) should be

planted in the cow-house with a view to improve its general

sanitary condition.
"

As for employing the plough cattle, we find the following

injunctions :

_

1 Chap. GOCXII.

3 See verses 86 and 87,

3 Verse 84.

4 Verses 88 nd 89.

5 The AgnipurS^a, oh. CCXCtI* 33 and SS*

3
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"
Hungry, thirsty, tired, deformed or diseased cattle should

never be yoked to the plough.1

"
Plough-oxen may be employed for the whole day when they

are 8 strong per plough. If the number of oxen yoked to one

plough is 6, they should not be engaged for more than three

quarters of the day. If the number is 4,-more than half the day

and if the number is 2,-mor than one quarter of the day only."
2

Atri, Parasara, Apastamba and others say
" one who yokes 8

oxen to a plough is a pious man. One who yokes 6, is just a

business-man. Cruel are those who employ 4 and those who

employ 2 are but beef-eaters.5

In the KrsI-Sarhgraha again we find such prohibitions as that

one should not give his cow's dung to others on Tuesdays, Satur-

days and Sundays* and that cow's urine should never be used

for cleansing filth, for such acts are supposed to be harmful to

cattle.
4

Gautama in IX, 23, enjoins that a cow suckling her calf must

not be interrupted.
5 Baudhayana in II, 3, 6, 13 says that the rope

to which a calf is tied must not be stepped over ; and in the

Manu Samhita, IV, 162, we find the injunction that cows must

on no account be offended. We have already seen that any act

of violence against the bovine species in general was highly

condemned. 6 The Arthasastra in Bk* II, chapter XXVI, explicitly

lays down the rule that ( gr<%T 3F?T %g SnrmTOTT- ) a calf, a bull or

1 The Parasara Samhita II, 4.

T
( The Kjrsi Sam. 81 ).

c?; qri?
1

: ^jri II ( The Atri Sam. ).

The E^si Sam., 95 ).

Of. Zp. I, 23 ; also the Agni-Pur. ch. CXLII, 4.

4 Verses 90 and 91.

5 See also Manu IV, 59 ; Zp, I, 31, 10, 18; Vasiatha XII, 33 and

6 The iLdc-Iraxii&Es also deprecated all violence against the cattlt.
Bee the Zend-Avesta, Yaana XII, 2.
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a miloh-oow shall not be slaughtered, and in Bk. II, oh. XXIX,
says, "q-gjf^ar <ni%3 ^jstf ^m" ( i e, he who sells a'eow shall pay
to the kingr M the value of the cow. ( Dadistan-i-dinlk in oh, LIII

while referring: to the sale of cattle for slaughter and foreign

eating, enforces certain restrictions to the sale so that the

national interest might not suffer. ).

Cattle constituted a part of national wealth and for their pro-

tection and prosperity, was also invoked supernatural aid upon
which the Ancients partially relied. In hymn 31, Bk. II of the

A-tharvaveda we find a charm for the prosperity of cattle and in

hymn 14, Bk. Ill, a charm against worms in cattle-shed. Again,

the Grhyasutras describe a ceremony to be performed when the

cows were sick and also a sacrifice called Sulagava sacrifice for

averting plague in cattle. The Krsisamgraha also describes an

annual ceremony 1 which was believed to keep cattle hale and

hearty. It was to corne off on the first day of the full-noon in

the mouth of Kartlka, when a nice healthy bull was painted

with sandal and kunkuma paste and led round the village with

the accompaniment of dance, and music. Oattle were all rubbed

with a mixture of oil, tumerie and kunkuma powder, their bodies

marked with a piece of hot iron and the hair at their tails and

ears clipped.

In actual diseases of cattle, we find the following prescriptions

in the books.

"
Oil prepared from a decoction of srngavera ( ginger ), vala

( sida cordifolia ), powdered mamsa ( pulp
Diseases and their of fru ifcs ) and maksika ( bee's wax) to-
treatment.

*

, ,
_ x

gether with saindhava salt (rock salt) should

be administered in diseases affecting the horns of cattle. In a

case of otalgia, oil boiled with the essence of manjista ( madder ) s

asafoetida and saindhava salt would prove an infallible remedy.

A plaster composed of the roots of silva ( oegle marmelos ),

apamarga ( achyranthes aspera ), dhadakt ( grislea tomentosa),

patala ( rottleria tinctoria ) and kutaja ( wrightia antidysenterica)

applied over the gums would prove beneficial to a case of tooth-

ache. Drugs mentioned under the preceding malady boiled with

I Bee the Ejrsi-Samgraha, 98*102.
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an adequate quantity of Clarified butter, should be used in Dis-

eases affecting cavity of the mouth. The same mixed with

saindhava salt should be prescribed in diseases of the tongue.

In sore-throat, carditis, lumbago, rheumatic complaints in general,

and in general atrophy of the muscles, the remedy should con-

sist of the essence of the two kinds of tumeric and the drugs

known as tnphala { the three myrobalams ). The expressed juice

of triphala and ghrtamitra (a medicinal plant, the scum of its in-

fusion resembling clarified "butter ) should be mixed with the

drink of a cow ; while patha (?) and the two sorts of haridra

( tumeric ) should be deemed beneficial to a cow suffering from

an attack of acute dysentery. In all diseases of the digestive

organs as well as in maladies affecting the pulmonary capillaries

and in cough and asthma, the expressed juice of srhgavera and

bhargt { cleridendrum sipbonanthus ) should be administered.

Broken bones will be set right by a plaster of salt and expressed

juice of priangu ( panicum italicum ) ; while oil which is a good

antidote of a deranged state of the humour of wind, would success-

fully cope with any sort of bilious distemper of a cow, if prepared
and boiled with the drug known as madhujastl ( the root of abras

precatorias ). An attack of cold would prove amenable to the

expressed juice of t///osa ( black pepper, long pepper and dry

ginger ) administered through the medium of honey : while a case

of persistent catarrh world yield to a decoction of Vyosa mixed
with powdered pushtaka ( cakes )'V

In the Agnipurana, we find the king enjoined to preserve the

breed of cattle in the country. The Artha-

^ stra mentions a government officer called

Superintendent of cattle whose exclusive

duty was to supervise cattle in the country, keep a census of

cattle and to see that they were being properly reared. The

superintendent classified cattle as calves, steers, tameable ones,

draught oxen, bulls that were to be trained to yoke, bulls kept for

crossing cows, cattle that were fit only for the supply of flesh,

buffaloes and draught buffaloes ; female calves, female steers ;

heifers, pregnant cows, milch kine, barren cattle - either cows

1 The AgnipurBi^a, oh. OOXCII, 23-31.
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or. buffaloes ; calves, that were a month or two old as well as those

thatVere still younger and branded them all along with those ca-
'tle which hf*d remained unclaimed for a month or two ; and regis-
tered the branded marks, natural marks, colour, and the distance
from one horn to another of each of the cattle.1 Under the fear

of cattle-lifting enemies, cattle owners sometimes kept their

cattle under the immediate care of the Superintendent giving him
one tenth of the dairy produce.

There were certain restrictions to castrating bulls. Emperor
Asqka issued an order that,

"
....................Athamipakhaye

Aasayepumnadasaye t^sayepuna
vasume Hsa catumasisu sudivasaye

gone no nllakhilaviye ajake edake " 2

f?ha& is to say, a bull, a goat or a ram must; not be castrated on
the 8th, 10th, 15th and 13th day of each fortnight, neither on the

Punarvasu day, on a festival day and in every fourth month of

the year.

Brahmanical bulls were inviolable and were objects of special
attention on certain festive occasions. They were marked on ;$ie

right flank with a discuss and on the left flank with a
In the Brsotsarga ceremony which was to .take place OB the

of tht full moon in the moi\th of Kartika or Asvina, the bull

set at liberty. It was first marked as above and $ien
adorned and brought near with four young cows which were also

washed and decorated. To the right ear of the ball, the mantra
"The father of calves" was pronounced and also the mantra "This

youpjg b.ull I give you as husband" was uttered into the ears of

the cows. Visnu in chapter LXXXIV directs that the bull must
be the offspring- of a milch cow having young ones living. Ifc

must not be deficient in any limb and it must be one who protects

( The Artha^astra, Bk, II, ch. XXXIX).

For Cattle ceosus, see also the Qhosa-J^tra parva of the

Vide P. E, V.
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the herd. In the Matsyapuraua, chapter CCVTI, we Snd the in-

struction that the bull must have elevated shoulders and hump,
a soft and straight tail, tender cheeks, broad back, shining eyes,

sharp horns, thick hair on the tail and eightesn nice teeth.

Further, the bull must be well-built, roaring like the thunder

clouds, high in stature and walking like an infuriated elephant.

The bulls so set at liberty were public property. They were

the breeding bulls and that is why the ancients were so particular

as to their physical fitness. The Arthasastra says that a herd of

ten heads of either cows or buffaloes shall contain four male

animals. 1

But the manner in which the stock were fed was most im-

portant in so far as the breeds depended primarily upon it. In

Rv. X, 27, 8, we find that they were fed on barley and corn, and

in the Agnipurana, we find a calf marvellously thriving on a food

consisting of masa ( phaseolus radiatus ), sesame, wheat, clarified

butter, the cream of milk and salt.
2

The Arthasastra directs that all cattle shall be supplied with

abundance of fodder and water, that
"
draught oxen and cows

supplying milk shall be provided with subsistence in proportion

to the duration of time the oxen are kept at work and the quantity

of milk which the cows supply", and gives an elaborate prescrip-

tion regarding the nature and quantity of fodder that a bull,

a cow or buffalo shall be supplied with.

*

Thus,

i e. "For bulls which are provided with nose-strings and equal

horses in speed and in carrying loads, half a bhara of meadow

1 And in Sukadum Nask of Dinkard, Bk. Ill, we find particulars about

the time of allowing admission of the bull fco the female.

\

( The Agnipurai^a, eh. CCXOIII, 3$,)

3 Sao Bk. II, oh. XXIX
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grass, twice the above quantity of ordinary grass, one tula ( 100

palas ) of oil cakes, 10 adJiafcas of bran, 5 palas of salt, one
kudumba of oil for rubbing over the nose, one prastlm of drink,
one tula of pulp of fruits, one adhaka of curd, one drona of barley
or cooked masa, one drona of milk or half an w}haka of sura

( liquor ), one prastfia of oil or ghee ( clarified butter ), 10 palas
of sugar, one pala of the fruit of srngavera may be substituted for

milk. The same commodities less by one quarter each will form
the diet for mules, cows and asses and twice the quantity for

buffaloes and camels.
77

Every village was again, provided with common pasture lands
and wood lands. Common rights in forestry and pasture were
very important ; and in all royal grants of villages, special provi-
sions were always made for them. We find Manu enjoining
that

" on all sides of a village, a space one hundred dhanus or
three samya throws ( in breadth ) shall be reserved for pasture and
thrice that space round a town." 7 In the Arthasastra ( Bk. II,

ch. 2 ) also, the king is directed to make provision for pasture
grounds on uncultivated tracks ( "sr^sqrqrf ^pfr <r^?r i%r??rnR- sr*r-

^3;" ). A part of the fodder was picked up by the cattle them-
selves from these grazing lands ; and the forest lands which by the

way, supplied fuel to the people and saved much of the cow-dung
now-a-days employed for the purpose with a consequent loss of

available manure, were also available to them.* Herds of c&tfcle

were taken out to graze by professional graziers to whose interest
and to those of their charge, the law-books gave due attention.

The herdsman was to take cattle to pasture when the night was
over and take them back in the evening after they had eaten grass
and drank water.* In olden days as now ^CTHTJJW (sounding bells)

were attached to cattle, so that in case they strayed in forests*
their whereabouts could be known by the sound of the bells.

Sometimes grazing grounds lay within the confines of
"
forests

which were seveifaly allotted for various seasons and from which
twelves, tigers and other molesting beasts were driven away by
hunters aided by their hounds." 4 The Arthasastra directs that

1 VIII, 237, cf YSjn. II, 170 and the AgnipurS^a, chap. COLVII, 18.

3 u
<?SH^TKl3 fMfaqifc^T^^l'' ( Th ArthasSstra, Bk. Ill, ch. 10 )

3 Manu VIII, 230.

4 Se* the Arthasaetra, Bk, II, chap. XXIX.
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"
cattle shall be grouped in herds of ten similar dolours while they

are being: grazed ( ^tuf^r^T ^Rfr^TT )". The cow-herds were

expected to have a knowledge of the diseases from which cattle

might suffer and also the remedies.1 They were wholly responsi-

ble for the safety of cattle while on pasture-grounds, and if an

animal was lost due to the negligence of a cow-boy, he was
bound to make good the loss.

3
If an animal died a natural death,

he was to surrender tne skin of the dead animal, its fat, bile,

marrow, teeth, hoofs, horns and bones/ As for re-muneration of

herdsmen, Manu says,
"
for tending hundred cows, a heifer shall

be given to the herdsman as wages every year ; for tending two

hundred cows a milch cow ; and he shall be allowed to milk

all the cows every eighth day/
7 4

After the crops had been harvested, cattle grazed on cultivated

fields and also on current fallows. The weeds on cultivated lands,

plants growing up from the seeds falling before harvest, the

stubble and the grasses on field borders and along water channels

were also available to cattle in olden days as now. Fodder crops

were cultivated and made into silage an old process in India

as the word sujavas
5 in the Rgveda indicates. The cultivators

also provided hay for his stock.

In the Rgv'edic period, milch kine were thrice milked during
the day ~ in the morning, at noon and in the evening. Dr. Das

says ""It was usually the duty of the grown up daughters (dithitr)

to jcnilfc the cows, as duhitr literally means the milker 1 * and draws

a picturesque and animating scene in this connection 6 In a later

period however, we find that definite rules were laid' down rfe-

stricting the "time of milking to once or twice according as
;

the

seasons were later part of winter, spring and summer or the riifiy

season, autumn and the earlier part of winter respectively.
7 OnV

1 "siT^Jfg^nMrrR-f rftqicPFT: srm^*^: I

7 *

( The ArthasSstra, Loc. cit. )

2 Manu VIII, 232 ; The Arthasastra, Loc. cit.

3 The ArthasastrS, Loc. cit.

4 VIII, 231.

5 ?v. VI, 28. 7 ; JVII, 99* 3,

6 Vide RgVedic culture, p. 123.

7 "q^j^^^rff^q^ff : cpToJ par:

7
"

( Th AutKMtest^ai Bl^'II.' ttiL
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drana of cow *s milk was known to yield one prastha of butler and

that of buffalo milk one seventh, prastha more ; and the purity of

milk was ascertained by churning. The Arthasastra says that

"increase in the supply of milk and butter depends upon the

natare of the soil and the quantity or quality of fodder and water

I ),"
* And to increase the supply

of milk, the Agnipurana instructs to give the cow morsels com-

posed of the severed sticks of asvagandha ( physalis flexuoga lin )

and sesame/

Thus, it may well be surmised that in ancient days, cattle

breeds were fine, milch kine more productive and plough-cattle

more efficient than they are generally in modern days.

There has now been a general deterioration in the cattle breeds

of India. We must seek for its cause in the
Conclusion.

decrease in the grazing area, the poverty and

ignorance of the cultivator and many other factors that are

practically outside control under the present circumstances.

The Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture ( 1928 )

records many witnesses advocating extension of grazing areas, but

finding no possibility of additions to existing grazing grounds

suggests concentrating on increasing the productivity. But,

poverty of cultivators stands seriously on the way of the sugges-

tion being carried into effect. Majority of the cultivators do

not get sufficiently for their own subsistence -- though by the

way, production is by :no means insufficient for local demand,

and are circumstanced to use for their own personal consumption

maize, bujrajwar etc., which in olden days were more exclusively

used as fodder. One has nofc got to go far, but only take a trip

to the Santhal Parganas and the rural areas of the district of

Monghyr to see that cultivators at those places do actually use as

their food the fodder crops of catble. How then, can they be

expected to improve the rations of cattle when they are denied

facilities to do that of their own? We shall have occasion to

show in a later communication, how this fact and similar others

1 Loc. cit*

% Sea chapter OOXII, versa 35.

4
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tend to ascribe to famine in ancient India a meaning somewhat

different from what is associated with famine in modern days.

In ancient days, octttle tending was one of the items of varta

and it was entrusted only to a certain section of the people who

thoroughly understood the business. "When Prajapati created

cattle, He made them over to the Vaisya ;
and if a Vaisya is

willing to keep them, it must not be kept by any other caste. "1

The Vaisyas were primarily agriculturists and unlike the present

day Indian cultivators, they composed a wealthy section of thf

community and as such could manage to produce fine breeds of

cattle. The Gazetteers in their description of former condi-

tions of India refer to herdsmen as professional cattle-breederg,

who understood management of cattle and were BO skilful in

tending them, that they were able to show good herd. They

existed in certain parts of India up to recent times, and to them

the Report of the Royal Commission credits the fine breeds that

are still to be found in certain parts of the Punjab, Gujrat, Sind,

Itathiawar and Madras. The Report observes that there exists a

demand from other countries for certain breeds of Indian cattle ;

and recommends that the government should not prohibit an

export trade, though at the same time points out that good culti-

vation in many parts of the country may now be hindered

because of a deficiency of bullock-power and that a stage has ben

reached in Bengal in which oxen from other provinces or malt

buffaloes are brought in to assist in cultivation. We frankly

admit that we find it difficult to follow the line of reasonings for

recommending an export trade of some fine breeds of Indian

cafctle when there is so much local deficiency and want. To us,

it appears that to improve the Indian live-stock, a necessary

check is indispensable to export trade.

We are informed that India has a modest external trade in

hides and bones. It would be welcome news if the former wew
tanned hides and more of the latter locally employed for agricul-

tural and other purposes.

I Maim IX, 826-17,



SOME NOTES ON" THE 5.DI-BHANJAS OF KHIJJINGA

KOTTA, EARLTER BHANJAS OF KHIHJALI-MANDALA,* * *

BHANJAS OF BAUDA AND LATER BHANJAS OF
KHINJALI

BY

OHABIT CHANDRA DAS GUPTA, B. A.

The late Mr. B. D. Banerji, Rao Bahadur Hira Lai, Mr. B. C.

Majumdar, Mm. Haraprasad Shastri and Mr. IsTagendranath Vasu
are the foremost among those who have tried to make out a syste-

matic history of the Bhanjas. The second of these authors has made
a rather bold attempt at identifying Ranabhanja of Khijjinga Kotta

with Ranabhanja of Khinjali-Mandala ( E. I. vol. XVIIL p. 293ff)

on the strength of the similarity of the two names. But a

careful perusal of the relative inscriptions leads one to conclude

that there were two Ranabhanjas, belonging to two distinct

Bhanja families, one known as the Adi-Bhanjasj and the

other as merely the Bhanjas, one ruling from Khijjifiga

Kotta and the other ruling over KMnjali-mandala. The

inscriptions associated with the name of Ranabhanja are the

Khandadeuli inscription ( JBORS. IV. p. 175 ), the Bamanghati
copper-plate Record ( JASB. XL . Ft. I. p. 165), the Singhara plates

dated the 9th regnal year ( JBORS. VL p. 483 ) t the Tasapai-

kera Charter dated the 16th regnal year ( JBORS. II. p. 167),

the Dasapalla Grant dated the 24th regnal year ( JBORS. VI.

p. 269 ff ), the Baudh Record dated the 26th regnal year ( E. L
vol. XII p. 325 ff ), and the Baudh Epigraph dated the 54th

regnal year (E. L XII. p. 323-5). A careful study of these inscrip-

tions is enough to convince one of the great difference that lies

between the first two and the remaining: five plates. (1) The first

two inscriptions generally begin with the following introductory

verse," Svasti sakala-bliuvan-aika-natho-bhava-bhatatha-bhiduro

bhavo bhavan = Isah \ vividha-samadhi-vidhiina sarva-lokah

sivya = ptu n
*'

; whereas the remaining five begin with
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the introductory verse i. e.
" Om siddhih \\ samhara-kala-liuta.

bhug-vikarala-ghora-sambliranta-kimkara-krtanta bhinda(na)m

bhinn-candhaka = asura-mahagahan = atapattram tad = bhaira-

vam Hara-vapur = bharatah prapatat n
"

( 2 ) The first two

records have points of similarity between them, but therein they

differ from the other five which, in their turn, have points of simi-

larity among them. This shows that we have here two distinct

sets of inscriptions drawn up according to two different drafts. As

an illustration of this difference it may be noticed that in the

Khandadeuli and Barnanghati epigraphs the dynasty is known

as the Adi-Bhanja of Khijjinga-Kotta ( of.
'

adibhanja varhse
'

and s

Khijjinga-kotta-vasi
*

), while in the Singhara, Tasa-

paikera, Dasapalla and two Baudh grants the dynasty is called

the Bhanjas of Khinjali-mandala ( cf.
*

Bhanjamala-kula-tilaka

ubhaya-Khinjalya= dhipati '). ( 3 ) In the first two inscriptions we

get the following chronology s

Vlrabhadra

Kottabhanja
"I

Digbhanja

Ranabhafija

while in the other five inscriptions we have the following

genealogy :

Silabhafija

Satrubhanja

Ranabhanja

Thus these two orders of succession totally differ except in

regard to the last name. In the former order we get Vlrabhadra
as the founder of the dynasty ( cf. asit kauttarama-mahatapo
van = adhisthane mayur=andam bhitva galad ando Vlrabhadra-

khyah. I pratipafcsa-mdhana-dakso Vasistha muni-calito nr-

patili I

*

) 5 while in the latter we have Silabhanja as its founder

( cf.
^

"
durvara=:varana-pratipaksa-Laksmi-hata-grahana~suddha

^rl-Silabhanja-deva-naradhipatayo bahavo babhuva I

7

X (4)
The non-mention of any regnal yea? in the Khandadeuli and
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BSmanghati inscriptions and the mention of the 9th, 16th,

24th, 26th and 54th regnal years in the Singhara, Tasapaikera

Dasapalla, and two Baudh grants respectively show that the

first two inscriptions belong to a ruler quite different from the

one who issued the other five grants. ( 5 ) In the Khandadeuli

copper-plate epigraph ( JBORS. IV. p. 171-177 ) we get Narendra-

bhanja, the
'

aupayika
' son of Ranabhanja as his successor while

according to the Gumsur (E.I. XVIII. p. 293 ff ) and Gafijam

plates ( Ibid XII. p. 295 ) we have Netribhanja alias KalySna

Kalassa as the son and successor of Ranabhanja who is mentioned

in the Singhara, Tasapaikera, Dasapalla and the two Baudh grants.

It will be thus seen that not only the predecessors but also the

successors of Ranabhanja differ in the two sets of inscription. All

these arguments taken together make a strong case in favour of

the theory that there were two different Ranabhanjas, one ruling

from Khijjinga Kotta and the other over Khinjali-Mandala.

There is again one inscription, viz., the Bauda-charter of Kana-

kabhaniadeva which calls the kings of his dynasty the lords of

Bauda (JBORS. II. p. 368). This is obviously a third Bhanja dyna-

sty we have to take note of. Again the Antirigam plates of Yaso-

bhafija ( E. I. XVIII. p. 298 & ff ) show that there was a dynasty

of the Bhanjas at Khinjali-mandala quite different from the one

that flourished here before. Rao Bahadur Hira Lai has unfortu-

nately failed to make such'a distinction in E.L XVIII. pp. 298 &ff.

Thus we find that there were four different Bhafija dynasties

viz. the JLdi-Shanjas of Khijjinga-Kotta, Earlier Bhafijas ofKMn-

jali-mandala, Bhanjas of Bauda and Later Bhanjas of Khinjalt.

Let us now consider these dynasties in detail one by one.

THE ADI-BHANJAS OF KHIJJINGA-KOTTA

Inscriptions, three in number, are the main sources for the

history of the Adi-Bhanjas of Khijjinga-Kotta. They are the two

copper-plate Inscriptions from Bamanghati, one of Ranabhanja

and the other of Rajabhanja and the Khandadeuli Inscription of

Ranabhafiia. The first two inscriptions are edited by ^taP

Chandra Ghose in JASB. XL. P*. I PP- 161-169 and the last by

, H. P. Shastri im JBORS. IV. pp. 172-177.
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The Bamanghati record ( JASB. XL, Ft. I p. 165 ) furniihai ug

with, the following genealogy as stated before :

Vlrabhadra

Kottabhanja
"I

Digbttafija

Ranabhanja

In this epigraph Vlrabhadra, the founder of the dynasty, is

known as 'VaMsthapalito nrpatih' ( JASB. XL. Pt. I. p. 165 ). The

name of the family is Adi-Bhanja (cf. *tasy= adibhanja-varhse').

We do not know the relation between Vlrabhadra and Kotta-

bhafLja but it is quite clear from the passage
"

Sri KottabhaSja-

nama = khyah putra = stada = nurupa-sresthah sata =rchchita-

carano Srl-Digbhanjo yaso anvltah ??
( ibid ) that Kottabhanja's

son and successor was Digbhanja. Digbhanja's son and successor

was Banabhanja, the ruling prince who is known as
'

Khjjinga-

Kotta-vasI
*

( JBORS. IV. p. 176 ) meaning perhaps thereby that

Khijjinga-Kotta was the capital of Ranabhanja.

From the Bamanghati copper-plate Inscription of Ranabhanja

( JASB. XL. Pt. I, p. 168 ) we have the following genealogy :~

Vlrabhadra

Kottabhanja

Ra(?) bhanja

Rajabhanja
This inscription does not contain the name of Digbhanja,

who, according to another Bamanghati record just referred

to, is the son of Kottabhanja. According to Mr. N. K Basu,
the son and successor of Kottabhanja is Rapabhanja ( Archaeo-

logical Survey of Mayurbhanja voL I ) ; but a closer

examination of the plate shows that we cannot read it dis-

tinctly as Ranabhanja. The utmost we can read is Ra (?)-bhanja,
the space for the second letter being left blank. But how are we
to account for this ? Ranabhafija is distinctly called as the

grandson of Kottabhanja and not his son. The only suggestion
w can possibly make IB that Ra (?)-bhanja geems to have beep
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mis-engraved for Digbhanja. Digbhafija thus has two sons:

Ranabhafija and Rajabhanja. Rajabhanja the granter is called

Kotyavasl which probably means Khijjinga-Kotta-vasL

The third and last record which gives the fullest account and

the following genealogy of this dynasty is the Khandadeuli

Incription ( JBORS. IV. pp. 171-177 ).

Vlrabhadra

Kottabhanja
"I

Digbhanja

Ranabhafija'

I

Narendrabhanja

Here also Digbhanja is distinctly called as the son of Kotta-

bhafija (' Sri Kottabhanja = khyah. gurutejah I Digbhanja -

stat-putrah). His '

atmaja' is Ranabahanja. Narendrabhanja was

the
'

aupayikatmaia i. e., the adopted son of Ranabhafija, his real

father having been Prthvibhafija ( Tasya c =
aupayikatma]^

Sri-PrthvIbhanja-suta-srl Narendrabhanjadevo bhutah
^

which

according to my rendering is r-And his ( Ranabhanja's ) aupa-

yika 'i. e., adopted son is Narendrabhanja, the son of Prthvibhanja

i 8 RanabhaSja adopted as his son Narendrabhanja the son of

Prthvibhanja ). Mm. H. P. Shastri makes him the S***
Ranabhan3ai.e,thesonof his

'

aupayika-putra ^lbh

^;
But as the text stands,

'

aupayika = tmaja must be taken to

be identical with the compound
'

Sri -Prthvlbhan]a-Suta sn- Na-

rendrabhanjadevah.' If the reading had been ^^^'
jasya Srl-Prthvlbhanjasya sutah SrI-Narendrabhan3adevah

^

then

we could have accepted the interpretation of Mm. H. P. Shastri.

We do not know who Prthvlbhanja was, but h. might hare been

a distant scion of the JLdi-Bhafijas of Khijjinga-Kotta.

We can sum up the results of the 8tudy of these inscription,

in tH following manner. Vlrabhadra founded a dynaty

that of the Adi-Bhanjas. From him was desc.nded

who im his turn wa. succeeded by hi.

had two .on. riz. Rsjabhanja and
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bhanja was probably the immediate successor of his father. He

probably died without any issue and made room for his younger

brother Ranabhaiija after whom came Narendrabhanja the
*

aupa-

yika=tmaja, of Ranabhanja on the throne. All these princes had

their seat of government at Khijjinga-Kotta.

THE EARLIER BHANJAS OF KHINJALI-MANDALA

The Earlier Bhamjas of Khijjali-mandala are undoubtedly the

most prominent of the different Bhanja dynasties. There is a

fairly good number of inscriptions of no less than eight kings of

this dynasty from which we are able to construct a genealogical

history. The first king of his dynasty has left us no record but a

perusal of the epigraphs of his son, grandson and great-grandson

helps us to make out his name.

Two inscriptions of Satrubhanja, the second monarch of this

dynasty, are at present known, viz., the charter dated the 15th

regnal year ( JBORS. vol, II. pp. 432 and the copper-plate
record of Sonpur ( E. I. XL p. 99 ).

The first charter gives us the following genealogy :

Angati

Satrubhanja

Nothing is known about the relation of Angati with Satrubhanja,

but the Jitter did succeed the former. Satrubhanja, highly praised

and ruling in Khinjali-mandala, is simply known as Kanaka.

As this inscription is the only dated one of this monarch and as

the date is the 15th regnal year ( cf.
*

Vijayarajye samvatsare pan-

cadasatane '

), we are sure that Satrubhanja ruled for at least

15 years.

The second record gives a different genealogy :

Silabhanja

Satrubhanja,
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Here the name of the father of Satrubhaiija is given as SilabBanja,

which was probably the real name of the first king of this dynasty,

Angati being only an epithet. This is borne out by the epi-

graphs of his grandson and great-grandson wherein the name is

given as Silabhanja. Satrubhaiija is called the master of 'Ubhaya-

Khinjali-mandala.
' This fact shows that Khinjali was divided

into two parts.

We have five inscriptions of the third monarch Ranabhanja

which are all dated '
viz. the Singhara plates dated the 9th

regnal year ( JBORS, Vol. VI. p. 483 ), the Tasapaikera charter

dated the 16th. regnal year ( JBORS. II. p. 173 ff ), the Dasapalla

grant dated the 24th regnal year ( JBORS. VL p. 269 ff), the

Baudh grant dated the 26th regnal year ( E. I. XII. p. 326 & ff)>

the Baudh grant dated the 54th regnal year ( E. I. XII.

pp. 323-25 ).

The first record gives the following chronology
f

Silabhanja

Satrubhamja

Ranabnanja

Here Ranabhamja is distinctly called
* Ranaka.' Like his father

and grandfather he was the ruler of the Khinjali-mandala. The

name of his capital was Dhrtipura. ( of. Srimad Bhanjabhupatih

purad Dhrtipuranamnaii ).

In the Tasapaikera charter the names of RanabhaSja and of

Ms father Satrubhanja are given while the name of Silabhanja is

conspicuous by its absence.

The chronology as given in the Dasapalla grant is the same as

that we find in the Singhara plates. Ranabhamja, the
*

Ubhaya-

Khinjalyadhipati
'

is here too known as Ranaka.

The Baudh grant dated the 26th regnal year gives the

names of Ratiabhanja and of his father SatriibhaiLja. His grand*

father's name is absent. Here he is called 'Ranaka* and '

Ubhaya*
;

KKinjalyadhipati
' with Dh?tipura as the capital.

5
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In the Baudh grant dated the 54th regnal year we find the

name of Ranabhanja only. Here Ranabhanja is known as

Maharaja ( of.
*

Bhamja= mala-kula-iilako Maharaja- SrHRana-

bhanjadevah kusall
*

[ B. I. XII. Pp. 323-5 ] in striking contrast

to th epithet Kanaka applied to his name in the Singhara, Dasa-

palla and Baudh charters dated the 9th, 24th and 26th regnal

years respectively. Between the Baudh plates dated the 26th

regnal year and the Baudh grant dated the 54th regnal year

there is no inscription of this monarch. Thus practically we

know nothing about this ruler for 28 years. Under these circum-

stances it may be assumed that during: this long period he

was engaged in rivalry with kings and rulers, whom lie defeated

and thus extended his kingdom. He had thus made himself worthy

of the epithet Maharaja which he readily assumed. As the

Baudh grant is dated the 54th regnal year, we are sure that he

ruled at least for 54 years.

With Ranabhanja ended the first phase of the rule of the Early

Bhanja dynasty of Khinjali-mandala. The second phase begins

with the reign of Netrlbhanja and ends with that of Netabhanja

Kalyanakalasa who is the last sovereign of the dynasty. During
the first phase the capital was, as we have seen, at Dhrtipura
while in the second phase the capital was shifted to Vanjulvaka
which we shall presently see.

There are altogether two inscriptions of the fourth monarch
Netribhanja alias Kalyanakalasa. Both of them are copper-

plates found at Ganjam and are known as the Ganjam plates

[ E. L XIL p, 295 and E. I, XVIII. p. 293 ].

In the first we have the following genealogy *

f

Sllabhanja
f \

Satrubhanja

Ranabhanja

Netribhanja
Netribhamja, who bears the epithet Kalyanakalasa ( cf.

*

Kalyana-
kalasa nama raja Sri Netrlbhaftjadeva '

) was responsible for

the shifting of the capital to Vanjulvaka(cf/Vijaya Vanjulvakat
'

^
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In the other grant, too, we are furnished with the same genea-
logical order. We are in possession of two inscriptions of one
Vidyadharabhamja viz,: the Ganjam plabes (E- I. XIL pp. 296-298]
and the Orissa Plates [ JASB LVI. p, 159 ; E. I. IX. p. 275 & ff;
Archaeological Survey of Mayurbhanja, vol. L p. 149 & ff ].

In the Ganjam plates we have the following- genealogy :

Ranabhanja

Digbharija

Silabhanja

Vidyadhanabhanja

This Ranabhanja is undoubtedly identical with the monarch of

the same name referred to in the Singhara, Tasapaikera, Dasapalla
and two Baudh grants and the two Ganjam plates of NetribhaUja,
Here also he is known as

*

Maharaja
*

as in the Baudh grant
dated the 54th regnal year ( E. I. vol. XII. pp. 323-325 ). We
know for certain that Ranabhanja was succeeded by his son

Netribhanja [E. I. Vols. XII. p. 295 & XVIII. pp.293 &ff], but here

in this inscription we find Digbhanja as the successor of Rana*

bhanja and there is no mention of Netribhanja here. The only
reasonable way to solve this puzzle tentatively is to assume that

Netribhanja died without any heir and that his brother Digbhafija

succeeded him to the throne. Moreover as this is an inscription

of Vidyadharabhanja there is no necessity of mentioning the

name of Netribhanja because he succeeded to the throne as a

rightful claimant being the great-grandson of Maharaja Rana-

bhanja, grandson of Digbhailja and son of Silabhanja. Thus

Digbhanja and Silabhanja are the 5th and the 6th rulers of this

dynasty respectively. As there is another Silabhanja in this

dynasty, we may call this prince as Silabhanja II. The capital

of Vidyadharabhanja who is thus the 7th ruler of this dynasty is

stated to have bsen at Vanjulvafca ( of.
*

Svasti vijaya Vanjul-

vakat '

).

In the Orissa plates we have the same genealogy, the game

capital but the epithet of the king: is different. In the first record

1*9 is known by the epithet Amoghakal^ia, but in this epigraph
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the epithet is Dharmakalasa. Besides, he was a Maharaja, and

was probably a powerful king ( cf.
c

Bhanjamala kulatilakah. maka-

raja Sri Vidyadharabhanjah
*

).

There is only one epigraph of Netabharija, the successor of Vi-

dyadharabhanja, and the 8th, in fact, the last ruler of this dynasty
t e. ? the Dasapalla grant [ JBORS. VI. p. 276 & ff ].

The record gives the following genealogy -

Digbhafija
i

Sllabhanja
i

Vidyadharabhanja

Netabhanja

Liko his predecessors, Netabhafija had his capital at Vanjulvaka.
He had the epithet Kalyanakalasa and held the proud distinction

of a Maharaja ( cf,
*

Kalyanakalasanama... ...maharaja-srl Neta-

bhanjadevah. ).

THE BHANJAS OF BAUDA

The main source for the history of this dynasty is the Baud
charter of Kanakabhanja ( JBORS. Vol. II. pp. 367 & ff ), which
furnishes us with the following genealogy :

Solanabhanja
I

Durjayabhanja

Kanakabhafija

Solanabhanja is the first historical ruler of this dynasty, which
had ite founder in the sage Kasyapa of ancient mythology
( cf.

*

Sri Kasyapo namo munir-asin-tnahatapali I Tad-VamSe
Bhafija-vamso-yam-asinin...srestha babhuvuh kila bhubhujat ),

The Bhaiija dynasties of Khijjinga Kotta and of Khinjalimandala
had no such claim and it is clear that the Bhanja dynasty of
Baada has nothing to do with the Bhanja dynasties of Khijjinga
Kotta and of Khinjali-mandala. That Solanabhanja, the first

known historical ruler, was preceded by some rulers is quite
from the statemepfc

*

Bhujenamarjjita yesam man^e
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f

deivaradayah... Srlman Solanabhan;jo~bhud-vamse==smin prtiiTi--

patih.
' The kings whose names are not mentioned might hare

been insignificant rulers. Solanabhanja retired to BaranasI after

ruling for sometime. He was succeeded by his son Durjaya-
bhaiija who was difficult to be defeated in war. ( cf.

* Srlman

Durjayabhanjo =tat =bhut = tatputra ranadurjayah
'

X He was
immediately followed by his son Kanakabhanja who was un-

doubtedly the greatest monarch of this dynasty. He was a re-

markable man and a great king (

*

nrpasattamait
*

). A. master

in the art of killing and subduing his enemies, he was like the

creator of the world.
*

In his faculty of creation he was like the

creator of the world ; he was like the god Visnu in Ms vikrama ;

in his fierceness he was like the god Rudra ; in his prowess he
was like the god Indra or Sunasira ; he was amiable like Soma or

the moon ; in his strength he was like the god Marut ; in wealth
he was like Dhanada or Kuvera ; in the grace of his person he
was like the Sun ; in intellectual power he was like Dhisana or

BrhaspatL Thus he could be favourably compared with the

whole body of Suras or gods/ ( JBORS, II, p. 372 ).

LATER BRANJAS OF KHINJALI

The sources for the history of these rulers are the Antiri-

gam plates of Yassobhaiija ( K I. XVIII. pp. 298 & if ) and the

Antirigam plates of Jayabhanja ( E. I. XIX. p. 43 ). The former

furnishes us with L"he following genealogy
*

Devabhanja

Rayabhanja

Virabhanja
i

Rayabhanja II

Yasobhanja

From the epithet
*

Khinjalidesadhipati
*
applied to Yassobhanja, it

seems that thass p/Lices were rulers of the Khinjali country, but
it is difficult to es'j^blish any sort of connection between this

line and that h?a 1 j 1 by Silabhanja, though both these families

had been rulers of the same realm. The first ruler is

is most'probaMy the founder also ( of.
*
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vfrarivarggah
'

). He Is called
*

Rajadhiraja
'

as well as
'

bhu-

pati.
*

Devabhanja was followed by Jais son and successor Raja-

bhanja who was an expert in subduing powerful enemies in

battle ( cf. Samgrame vairivlrapraharananipunah
'

). He was
succeeded by his son Vlrabhanja who in his turn was followed by
his son Rayabhanja II who was an uplifter of the prestige of the

dynasty ( cf.
*

Bhanjakulavadhivardhanabhiduh ). The great-

est ruler of this dynasty is undoubtedly Yasobhaiija. He was

the overlord of the whole Khinjali country ( cf.
*

samastakhinjali-

desadhipati
"

) and took pride in defeating; Jagadekamalla ( of.

*JagadekamallavijayI
*

), who must have been one of the two

Jagadekamallas of the Oalukya dynasty of Kalyanl. Regarding

Jagadekamalla I Fleet observes,"The successor of Vikramaditya V
was his youngest brother Jayasimha who had the biruda of Ja-

gadekamalla. Of his reign we have the Miraj copper-plate grant,

and some two dozen inscriptions on stone, which give dates rang-

ing from the month Vaisakha (April -May) falling in A. D. 1018,of

the Kalaynkli Samvatsara, Saka-Samvat 940 ( expired ), to the

month of Kartika ( Oot.-Kov. ) falling in A. D. 1042, of the

Chitrabhanu Samvatsara S. S. 964 ( expired ).
"

[ Dynasties of

the Kanarese Districts Bomb. Gazet. Vol. I. Pt. II. pp. 435-436 ].

Regarding Jagadekamalla II Meet observes,
" Somesvara III

was succeeded by his eldest son, who is best known by his

biruda, Jagadekamalla II. Some fifty records of this reign are

known. The earliest of them is dated in the month Asadha

( June-July ), falling in A. D. 1139. The latest of his records is

dated in the month Pausa, falling "in A. D. 1149 of his twelfth

year, the Sukla Samvatsara, which was Saka-Samvat 1072

current/* [ ibid. pp. 456-57 ].

The latter L e. Antirigam plates of Jayabhanja give the

following genealogy :

Vlrabhanja

Rayabhanja

Jayabhanja

Virabhanja II (Yuvaraja) [E. L XIX. R 43],

TJuf* Vlrabhanja is to |>e i4entified with the ruler of the sajn$
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name mentioned in the Antirigam plates of Yasobhanja [ E. L
XVIIL pp. 298 & ff ). Thus Yasobhanja, and Jayabhanja are

brothers. Most probably Yasobhanja who ascended the throne
after his father, died without leaving behind any male heir and
so was succeeded by his brother Jayabhanja who issued this

charter in the third regnal year. Thus it is quite certain that he
ruled at least for three years. He has mentioned his son Vlra-

bhanja II as Yuvaraja. There is no inscription of Vlrabhanja,
who was most probably the last sovereign of this dynasty.

THE CHRONOLOGICAL POSITION OF THE FOURBHANJA DYNASTIES

It is very difficult to arrive at any definite conclusion regard-

ing the relative chronological position of these .four Bhanja
families.

The dates furnished by the dated inscriptions of these dynas-
ties are : ( A ) The Adi~Bhanjas of Khijjinga-Kotta-(l) 288 Sam-
vat in the Bamanghati Record of Ranabhanja, the 4th ruler of

this dynasty ( B ) The Earlier Bhanjas of KhinjaIi-mandala-( 2 )

15th regnal year in a charter of Satrubhanja, the 2nd ruler

( JBORS. II. p. 432 ), ( 3-7 ) 9th, 16th, 24th, 26th and 54th regnal

years in the records of Ranabhanja the third ruler ( JBORS. VL
p. 483 ; Ibid. II. p. 173 ; Ibid VL p. 269 ; E. I XIL p. 326 ; E. L
XIL pp. 323-5 ) ( O ) Bhanjas of Bauda-fchere is no dated record

of this dynasty ; ( D ) Later Bhanjas of Khinjali- (8) the synchro-
nism of Yasobhanja the 5th ruler with either Jagadekamalla I

( 1018 A. D. - 1042 A. D. ) or Jagadekamalla II ( 1139 A. D, -

1149 A. D.) of the Calukya dynasty of KalyanI [ E. L XVIIL
p, 298 & ff ], ( 9 ) 3rd regnal year of Jayabhafija the 6th ruler

[ E, I. XIX. p. 43 ].

Let us here in the first place concentrate our attention on
the synchronism mentioned in ( 8 ). Jagadekamalla who is said

to have been defeated by Yasobhanja cannot possibly be Jaga-
dekamalla I who reigned from 1018 A. D.-1042 A. D, He was too

.powerful a monarch to be defeated by a king like Yasobhanja. Jaga-
dekamalla I Is said to have put fco flight or broken the confederacy
of Malava and humbled King Bhoja. He also beat the Gholas, the

and the ruler of the seven Konkans. ( Bhandarkar Early
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history of the Deccan pp. 140-141 ) ; while, on the other hand

Jagadekamalla II ( 1139-1149 A. D. ) was an insignificant ruler.

Sir B. G. Bhandarkar writes,
*

Nothing particular is recorded of

him/ ( Ibid. p. 156). It is, therefore, safe to surmise that Yaso-

bhanja defeated Jagadekamalla II, and not Jagadekamalla I and

thus he must have lived sometime between 1139 A. D.-1149 A. D,

Before Yasobhanja there flourished four rulers of this dynasty

who may be given 18 years per generation. On this hypothesis

Yasobhanja came 72 years after the foundation of this dynasty.

So the dynasty must have come to power in circa 1067 A. D.

(c. 1139-c. 72 ). After Yasobhanja there flourished another king

namely Jayabhanja, the brother of Yasobhanja who must have

ruled for 3 years because his inscription is dated the 3rd regnal

year [ E. L XIX. p. 43 ]. By attributing 18 years to each genera-

tion we must add 36 years to c. 1139 A. D. for the reigns of Yaso-

bhanja and Jayabhanja. Thus we get c. 1175 A, D. as the last

date for this dynasty ( 11394-36 ).

If the date of the foundation of the Later Bhanja dynasty be

c. 1067 A. D,, then the last year of the last king of the Earlier

Bhanja dynasty must be sometime before C. 1067 A. D. We
should allow an interval of 10 years at least between the closing

year of this dynasty and the year of the foundation of the later

Bhanja dynasty.

We know for certain that Satrubhanja the 2nd ruler and

Banabhafija the third ruler of this dynasty must have ruled for

15 and 54 years respectively as their inscriptions show ; but we
do not know anything positively for the other 6 rulers of "this

dynasty. Giving 18 years per generation to these 8 rulers we
get 144 years. If we take c. 1057 A. D. as the last year of the

last king of this dynasty, we get c. 912 A. D. as the year of the

foundation of this dynasty ( c. 1057-144 ).

Regarding the date of the Adi-Bhafija rulers of Khijjinga-
Kotta we should note the 288 Samvat year referred to in the

Bamanghati copper-plate of Ranabhafija ( JASB. XL. Pt. I. p. 165 X
This year cannot belong to any era of the Bhanjas, for his

brother Rajabhanja and other rulers of this dynasty never used
this unknown Samvat. In order to get a clue to the finding out
of this date, we should tefer to the activities of the Kings of
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Southern India about this period which cannot go much earlier

than the tenth century A. D. as it appears from the palaeo-

graphy of the records. During this period the Cho'ia r. tl jrs con-

stantly invaded Orissa. Though they did not is.y & firm hold

upon Orissa after their brilliant victories, yet it caB hardly be

doubted that as overlords th@y exercised consider-ib',3 influence

upon the local chiefs of that province* Thus it is quite natural

that some ruler might have used the Ohola Gan^a era which was
founded in c. 778 A. D. The date of the Bamanghati copper-

plate of Ranabhanja then comes to 1066 A. D. t 778 + 288 ). If

we take for granted that Ranabhanja ruled for 18 years and that

the 288th samvat year is his 9th regnal year then we can

conclude that he had occupied the throne from c, 1057 A. D.

c. 1075 A. D. He was preceded by Rajabhanja, Digbhaiija and

Kottabhanja in the ascending order. If we assign 18 years ta

each reign, Kottabhanja has to be placed c. 1004 A. D. Thus

the beginning of this dynasty may be roughly ascribed to the

beginning of the llth century A. D.

In conclusion I desire to thank Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar for

suggesting this subject to me and his constant help throughout

the preparation of this paper.



JINENDBABUDDHI, KAIYATA AND HARADATTA

BY

DR. K. B. PATHAK, B. A,, Ph. D.

It is necessary for the students of the Mahabhasya of Patan-

jali to know the relative positions of these three commentators.
It may be stated that Patanjali considers that Paninfs Sutra

T^T^JTfoT ftffwr^^lf %OTTW?nsnft II, 3, 12, p. 495 is useless and
may be done away with. This view is dissented from by the

authors of the Kasika and Jinendrabuddhi The Kasika, after

fully explaining the above Sutra, remarks-

Kaiyata, in his remarks on Panini ^%%^firstr^rwiTo^ft: II, 3
t

70, p. 531 says, in explaining the expression SJTW ^TW, that the above
statement of the Kasika is not in agreement with the opinion of

the author of the Mahabhasya :

( b ) In explaining the Kasika on r%fwr mcf ( II, 1,24 ) Jinen-
drabuddii remarks .

^^ ( IX, 3
5
70

Hyasa, Ohakravarti's ed Vol. I p. 351. Kaiyata, in his remarks
OH Pamm ( 11,1, 24 ) attacks Jinendrabttddhi thus :

: I

( c ) Jinendrabuddhi tells us whv
. . __ ^^-y tinis no
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The above explanation is thus copied by Kaiyata :

*srf^^^

( d ) In his comments on Paniai I, 4, 95 ^ri%; q^T^" Kaiyata
cites the Ka&ika thus :

, while he owes

his explanation 3TT it 5 sr^qij 1 ^ whstn tfsrfif

to Jinendrabuddhi on Panini (1,1,14). Kaiyata
also quotes th Kasika in explaining the vartika

( VIII, 1, 12 ) Hsrr ^r trar^r^r srtf : \ qf i%?it

Kasika, Benares Ed, Part II, p. 464.

Let us now proceed to fix: the date of Jinendrabuddhi. In my
paper entitled Jaina Sakatayana contemporary with Amogha-
varsa I 9 I have proved that Kasika quotes Bharavi

r ( Bharavi III, 14 ).

Kasika I, 3, 23. Benares ed p. 59. Jinendrabuddhi quotes the

whole verse and explains it thus

This celebrated verse quoted and explained by Jayaditya and

Jinendrabuddhi is found on page 44 of Durgaprasada's edition

of the Kiratarjunlya. Bharavi is thus quoted by Jayaditya and

Jinendrabuddhi. It is now well-known that according to the

Avantisundarlkatha, Bharavi enjoyed the patronage of the

Eastern Calukya King Visnuvardhana, who lived in the first

quarter of the 7th century A. D. Jayaditya who quotes Bha-

ravi lived about A. D. 661 arid his commentator Nyasakara

Jinendrabuddhi about 700 A. D. Jayaditya mentions the Vakya-

padlya. The KaSika and the Nyasa are referred to by the poet

Magha (II, 112 ) who belongs to the middle of the eighth century

is quoted by Vamana who mentions :
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and borrows the Nyasa's explanation of the word *i*<**? used in

the opening verse of the Kasika.

=3"

Linganusasana, p, 9 ; Nyasa, Vol. I, p. 2.

The following synoptical table gives the chronological rela-

tions of the above mentioned authors.

Bharavi 634 A..D.

Bhartrhari 650 A.. D.

Kasikakara 1 660 A ^
Jayaditya

j

1

Nyasakara 700 A, D.

Magha 750 A. D.

Vamana, the author of Linganusasana and Prabhacandra,
author of the Kamalamarfcanda, who quote Magha.

The most interesting fact that we learn from the above table

is that Magha is posterior to Bharavi-

It is also necessary to add here that Jayaditya, the author of

the Kasika mentions ^rr^FT^^r^ as the name of a literary work.

^^rsTO"r5:*fT*f' sr^flFRC i np^r^fnna; i

Kasika, IV, 3, 87 & 88

This is copied by Jaina S fcatayana ( III 9 1, 189 ) and by Hema-
candra ( VI, 3, 01 }. Now Bhatrhari, the author of the
died in 650 A, IX according: to Itsin^. This Chinesa traveller

also tells us that Jayaditya, the author of the Kasika, died

In 661 A. D.

The dates of Ja,yadifcya and Jinendrabuddhi are thus placed
bayond dispute. We may now proceed to fix: the dates of Kaiyata
and Haradatta.

us turn to the following passage of Kaiyata on Panini

(11,4,84),
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( a ) Tra
1 sTTrsrn^f^

1

1 *3f^r$rfd'*itsiw \ 3r^rrf%w^i ^i s$. i

This opinion of Kaiyata is disapproved by Haradatta who

gays :

r

'

I Hm ^^3; I iiTuii'

Padamanjari, Part I. p. 496.

The gist of the above discussion is that according to Panini

*T5nm II- 4, 64 the compound ^f**u'd*mMH is incorrecfe but

Haradatfca says we must accept it as good Sanskrit because it is

used by PatanjalL Nagojibhatta says that he accepts the view

of Haradatta in preference to that of Kaiyata. I shall give

Tsome more instances in which Kaiyata is quoted and refuted by

Haradabta

Kaiyata says ( Panini V, 2, 29 )

W* I

This opinion is attacked by Haradatta who says :

Padamanjarl, Benares Ed. Part II, p^

Kaiyata says ( Panini V", 2, 20 ).

T'C U

Haradatta says

K. Padamanjarl, part II, p. 283.

Two more instances establishing the priority of Kaiyata to

Haradatta are the following. Kaiyata says ?-
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Mahabhasya, NIT. S. Ed. Vol. II. p. 291.

ff^r. Padamafrjari, part I, p. 266.

( b ) In explaining the vartika anf%^f8r f%m ( III, 2, 102 )

JinendrabuddM says cT%? 5qT^nrac I

( ^8^ )

Kaiyata expresses Ms disapproval of this thus :

^i?f8r f^erof ^mr^'a: i

Haradatta remarks

JinendrabuddM is here attacked first by Kaiyata and then by

Haradatta.

Dr. Kielhorn's opinion that Jinendrabuddhi is never called

Nyasakara and that he has freely copied from Haradatta, is

amply refuted by the express mention of the name Nyasakara

found in the followidg passage of Haradatta's Padamanjarl

explaining Panini ( IV, 1, 22 ).

if

Padamanjarl, Benares Ed, Part IL pp. 34-35,

The remarks of Patanjali on the above Sutra of Panini,

( JV,1 ,22 ) run as follows ?-

\

\

i ?rat ra^iRffw^^'vifr nra
1

1

Jinendrabuddhi attacks Patanjali's view.

Ts f^r

Kaiyata defends Patanjali thu^ :-
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Haradatta, on the other hand, in the passage quoted above in

which Jinendrabuddhi is spoken of as the Nyasakara, copies the

latter's view thus *

Padamanjarl, Benares Ed. Part II, p. 35.

In the Ganaratnarnahodadhi, the Ka^ika, Jayaditya and the

Hyasakara Jinendrabuddhi are frequently mentioned and quoted.
1

But no reference to Kaiyata or Haradatta is found in the work

of Vardhamana. Purusottamadeva, the author of the Bhasa-

vrfcti is quoted by Saranadeva who wrote in Saka 1005. Both

these authors mention the Nyasakara and Kaiyata, but never

refer to Haradatta. Slradeva, the author of the Paribhasavrtti

mentions the Nyasakara, Kaiyata and the Nyasakara's com-

mentator Maitreyaraksita but never refers to Haradatta. On

the contrary a passage in the Nyasa quoted and attributed by

Siradeva to the Nyasa, is found to be copied by Haradatta.

Under s^jrf^^Tffrt^w 3TRT: ( Panini III, 1, 28 ) Haradatta
: Who are

says 3*5=-

the authors referred to as SF^r ? Sayana replies

:. This shows

that Haradatta is later than $mttl'lST.

Madhavlya Dhatupatha ^TT^ p. 162,

Bhattoji Dlksita speaks of Haradatfca as a modern author,

R
Praudhamanorama, Part II, p- 64?,

The facts stated above will enable us to assign Kaiyata to the

close of the eleventh century and Haradatta to the thirteenth

century.

1 Ga^aratnamahodadhi, Benares Ed. pp.



VIDY&NANDA AND SAMKARA MATA

BY

S. SBIKANTHA SASTRI, M. A.

In a recent issue of this Journal, ( Vol. XII, pt. 1, p. 84ff )

Mr- Pathak opines that Vidyananda has attacked Sankaraearya
and hastens to point out a reference in the Jiptapariksa, where

a Sankara Mata is criticised. ISTow the object of that treatise is

to demonstrate that neither Sankara, Kapila, Sugafca nor

Brahman can be the Supreme deity, who alone possesses the three

attributes of guiding people to salvation ( Moksamargasya
netHram ), destroying Karma, ( bhettarar/i Isarma bhubhrtam ) and of

omniscience ( Jnataram visvatatvariam ) as indicated in the first

verse of Sarvartha Siddhi of Pujyapada. Vidyananda first takes

to task the theistic cult of Siva which says that the Supreme
deity though possessing: no karmic body itself, is capable of

creating karmana Gariras and at the same time remains untainted

by karma. Vidyananda merely uses the term Samkara as an

equivalent of Siva, Sambhu, Mahesvara etc,

fw

^ p. 16.)

> p. 38)

And finally while concluding the whole argument, he says *-

( Jiptapariksa,) p. 51.)

It is quite clear that Vidyananda criticises not the Advaita of

Sankara but a theistic creed of the Mahesivaras partly based on

the Vai&esika philosophy. Therefore, great care should be exer-

cised before rushing into misleading conclusions based upon
insufficient scrutiny of the material*
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Vidyananda also criticises Purusadvaita or Brahmadvaita

both here and in his Tattvartha titokavartikalankara. And, I think

he is also aware of the criticism of Syadvada in the Brahma
Sutras ( %3Ff%Fra^"*HH<i ) when he writes

q j

TS cRlU RMRfrFTHr^'Tc^T^ II

( JLptapartJcsd, p, 36.)

Vidyananda quotes from Dharmakirti ( Patrapariksa p 5 and

elsewhere ) from Kumarila ( after whose tflokavartifca, he named
Tattvartha lokavartika ), from Prabhakara, Uddyotakara^ Kumara-
nandin ( p. 3, Patrapariksa ) and Sure^vara of the Brhadarariyar

vartika. Dharmakirti has been placed between 635 and 650 A.. D,

TTdyotakara, according to Dr. S. C. Vidyabhusana wrote his work

Nyayavartika after the Vadavidhi and before the NyUyabindu
was published ( JBAS. 1914, p. 60ff ). Kumaranandin quoted by
Vidyananda is probably the one mentioned in the Devarahalli

grant of Srlpurusa ( I. A. II, p. 156 ; E. O. IV, p. 233) dated Saka 698

( 776 A. D. ) to the Pontiffs of Pulikala branch of the Eragitfcur-

gachha of the Nandisangha at Sripura.

Candranandin
i

Kumaranandin
i

KIrtinandin

Vimalacandra, the donee ( c. ffB A* IX )

A Kumaranandin is also mentioned as the immediate suc-

cessor of Vajranandin, the desoiple of Pujyapada of the Balafckara-

gana of the ITandi Sangha.

( Paksika pratikramana kriyS v. 9 ).

We have to distinguish between two Patravadins if we can

trust the evidence of the Sravana Belagola Epitaph of Malli-

seija. There we hav
7
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Vajranandin ; author of Nava Stotra

Patrakesari ; composer of a work on Trilaksanas

I

Sumatidera of Sumati Saptuka
I

Kumarasena

Giatamanl
I

"

Srlvardhadeva ; author of Cudamani and contemporary of

|
Dandin

Mahe^vara

Akalanka ( Coll. Puspasena )

Vimalacandra : whose exploits are eulogised as follows:-

Thus between the first Patrakesari ( c, 500 A. D. ) and Vimala-

candra ( c. 720 A. D.) almost two centuries must have elapsed.

Probably this Vimalacandra had also the title Patrakesari and

was different from the one mentioned in the Devarahalli plates

(spurious ?) who must have lived half a century later. Since Sanfca-

raksita ( 705-762 A. D. ) quotes from Tattvarthaslokavartikalarh-

kara, and in the same work Dharmaklrti and Uddyotakara are cri-

ticised, it is fairly certain that VidyanandaPatrakesarin must be

placed in the last quarter of the 7th and the first decade of the

8th century. Most probably, if we can hazard a guess his real

name was Vimalacandra who criticises exactly the same doc-

trines in his Aptaparlksa and Patraparlksa as mentioned in the

Mallisena's epitaph. That these is a real confusion in the sue-

eision list as given in the Mallisena's epitaph, is further con-

firmed by the fact that Sumatideva of the Sumati Saptaka is

probably the one represented as the Digambara author who

criticises Kumftrila, by Santaraksita -
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( Tattvasangraha, p. 379 ; see also pp. 382, 383, 489, 496 )

Probably tlie quotations are taken from Sumati Saptdka, now
no longer extant. If both the Sumatis are identical, then w
have to place Patrakesari and Sumati later than Kumarila

and Akalanka and contemporaneous with Vidyananda Patra-

i and Vimalacandra.

This gives the following synchronism which clarifies the

situation. Sankaracarya has been assigned by me to the last

quarter of the sixth and the former half of the seventh century on

other evidence ( of. Journal of Mythic Society XX, April 1930 }.

His desciple was Suresvara of Brhadaranyavartika who knows

Dhartnakirfci, Kumarila and Mandana - Umbeka - Bhavabhuti

( c, 720 ). Umbeka is mentioned by Kamalaslla in his Panjika

( Tattvasamgraha, pp. 735, 812 ). Bhavabhuti was conversant

with Vivartavada championed by Sankara,

( Utta,ra~Ramacari(a VI, 6 )

Thus we have :

Advaita. MlmamsaJcas. Nyaya. Jama. Buddhist. Vaiyakara^a

Candragomin
DinnSga

Saihkara : VasorSta

(c. 560-640) : ^L I ,

[Con. fKrsriagupta : r Bhartrhari (?;

of KSjavarman :
\
vfm*** : m

- Pur^avarman : Jayaditya(?)

Jayasimha KumSrila UdyStakara Dharmakirti
Balavarman ] Prabhakara fAkalamka (c.30-50)

^ (c.645)and :

t.Puspasena Vinitadeva Jinendra-
: buddhi

Sure^vara fMa^idana I PStrakesarin :

Bhavabhuti |
Vimalaoandra :

( o. 720 ; -! Sumati :

I Manikyanandi , :

I Padmanandi Santaraksita^
:

(c. 705-60)
Kamalaiila

(c. 765)

SarvajnStman PrabWoandra
(Con.

-
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BY

N. B. DIVATIA, B. A.

The two words dodha and adhl represent one and a half (

and two and a half ( 2^ ) respectively in Gujaratl. The deriva-

tion of these two words formed the subject of a newspaper dis-

cussion recently. I propose to consider the various derivations

hitherto presented by Sanskrit and Prakrit scholars. Here

they are :-

I, Guj. Prkr. MagadhI or Apabhr. Sanskrit.

dodlia dwaddhe ardha-dvitiya

adhl adhaijja
l

ardha-trtiya (?)

This, according to Dr. Hoernle.

The line adopted by him is this *

Livaddhe which is found in Weber's BhagavaK 190, 411, must
have come from Skr. ardha-dvitiya, Mg. acldha duiye or addha-

divale wMch by transposition of addha and dui ( or diva ), rasults

in dwaddhe, M. dldha Guj. dodha.

Addhaijja ( Weber's BhagavatI 426, ) is a contraction for

addhaaijja or addhataijja -
addha-taijja = Skr. ardhatrtlya lit,

half-third.
:

An alternative form of taijja is taia, whence arises Pr. addhcr
ata contracted into addhaia, P. H. adhai ( Guj. adhl ).

( Hoernle's Comparative Grammar of Gaudian Language, pp.
269-271 ).

II. Now, turning to Bhagavatl (Weber: pp. 411, 425 and
190n). We find that Weber derives

1 I am afraid the feminine ardhatrtlya is given through misconception ;

addhaijja has the final a* according to the well-known Apabhraih^a
rul ( Si. He. vni-iv-338), in masculine also. The context in which the
word is issued can alone decide the truth. And that is not available.
Weber obviously takes it as masculine,
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) -cKvadtfhe from adhyardhah,

His steps apparently are : aikyardha ( SKT. ), adhiyardha ( by
Svardbfaikti I believe ), adiyaddhz ( by softening of the dka )',

diyad$be ( divaddhe ) by the apherisis of the initial a ).

Thus we get didha ( M. ), dodha ( Guj. ) without the transposi-

tion resorted to by Dr. Hoernle when tracing the word from

ardhadvitiyam ( Pr. addhaduiye ).

( 2*/2 ) addbaijja from ardhatrikah ( conjectural ) or ardha-

trtyah*

III. Pischel( 450 and 230) traces divaddhe to dmkardha.

He has his reasons, but they do not satisfy us, especially as

Weber
f

s derivation is obviously better. This preference of mine

derives force from the number of instances given by Apte ( Skr.--

Eng. Dictionary ) where adhyzrdha means 1V& Here they are = *

( a ) tr^rf^r^^vs^m'' s^rswEr rmtsi^r: i

( Mann Smrti, IX-117 ).

( b ) $Ff*iw^rwrr^ cir ==
( 150 )>

( Mahabharata )

( c ) ^^q'^^I^Fr^r^TcTra^

( Pancatanlra 11-18 )

( d ) also ar^r^F^r, 3T^?rS'^lf%crfl"^' etc,, cited as instances under

Pa^ini V-i-28- 35.

IV. A very old GujaratI Grammar (by Dr. Joseph V. Taylor),

if I am right in my memory, derived adhi from ardhadvi i. e. half

plus two, and dodha from dviardha, i, e, two but for half, i e,

two minus half. This derivation is, no doubt, tempting:,

and I was at one time inclined to accept it. But there are other

factors which weigh against this view and go to favour the other

derivations. True, there are two main objections against the

derivation from ardhadvitlya for 1M and ardhatrtlya for 2?/ viz.

( a ) The transposition of the two members in addha dived

which is rather fanciful ;

and ( b ) the adoption of the ordinals, dvitlya and trittya when
the resulting sense is that of cardinals,-one and a half and two

and a half,-not one and halfth, or two and a halfth, to put it in

its absurd form,
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Of these two, tlie first objection ( a ) Is easily disposed of by
accepting the more rational derivation from adhyardha which,
as shown above, has a volume of cogent evidence to support it

Adhyardha disposes of, with equal force, the derivation from
dvikardha for which Pischel contends, as noted under III above.

The second objection ( b ) is answered by the following con-
sideration s

( i ) For 31/2 Guj. has utha found in old poetic literature,

( Premananda, Abhimanyu-Akhyana,
( 2 ) *TO gra T snfl- ^T^1 *w ? ( Ibid)

( 3 ) sfe fmaRrf ?s?frw STPT ^rnr qr^^rirfw
( A.kho-Chhappa, 315 ),

( 4 ) 35^r fTST rT^ ^^JT cf^fr ( Ibid, Chhappa 427 )

( 5 ) 3FT3: ^T^Tg
1

Ttnrcff 3TT<r ( Ibid, Chhappa 400 )

( 6 ) sres' ^ra-^rr ^r^rf ti" ^rfgrt -p^r ^r $m% en*

( Vimala-Prabandha, V, S. 1568,111-84 ).

The retention of ST in srear ( in 6 ) is significant, being a
remnant of sr^ ( a^^a )

This word, in the form of uthun, is used to express the multi-
plication

J;able
in which 31/2 is the multiplying: factor 5 thus

<P 3>f 35% % 3v3T =OT?T and so forth.

MarathI also has aunten for this table J

^? 3^%- ^5- ; the padn is called auntakl.

This word w^ot istraced back to addhautt.ha % ardhacaturtha ( Skr.)

See Weber's Bhagavati, 425 and also Pischel 450.

Adhyusta(Q*Tm..<t) has been suggested by some scholars as
the Sanskritized form of Prakr. addhuttha. But obviously it is a
fanciful coining ; ardha-caturtha being the legitimate source.

Apte quotes from Ananda-Laharl :

Where a^-^r is to be taken to mean 'coiled up 3Vs times;
the sens* of a soil is b^t a reflex of the idea in W*T;
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being simply 31/2. This fact does not conflict with the view that,

after all, adhyusta is a false coinage.

Similarly, Hoernle ( p. 270 ) gives the lineage :

' ardliapancama, a$dhavancau 9 addhancau, P. dhaunca, W. JET.

dhaunca.

Guj. has dhtca for the multiplication table with 4*/2 as the

multiplying factor. Ardhapancama = 41/2.

Thus we have ardfia-trttya, ardha-caturtha, ardha-pancama to

express 2Vs, S1/^, and 4V2 respectively.

( ii ) This idiom which has the next high ordinal after ardha

to denote the number below it plus half is an old one. Thus

( a ) 3TT3"wf sfnsr^raf ^ ^qt^^rsr ^qnrrafsr i

U

( Mann Smrti, IV-95 )

( b )* 3T3Tg: JTTOFraTf^tFl^rf: U 3TWW^Wt U ??o U

Paraskara Grhyasutra - Kandika XI )

( c )

( Kaiyata 's Pradipa on Panini V-ii-48 )

Thus we have a full series of ardha-saptama, ardha-sastha>

ard'har-pan.can a, ardha-caturtha, ardha-trttya ; only in the case

of iVs the series is broken, as we have not ardha-dmttya but

adhyardha, for which there is no help. We cannot sacrifice ration-

al derivation to the worship of mere consistency. Idiom too often

rebels against consistency.

Incidentally I may remark that the c in M. a$ica can be

accounted for only by the ordinal element- trfiya, tnjja, ijja

( then ja changed to ca ).

To sum up the results*

Dodha (G.) di$ha (MO are deriveable from adhyardha, adhiyardha,

adhiyad$ha,diya$dhai&,rL&adhi (GO adwa (MO are traceable from

ardha-trttya, addhatijja* addhhaijja.

; TO! *rmtW *?raprt%

( Harihara ha$y& on the abor*)



THE AECTIC BEGIONS IN THE RGVEDA

BY

D. R. MANKAD, M. A.

The theory of the Arctic Home in the Vedas, propounded so

ably by Tilak, has recently received a detailed but vague and

partial refutation from Dr. Das, who, in his '.Rgvedic India' 1

, has

tried to make out a case, with much plausibilty, for Sapta-

Sindhu, being the original home of the Aryans. In order to

support his own theory, it was necessary for Dr. Das to refute all

the other theories advanced by various scholars about the ori-

ginal Home of the Aryans. But in refuting the Arctic theory,

not only did he disprove the Arctic home, but he persuaded him-

self in not seeing any reference showing knowledge of the

Arctic Regions, in the IRgveda. It is here proposed to examine
some points of fehe refutation offered by Dr. Das, and also to add

such fresh evidence as would prove definitely the acquaintance
of the Vedic people with, the circumpolar Regions.

With reference to the Avestic evidence E offered by Tilak,
Dr. Das agrees in Yima's having gone to the Arctic Regions.
He writes *

:
s *

It is related there that Ahur Mazd called a

meeting of the celestial Gods, which " The fair Yima, the good
shepherd of high renown in Airyana Vaejo

"
also attended with

all his excellent mortals, and at which Ahura Mazd distinctly
warned Yima that fatal winters were going to fall on the happy
land and destroy every-thing therein. Accordingly Yima was
advised to make a Vara or enclosure, and remove there the seeds
of every kind of animals and plants for preservation. Yima not

knowing anything about the nature and physical conditions of

this new country where he was advised to go, naturally asked
Ahur Mazd about the lights both created and un-created, that

1 *

$gvedic India % Second Edition, pp. 379-574,
2 Zend Avesta, Vendidad, Fargard II.

3 *

$gvedio India '. p. 572.
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were to be found there. To this query, the latter replied that in

the Vara, the sun, the moon and the stars
fi

rose but once a yesr

and that
'

a year seemed only as a day to the inhabitants thereof.'

From the tenor of Mazd's reply, it is evident that these physical

conditions of the Vara were quite unlike those of Airyana Vcefc

which made it necessary for him to describe them in exteiiEO,

The Vara, therefore, may have been situated in the Arctic region,

but Airyana Yaejo was certainly not :J
. So Dr. Das dees see l:ere

a reference saying that Yima had colonised in some circum-pokr

Eeign. With regard to this legend of Yinia, it is really curious

that, neither Tilak nor Dr. Das turned attention to compare these

details with the myth of the Rgvedic Yama. In fact, it is not

difficult to prove that Avestic Yima is identical with Yama. 1

Yama in Rgveda is the son of Vivasvat and Yima, in Avesta is

the ton of Vivanghat ; and even a superficial knowledge of philo-

logy would prove the Identification of Vivasvat and Vivanghat/"

Thus if it can be conclusively established that the Rgvedic Yama

was the same as the Avestic Yima, it is as good as proved that

the Rgvedic Yama too, must have settled in Arctic Regions.

But if it be so, we should possess some evidence in the
Rgyeda

itself showing the connection of Yima, with Arctic Kegions,

Fortunately for us, the evidence of a very convincing nature,

exists in Rgveda. In Rgveda IX, 113, the poet requests the

Soma Pavamana to take him to immortal regions. He says :-

" O Pavamana, place me in the deathless undecaying world,

"Wherein the light of heaven is set, and everlasting lustre

shines. Flow, Indu, flow for Indra's Sake." 7

" Make me immortal in that realm where dwells the King,

Vivasvan's son,

Following authorities accept this identification, though the materials

collected here for the purpose are quite new.

Macdonell : Vedic Mythology, p. 8 ; San. Lit, p. 118.

Wmternitis : His. of San. Lit., Vol. I, p. 78.

Weber : His. of San. Lit., p. 36.

Radhakrs^an : Indian Philosophy, Vol. I, p. 85.

I have followed Darmesteter in the spelling of this name. See S. B. Ifi-

Vol. IV, But it is also spelt as Vivaahvant, which makes the identi-

fication easier philologically.

8
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Where is the sacred shrine of heaven, where are those

waters young and fresh. Flow, Indu, Flow for Indra's sake/
1

8

" Make me immortal in that realm where they move even

as they list,

In the third sphere of inmost heaven where lucid worlds

are full of light. Flow, Indu, Flow for Indra's Sake." 9

" Make me immortal in that realm or eager wish and

strong desire >

The region of radiant moon, where food and full delight

are found. Flow, Indu, Flow for Indra's Sake/' 10

These verses that are quoted here, attempt a description of

Yama's land. Phrases like "everlasting lustre shines ",
"
where

lucid worlds are full of light ", and,
"
the region of the radiant

moon " do indicate a region which was blest with uncommon
light. These references to perpetual delight and the references, in

the above verses, to
*

food ',

4

full of light
? and

:

" where happiness
and transports where joys and facilities combine/* as if, ring an
eoho of Yima's Migratory account in the AvestaJ Heading in

the light of the Avestic evidence and considering that Yaqm of

the Rgveda and Yima of the Avests were one and the same

person, and that therefore, both these accounts must refer to the

same subject, these above verses do, very strongly suggest an

acquaintance with the Arctic regions.

In Bg. X, 58, the poet says that the spirit that has gone to

Yarns,
" we cause to come to thee again." In this connection

there are two verses in that hymn :

"
Thy spirit, that went far away to beams of light that

flash and flow,

We cause to come to thee again that thou inayst livfe fcfcd

sojourn here.'
'

"
Thy spirit that went far away, that Visited tke sun and

dawn/'

1 Of* S. B, E. Vol. IV, pp. ISffi
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The dbore references, have two p&rases,
ss beam of light that

flash and flow
" and **

visited the Sun and the Moon " which
both savour of an Arctic knowledge on the part of the poet

**

11Beams of light that flash and flow
"

refers almost unmistakably
to the Arctic Regions. And a region where 8

the Sun and Moon
set only once a year

* may well be called the very abode of the

Bun and Moon. Thus the expression
*

visited the Sun and the

Moan
' would be only justified in connection with the Arctia

regions.

One hymn addressed to Yama in Rgveda is X, 14, and it pro-

vides two or three most definite statements, which would este^

blish the identity of Yama and Yima, Verse 9 says
1 ** Yama

bestows on him a place to rest in, adorned with rays and beams
of light and waters.

" Verse 1 describes Yama as one
** who

travelled to the lofty heights above us, who searches out and

abows the path to many,
" This last statement) implies that

Yama led some persons to some regions which were at?
*

lofty

heights.
" Now the Vara of Yima also must have been at a

high level, just to protect them from the flood. The last

quotation also shows that Yama used to show path to many,
In the same hymn verse 2 contains the statement

*' Yama first

found for us a place to dwell in ; this pasture never can be taken

from us.
" This stanza, then bears the most convincing and

doubtless statement that Yama first led some persons to some

place and gave them habitation.

Also in RV. X, 10, 3 Yami describes Yama as the only mortal

who is saved.

Atharva-Veda, too, preserves this tradition. AV. XVIII, 3,

13, is :

**

Worship with sacrificial gift King Yama, Vivasvan's son who

gathers men together,
* 4Yama, who was the first to die of mortals, the first who

travelled to the world before us.
1 *

Verse 1.

Verse 2.

Terse 9.
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AV : XVIII, 3, 21, is
,

"As in the days of old our ancient Fathers, Speeding the

work of sacred worship, Agni !

7;

Sought pure light and devotion, Singing praises, they cleft

the ground and made red Dawns apparent,
"

Also in AV X. 3, 47 manes are described as staying in places

full of lustre. It will be seen that the land of Yama and the

land of manes seem to be identical here. Just as Yama who

saved them from the devastating floods was considered the only

mortal, so also, the sages who migrated with them might well be

considered as holy and divine in later times.

These statements, taken with the passages in Rgveda that

describe Yama's region unmistakably prove that the main points

which were connected with Yima are also attributed to Yama.
Yima led the mortals to a protected place of habitation which

saved them, from the flood : Yama, too, is called to have led them

to a place to dwell in. Yima led them to a place where the Sun

was shining for six: months ; thus the place would naturally be

called full of light.

Yama's place, in Rgveda, is called full of lig-ht, having ever-

lasting light and so on. All these things taken together, should

leave BO doubt in the mind of the reader that Yima and Yama
are identical and in referring to fche abode of Yarna, Rgveda is

most positively alluding to the Arctic regions. It is true that

this does not prove that the original home of the Aryans was in

the Arctic region, but a knowledge of these regions on the part of

some of the Vedic Rsis is certainly evidenced here.

If this migration of Yima or Yama happened simultaneously
with the upheaval of the Rajputana sea as suggested by Dr. Das,
it goes without saying that the above reference to the abode of

Yama must be posterior to that event. That would also neces-

sarily lead us to believe that the final fixing of the loose and
floating mass of the E-gvedic poems, in the present Sarhhita form,
must have been at a date later than the above event. And we
think that in drawing these conclusions we are on the safest

grounds.
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With regard to the other facts of the Arctic evidence, mar-

shalled by Tilak with so much labour and insight, the refutations

offered by Dr. Das seem really vague. They are alright inasnruck

as they point the rather unwarranted conclusion drawn by Tilak

aboufc the Arctic regions being the original home of the Aryans.

But otherwise, the evidence brought forward by Tilak, taken

collectively leaves a general impression that some of the hymns
of the Rgveda, do describe the Arctic regions. In this respect

the dawn theory seems to be the greatest strong-hold of Tilak.

We shall not undertake here to refute the arguments of

Dr. Das, point by point, but we shall discuss some of the most

important details thereof.

The injunctions given by the Srauta sfttras, as regards the

A.svin Sastra, seem to us almost conclusive. 1 Dr. Das believes

that the recitation was to commence from the evening and to be

finished before sunrise. He also believes that a dexterous priest

would recite one thousand verses before sunrise. But it Is leally

hard to believe that he could recite all these one thousand verses,

hold an animal sacrifice and also finish the recitation of all the

ten Mandalas of TJgveda in one night, even if we allow the whole

night to the priest, for that purpose. And for this very simple

reason we are inclined to corroborate Tilak's view that this Asvin
Sasfcra doas indicate a knowledge of the Arctic regions, at least

the very skirts of such a region.

It is in his refutation of Tilak's arguments with regard to

B,g. VII, 76, 3 that Dr. Das is distinctly in a haste to prove his

own point and therefore has blundered heavily. &g. VII, 76, 3

is thus :

" Tanl it ahani bahulani asan.

Ya praclnara udita suryasya
" Tilak translates the verse as

follows s -

1 See the Arctic Home in the Vadas, pp. 82-83. But as Tilak says IsTirukta

and Rg. VII, 67, 2-3 do suggest that the recitation of the Sastra was to

commence just at the rise of the Dawn. See also Das ; Rgvedic India

2nd Ed- pp. 410-413. Here too Dr. Das brings the argument that as

.Asvins were expected in the East, RV. VII, 6?, 2-3 have no reference

to Polar region. We have dealt with this point

2 See Arctic Home, p, 88.
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*
Verily, many were those days, which were aforetime at the

uprising of the SUB ......
"

Griffith materially agrees with the above translation. H
says :

" Great is, in truth, the number of the mornings which we*e

aforetime at the Sun's uprising,
"

Now, if the translation as given above is to be retained as

correct, then there is no go but to accept that it refers to the

Arctic regions. This, of course, would not be agreeable to

Dr. Das, who, therefore, suggests,
1 invain, some points of escape

from the inevitable. The main points from which Dr. Das has to

differ are two. He takes, in the above verse,
*

ahani *
to mean

'lights 'or' splendours' after Sayana, and the word 'praclnam'

to mean *

in the east
'
after Ludwig. Roth and Grassman. Now

even if we substitute these senses the translation would be :

" Great is, in truth the number of the splendours, which were,

in the east, of the Sun.
"

Now let us examine the above translation. In order to recon-

cile the evidently irreconcilable
" Great is the number of the

splendours
" Dr. Das says The meaning is clear and simple,

There is a quick succession of lights from a faint glimmer to a

glowing red at dawn time.
' ' Now what one would like to know

from Dr. Das is this : would "
the quick succession of light from

a faint glimmer to a glowing red at dawn time "
if applied to the

Temperate dawn explain clearly the term ' bahulani
'

? Are the

quick changes of hues, that one may see in the Temperate dawn,

so marked that they can be counted by numbers ? In fact this

word
"
bahulsni

'* would be explained only if we suppose the

verse to refer to the circum-polar ( not to the polar ) Dawn, with

its rounds of twenty four hours. To an unbiassed mind, therefore,

it is quite clear that the verse refers to the circum-polar regions.

But Dr. Das has got another difficulty, which to him seems,

insurmountable. He takes
*

praclnam
> to mean *

in the East
9

\

and then, says :

** As the polar Dawn first appears in the south

1 See Eg. India, pp. 421-32.
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according to Mr. Tilak's own showing this Dawn whose banner

has appeared in the east is certainly not Polar but belongs to the

Temperate or Tropical Zone." !
It is true that Tilak has said

tHat at the Polar Region the Sun always rises in the South,

and therefore, the Dawn too. But it only means that the

Sun remains on the South of the Zenith of the Observer

and not that it rises in the South. Therefore in the

ciroum-polar region, the Dawn, would rise not in the South

but in the East. It is possible that it may be to the South-East

but to an observer, roughly, the radiant rays would seem issuing

from the East, Therefore, in the above verse, and elsewhere too

( for Dr. Das has tried this futile trick at two or three other places

also ), the mention that the Dawn is in the East does not detract

ai*ything from its circum-polar characteristic. But, as far as th

verse is concerned the word
'

prScInam
' cannot be interpreted

tamean '
to the East

* with any plausibilty. For the construction

of the verse necessitates that we must take 'prSdnam* with

"Suryasya'.
" Ys Suryasya prclnam udita

" would be the

only plausible rendering and it would yield no sense, if we

take 'praolnam
*

to mean ' in the East
*

-,
for what would be the

significance of saying that so many splendours ( even taking that

meaning of
' ah&ni

'

) have arisen on the East of the Sun? On

tfce contrary, this very difficulty of construction forces us to take

'

praclnam
' to mean *

aforetime
'

as done by Tilak and Griffith.

One may assign motives to Tilak, but Griffith had no interest in

io putting his own construction upon the verse. It is therefore

quite clear that here, in spite of Dr. Dasf we have an unmistakable

reference to the circum-polar Dawn.

Further Dr. Das is trying to explain away the plural used fot

Dawns in the Bgveda as referring to Tropical or Temperate daily

Dawns. Tilak has thus pointed out the references to the Dawns

in plural
'* "

They are said to appear on the horizon like

1 waves of water
'

( apam na urmayah) in vi, 64, 1. They aw

deacribed as all
'

alike
' and are said to be of

'
one

lnd^
or

'acting harmoniously
'

in iv, 51, 6 and in vii, 76, 5 . These

1 See $g. Inaia, p

2 See Arctic Horns, p
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references to plurality of Dawns, are met with by Dr. Das by

counter references in the same Suktas, pointing out that the

Dawns appeared in the East. With regard to this point, we have

already pointed out that it does not mar the clrcum-polar ehara-

oteristic of the Dawn. To Dr. Das, the simile
*

like waves of

water
' seems to suggest

;

that the poet saw them rise, one affcer

another in quick succession', and therefore to refer to the Tempe-

rate Dawn. Now, probably, the simile does not suggest the

motion as in quick succession, but rather the wave-like or

curtain-like folds that form a peculiarity of the Arctic Dawn

even to-day. Thus this simile is a clear indication of the Arctic

Aurora Borealis.
1

About the famous reference to thirty Dawns in the Taittirlya

Samhita, Tilak's explanation that they allude to the thirty Dawns

of the Arctic region, is explained away by Dr. Das with such a

weak logical reasoning that we don't propose to do any thing but

to quote his explanation. He says
2 " The light of the Dawn

( he talks of the ordinary Tropical daily Dawn ) really appears in

waves, one following another, and pushing it forward till there is

a general bright glow in the sky presaging the rise of the Sun.

The Vedic bards divided these waves into five main waves, each

simultaneously accompanied by five other waves. These thirty

waves mingling together, formed one huge wave of light which

was called the Dawn or more appropriately, the Dawns ". We
ask the reader to question himself sincerely whether without this

absurd and fanciful suggession of Dr. Das before him, would he

ever think it plausible to see in the ordinary Dawn, a motion

like waves, and then actually to divide these waves into groups

of five main waves and so on, We ask why did the Vedic bards not

divide them into groups of six, seven or more. To us this argu-

ment seems to be a mere imagination of Dr. Das and that too a

vety weak imagination.^__^ .- .-..-.. ..,..-- _ - ,^- - , - . .
, __j

1 In this connection one would like to request Dr. Das to see one of the

drawings of the Dawn made by the western explorers. A mere glance
at such a drawing would ptove t^e apt simile used in &gveda. A gbod

drawing of Aurora Borealis has re6entl$r appeared in * The Marvels of

the Universe *

Vol. 1,

2 See $g. India, p. 432.
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For these thirty Dawns Tilak had pointed out ' three verses

viz. VI, 59, 6 5 .X, 169, 3 ; and 1, 123, 8, out of which Dr. Das has

selected the last one for discussion and remains silent about the

first two. VI, 59, 6 says
' Dawns have traversed thirty steps to-

gether
'

Dr. Das chooses to remain silent about these, or perhaps

he, with Griffith, would like to interpret these thirty steps to mean

the thirty days of an Indian month which, too does not seem

convincing. "With reference to I, 1S3, 8 Dr. Das points out a

counter difficulty.

The verse seems thus *-

Sadrsiradya Sadrslridu vo dirgharh sacante Varunasya Dhama

Anavadyastrimsatam Yojananyekaika Kraturh pari Yanti sady ah.

Here Tilak takes the thirty yojanas to refer to the thirty dawns

of the Arctic region. Dr. Das objects to it by saying "the same

verse mentions the dawns to be alike to day and alike to-morrcw
v

" Are the Polar Dawns lasting for thirty days all alike ?
" We

admit that the Arctic Dawns are not all alike in their splendours

but they are alike in their motion. These Dawns go to the abode

of Varuna, with a motion "
alike to-day and alike to-morrow

?7

This is the meaning of the expression. Therefore there is nothing

against the Dawn's Arctic Characteristic. In this connection

Dr. Das also says that the simile that the Dawn moves like a

wheel means a chariot-wheel ; and that a motion of the Dawn
from the East to the West is meant. In saying so he pointed

out that the bard, though not able to witness the actual motion

of the Dawn as going from the East to the West, yet supposes

that even after the sun-rise* the Dawn goes on travelling till she

is seen the next day at the same place. He quotes
2 in support

III, 61, 7, which to us does not seem to support it Here is its

translation by Griffith, which shows BO meaning as is assigned

to it by Dr. Das.

"On laws firm base the speeder of the Mornings, the Bull, hath

entered mighty earth and heaven

1 See Arctic Home, p. 103 ; also see Bg. India, p. 430L

2 Kg. India, p. 437.
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Oreat is the power of Varuna and Mitra which bright, hath

spread in every place its splendour.

This verse, therefore, never even suggests that the course of

the Dawn from the East to the West, even after the Sun-rise was

before the mind of the poet. On the contrary the explanation

given by Tilak as to why we should always understand, in such

a simile, 'a potter's
' wheel by the word *

Cakra,
'

seems to be

far more plausible. He says
" But the first of these two

motions ( chariot wheel ) cannot be predicated of the dawn any-

where on the surface of the earth. The light of the Morning is,

everywhere, confined to the horizon, as described in the Rg. VII,

80, 1. No Dawn, whether in the frigid, temperate or tropical

Zone can, therefore, be seen travelling, like the Sun, from East to

West, over the head of the observer, in a perpendicular plane.

The only possible wheel-like motion is, therefore along the

horizon and this can be witnessed only in region near the pole
! "

This to us seems to be the only explanation of the simile of the

wheel-like motion of the Dawn.

But in connection with this Dawn theory, Dr. Das has entire-

ly skipped over one very important point. Tilak has shown that

in many places in Rgveda, Dawns are described as first and last.

He says :
2 " The Rgveda often speaks of

" the first ( prathama)

dawn, or, the first of the coming ( ayatlnam prathama ) dawns,

(Rg. 1, 113, 8; 123, 2; VII, 76, 6, X, 35,4); while' the last'

(avama) dawn is mentioned in VII, 71, 3, and the dawn is said

to have *

the knowledge of the first day
'

in 1, 123, 9. Now, in-

dependently of what I have said before about the Vedic Dawns,
the ordinal number '

first
'

as applied to the Dawn is intelligible

only if we suppose it to refer to the first Dawn of the year, or the

dawn on the first day of the year, somewhat like the phrase
*

first night
'

( prathama ratrih. ) used in the Brahmanas ( see

Orion page 67). The first and the last dawn must, therefore,

be taken to signify the beginning and end of the year in those

days, and in the light of what has been said about the nature erf

Vedic dawns in the fifth chapter, we may safely conclude that

the first of the dawn was no other than the first of a set or group

1 Arctic Home, p, 106.

Arctic Home, p. 176,
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of Dawns that appeared at the olose of the long night and com*

mencsd the year."

These arguments with regard to the dawns, then, do seem to

us* to be proving that some of the Vedic Rsis knew the Arctic

Regions.

This is not the place to examine all the arguments raised hy
Dr. Das in this connection, for that would require far more si ace

than may be allowed here. But suffice it to say that, taken as a

collective evidence Tilak was correct and very logical in seeing

Arctic references in all the details advanced by him. For exam-

ple, the Navagva and Dasagva theory coupled with the Gava-

mayanam, and the DIrghatamas theory and above all the use of

plural for Dawns throughout the hymn 1 in Ug. IV, 51, ( which

hymn also mentions the ]STavagvas and Dasagvas ) are some of

the points which, according to us, Dr. Das has failed to refute.

But. if, on a careful examination of Rgveda, references to

Arctic regions are found to eri?t, the theory advanced by Dr.

Das has nothing to fear. We really cannot understand why
Dr. Das has taken so much pains, without any gain, for not

recognizing these obvious references to the Arctic regions, parti-

cularly when his own theory would have been quite safe after

establishing that these references do not prove an original Arctic

Home,

We shall finish this paper by examining some of the inevitable

implications of the above discussion- From the foregoing details,

it would be fairly clear that we believe that there are references

to the Arctic regions in the Rgveda and yet the theory about the

original home of the Aryans being in Sapta-Sindhu as advanced

1 From this point of view this is a very important hymn. In the first

verse it says now the light comes. In the 2nd it says, now the dawns

have come. This sequence is possible only in the Arctic regions.

Verse 5 says
" With horses harnessed by eternal order. Goddesses,

swiftly round the worlds ye travel'
1

. Now the ordinary tropical

Dawn is never seen going round the world, ^gain verse 6 asks

* which among these is eldest % which also points to the same regions.

This whole hymn seems to have been actually composed on the spot at

the Arctic regions, particularly because, throughout the hymn not ona

instance occurs, where singular is use4 for Dawns.
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by Dr. Das seems to us to be plausible. We take this opportunity

to point out that there is nothing: that is irreconcilable in the

above statement It only implies that Rgveda was for a long

time being composed and that if some of the hymns have indica-

tions of an age, prior to the disappearance of the geological

Rajputana Sea, there are also other passages which show a know-

ledge of the Arctic regions. The statement, for example, that

Saraevati was flowing in the ocean in the ^gvedic times \ is it-

self enough to prove the vast antiquity of the Jlgveda, showing
Chat it was possible only before the up-heaval of the Rajputana
Sea : Probably the above tangle may be explained thus.

If Mann's flood, and therefore Yima's flood and his migra-

tions were simultaneous with the up-heaval of the Rajputana Sea,

the verses having a reference to Yama and to Arctic regions

must be put later than the above event. In fact this famous flood

explains the following almost inexplicable nature of the Indian

literature. Upto now it was thought mysterious as to how, the

Brahmanas and Aranyakas that must have immediately followed

the compilation of the Rgveda, could have lost all continuity of

the traditions of that great Veda. It seems to us that after that

great disturbance in both the branches of the Aryans ( both

Indians and Iranians ), and after Yama had colonised in the

Arctic regions, many of the Aryans again returned to India. They
probably brought back with them the memories of an Arctic

region. Probably also, the disturbance caused by the floods was
so devastating that one or two generations of the Jlsis were com-
pletely cut off from the original traditions; and when after the

re-settling of the normal conditions ( which must have been at

least after two or three generations) the confused memories of

the past Rgvedic ages, combined with the new impressions of the

Arctic regions produced the result that we see in the literature of

the Brahmanas and the Aranyakas. If we allow ourselves to

imagine what must have followed the havocs caused by those

pralaya-like floods , we will at once see that most of the existing
families and tribes were either destroyed or forced to seek new
regions as did Yama. In any case, for a time (and that must

Wadia accepts this, see Geology of India, 2nd Ed, p. 249,



lave been about a generation), at
least, there must bit

followed a complete cessation of all le traditions, Yet the

floating poems of the flgvedawere preserved by tie method of

oral transmission, though the significance of those mantras must

lave lost It is possible that after the conditions became normal

again,
some of the new flsis might have still composed fresh

hymns, which would
necessarily contain references to their new

eiperiences in the Arctic regions,

It is thus that there is no
conflicting element in believing in

tie theories of Dr. Das and Tilak both, Only, we must confess

that Tilak had over-carried the point when he aimed that these

references proved an
original Aryan home in the Arctic regions.



KANABESE WORDS IN DESt LEXICONS

BY

A. N. UFADHYE, M. A .

It Is usual with Prakrit grammarians to divide the Prakrit

vocabulary into three distinct sections -
Tatsama, Tadbhava and

j&tsya
1
. This classification, it must be noted at the outset, ig

coloured by their bias that the Prakrit languages are mere deri-

vations from classical Sanskrit and the composition of a Prakrit

grammar, according to them, consisted in giving a few rules

showing where Prakrit formations deviate from Sanskrit and

then t,sam Sanskritavat siddham*. So those Sanskrit words which

could be imported into Prakrit without any phonetic changes

came to be known as Tatsama 1 e. Sanskritasama, Knowledge of

Sanskrit was considered to be a preceding factor before the study

of Prakrits - so the grammarians did not bother themselves

about the explanation of Tatsama words, nor was it within their

limited scope of Prakrit grammars. So words like Salila, Adam-

feara, JLrambha, Siddhi and Biniba did not come under their

purview. It is the treatment of Tadbhava words that engrossed

their attention. Hemacandra opened in this respect almost a new

field by thoroughly analysing the then existing Prakrit Literature

and carefully noting all irregularities, sometimes even composing

special rules for individual words. This multiplication of rules

in explaining each and every irregular word could have been

conveniently saved by giving a list of Sanskrit words and their

Prakrit equivalents
3
. For philologists interested in studying the

vocabulary of modern vernaculars these Tadbhava words -

Mamjaro, Ban, Pahiria, Latthi, Pisalto, Nhavio etc. - are of
*

1 See Hem. Prk
f Vyakarana, i. 1 ; Trivikrama's Grammar, Introductory

Verse No. 6 ; SadbhSsScandvikS Introductory Verse No. 49 ; Subha-

candra's Grammar I. i. 16 and so forth.

2 That is th$ final stroke of the most of our Prakrit grammarians. See

Hem. iv. 448.

3 See Pt. Rishikesh s'astri's Prakrit Grammar
^
Calcutta 1883 ) p. 74.
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immense importance
1
. For Tadbhava words we are in a position

to give phonetically cognate Sanskrit equivalents. The Ztespat

section is more interesting. The grammarians admit that the

Desl words are not related with Sanskrit words neither phoneti-

cally nor metapLorically and they are treated as foreign elements

but rendered indigenous by familiarity due to their constant use

by classical authors. Hemacandra2
proposes to include those

words in his Desl-namamala ( D3STM ) which are not treated in

his grammar ( Siddha Herna ) and which have no recognition in

Sanskrit Lexicons and further he warns that a Desl Lexicon is

not meant to be a systematic vocabulary of words current in

different provincial dialects, the composition of which is almost

impossible. It must be remarked that Hemacandra has not

abided by his definition of Desl words. Sometimes he has fallen

short of and at other times lie has overshot the mark. Prakritists5

have scrutinized Hemacandra's work and have come to the con-

clusion that Hemacandra had included some words as Desl which
are really Tadbhavas like others given in his grammar. To settle

whether a word is Desl or not is often a subjective problem/.
It depends on the individual command on Sanskrit vocabulary.
So the designation of Des! should not be extended to any word

only as an excuse of one's ignorance oi the oceanic Sanskrit voca-

bulary, of the application of the armoury of philological processes

and the rules of the newly growing science of Semantics 5
, nor

should one be so biased as not to give any chance to Dravidian

and other languages of claiming a particular word as theirs and

to trace every word to Sanskrit somehow or the other. When
we look at Dhanapala's PaiyalacchI Namamala in the above

spirit we find the real Desl words given by Dhanapala are very

few as compared with other Tadbhava words given by him* The

so-called Desl words often turn out to be Tadbhavas according to

recognised laws of phonetic corruption. Dhanapala's work is

1 These words have their counterparts in Marathi* Hindi and so on*

2 SeeDNM. 3 and 4.

3 See Bhavisayattakaha* ( G- O. S. ). Introduction pp. 65 &c.

4 Btihler's Introduction to his edition of Paiyalacchl-namamSla ( FLHM )

( Gmtingen 1879).

5 See Dr. Vaidya's paper.
' Observations on Hemacandra*a DesinSma-

% J.B.O.R.I, Vol. Vlllf pp. 63-71.
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mainly a Paiya-Nmamla ( a Prakrit Lexicon ) and as such he

has every scope to include any number of Tadbhavas and hence

qualitatively his work is bound to differ from the Desl-Namatnala1

of Hemacandra. The function of DesI Lexicographers is to

analyse the Prakrit-Apabhramsa Literature and select only those

words which cannot be traced to any Sanskritic or middle Prakri*

tic counterparts phonetically or metaphorically and then give
their meaning either settling it from the context, or as received

from old teachers ( Gurumukha ) or if possible as current in parti-

cular provincial dialect. Dhanapala admits this when he says

Kawesu je rasaddha sadda bahuso kathi bojjhomfi \

Te ittha mae raiya ramamtu hiyae sahiyayjnam \\ 279 M 8

Hemacandra gives many genuiniB DesI words and it is neces-

sary to trace their origin, however tentative our conclusions

might be at present. Dr. P. L. Vaidya, M. A,, D. Litt., has pub-
lished a list* of DesI words from DNM which have been preserved
in MarathI and its dialects. Dr. Vaidya states in his paper that

Pt. Todaramall has traced some 100 words to Punjabi and its

dialects but that paper is not published. The moderate ambition
of this present paper is to give a critical list of a few DesI words,
from DeSi Lexicons, which appear to have been taken from

Kanarese.*

Before taking up the topic it would not be out of place to

Indicate here the relation between Prakrit and Kanarese vocabu-

lary. The geographical limits of Eanarese speech were indeed

extensive in the middle ages and certainly it is not an exaggera-
tion when*3STrpatunga, (814-877 A. D.) the author of Kavirajamarga
tells us that the Kanarese country extended from the Kaverl to

the Godavarl. Prakrit Literature, especially the Jaina SourasenI,
has a pretty history of its own in South India and we have many
Prakrit works composed by Nemicandra ( 9th Century ), Devasena

1 Published in B.S.S.*-*- but now out of print.

2 SeePLNM*
3 J. B. O. R, I* VoL VIII, pp. 63- 71.

4 It is in tins paper Dr. Vaidya tnade a suggestion, " It is boWe^e* ve*jf

likely tbat the old MsharSstrl might have adapted wotds from other
Indian lafcgtiages, principally froin the DraVidian languages.

"
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and other authors, whose mother-tongue was Kanr>rese, So their

Prakritic vocabulary can hardly escape the Hanarese influence.

Kundakunda ( 1st Century A. D. ), too has written his works .both

in Prakrit and Tamila. 1 Kanarese was originally only a spoken

language and when the Jainas first patronised it-in early centuries

of the Christian era and wanted to utilize it as a local vernacular

through .which they could popularise their religion 5 they fcund

its vocabulary too poor to meet the needs of their philosophical

expression. They drew upon the Sanskrit vocabulary but the

Sanskrit forms could not suit the Kanarese sound system, so they

naturally sought shelter of the rules of Prakrit grammar and

after necessary corruptions, they imported these words into

Kanarese. The Prakritic influence on the growth of Kanarese

vocabulary is an independent subject itself which we will be

treating in a different paper. For the present it is sufficient to

say that the Kanarese vocabulary is much indebted to that of

Prakrit and at the same time it has given a few words to Prakrit

writers some of whom came from Kanarese countries. The volu-

minous Apabhramsa writer Puspadanta has completed his Apb.

Mahapurana in Manyakheta2
( modern Malkheda ) in Karnalaka ;

then Trivikrama the author of Prakrit grammar comes also from

Karnataka ( his preceptors name is Arhanandi, probably of

Nandisangha which was popular in Karnataka X It is no wonder

then if some Kanarese words have entered into Prakrit Kavyas

and they are set down as Desi words by Lexicographers.

ftkka ( aranr )~ ( Akka bahim DNM. 6). In that very sense the word
'

'
'

is current in MarathI also. But in Sanskrit it means a

mother. Considering: its meaning then the word can be

called Desi. Sanskritists nave suspected that it is a

foreign word - Williams Sanskrit Dictionary. Dr. Cald-

well5 quotes some Scythian instances where also it means

an elder sister.
"
Lappish Akke signified both wife and a

1 See Prof. Chakfavarti
4

** Introduction to his English translation of

Pancastikaya, S. B. J. III.

2 - qOTi%^~5T3TH%^^~ See the concluding porfciou of his MahSptirSga.

3 All references to Dr. Caldwell are to his monumental work * A compa-

rative grammar of the BraTidian languages
' 2nd Edition {1875}*

10
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grand-mother
* 9

. Tungusian Akin 9 Finish Ukko are very

striking- parallels.
" The ultimate base of all these words"

according to Dr. Caldwell,1 c "

is probably Ak old*
7

. To

us, the word appears to come from Dravidian stock pre-

ferably from Kanarese, where too it is a derivation from

Ake ( a demonstrative pronoun meaning she : Ake, probab-

ly dative Sg. from. A See Sabdamanidarpanam (SMB.)

Sutra 113, on the analogy of An&a (now in Kanarese

meaning an elder brother ) which is derived from the

Sanskrit pronoun Anya ( other than oneself = brother
),

For the present we might leave the Scythian affinities and

say that the word comes from Kaiiarese according to the

above derivation.

Hppo ( 3*w?t )
-

( appo pia DNM. 6 ). Indeed a very interesting

word. Not only that this word is current in all Dravida

languages but some of the non-Dravidian vernaculars too

have this word. Of. Marathi Appa-Aba. Dr. Oaldwell

gives so many cognate forms from different dialects

"The Mech a Butia dialect has Appa for father ; Singhalese

Appa; the Bhotia Aba"- Caldwell 2
gives some Indo-

European affinities but he has not suggested the original

base of Appo. W wish to suggest that the ultimate base

of this word is Sanskritic while the meaning is Dravidian

and probably Kanarese. It can be traced to Atman

through Prakrit Appa. But how that word came to mean

a father ? In Kanarese the son is called Appyyya which

is undoubtedly from. Atmaja ( Skt. ). The equation would

be like this :

Atma-ja = Appa-yya = One born from Self (
*= father )

"When we remove ja the equation remains thus :

Atma = Appa = father.

That the son is born from and represents the Self of thd

father is a current idea. Sometimes there is a belief that

the father takes birth in the form of his son only retaining

his body formally. We cannot carry these popular ideas
_.__ _ __ _ _ , ^ __ . _ -

X Ibid, p. 454.

3 Ibid, p. 499 &c.
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to their ultimate logical issues. They are beliefs and not

reasonable conclusions. In Sanskrit Atman does not appear
to have been used for signifying father and hence Appo =
father is Desl. It is necessary to see whether the ideas

noted above are Dravidian or Aryan originally. The
Dravidians <c

appear to have had no Idea of
*

heaven J

or
*

hell ', of the
* Soul 9

or
'

Sin V Thus it may be suggested

that the idea viz. the father is the self of the son, may be

originally Aryan. Bat Dravidians might have adopted
it later and as shown above they went backward from the

word Appayya and got the word Appa = father.

Oddano ( OTort )
-

( Vddano dihcf I. 123. DNM. ). Compare
*

i*>

Kanarese Udda-nna. Udda is from Skt. Urdhva (SMD.
gives Uccam = uddam, Sutra 263 ). But the termination a

( showing possession ) and the agama of na are Kanaiese

features cf the word.

Udil ( ^f )
-

( Udu Trnaparivarcwam, I, 86, DNM ). It is from the

Kanarese >JUdu= Vastra-pravestane ( SMD, List of Verbs)*

The meaning appears to be first generalised' and then re-

stricted.

Ummalio (^*5Frgt)
-

( Ummallo balatkar Hi Jcecit, I. 131. DNM. ).

Compare Kanarese Ummala = heat, grief. The Kanarese

grammarians want to trace it to Skt. Usman. Or Ud

Jmad ?

Dlfi ( ^r )
-

( Chulli Ulli, 1^ 87.DNM ). Cf. with Kanarese ole . o

is further shortened into u. Even in Kanarese we find this

shortening process Kodu = Kudu, Todu = Tudu*

( 37^f )
- (Uro gramah, I. 143 DNM). Some scholars think that

it is a Dravidian word but there is no reason why it should

not be traced to Skt. Fura which is changed to Ura when

it is a second member of a compound Bri-pura = Sirura.

Caldwell2
gives some Semitic affinities. Cf . Heb. ar or IT

a city. Assyrian Uru &c.

1 Dr. Caldwell. Ibid p. 118 of the Introduction,

? Ibid, p. 493.
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Ulo -i gj-^r )
- Ulo gatibhangah I. 139 DNM ). Compare Kan. *jUra\-

Uralu- Urlu- Ullu and now in modern Kanarese *JUllu=>

to tumble. Ulo (Desl) is frow Ullu 5 the coBJunct is

simplified and to keep up the quantity the preceding
V
rOWe] i fi lengthened.

Ettoppam ( qiTTcq- )
-

( Etloppam etatprabhrti, DKM. I. 144 and also

PLN". 169 where Dhanapala has i'foppani ). Bulher suggests
that it is a mutilated form of Skt. et<il-prabhrti. Cf t K".

E'tttopp or inlapp or rniappa of this type, or manner.

>kk!a ( 3=ft%3T )
-

( Okkiatn usitaw, DNM. I. 151 ), Compare with

Kanarese .^lokku = enter, dwell. The various stages of

the Kanarese form are -
**/ Pugu ( Pravese }~p-ii,kkn- okku.-

PpS ( 3?tcqTr )
-

( Oppa &a-nadi'nu wannader- ntarjanattt, DNM. I

148 ). Of. Kanarese oppu = polish, glitter, Kppu haku

Is-always used with reference to the polish of gems. And

oppu-vujjara means a shining diamond.

Kali (^ )
-

( Kali satruTi, DNM. II. 2 ). In K. Kali =a warrior,
a valiant person - So the Desi word Is an Instance of

restricted sense,

Kara ( gnr )
-

( Karam katu, II. 26 ). In K. Kara = pungent.
However there is the possibility of deriving- from Sk.

Ksara.

Ktimdio ( ^%3?r ) or Komdio -
( grama-bhckta, II 48 ). Compare

with K. gauncla ; the meaning given by Hemacandra is

the same as the literal meaning of gaunda = grama + unda

( fju'tinu = to eat, to enjoy ). This word is current in

Kanarese inscriptions in its various forms ( See E. O. vol.

I, Mysore Inp. No. 17 ) often used as the second member of

compound names such as Deua gaunda ; at present it

conveys the same sense as Patil.

Kuruda ( ^3- )
-

(
= nirdayah, II. 63 ). Cf:K. Kurucja = a blind

1 man. So the meaning Is metaphorically extended.

Kara ( gT )
-

(
= Bhaktamiti, II. 43 ). Compare K. K Ttl = Boiled

rice or food; sometimes Kiiru also is used which Is more
QUrrent in Tamila Maiay alam and Tulu.
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Kolta ( ^tf )
-

(
= Nagaram, II. 45 ). In Skt. the word is:

found

in the sense of a fort or castle. In MarSthl also the word
is used in Sk. sense. Bombay people always say, Koa =
fort. CaidwelF suggests that th word is taken In Sk.~

from Dravidian stock where it is derived from ^/Kut to

be crooked. In Kanarese Kote-Jsottalgalam is a famous

phrase,

ICono ( eifrofr )
-

(
= Krsya-varnah* II. 45 ). Compare K. Kona = a

male buffalo. It is the specification of the black colour.

The. sea is called Udanvaii where its characteristic of

possessing
* water ?

is specified.

Kolo ( qetw ) or Kulla ( ^|? )
-

(
= Grtva, II. 45 and 61 X Compare

K. Koral-Korl and the current word Kolla.

Kamci ( &*r )
-

(
= Musala-mukhe loha-valayam> II. 1 ). Compare

. K. K&WC& = the encircling wall.

Khaddam (^ )
-

(
= timasru. II. 66 ). Cf. K. Gadda = &mairu.

The. Kanarese g often represents non-Kanarese kh for in-

stance Mukha == Afoga ; Vaisakha = Btsiege.

Khodo ( ^tt )
-

(
= Khanjdh, II. 80 X Of, K. Kumta-Kuta*

Very often the Kanarese words have no aspirated conso-

: , nants for instance, Bhlma = Blma &c.

( ^t^t )
-

(
= Mayav*, III. 8 ). Cf. K. Cad*-Coda = a male

slanderer or defamer. Cf. MarSthi Cahada.

( i%3? )
-

( .4/jpam 2/'a^w, III. 21 ). Ofc K. CfArfca
x from fM-

Oiga = little, small, young ; cf. also aftA = a star.

^TOT )
-

( =; &Mft5f IV. 11 ). Cf. K. -Do?*- JCo- 2)oto = a

: litter. Dola in Sk. means a swing.

Ntesaro ( ui^rfr )
-

(
= Rwih, IV. 44 ). Cf. K, Ne*a*n* ( with that

old Kanarese spelling r ) written as Ne*ar also. ( Cf.
. . **

'

1 Ibird, p. 457.

2 In Kanarese we find many instances of the loss of nasal : Bente= Bete,

Lonta = Lota etc.

3 We do not find any Sk. counterpart for this.

4 There is no Sk. counterpart for thjs?
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SMB. Commentary on Sutra 193. Where it is said Tali

taline nesar-mudidudu ).

Tilppo ( gsqft )
-

(
= Snigdhah, V. 22 ). Of. K. Tuppa = clarified

butter. This word can hardly be traced to any Sk. counter-

part. In Tamila we find Tuppaga^ tuppu. The Maratbi 1upa

appears to have been taken from Kanarese. It is usual in

Marathi, when a word is borrowed, to simplify the conjunct

and to lengthen the preceding vowel whereby the quantity

is maintained. For instance Sapta ( Sk.)= Satta ( Prk. )
=

Sata ( M. ) ; Vyaghra ( Sk. )
= Vaggha (Prk.) = Vagha (M.).

Similarly the Kanarese word tuppa might have been

borrowed and phonetically naturalized.

N(N)andF( *&)-(= Go-vacakah, IV. 18 ). Nandinl = a fabu-

lous cowf is current in Sk. also. Trivikrama also includes

this word in his DeSl list. ( See, his Prakrit grammar.
Qrantha Pradarsinl edition p. 124 ). In Kanarese this

word means an attendant on Siva and also the butt on

which he rides. Siva or Isvara, who is a Nandl^vara

because of his riding the bull, is originally a Dravidian

god and it is only in latter period that he is admitted into

Brahmanic pantheon. So the conception of Nandl might

also be Dravidian. It is interesting to note that Isvara is

called Kannadiga}

Palo ( <rrft)
-

(
= Jlrridh, VI, 75 ). Of. K Pal = Ruin, desola-

tion. In Modern Kanarese it is Halu for the change of

p to h see below under Pavo.

Pavo ( qrsfr )
-

(
= Sarpdh, VI. 38 ). Trivikrama includes it in

his Desl list ( see p. 127 Ibid ) but he makes an attempt to

trace it to Sk. like this : Prarii-ghatukatvat-papah. It is

an ingenuous suggestion but we should not ignore so

flatly the claims of tha K. counterpart of that word.

Compare K. Pavu, \ Telagu has Pamu and Tamila Pamvu.

all these signifying
*

serpent *. Modern Kanarese, how-
ever uses Havu only a corruption from Pavu on the

}. For this reference I am indebted to Prof. Kun^anagar.
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analogy of Palu = Halu, Prdvala = JJ.aoa.la, Poaa = Bom
and so forth ( See SMB. Sutra No. 258 ).

Pulli ( Ssft )
-

(
= Vyaghrah, VI. 79 ). Of. K. PM = a tiger.

Poccam ( <n^- )
-

(
= Sukumaram, VI. 60 ); Of. K. Pocca - Posa -

Uosa ( the last two in Modern Kanarese ) = fresh.

Maitdi ( w^t )
-

(
= a cover lid. PNM. 233 ). Probably it is the

same as the Kanarese word, Maw& meaning a wooden

saucer, generally used in North Karnataka.

MarttlO ( m>55t )
-

(
= Bhutam pisacadi, VI. 114 ). Of. K. Marul =

an evil spirit, an imp, a demon.

Mttddi ( SST )
-

(
= Cumbitam, VI. 133 ). Of. K. Muddu= a kiss.

Rotta ( Ttf )
-

(
= Tandula-pistam, VII, 11 ). In Kanarese we

have Rotti = bread. In Malayalam Rotti = a special

bread from rice flour and coarse sugar.

Yahali ( ^TW^fr )
-

(
= Laghu-jala-pravahah, III. ^7 Com. ). It can

be derived from the Sk. */ vah ; still it may be noted

that it has close affinity with K. Bole = a river.

Yilham ( it* )
-

(
= >havalam, VII. 61 ). It may be traced to the

*Sk. word Valdksa or Balaksa = white from +/ val = to go,

however, the relation would be remote. But scholars
1

have suspected that even Valaksa comes from the

Dravidian stock. Slavonic Veli = white is an important

affinity. The Desl form given by Hem. appears to be

closely related with Kanarese Bile- white. 5et=silver

( from its prominent attribute of whiteness ), similarly the

planet Venus is called Belli in K.

SBla ( *5j*r )
-

(
= Vesya, VHI. 41 ). Compare Kanarese Sule = a

harlot, a prostitute. According to SMD, it is a Kanaress

word ( See, illustrations on Sutra 115 ).

The above list can hardly be claimed as exhaustive and final;

it is a maiden attempt of one whose excursions in Kanarew

Philology have been few and far between. I want to draw

1 Caldwell, Ibid, p.;460.
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'attention of South Indian Scholars better equipped in and

acquainted with Tamila, Telagu, Kanarese and
Malayalamvoca.

bularies, and interested in Prakrit philology, to the
fact, tiat

there might be many more words ( especially Prakrit Dhatvi.

desas See Hem, YIIL iv
) that are passed under the

convenient

name of DesI which in the long run can be proved to have teen

borrowed from Dravidian languages, In the present list, words

like Ira, llm which have formed a bone of Contention between

Sanskrit and Dravidian languages have been
intentionally left

off, I am very thankful to my Wend Prof, K, G,
Kundanagar,

M, 1,, for some of his valuable suggestions in course of the
pre-

paration of this article,



MISCELLANEA
I

THE KHAZAES : WERE THJfiY MONGOLS ?

BY

N. B. DIVATIA, B. A,

In VoL XII, part II of the
"
Annals " ( p. 119 ) in the article

on
" The Origin of the Rajputs,

"
the writer, Mr. Niharranjan

Bay, questions Mr. C. V. Vaidya's view that
"
the Khazars were

Mongolian in race ". True, Mr. Vaidya emphasized his statement

by the word "
undoubtedly ". Let me hasten to state that I GO

not accept his theory that the Gurjars were decidedly Aryan in

race, and I agree with Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar's identification of

the Gurjars with the Khazars. But I submit that there are ade-

quate grounds for holding that the Khazars were Mongolian
in type, that they had a Mongolian strain ethnologically and

linguistically. I am forced to quote myself, but the quotation is

nothing but a summarized abstract from the Encyclopaedia
Britannica, VoL XIV, P. 59 b and o, Ninth Edition and from
Gibbon as quoted by Vincent A. Smith ( Oh. XXVI of Gibbon,
V* A. Smith's

"
Early History of India," p, 299, Second Edition ).

I invite attention to pp, 349-350 of the first Volume of my book,

Gujarati Language and Literature. In ascribing the sibilant

sound of the palatals ^Mf-sr-si in Gujarati to Mongol influence

on the Gurjars ( identifiable with the Khazars ), I have given
the substance of the two sources just now stated ( Encyclo.
Br, and Gibbon ) as under

"
The origin of the Khazars themselves is still disputed. But

they were no doubt an indigenous people of Caucasus, their

official titles were those in use among the Tartar nations of that

age, Huns, Bulgarians, Turks or Mongols. There is linguistic

relation between the Khazars and Bulgarian languages and the

Modern Magyar is traced back to a speech current in a tra^t

under Khazar Kingdom in the ninth century. The Khassars were
11
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at one time subject to tie Huns, There were two strains
among

the Khazars; the Khazars and Kara ( black ) Khazars ;
the former

were fair-skinned and black-haired, and of remarkable
beauty

and stature and their women were specially famous for their

beauty, The latter were short, dark and ugly ; they were fte

Ugrian nomads of the Steppe, akin to the Huns
>!

,

(EncyclBrit,

"The Huns, as described by Gibbon, were distinguished by

their broad shoulders, flat noses, and small blae'c
eyes, deeply

buried in the head, and they were almost destitute of beard,"

I submit that the aboTe considerations, though not
absolutely

conclusive, are none-the-less of sufficiently indicative value,



NOTES ON INDIAN CHRONOLOGY

BY

P. K. GODE, M. A.

I

DATE OF VICARASUDH5.KARA OF RANGA JYOTIBVID-

SAKA 1687 (
= A. D. 1765 ).

Aufrecht mentions only one MS of a work on Medicine ( deal-

ing with the treatment of piles ) called Vicarasudhakara * com-

posed by Ranga Jyotirvid.
2 It is

" Pooua 307 ", which is the

same as No. 307 of Vis I of the Govt. Mss Library at the B. O, R.

Institute. It consists of 22 folios, Its title as given on fche first

and the last folios is
"
s^nytJMlcfc*

"
I* begins

n ^ is

: ti

li ^ II

"
n * a

Ifc ends

u f?^[ H

: i ^fnrrr^TT^rr^: n

i sq/c^rfierrf^it "^r n ^ n

u

1. Catalogus Catalogorum, Vol. It p- 570 (a).

2. The Govt. Mss Library possesses a MS of |%r^jTtqrf^^l^ ( No. 1011 of

1884-87 ) with the following endorsement on the first folio T
*'
3=rr3W-

* \\

'* This

MS was acquired by the late Sir B.G. Bhandarkar from the MahSrSstra.

In my opinion the *

trprr^ 3%fm^[
' ofthe above endorsement is the

as the author of the
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The chronogram in the last verse viz.
"

gives us Saka 1687 (
= A. D. 1765 ) as the date of composition of

the work.

Among works on medicine referred to in the present work are

the following :

etc.,

Among physicians, whose opinions are cited, are

resident of ^5R<pt ( folio 14 ), aratfcUW %sr ( folio 15 ),

( folio 20 ) s and ^rq"^tq?T ( folio 16 ). All these persons appear to be

the author's contemporaries.

The author mentions his own opinion in the following lines on

folio 14 :

u
"

It appears from the facts noted above that the author of

ET called ^^RrstftrmS
1^ or vp^'f^isrSnHrar was a resident of

( in the Poona District ) and was a contemporary of

referred to by him. He wrote the present work by the order of

w-ho is described by such epithets as
*

^Hr
'
or

'

^Tir?5^^ ' and 6

sraT^rr^
'

or
c

srmTwg; \ It may be

that the
*

T^^T^nT^r
?

referred to here is the sixth Peshawa Baghu-
nathrao who was noted for his prowess ( of* srcTFTT^fe or srfnf|TOT5 ).

Raghunathrao was Peshwa only for a short time ( A. D. 1773-74 )

and as the present work was aomposed in A. D. 1765 the epithets
*

sfTtcfr5^ ? and
'

wrera^HS?Q5^S?ira 5r^?TfTr&V
'

appear to be used in

the usual laudatory style.

The following reference to the surgical treatment of piles will

be found interesting :

II

The author is here citing the opinions of other physicians re-

garding the treatment of piles. He states that according to the

opinion of some foreign physicians ( ^RTRT ), removal of piles by
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surgical operation ( %^% ) is a remedy to be adopted, but as this

is known only by those experts and as the author himself is not

familiar with that treatment, he has passed it over. The adjec-

tive
'

^93C?rei*f <* <t t 1cWf
*

as applied to these sr^R physicians leads

me to infer that the author here refers to certain European phy-
sicians then residing at Bombay or Surat within the jurisdiction

of the East India Company.

II

DATE OF " KANKAXJ GRANTHA " ATTRIBUTED TO
" NASIRSAHA "

A. D. ir>00 to izin.

Sir P. O. Ray in his list of some of the Hindu works on al-

chemy mentions a work called RasakahkutI*1
. In Aufrecht's

Catalogus Catalogorum we find such entries as the following :

-

hy sj'srarrarsF ; ^ipr^rwi^TTcfcF oi"

by W?$i*T ; ^^T^TV^ra^Tm^: composed by wg*T in 1386 ( Vikrama

Sarhvat 1443 )
2

. It is possible that all works referred to in the

above entries may have been written on the basis of the original

text of Masakankali'by Kankali. The only MS of Rasakankali men-

tioned by Aufrecht is
"
B. 4. 234

?

V'' This MS is not available,

perhaps being lost in the private custody of its owner referred to

by Buhler in his Catalogue. The work, however, appears to be

rare* The fact that Merutunga composed his ^^l^T^^T^r^rrra^ in

A. D. 1386 shows that the work Rasakaitkali must have been older

than Merutunga's time by afc least half a century.

To add to the above list of subsidiary works based OB the

original text of Rasafca-fikali we have two Mss 4 of
"

Nasirasahf

Kankali G-rantha
"

in the Govt. Mss Library at the B. O. R.

Institute. Aufrecht does not record any other Mss of this work

1. History of Hindu Chemistry, Vol. II, p. scvi.

2. Weber; Catalogue of Berlin Mss, p. 297.

3. Biihler : Catalogue of G-ujrat Mss, 1871 No. 108. The MB belong-

ed to one Acaratlal Vaidya of Ahmedabad and consisted of 83 folios.

From the catalogues of MSS of different libraries we find that It has

not found its way In any public library.

4. These MSS are : No, 1055 of 1886-92 and No, 533 of 1892-95.
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except these two Mss. In the colophons of both these Mss the

work is uniformly styled as
"

Jn^Qtr^nnfT spgpTafTSTO
>?

. The question

now arises as to the Identification of this Nasirsaha with some
historical personage. In my opinion the following extract from

folio 1 of each of these two Mss furnishes the necessary clue for

identification :

(1)
"

3fVr 3?3*re 35W % ai|
* ; -

( from No, 1055 of 1886-92 ).

(2)
"
tsr&^PNNr ^m^R% qifs^fti^isft^SR^^Rftwn? snq

% aif
3? -

( from No. 533 of 1892-95 ).

of
"

<ft!tfr
"

( or
" qNr "

) ^r referred to as

appears to me to be none but Nasir Shah, Khalji of

Malva, Son of Ghias Shah Khalji who succeeded his father in

A. D, 150Q. 1 He was succeeded by Mahamad II in A. D. 1510.

The "
f%55^ft

"
or

"
q^^T

' ?

W^I mentioned above is identical with

the Khalji Dynasty. The work under reference is written in

Hindi and may, therefore, have been written by Nasir Shah him-

self or by any person in his employ between A. D. 1500 and

1510, which is the period of Nasir Shah's reign.

The above conclusion is further supported by internal evid-

ence. On folios 35 and 36 of No. 533 of 1892-95 are quoted in

exkenso some verses from TOsrsfrq
2 a work on alchemy. Accord-

1. Duff : Indian Chronology, pp. 267, 316.

2. These verses road as follows :

'T ( qi^or I ) grfsl^ ^r^FFJ^ 3-TFf

n ? n

n ^ u
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ing to Aufrecht JRasapradtpa has been quoted in *cr^srET$r
1 and

hence must be prior in point of date to the latter. Sir P. O. ^Ray
puts *TT3rsT3FF$r in the modern period viz. A. D. 1500 to 1600. Pre-

suming, therefore, that the works Rasapradlpa and Bhaiaprakasa
referred to and quoted from, in the 'present Mss of the Kankali-

grantha are identical with those mentioned by Aufrecht and pre-

suming also that the modern period for the works on alchemy as

fixed by Sir P. C. Ray is approximately correct, the present work
attributed to Nasir Shah belongs to the early part of the modern

period which is practically identical with the period of rign of

Nasir Shah Khalji viz. A. D. 1500 to 1510.

Ill

DATES OF THE COMMENTARIES ON THE TARKABHASA
OR TARKAPARIBHASA OF KESAVAMISRA BY GOVAR-

DHANA, MADHAVABHATTA, BALABHADRA, NARAYANA
BHATTA AND MURARIBHATTA.

Prof. A. B. Keith makes the following remarks** regarding
the commentaries on the Tarkabhasa of Kesavamisra :-

( 1 ) P. 37 - "
his commentator Cinnabhatta wrote under

Harihara, brother of Bukka I of Yijayanagar, in the first half of

the fourteenth century.
"

%^ 5? ii s is

1* Folio 36 a The quotation runs as follows:

etc.

2. Indian Logic and Atomism, 1921, pp. 37-38*
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( 2 ) P. 38 - fc * Of commentaries there arc those of Govar-
dhana, whose brother wrote in A, D. 1578, Gaurlkanta, and
Madfaavadeva ( before A. D. 1681 ) ".

As regards the limits for the dates fixed by Prof. Keith in fche

case of the commentaries of Gorardhaaa and Madhavabhatta I

have to record the following data which, pushes these limits still

further back :

( i ) The Govt. Mss Library at the B. O. R, Institute

possesses a MS of Govardhana*s commentary called Tarkabhcisa-

prakasa ( No. 278 of 1895-1902 ), which is dated Saka 1501

(
= A. D. 1579 ). If a copy of a work is dated A- D. 1579

the original work must have been composed much earlier,

say 25-30 years back, if not more. If this argument is ac-

cepted the limit suggested by Prof. Keith or rather the chrono-

logical whereabouts of the commentary go back to about A. D.

1550, if not earlier. This limit will not conflict with the fact
mentioned by Prof. Keith viz. that Govardhana's brother wrote
in A. D. 1578 as it is possible that this brother may have been

younger than Govardhana and may have been living in A. D.
1578 or 1579 when our MS No, 278 of 1895-1902 was written.

( ii ) As regards the limit for the date of Madhavabhatta's
commentary called Tarkabhaswvivarana viz.

"
before 1681

"
fixed

by Prof. Keith I have to state that the following facts push it

back by threefourths of a century
"

We have two Mss of this commentary in the Govt. Mss
Library viz. ( 1 ) No. 759 of 1884-87, and ( 2 ) No. 284 of 1882-83.
No. 1 is dated Sariivat 1661 (

= A. D, 1605 ) while No. 2 is dated
Samvat 1662 (

= A. D. 1606 ). The dates of these copies viz.
A. D. 1605 and 1606 push back Keith's limit of 1681 A. D. to 1605
A. D* i. e. by about 76 years.

( iii ) Three more commentators of the Tarkdbhasa not men-
tioned by Prof. Keith are ( 1 ) Balabhadra, ( 2 ) Narayanabhatta
and Muraribhatta, The chronologioal limits for their commenta-
ries can also be fixed on the basis of the following oldest dated
Mss in the Govt. Mss Library ;
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( 1 ) Tarkdbhasatika by Balabhadra - MS No. 200 of 1884-86,

dated Samvat 1612 (
= A. D, 1556 X

( 2 ) Tarkabhasaprakasa by Narayanabhatta - MS No. 135 of

1871-1872, dated Saka 1482 (
= A. D. 1560 ).

( 3 ) Tarkaprakasa by Muraribhatta-MS No.179 of 1899-1915

dated Saka 1572 ("AD. 1650 ),

It is clear from the above facts that the commentaries of

Balabhadra, Nar&yanabhatta and Murftribhatta must have been

written before A, D. 1556, 1560> and 1650 respectively.

To sum up, the following table will show at a glance how my
present data has affected Prof. Keith's chronological limits. It

will also show the limits fixed by me for commentaries of Tarka-

not mentioned by Prof. Keith.
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IV

DATE OF JVABATIMIRABHASKARA OF KAYASTHA

CAMUND A AND IDENTIFICATION OF R&JAMALLA,
HIS PATRON.

Aufrecht in his Catalogus Catalogorum, Part I, p. 214, remarks

that the work Jvaratimirabhaskara, which is a treatise on

fevers, their character and treatment, was composed in A. D.

1323, while in Part II, p. 44 of the same catalogue he states that

the work was composed in A. D. 1489. This contradiction led me

to examine all the available Mss of the work in the Govt. Mss

Library at the B, CX R. Institute. On examination of these Mss

I find that the author himself has recorded the date of composition

of the work* It is represented by a chronogram incorporated in

a four-lined stanza- 1 The chronogram Appears to be differently

copied in the four Mss before me as will be seen from the follow-

ing tabular statement :

1. This stanza as found in the oldest dated Ms viz. No. 920 of 1884-87

reads as under :

In the third line of this stanza the epithet "
^vr^g" bas a reference

to the author c^rzTW "W. In fca Bikaner MS, however, we have the

reading
*

|prg%
n referring to *

^r9?RT5T^l- '. If tai reading is

accepted, the reference to <|vHHgT becomes more pointed as we know

from epigraphic evidence that TFrRW was tae son ef ^i^r,
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In the above statement two different dates of composition are

noticeable. One is Sam. 1646 of MSB Nog. 2 and 3 and Sam. 1546

ofMss Nos. 1 and 4. The difference of 100 years is obviously
the result of the incorrectness of the copyist in putting the word
rasa for sara, which is a case of transposition of letters. The

reading
*

sara '
. (

== sara ) is the reading of the oldest MS of the

work viz. No. 920 of 1884-87, which is dated Samvat 1689. It is

therefore* more reliable. It is further corroborated by additional

data from other Mss referred to in different catalogues which

will be found in the following table :

In this statement the date of composition varies only by

one year according as the first word of the chronogram is read as

sara (
= 5 ) or rasa (

= 6 )* This difference is, however, negli-

gible. The date Samvat 1546 ( A. D- 1490 ) which is borne out by
the oldest Ms available seems to be the correct date, Its correct-

ness is further vouched by the statement of the atithor in the

stanza of the chronogram that the work was written during the

reign of King Rajamalla of Medapata Desa. The Medapata Desa

referred to here is identical with Mewad in Rajputana.1 It now
remains for us to identify King Bajamalla, who appears to have

been the patron of the author. In the Dynastic List of the Guhila

Princes of Mewad given by Duff 2 there is one Rajamalla who

stands as No. 41 in that list, His date is A. D. 1489 ( Vikrama
Samvat 1545 ) as is proved by the Udepur Inscription.

5 He was

1. Bp. Ind. VoL II, p. 409. Inscription of Mokala of Medapata ( MevSd },

grandfather of BSjamalla,

2. Duff's Indian Chronology, p. 287.

3, Ibid. p. 2S5,
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son and successor of Kumbhakar^ia whom lie is said to have suc-

ceeded in A. D, 1474 '. His son Sangramasinha I. succeeded him

in A. D- 1509.2 It appears to me that the Rajamalla of Medapata

Desa, the patron of the anther of the Jvaratimirabhaskara is

identical with the Rajamalla of Mfewad who reigned from A. D.

1474 to A. D- 1509. Curiously enough the date of Udepur In-

scription referred to above viz- 1545 synchronizes with tie date

of composition of the present work which is also Samvat 1545 or

1546 i. e. A. D. 1489 or 1490.

The above evidence substantiates one of the dates of composi-

tion of the work viz. A. D- 1489. The other date viz. A. D. 1623

which is the result of taking 1545 to belong to Saka era is ob-

viously wrong owing to other facts pointed out by me, all of

which tend towards Safhvat 1545 as the correct date of compose
tion of the work.

1. Bhavanagar Inscriptions, p. 117.

2, Chronicles of the Pathan Kings of Delhi, by E. Thomas, p. 356.
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THE ORIGIN OF SAIVISH AJSD ITS HISTORY IN THE
TAMIL LAND * B"Y .K, R SUB&AMANIAN, LECTURER IN

HISTORY, MAB&R&?A
?

S COLLEGE, VIZIANAGRAM, MADRAS,

1939 5 PP- &2-

This little book was published as a supplement to the Madras

University Journal The work fe divided into four Parts.

Part I deals with the origin and significance of Phallic worship,

wherein the conclusion J$ set forth that the ancient and pro-

bably un-Aryan people called 23&gas, whose sway once extended

even beyond the limits of the Bharatsvarsa, are to be identified

with the
" Si&no4evas

"
sefetred to in the Rgveda, to whom

snake as an emblem or totem was sacred. The author, on the evi-

dence of certain remains brought to light by Bruce Foote, thinks

that this Phallic eult is Neolithic and preceded the matriarchal

stage of Sakti-worship, Siva, according to Mr, Snbramanian, is an

un-Aryan, un-Yedic and probably a trans-Himalyan God, whose

symbol is the Linga, as the source of creation and destruction,

from out of which the idea of the Buddhist Stupa was developed.

The story of a Saiva from South India who, upon obtaining from

the train his first distant view of London dominated by St.

Paul's Cathedral, averred that the Londoners must be worship-

pers of the Phallus, as they b.'ad erected such a magnificent form

of that emblem in their midst, need no longer, after this, be

disbelieved. Part II deals with. Buddhist and Jaina remains in

the Tamil Nadu. This is a fully-documented part of the book,

wherein we are told that certain forms of Mahayana Buddhism

and Later-Pandya Jafnism owe a good deal to some of the South

Indian
" Bhakti

' 7

cults. And since the
" new Brahmanlsm in-

corporated in itself some of the essentials
f*

of the Bhakti

doctrine, that bridged the way far the absorption of the Bud-

dhists and the Jains by Brfchxnanism. Part III discusses the

evolution of the architectural style of Tamil temples. Both

temples and temple-worship, tije author tells us, were un-Aryan,

and siace the fcempte-*Vo#fcip. Mej* wa^an be S^th adopted alike
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by Buddhism, Jamism, and Brahraanism, it was responsible for

evoking a spirit of broad-mindedness so different from the later

acrimonious sectarianism as between the Saivas and the Vaisria-

vas. Worship came to be purified of its bloody rites and other

revolting practices, the great Samkara and his successors having

played not an insignificant part in this purification. Ihe con-

cluding Part recounts the way in which this purified worship

came to be gradually invaded by the sectarian spirit. The book

concludes with a short bibliography and Index. The author does

not seem to have made use of sources other than English and

Sanskrit or Tamil, even such an important German work as Arb-

mann's Eudra finding no mention therein. The work is credita-

ble and thought-provoking, even where one is forced to dis-

agree with the author.

as. B.

THE VIKRAMOBVASIYA OF K5JLID&SA WITH THE COM-

MENTARY CALLED KUMARS GIRIRAJlYA OF KXTAYAVEMA,
FOR THE FIRST TIME CRITICALLY EDITED BY PROF. CHART!

DETA SHASTRI, LAHORE, 1929.

In his edition undertaken for, the Bombay Sanskrit Series,

S. P Pandit had given in the Notes occasional extracts from

Katayavema's commentary. Pandit thought of Katayavema as

a careful, scrupulous and exact scholar. It is therefore rather

strange that nobody before Professor Charu Beva Shastri thought

of undertaking a complete edition of that Commentary. To this

first edition of the Commentary the learned Lahore Professor has

appended an Introduction, English Translation, and Notes, and

even a Glossary where all the difficult words to be found on each

page of the text are given with their English equivalents, in the

order of their occurrence on the page. This is spoon-feeding the

students with a vengence ! No definite views about Kalidasa'e

date are put forth in the introduction. The Northern recension

of the Fourth Act with the Prakrit songs is practically ignored,

although much can be said in favour of the authenticity of the

major part of it. Prof, Charu Deva Shastri has mainly followed

Pandit's te$t and interpretation. In a few places he has preferred
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the text of Katayavema to tEat adopted by P&ndit ; and although

the reasons for the preference are often subjective, in an edition

of Katayaverna's comnientary we cannot expect the author to

give a text other than the one commented upon by the com*

mentator. The total absence of diacritical marks in a "critical"

edition ( whatever the reasons for the same ) cannot be anything
but irritating, as also the eschewing of all Prakrit words from

the Glossary. All the same we welcome this first edition of

Katayavema's Commentary on the Vikramorvaslya, and trust

that the author will endeavour to rescue other commentaries of

the same commentator from their, undeserved oblivion.

S. K. B.

THE RUKMINIKALY&NA MAHAKAVYA OF SET R&JA-
CUDAMANI DIKSITA, WITH THE COMMENTARY OF SRI

B-&LAYAJNAVEDESVARA : EDITED BY THE PAHDITS OF THE

ADYAR LIBRARY, ADYAR, 1929.

This is the first edition of a Sanskrit K&vya: produced in

South India towards the end of the sixteenth and :the beginning
of the seventeenth century by one of that large number of emi-

nent Sanskrit; Poets and Philosophers belonging to the so-called

Golden Age of Sanskrit Revival in recent times under the auspices

of the Nayaka Kingdoms at Vellore, Penukonda, Gingee, Tanjore,

and Madura whieh flourished upon the ruins of the Yijayanagara

Empire. The most prominent figure in that galaxy is no doubt

the famous Saiva Vedantin, A.ppaya Dlkgita. The author of tie

present Kavya seems to have been a prodigy, as he is said to

have composed a Sanskrit Natika at the early age of six. He was

a poly-histor and touched practically all branches of Sanskrit

Literature, and philosophy. Over 27 works of his, small and

large, are known by name, only about a dozen of tltem being now

extant, amongst them the present artificial poem in ten cantos,

of which only the first two are presented in the book under

review, accompanied by a profuse and learned Sanskrit com-

mentary of Balayajnavedesvswra
1 written in A. D. 1838

1 BhSla on the Sanskrit title-pag* seems to be a mistake.
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publication is preceded by afi Apologia by Prof, C, Kunhan Raja

pleading for the study of em artificial Sanskrit Poetry of the

type of the work under review, as it can minister to the delects

tion of a few connoissers and can enable us to form the picture

of an age where such literary productions
were regarded as the

height of one's literary aspirations,
The verse is loaded with

learning, lacks prmda, and is after all only a second-rate pro-

duction. A little of it by way of variety can be
tolerated,

although it must be pointed
out that there is yet so much of

first-rate unpublished literature crying out for light from the

shelves of many a public and private library in South India, that

even such a slight diversion of the energy and the funds for an

admittedly second-class work can legitimately arouse mild protest

The editing and the printing is quite good and in keeping with

the traditional excellence of Adyar publications,

3, 1 B,
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SOME PROBLEMS OF INDIAN CHRONOLOGY

BY

K. G. SANKAR, B. AM B. L.

The chronology of Ancient India still remains unsettled. The

devoted labours of generations of Indian and foreign scholars

have apparently only added to the already existing confusion.

This Is due in part at least to the exclusive reliance on one set of

chronicles, Greek, Buddhist, Jain or Hindu, Foreign scholars,

for instance, who are unduly critical where Indian accounts are

concerned, err on the side of credulity when dealing with

Greek or Chinese accounts. They assume that indigenous

accounts are bound to be biassed and prefer the Greek and

Chinese chronicles as more impartial and truthful. But love of

truth and impartiality cannot be the monopoly of any one race

or nation and prejudice may be as detrimental to the discovery

of troth as patriotism. The object cf this paper is to attempt, if

possible, to solve some leading problems of early Indian chrono-

logy by 'dealing critically and impartially with all available

materials, free from the extremes of credulity and prejudice, and

as far as possible unswayed by any motive other than the love

of historic truth,

The prime need in such an investigation is a fixed starting

point, from which we may work backwards and forwards. Sir
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William Jones claimed to have laid the foundation of Indian

chronology by his discovery of the identity of Sandrokottos

with Candragupfca Maurya and his claim has been almost uni-

versally admitted as true. This identity is not indeed as axiom-

atic as it is generally believed to be and stands in need of

confirmation from other sources. But it can be established

beyond all reasonable doubt and it serves as a rough and ready

starting-point for early Indian chronology. It therefore deserves

a closer examination than it has received hitherto.

This identity rests on the Greek accounts of Alexander's in

vasion of India. None of the contemporary accounts, however,

has come down to us. This is not, perhaps such a great loss as

one would imagine, as, in the opinion of Strabo ( 19 A. 0. ), the

writers of those accounts were all a set of liars, of whom only a

few managed now and then to stammer out some words of truth.

Such a sweeping censure may not be entirely deserved, as most

of these chroniclers were perhaps more credulous than dishonest;

but still the fact serves to minimise their importance. In the

absence of the original accounts, the value of the existing chro-

nicles, must, it is'obvious, depend upon the fidelity with which

they reproduce their sources and the extent of critical faculty

they bring to bear upon such material. Prof. Freeman examines

them and decides that Arrian alone, of them all, stands the

test \

The Greek cbronicles:that bear on the identity of Sandrokottos

are :

1. Diodorus Siculus ( 1st Cent. B, C. ), 2. Strabo (19 A. c).

3- Quintus Curtius ( 1st Cent. A. C. ), 4. Plutarch ( 1st Cent

A. C. ), 5. Arrian ( 2nd Cent. A. C. ), 6, Athenaios ( 3rd

Cent. A. C. ), and 7. Justin ( 4th Cent. A. C. ). They have

first to be examined separately and the account sifted from them

has3hen|to be compared with the available Indian sources, to

arrive at the final approximation to truth. For convenience,

they are quoted as translated by J. W. Me Crindie in his Inva-

sion of India by Alexander the Great.

1 Historical Essays, second series, third edition, pp. 183-184.
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Diodorus writes 1 " He ( Alexander ) had obtained from

Phegeus a description of tlie country beyond the Indus. First

came a desert, which it would take 12 days to traverse ; beyond

this was the river called the Ganges, wLich had a width of

thirty-two stadia, and a greater depth than any other Indian

river ; beyond this again were situated the dominions of the

nation of the Praisioi and the Gandaridae, whose king

Xandrames, had an army of 20,000 horse, 200,000 infantry,

2000 chariots and 4000 elephants trained and equipped for

war. Alexander, distrusting these statements, sent for Pores

and questioned Mm as to their accuracy. Poros assured him of

the correctness of the information, but added that the king of the

Gandaridae was a man of quite worthless character, and -held in

no respect, as he was thought to be the son of a barber. This

man, the king's father, was of a comely person, and of Mm the

queen had become deeply enamoured. The old king having been

treacherously murdered by his wife, the succession had devolved

on him who now reigned.
"

This account is simple and straight-forward. The Praisioi and

the Gandaridae evidently formed a single Nation in Alexander's

time and had a common king Xandrames. The Praisioi are the

Pracyas ( Magadha ), and according to Pliny
2 and Ptolemy *',

the Gandaridae ( more correctly Gangaritae- Sanskrit Ganga-

rastra ) were a tribe of the Kalingas, who dwelt about the mouths

of the Ganges. Xandrames evidently stands for Candramas, and

his army was constituted of the four Hindu elements, hasfya&a-

rathapadati ( elephants, horse, chariots and infantry ). Candramas

was believed bo be born of a barber to the queen of the late

murdered king.

Strabo ( 2. 1. 9 ) says nothing of Xandrames, but mentions the

embassy of Megasthenes from Seleukos to Sandrokottos and of

Deimachos to his son Amltroohates (Sanskrit Amitraghata }.

Seleukos was a general of Alexander. Amitrochates cannot be iden-

tified with any known Indian king and

1 BiUiotheca Htetorica ( 17. 93 ).

2 Nntitrtil History ( 6. 65 ).

3 Geography ( 7- 1. 81 ).
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title. But Sandrokottos evidently stands for Candragupta, and
the identity is seen more clearly in the form Sandrokoptos found

in Athenaios 7
. The Gupta kings of this name are known to have

lived several centuries later. So the Sandrokottos of Greek

chronicles must be identified with Candragupta Maurya. Strabo

says further ( 15. 2 ) that Seleukos crossed the Indus and tried

to recover Alexander's Indian provinces, but had to cede tc

Sandrokottos the entire country east of the Hindukush in

exchange for 500 elephants and to enter into a matrimonial alli-

ance with him. This result of the encounter between Seleukos

and Sandrokottos is confirmed by Appian a
, and the matrimonial

alliance between them is mentioned in the Bhavisya Puraria

( 3. 6. 43 ) also, which says that Candragupta Maurya married the

daughter of the Persian King Suluva (Seleukos). The identity

therefore of Sandrakottos with Candragupta Maurya may be

taken as established.

The account of Quintus Curtius is more detailed. 5 " The king

( Alexander ) made a halt of two days with this prince ( Phegeus ),

designing on the third day to cross the river, the passage of which

was difficult, not only from its great breadth, but also because its

channel was obstructed with rocks. Having therefore requested

Phegeus to tell him what he wanted to know, he learnt the fol-

lowing particulars. Beyond the river lay exensive deserts which

it would take eleven days to traverse. Next came the Ganges,

the largest river in all India, the further bank of which was in-

habited by two nations, the Gangaridae and the Prasii, whose

king Aggrames kept in the field, for guarding the approaches to

his country, 20,000 cavalry and 200,000 infantry, besides 2000 foui-

horsed chariots, and what was the most formidable force of all,

a troop of elephants which he said ran up to the number of 3000.

All this seemed to the king to be incredible, and he therefore asked

Poros, who happened to be in attendance, whether the account was
true. He assured Alexander in reply that, as far as the strength of

the nation and kingdom was concerned, there was no exaggeration

1 Deipnosophists ( c. 18 d ),

2 Syriake ( c. 55 ).

$ History of Alexander ( 9-2 )-
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in the reports, but that the present king was not merely a man ori-

ginally of no distinction, but even of the very meanest condition.

His father was in fact a barber, scarcely staving off hunger bj

bis daily earnings, but who, from his being not uncomely ii,

person, had gained the affections of the queen, and was by her

influence advanced to too near a place in the confidence of the

reigning monarch. .Afterwards, however, he treacherously mur-

dered his sovereign ; and, then under the pretence of acting as

guardian to the royal children, usurped the supreme autho-

rity, and, having put the young princes to death, begot the

present king who was detested and held cheap by his subjects, as

he rather took after his father than conducted himself as the occu-

pant of a throne."

There is substantial agreement between the accounts of Dio-

dorus and Quiutus Curtius, but the differences are noteworthy.

Besides minor discrepancies like Gangaridae for Gandaridae, and

Aggrames for Xandrames, and in the number of his elephants,

Curtius gives details not found in Diodorus. Xandrames' father

is said to have been almost in a starving condition, when the

queen's favour raised him to a position of trust near her husband,

which he abused to murder him (Diodorus ascribes the murder

to the queen herself ) and his minor sons, under the pretence of

acting as their guardian ; and to usurp the realm for himself; and

Xandrames himself is said to have been born only after the

murder of the late king- If Diodorus and Curtius followed the

same authorities, as their substantial agreement indicates it is

not easy to understand why the former omits to give any of these

details on which Curtius dilates. It seems therefore that Curtius

was trying to improve upon the original fctory, found intact in

Diodorus.

Plutarch, in his turn, contributes to the growth

kottos legend, which attains its final stage in Justin. The battle

lith Pores depressed the spirits of the Macedonians, and made

them very unwilling to advance further into India. For as it

with the utmost difficulty they had beaten^when_thewas

1 Life of Alexander ( c- 6? ).
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army he led amounted only to 20,000 Infantry and 2000 cavalry,

they now most resolutely opposed Alexander, when he insisted that

they should cross the Ganges. This river, they heard, had a

breadth of two-and-thirty stadia, and a depth of 100 fathoms,

while Its farther banks were covered all over with armed men,

horses and elephants. For the kings of the Gandaridae and the

Praisiai were reported to he waiting for him with an army of

80,000 horse, 200,000 foot, 8000 war chariots and 6000 fighting

elephants. Nor was this an exaggeration, for not long afterwards

Androfcottos, who had by that time mounted the throne, presented

Seleukos with 500 elephants, and overran and subdued the whole

of India with an army of 600,000 men. Androkottos himself,

who was then but a youth, saw Alexander himself and afterwards

used to declare that Alexander could easily have taken possession

of the whole country since the king was hated and despised by his

subjects for the wickedness of his disposition and the meanness

of his origin/*

Alexander's troops are here said to have become depressed, not

when Alexander wanted to cross the Hyphasis ( Beas ), but soon

after the battle with Poros, and, rather inconsistently, when he

insisted on their crossing the Ganges. The Gangaridae and the

Prasii are said to have had different kings, and both are actually

said to have been waiting on the farther banks of the Ganges with

their entire army. The strength of this army is here raised from

20,000 to 80,000 horse, from 2000 to 8000 chariots, and from 3000

or 4000 to 6000 elephants. These facts are enough to cast doubts

on Plutarch's reliability. He adds that Sandrokottos gained the

throne after Alexander's invasion of India, presented Seleukos

with 500 elephants and subdued the whole of India, and had, in

his youth, met Alexander in person, and afterwards used to de-

clare that Alexander could have easily conquered the whole

country, as the king was hated and despised for his wickedness

and mean origin. In the first place, by merely saying that

Sandrokottos presented Seleukos with 500 elephants without

referring at the same time to the cession by Seleukos of the entire

country east of the Hindu Kusb, Plutarch betrays his racial bias.

Again the statement that Sandrokottos conquered the whole of

cannot be accepted as true, in the face of the fasts that
?
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even in the times of his grandson Priyadarsi, the Tamil kingdom?

were independent, and that, as we learn from the latter's rock-

edict No. 13, even Kalinga was unconquered till his 8th year.

If, again, it is true that Sandrokottos used to declare that

Alexander could easily have conquered Eastern India, Alexander

must have loomed as large in the eyes of the Indians as in those

of his own people. Inthatcase.it is certainly strange and in-

explicable that Alexander's raid should not have received even a

casual notice in any Indian chronicle, Hindu, Buddhist or Jain.

It is moreover rather suspicious that the opinion here ascribed to

Sandrokottos is by Diodorus and Curtius attributed to Poros, and

the grounds for the opinion are the same the wickedness and

th* mean origin of the reigning king. Plutarch, who had already

assigned different kings to the Gangaridae and the Prasii, here

seems to imply that they had a common king, like Diodorus and

Gurtius. In the face of all these discrepancies, it is difficult to

attach much weight to his statement that Sandrokottos had met

Alexander in person before he gained the throne.

Arrian, who alone, in the opinion of Prof Freeman,
"
seems

to have had at once the will and the power to exercise a discreet

judgment upon the statements of those who went before him,
'

does not so much as mention the name of the king or the people,

the strength of whose army dismayed the veteran troops of

Alexander, if not Alexander himself. He contents himself with

the following modest statement.'
"

It was reported that the

country beyond the Hyphasis was exceedingly fertile, and that

the inhabitants were good agriculturists, brave in war, and

living under an excellent system of internal government, for the

multitude was governed by the aristocracy, who exercised their

authority with justice and moderation. It was also reported

that the people there had a greater number of elephants than the

other Indians, and that those were of superior size and courage.
_

Arrian's desire to avoid dilating on the enemy's strength is

evident, but his honesty gives us a clue to the real reason of

Alexander's retreat. All the Greek accounts agree '%"''
the strength of the country east ofJh^Gwg^^

1 Anabasis ( 5. 25 )-
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writers believe in Alexander's chances of success, on the ground
that its king, being wicked and low-born, was unpopular, Arriari

lays stress on the prosperity of the country and the justice and
moderation of its government. We have thus to choose between
Arrian and the other Greek authors; and the choice is not in the

least degree difficult. Alexander in fact must have felt more
relieved than angry, when his troops refused to advance further

as he could retreat without damage to his military reputation.
The resistance encountered by him, when he had to fight only
disunited petty tribes, leaves no room to doubt the result of the

contest, if he had to face the entire strength of a popular and
powerful king of Magadha. Arrian adds ( 5. 6 ) that Megasth-
enes, by his own statement, frequently visited Sandrokottos and
thus confirms his synchronism with Seleukos. Athenaios ( 14.

67) too points to the same conclusion
'

by making their sons
Amitrochates and Antiochos contemporaries of each other.

Justin, claiming to base his account on Pompeius Trogus
(1st century A. C. ), begins

1

by making Alexander conquer the

Prasidae and the Gangaridae (whom the other accounts represent
as having dismayed Alexander's troops )

'*
after defeating their

armies with great ^slaughter
' ?

, and says that, when Alexander
reached the Cuphites ( evidently a river in Utopia ), where the
enemy, ( necessarily unnamed ) awaited him with 200,000 ca-

valry ( he evidently specialised in cavalry and -had no use even
for the much dreaded elephants ), his troops refused to advance
further. After this veracious account, the legend of Sandro-
kottos follows ( 15. 4 ).

"
Seleukos Nicator waged many wars

in the>ast after the partition of Alexander's empire among his
generals. He first took Babylon, and then with his forces

augmented by victory subjugated the Bactrians. He then passed
even into India, which after Alexander's death as if the yoke of

servitude. had been shaken off from its neck, had put- his prefects
to death. Sandrokottos was the leader who achieved their

freedom, but after his victory he forfeited by his tyranny all

title to the name of liberator, for he oppressed with servitude the

very people -whom he had emancipated from foreign thraldom.
He was born in humble life, but waslprornpted to aspire to

1 JSistoriae Philippicae ( 1& 8 ).
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royalty by an omen significant of an august destiny. For when
by his insolent behaviour he had offended Alexander, and was
ordered by that king to be put to death, he sought safety by a
speedy flight. When he lay down overcome with fatigue and
had fallen into a deep sleep, a lion of enormous size, approaching
the slumberer licked with its tongue the sweat which oozed pro
fusely from his body, and, when he awoke, quietly took its

departure. It was this prodigy which first Inspired him with
the hope of winning- the throne, and so, having collected a band
of robbers, he instigated the Indians to overthrow the existing
government. When he was thereafter preparing io attack
Alexander's prefects, a wild elephant of monstrous size approach-
ed him, and, kneeling submissively like a tame elephant, received
him on to its back and fought vigorously in front of the army.
Sandrokottos, having thus won the throne,was reigning over India,
when Seleukos was laying the foundations of Ms future great-
ness. Seleukos, having made a treaty with him and otherwise
settled his affairs in the east, returned home to prosecute the war
with Antigonos **.

It is perhaps cruel to dissect this beautiful legend, but so

much history has been built on the basis of this passage that it

is necessary to examine how much of it is true. The prodigies
of the lion licking the sweat off the body of Sandrokottos, and the

wild elephant voluntarily receiving him on its back, both being
of monstrous or enormous size, may perhaps be passed over.

But Justin, who thus shows his love of curious details,

omits to state in what way Sandrokottos had offended Alexander

(the emendation of Alexandruin to Nandrum is gratuitous ), and
how they happened to meet at all. Justin's love of the miracul-

ous is seen also in his legend of Seleukos ( in the same chapter ),

whom he makes out to be a physical son of Apollo, citing in

proof thereof the anchormark on the thighs of Seleukos and all

his successors. Stripped of the miraculous details, and the

apocryphal meeting of Sandrokottos and Alexander, Justin's

narrative may be thus summed up. Sandrokottos was of humble

birth, but, with the aid of some wild tribes, he captured the fhrone

of Magadha, and after Alexander's death, he killed the Greek

prefects and recovered the Punjab. In the meantime, Selsuko*

2
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had taken Babylon and Bactria, and sought to reconquer the

Indian border, but was forced to give up his claims, and, after

concluding* a treaty with Sandrokottos, he turned back against

Antigonos. The passage quoted clearly indicates that the

accession of Sandrokottos was prior to his recovery of

of the Punjab. Justin's reluctance to admit the defeat of Seleukos

may be seen from the terms of his reference to the encounter.

The Greek chronicles all seem to bear unwilling testimony to the

greatness of Sandrokottos, though they do not stoop to deny or

ignore the facts. If the story of Alexander's meeting with Sandro-
kottos be discredited, we cannot say from the Greek chronicles
alone whether the accession of Sandrokottos was prior or subse-

quent to Alexander's invasion, or whether he was or was not

identical with Xandrames.

The Indian accounts of Candragupta may now be compared.
The earliest of these is the Brhal-katha of Gunadhya. This work

has not survived, but two Sanskrit versions of it are available,
the Srhat-katha-manjart of Ksemendra and the Katha-sarit-sagara
of Somadeva. Both belong to the llth century A. a, and the

latter claims ( 1. i. 3 & 10) to be absolutely faithful in substance

to the original. Gunadhya was a contemporary of Satavahana of

Pratisthana ( Faithana ), the adopted son of Dipakarni ( 1. 1> ), who
may be identified with Andhra Simuka for various reasons. In

the first place, Satavahana seems to have been a title of Simuka,
but the dynastic name ( Kuia ) of the Andhra kings Kanha and

Gotamlputra1
. Satavahana must therefore be identical with the

first Andhra king: Simuka. He is said to have got the name,

because he was found by. Dipakarni riding a yafcsa named Sata in

the form of a lion ( 1. 6 ). The introduction of the lion into the

story is evidently an attempt to explain his personal name
Simhaka ( Prakrit Simuka )

; and, as Dipakarni is not included

in the 30 Andhras named in the Puranas, he must have preceded
them all. The Puranas ( cited, throughout this paper, from F. E.

Pargiter's Purana lext of the Dynasties of the Kali Age) uniformly
state that Simuka came to power by killing SusJarman, the last

Lilder's List of Brahml Inscriptions In Wpigrapliia Indica ( VoL 10,

app, nos. 1113, 1118, 1123 & 1144 )-
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Kanva king, and destroying the remnants of Sunga power in

Malva, while, according to the Kalpa-pi adipa of Jinaprabhasuri

( c. 1300 A. C. \ Satavahana, born in a potter's house at Paithanti,

rose to power by driving off from that city Vikramaditya of

Ujjain, who was famed as Sakari ( foe of Sakas) and as the founder

of the Samvat era of 58 B.C. Vikramaditya seems therefore to

have been the title of a later Sunga king of Malva. According to

Jinaprabha, Sakti-kumara was the son and Sudraka was the

minister of Satavahana. This statement is confirmed by the

evidence of inscriptions ( Luders Nos. 1112 & 1117), which refer

to an early Sndhra prince Sakti-Srl Kumara* The identity there-

fore of Satavahana with Slmuka may be taken as established, and

he and his protege Gunadhya must have lived about the end of

the 1st century B. C. According to the Prabandha-cintamarn of

Merutunga ( c. 1300 A, C. ), Satavahana compiled Gufha-sapla-safi,

to which Bana gives high praise in the metrical introduction to

his Harsa-carita, ascribing it to Satavahana. The work, however,

ascribes itself to Hala Kavivatsala ( 1. 3 ), From this statement,-

if, has been inferred that the author of the work was the 17th king

of the Andhra dynasty, named Hala. But Hala was a paryaya

(synonym) of Sala, Salivahana and Satavahana, according to

Hemacandra, Desl-nama mala and Trikandasesa. The Gatha-wpta-

&ati, therefore s may be the work of Simuka Satavahana himself, or

his later descendant Hala. The colophon to the Bundl manu-

script of the work, noticed in Dr. Peterson's 1Urd Report (& 349 )

definitely ascribes the work to king Satavahana, known also as

Satakarna, Kavivatsala and Hala, who was the ruler of Pra-

tisthana and Kuntala, the son of Dvfpikarna, the husband of

Malayavatl, to whom he owed his learning and the patron of

Sarvavarman, the author of Kalapa ( or Katantra ) and of Guna^

dhy a, the author of Brhat-Katha. Every one of these details is

confirmed by other evidence. For instance, the ascription of the

work to Satavahana is confirmed by Bana, Rajasekhara, Meru-

tunga and some manuscripts of the Gatha-sapfa-tofi; and, as seen

above, the ascription to Ha! a Kavivatsala, is found in the body

of the work. The title of Satakarna is confirmed by the title

Satakarni ( descendant of Satakarna ) of many of Ms successors,

and by Vatsyayana, who, a little incorrectly, ascribes the title

Satakarni to Satavahana of Kuntala, who killed his queen Malaya-
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vat! by accident. 1 Pratisthana is mentioned as Satavahana's

capital by SomadeTa ( 1. 6 ), Merutunga, Rajasekhara and the

Anekartha-Kairavakara-Kaiimudi. Kuntala is mentioned as Ms

country by Vatsyayana, and in the last verse of the Bund! manus-

cript. It was also the personal name of an Andhra King. That

Satavahana was the son of Dvlpikarna ( more correctly Dlpakarni )

has been seen already from the evidence of Somadeva, who also

mentions, with Vatsyayana, Malayavati, as his queen. Somadeva
also tells us how Satavahana made a mistake, through his

ignorance of Sanskrit grammar, and, piqued by Malayavati

laughing at it, he learnt Sanskrit grammar, with the aid of Sarva-

varman, who composed his Ralapa or Kaiantra for his master's

benefit, and how Satavahana, after neglecting at first the JBrhat-

Katha, because it was written in the Paisaci dialect, later on

came to repent of his neglect and appreciate its beauty. It is

therefore clear that the Gatha sapta-sati was compiled by Simuka
himself and not his descendent Hala ; and it is significant that,

'

while the work generously refers to Vikramaditya'*s generosity

in the past tense ( 5. 64 ), Salahana ( Salivahana ) is himself re-

ferred to as a living king ( 5. 67 ). The work must therefore

have been compiled after Vikramaditya's death. The date thus

arrived at for Satavahana is confirmed by Rajasekharasuri, who

says definitely, in his Prdbandha Kosa, that Vikramaditya came
470 years after MahavJra's death, i. e. in 528-470 = 58 B. a,

and that Satavahana was his contemporary. Dr. D* R. Bhandar-

kar is inclined to ascribe a later date to the Gatha-sapta-sati on

the ground that it mentions Tuesday ( 3. 61 ) and Radhika ( 1,89 ).

But it has not been proved beyond reasonable doubt that week-

day names and Radhika were unknown in the 1st century B. c.

On the other hand, their mention in the Gatha-mpta-sati should

be sufficient to disprove the later dates ascribed to their origin

by modern scholars. Doubts cannot be entertained as to the

genuineness of these references on the ground that the work was
amplified in later times by the addition of many more gathas, as

they are found in the text adopted by the commentator Ganga-
dhara, which contains just 70 J gathas, if we exclude the last

1 Kama -sutra ( 2. 7. 38
).
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verse ( colophon ) of eacli sataka. There is therefore no reason to

doubt the authenticity of the Gratha-saptar&att, or the references

therein to Vikramaditya, Tuesday and Radhika. The date of

the Brhat-Katha has thus been proved to be the 1st century B.C.,

and it Is therefore the earliest available Indian authority on the

History of Candragupta.

The legend of Candragupta, as related by Gunaclhya, is as

follows : Indradatta, a pupil of Varsa, and a co-pupil of Panini,

Katyayana, Vararuci and Vyadi, asked by his master a large sum
as guru-daksina ( master's remuneration ), went to Ayodhya to

apply for it to ISTanda, who was reputed to have had 99 crores of

gold, but found him just dead. He, however, hit upon the idea of

transfusing his own spirit Into Nanda 's body and giving Vara-

ruci the needed sum, while Vyadi was to guard Ms own body.

But the minister Sakatala suspected a trick, when he found the

miserly Nanda growing suddenly generous, but, in view of his

master's son Oandragupta being still a child, he found means of

preventing Indradatta reverting to his own body, by burning it

under the pretence of disposing of dead bodies. Indradatta

thereupon ordered Sakatala with all his sons to be thrown into

a dry well with inadequate food. The sons of Sakatala all gave

up their food to fcheir father that he might live to avenge their

death. Vararuci, unwilling to shoulder the burden of government

alore as Indradatta's minister, persuaded him to reinstate Saka-

tala. Indradatta, then resigning the administration to these two

ministers, gave himself up to enjoyment as Yogananda. Vara-

ruci then incurred his suspicion and displeasure by referring to

a mark on the body of his queen, and v/as ordered to be killed-

But Sakatala contrived to hide Mm till the king repented of his

hasty and unjust order, when Vararuci, in his turn, was re-

instated. But, in the meantime, his relations, hearing a false

report of his death, had given up their lives. This circumstance,

combined with the growing tyranny of Yogananda, made him

retire disgusted into private life. Sakatala then succeeded, with

Canakya's aid, in destroying Yogananda and his son Hiranya-

gupta and reinstating Candragupta on Ms father's throne ( 1.4.45 ).

Allowing for the romantic frame-work, the story may be boiled

down to yield us valuable data. On the death of the rich Nanda
?
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an impostor succeeded him, but the minister Sakatala later on

killed him with Canakya's aid, and reinstated Nanda's -son

Qandragupta.

Next la time, the Puranas only say that Mahanaudi was

succeeded by his Sudra son Mahapadma Nanda, who destroyed

all Ksattriya dynasties, and, with his 8 sons Sumalya or Sukalpa
a ad others, ruled for 100 years, and that Kautilya ( Canakya
Vispugupta ) uprooted them all and anointed Candragupta

Maurya }

. Mahapadma Kanda of the Puranas is said to have

been so called, because he was lord of wealth to the extent of a

Mahapadma, and is therefore evidently identical with the

genuine Nanda of the Brhat-kathri. Like Mahapadtiia,, Purvananda

( the genuine .Nanda ) too is said to have been a Sudra ( 1. 4. 114 ).

Mahapadma is said to have destroyed Ksattriya dynasties and

annexed their kingdoms, while Ayodhya is included in Purva-

nanda's king-dom. Their identity is therefore almost certain.

But the accounts of theik* successors are different. While Purva-

nanda was succeeded by the impostor Yogananda, Mahapadma is

said to have been succeeded by his 8 sons, the IsTava Nandas.
The truth seems to be, as Mr. K. P. Jayaswal surmised, that Yoga-
nanda was called Navananda ( New Nanda ) to distinguish him
from his predecessor^ and this term was misunderstood in later

times to mean 9 ISTandas, and thus 8 sons came to be given to

Mahapadma to make up the number. But only one of them is

named, an indication that only one king was known to have
oome between Mahapadma and Candragupta. Sumalya or

Sukalpa was perhaps a title of Yogananda. About the part

played by Canakya in uprooting- 3STava~Nanda and reinstating

Candragupta, the Puranas agree only in part with the Brhat-

fCaiha, for, while in the latter he is only ai} agent of Sakatala,
the Puranas inake him the chief actor in the tragedy. Again,
while the Srhat-Katha, makes Candragupta the son of Purva-

ruitida, the Puranas only call him a Maurya, which may be the

clan name of Candragupta 's mother. The commentary on the

n.snu Pura-ria however, interprets the term to mean the
*

son of

Mura *

(the supposed name of the mother of Candragupta).

X Vi$nu Purana ( 4. 24 ) ; Bhagavata Purana ( 12, 1 ).
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We maj now turn to the Masaramsa ( 5th century A. c. ). Its

account of Candragupta
?

s rise to power as translated by Dr.

G-eiger ( 5. 14 17 ) Is as follows :

" The sons of Kalasoka were
ten brothers, twenty -two years did they rei^n. Afterwards, the

nine ISTandas were Kings in succession -. they too reigned twenty-
two years. Then did the Brahman:. Cariakya anoint a glorkus
youth, known by the name Candragupta, as king over all Ja:ijbi>

dvipa, born of a noble claa, the Moriyas, when, filled with titter

hate, he had slain the ninth Dhanananda v
. It will be shown

later 011 that Kalasoka and his ten sons stand for Nandivardhaua
and Maha-Nandi. The above account is essentially the same as

that of the Puranas. All Indian accounts a^,ree that Caiiakya
was insulted by the Nanda who preceded Gandragupta, and that,

in revenge, he uprooted the Nanda and' anointed Candr^igupta*

The story found in the Erhat-Katha is that Sakatala found

Canakya tearing up by the root and turning to aiihes a Made of

grass that had hurt his foot. Thinking that he had found the

man he wanted, Sakataia invited Canakya to a Sraddha feast in

the house of Yogananda, but secretly gave orders to substitute

another Brahmana Subandhu. When Caiiakya came and found

there was no place for Mm 9 he was furious and vowed not to tie

up his locks of hair until he had uprooted Nanda ( Ycgananda ).

Sakatala then persuaded him of his own innocence in the affair,

and had Yogananda and his son Hiraiiyagupta destroyed by

getting Caiiakya to perform certain magical rites. The other

Indian accounts vary in details, but give substantially the same

story. But the Mahavawsa alone says, with later Buddhist

writers, that Oandragupta was a Moriya by birth. The Moriyas

are well known as a Ksattriya clren allied to the Sakyas ; and

Candragupta's mother may have come of that clan, which may

have helped Candragupta to gain tha throne ; or Gandragupta

may have only claimed kinship with that clan. The Mahava'hsa

again disagrees with the Brhat-Katha and the Puranasin making:

the rich Nanda ( Dhana Nanda ) the last, instead of the first, of

the Nandas and follows the Puraiias in interpreting Nava Nanda

to mean 9 Nandas, The commentary on the Mahammsa, which

referring on chapter 5 to a schism of 1144 A. B. ( after Buddha's*

death ), cannot date earlier than the 7th century A. a, adds that
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Nanda was originally a bandit-chief and usurper, and that

Candragupta was the son of a Moriya King, thereby contra-

dicting the Puranio account that Mahapadma was Mahanandi's
son and the Brhat-Katha, which makes him Candragupta 's father.
The still later Mahabcdhivamsa ( ed. Pali Text Society, p. 98)
comes out with the names ( evidently invented ) of all the 10 sons
of Kala^oka and all the 9 Nandas. The sons of Kalasoka are
said to have been named Bhadrasena, Koranclavarna, Mangura,
Sarvamjalia, Jalika, Ubhaka? Samjaya, Koravya, Nandivardhana,
and Pancamaka. The Nandas are said to have been named
Ugrasena, Panduka, Pandugati, Bhutapala, Rastrapala, Govisa-

naka, Dafcasiddhaka, Kevatta, and Dhana.

The evidence of Visjakhadatta's Mudra-Raksasa ( 6th century
A. C. ) may now be considered, apart from the inconsistent details
added by the lafce commentator Dhundhiraja ( 1713 A. C.). Accord-

ing to the former, Canakya, also known as Kautilya and Visim-
gupta, insulted by Sarvarthasiddhi of Nandavarhsa, lord of

immense wealth, vowed his destruction and, with the aid of king
Parvataka, besieged Pataliputra. Raksasa, minister of Nanda,
finding it impossible to defend the city, secretly conveyed his
master out of the city and, under pretence of surrendering the
city, sought to destroy Canakya

1

s protege Candragupta Maurya,
a low-born son of Sarvarthasiddhi, who, even in his youth, had
shown signs of his future greatness. But Canakya foiled the
schemes of Raksasa and contrived instead to kill Parvataka to

whom he had promised half the kingdom, in return for his aid,
and all the 9 Nandas. Raksasa, then, with the aid of Parvataka's
son Malayaketu, sought to take Pataliputra, but Canakya again
succeeded in breaking their alliance, taking Malayaketu captive,
and compelling Raksasa to become Candragupta's minister.

Visakhadatta follows the Puranas in making Canakya the chief

actor, and not, as in the Brhat-Katha, merely an agent of Sakatala,
but a new defender of the Nandas appears in Raksasa, Visakha-
datta follows the later accounts in his interpretation also of the
term Nava Nanda, and Candragupta, instead of being Purva
Nanda's son, becomes the son of the last Nanda, whose name
again is neither Yogananda nor Dhana Nanda, but Sarvartha-
siddhi, The Mlecchas also, Parvataka and Malayaketu, play
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prominent parts as tools of the scheming Ganakya and Raksasa.

It is now hardly possible to say how much of the drama

is history and how much dramatic invention. But the story

of Canakya promising- Parvataka half the kingdom for Ms
aid in attacking Pataliputra and then depriving him of his

share by murder is confirmed by Hemacandra I 12th. cen-

tury A, C- ) in the 8th chapter of his thai'iravaKcarita ( also

called Parisistaparva ). But Hemacandra distorts the relations

of the chief figures in the Brhat-Katha by making Yararuci a

poet, his wife Upakosa a courtesan, Candragupta the grandson

of the protector of the King's peacocks ( evidently to account for

his name Maurya ), and Canakya himself the son of Canin and

his wife Canesvarl of the village Canaka. On the other hand,

Hemacandra follows the Brhal-Katha in assigning the prominent

part to Sakatala and in making Canakya merely his agent. It

thus appears that the Candragupta legend grew beyond recogni-

tion in India as in Greece, and that each later author adds details

which, whatever tkeir intention, by no means improve upon the

original story.

The truth, seems to be that, after Mahanandi's death, his SOB

by a Sudra wife, Mahapadma succeeded him, and when
^

the

neighbouring kings, regarding him as an upstart, combined

against him, he succeeded in destroying them and annexing their

kingdoms. When he died, the youth of his son Candragupta was

taken advantage of by an impostor Sumalya or Sukalpa to usurp

the throne, but the minister Sakatala, with the aid of Canakya

and the Mleccha king Parvataka ( who may perhaps b identified

with Parvata, an early king of Nepal, who is said to have ruled

a few generations after Buddha), succeeded in killing him and

reinstating Candragupta Maurya.

Now to collate the Indian with tie Greek accounts, who was

Xandrames? Xandrames is evidently a Greek rendering of

Candramas, a synonym of Candra. The only king of this name

known to have ruled about the time of Alexander's invasion is

Candragupta Maurya, who is often called Candrasrl or simply

Candra in the Mudra-ttaksasa ( ed. Telang pp. 59, 61, 74, 75, 77, 84,

94, 199, 214, and 265). It is therefore almost certain that

Xandrames was identical with Candragupta ; and it is significant

3
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that the names Aggrames, Xandrames and Sandrokottos do not

all appear in the same accounts. The only author who says that

Candragupta gained throne after Alexander's invasion is

the unreliable Plutarch. If therefore the Greek accounts

of Xandrames tally with the Indian accounts of Candra-

gupta, the identity may be taken as established. Diodorus

and Curtius say that Xandrames was a barber's son, raised

to the throne by murdering his predecessor,
- while Oandra-

gupta was anointed after killing Sumalya or Sukalpa, and is

known to have been of low birth on his mother's side. She might
have been of the barber caste, and fche Greek accounts might
have mistakenly transferred the caste to his father. Or Candra-

gupta's father Mahapadma might have been born of a barber

woman. Curiously enough, while the Puranas say that Maha-

padnia was born of a Sudra woman, the first* of the 9 Nandas
is said by Hemacandra to have been a barber's son 1

. If fchis be

true, his son Candragupta would belong to the same caste. But

as we have seen, Mahapadma was reputed to have been Maha-

nandi's son. It seems therefore that the mother of Mahapadma or

Candragupta was a barber woman, and that the Greek accounts

and Hemacandra give a distorted version of this fact. However
this may be, if Arrian is to be believed, the low birth of

Xandrames did not stand in the way of Ms power and popularity.

There is thus no difficulty in accepting the identity of Xandrames
and Sandrokottos with Candragupta, and it may be taken as

established.

We may now determine the date of his accession. His grand-
son Priyadarsi Dharmasoka refers, in Ms Rock-edict No. 13, to

Ms missions of dharma in the countries of his Greek neighbours

Antichos, Ptolemy, Antigonos, Magas and Alexander. The terms

of Ms reference imply that they were all living at the time of the

edict. Of these, Alexander ( of Epirus ) is known to have become

King in 272 B. C., and Magas ( of Gyrene ) to have died in 259

B. C.
2

. Kock-ediet No. 13 may therefore be definitely dated

between 272 and 259 B* C. Now Asoka began to issue his edicts

on dharma only from his 12th year ( Pillar edict No. 6 ), and for

1 Btha'oimvallcarita{ 6.231,232).
% Cambridge Ancient Hi$tor$ ( 7- 214 &c 71$ ).
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the first time he appointed ministers ( Hahamatra ) of dharma in
his 13th year ( Rock-edict No. 5 ). His missions to Ids Greek
neighbours were evidently sent through such ministers, and, as
will be seen presently, all the rock-edicts must be dated before
the minor rock-edict No. 1, which will be proved to date from
Priyadarsi's 13th year. Rock-edict No. 13 may therefore be
definitely dated in his 13th year. The years mentioned in Priya-
darsi's edicts must be current years, as in his 26th year he had
made only 25 annual jail-deliveries ( Pillar-edict No. 5 X Thus
12 years had elapsed since Priyadarsi's anointment, when rock-
edict 'No. 13 was issued, and as its date must lie between 272 and
259 B. C., Priyadarsi's anointment may be dated between 272 -f-

12 and 259 + 12 B. C., i. e. between 284 and 271 B. e. The
Puranas uniformly assign his father Bindusara 25 years, and his

grandfather Candrgupta 24 years, Candragupta's accession must
therefore date between 284 -t- ( 24 4- 25 ) and 271 ~

( 24 4- 25 )

B. C., 1 e. between 333 and 320 B. C. and if, as we have Inferred,

he was king of Magadha, when Alexander invaded India, the

limits for his accession are 333 and 326 B. c. Again, as Oandra-

gupta was still ruling*when Seleukos invaded India some time after

his taking* Babylon and Bactria, and his assumption of the title
'

King
' in 306 B. C., Candragupta cannot have gained the throne

before 306 4- 24 = 330 B. c. Thus Candragupta's accession rou&i

be dated between 330 and 326 B. C.

The interval between the death of Mahavlra and the anoint-

ment of Oandragupta is given by Hemacandra ( 8. 339 ) as 155

years, and by Jinasena ( 783 A. C. ) ard Merutunga ( c. 1300 A. c. )

as 215 years
1

- The two latter synchronise the anointment of

Palaka of Avanti with the death of Mahavlra. According to the

Puranas, the 5 Pradyotas ruled altogether for 138 years, while

their first king Pradyota, father of Palaka, alone ruled for 23

years. The interval therefore between the anointment of Palaka

and the death of the last king in the Pradyota list, Nandi-

vardhana, is 115 years. According to the Majjhima Nikaya

( sutta 108 ), Ajatasatru of Magadha, fearing an invasion by

Pradyota, fortified his capital Rajagrha. Again according to

Jinasena ( 60. 488-89 ), Hemacandra ( 6. 236-43 ) and Merutunga,

t Harivamsa ( 60. 488-89 ) ; Therarall, citing Prakrit Qnt
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of AvantI and Udayl of Magadha both died in th same

year, 60 years after Mahavlra's death. It is thus clear that the

Saisunagas and Pradyotas were collateral dynasties ruling res-

pectively over Magadha and AvantL The last king in the Pra~

dyota list, Nandivardhana was therefore almost certainly identi-

cal with the Salsunaga Jtfandivardhana, who seems in fact to

have annexed AvantI on the death of Visakhayupa, the 4th and
last of the Pradyotas proper. BTandivardhana was, according to

the Puranas, succeeded by Mahanandi, Mahapadma and Sumalya
or Sukalpa, who ruled respectively for 43, 28 or 88, and 12 or

16 years. These figures explain the discrepancy between Hema-
candra and other Jain authors. They all apparently omit the

reign of Mahanandi, but, while the source on which Hemacandra
relies adopts 28 years for Mahapadma, that on which the other

Jain authors rely adopted the higher figure of 88 years. Thus
115 4- 28 + 12 = 155 years, while 115 4- 88 + 12 = 215 years.

But in the later times of Jinasena, Hemacandra and Merutunga,
the Jains had evidently lost the details making up these totals,

and they accounted for them by arbitrarily giving Palaka a

reign of 60 years, and the Nandas a reign of 95 or 155 years,
The omission of Mahanandi in their reckonings has led to the

discrepancy -between their traditional date of 528 B. C. for the
death of Mahavlra and the ascertained date of Candragupta
Maurya. Rectifying this omission, the true interval between the
death of Mahavlra and the anointment of Candragupta would be
115 4- 43 4- 28 4- 12 or 16 = 198 or 202 years, as 88 years for the

reign of a single king is obviously impossible, The total of 40
or 44 years for the Nandas, which sufficed when Nava ISTanda
was understood to mean * new Nanda ', was evidently deemed too

small, when the term came to mean 9 Nandas, who were beJieved
by the Jains to have ruled one after another. That was how the
total was raised from 40 or 44 years to 100 or 104 years for the
Wandas. If the interval of 198 or 202 years be accepted as true,
Mahavlra must have died between 330 4- 202 = 532 B. a, and
326 4- 198 = 524 B. c. This conclusion is a remarkable confirma-
tion of 528 B. C. as the true date for the death of Mahavlra. All
Jain authors unanimously accept the interval of 470 years
between the death of Mahavlra and Vikrama. But, while the
gvetembaras count the 470 years from the accession of
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Vikrama, the Digambaras count from his birth. But originally

the interval of 470 years must evidently have been counted from

the earlier era used by the Jains to their later one, the Vikrama

era ;
and the earliest available Jain authorities, including some

Digambaras, distinctly place Mahavira's death in 528 B. C. For

instance, Jinasena ( 60. 552 ) places the event 605 years before

Sakaraja ( the era of the Saka Kings 78 A. c. ), i. e. in 605 - 77 =

528 B. C. We find the same statement in the Digambara Nemi-

oandra's Mahavlracarita and Trtlokasara9 and the Digambara Yati

Vrsabha's Trailokya-Prajnapti. To the same effect also is Meru-

tunga's statement in his Ticara-snw that the interval between

Vlra-nirvana and the Vikrama-samvat was 470 years. Accepting

therefore 528 B. c. as the true date of Mahavlra's death, we

arrive at 528 - 198 or 202 = 330 or 326 B. C., for the true date of

Candragupta's anointment. There are reasons to think that

16 years should be given to Sumalya or Sukalpa. The 3/aM-

vamia ,which also seems to ignore Mahanandi, gives 22 4- 22 = 44

years for the 10 sons of Kalasoka and the Nine JTandas ; and if

we adopt 16 years for Sumalya or Sukalpa, the PurSnic total for

Mahapadma and his sons come to the same figure 28 ^ 16 = 44

years. The Jain Pattavalls also place Sthulabhadra's death,

which is said to have synchronised with Candragupfca's anoint-

ment, in 215 or 219 years after Mahavira's death 1
. The difference

of 219 - 215 = 4 years is evidently due to the adoption of 12 or

16 years for Sumalya or Sukalpa. If we may rely on these indi-

cations, we should adopt 16 years for Sumalya or Sukalpa, and

the true and exact date of Candragupta's anointment would be

528 - 202 = 326 B. C. Candragupta seems to have thus gained

the throne of Magadha only shortly before Alexander's invasion

of India.

As the total of 138 years for the 5 kings in the Pradyota

list is arrived at only by adopting the minimum figures

slven for each individual king, we are in a position to

give their exact dates. ( 1 ) Pradyota (23 years) 551-528 B. C;

( 2 ) Palaka ( 24 years ) 528-504 B. C. , ( 3 ) Aryaka ( 21 years
\ "*/* N

. . __ / -rv \ *O9..-JQQ t> r* if h> I

504-483 B C. ; ( 4 ) Visakhayupa ( 50 years ) 483-433 B. C. ; ( 5 )

Nandivardhana (20 years ) 433-413 B. C-^TheJ^^
1 Indian Antiquary ( 11. 246, 251 ).
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when the Barhadrathas of Magadha had ceased to rule and when
the Vltihotras were ruling In Avanti, the minister Munika killed
his master and installed his own son Pradyota on the throne. As
the Barhadrathas were kings of Magadha, while the Pradyotas
were kings of Avanti, Pradyota must have succeeded the Vltihot-
ras and not the Barhadrathas ; and the master of Munika must
have been the last Vltihotra king of Avanti and not Ripumjaya the
last of the Barhadrathas. But the Puranas give their account of
the Pradyotas after the Barhadrathas and before the Saisunagas,
for the reasons that their rule began after the Saisunagas, had
obtained Magadha, and ended before the Saisunagas had
ceased to rule and that the Saisunagas displaced the Pra-
dyofcas in Avanti also, The Puranas did not wish to break off

their account of the Saisunagas in the middle to mention the

Pradyotas, who therefore are dealt with before the Saisunagas
are taken up. In fact, as Mr. K. P. Jayaswal has surmised, the
Pradyota chronology has been thrown in parenthetically in the

chronology of Magadha. If Sana's Harsa-carita ( vi ) may be
relied upon, the correct name of Pradyota's father seems to have
been Punika, not Munika. Pradyota is famous in Indian legend
as the father of Vatsaraja Udayana's wife Vasavadatta, and
because of his mighty army, he was known as Canda Mahasena
and feared even by -Ajatasatru of Magadha. His elder son Gopala,
desiring to be always in the company of Vasavadatta and

Udayana^ resigned his right to succession in favour of his
brother Palaka, who, however, as we learn from Sudraka's Mrcchar
katika, proved a tyrant and was deposed by a popular revolt in
favour of Gopala 's son Aryaka, who in turn was succeeded by
Visakhayupa. Then Avanti passed over, in all probability peace-
fully, to Nandivardhana of Magadha and his successors.

Now we come to the vexed question of Saisunaga chronology,
which depends on the date of Buddha's 'death, which Indian
tradition places in 544 B. a But the evidence of the early
Buddhist texts Dlgha Nikaya ( Suttanta 29 ) and Majjhima NiJmya
(Sutta 104) clearly favours the view that Buddha's death was
later than that of Mahavlra. When Buddha was in the Sakya
village Samagama, his disciples heard of Nigantha Nathaputta's
( Mahavlra ) death at Pava and the consequent schisms among
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the latter's disciples. They directly carried the newb to Buddha.
to get his advice as to what they themselves should do In case,

as was feared, their own master should shortly die. Nigar.tha

Nathaputta of the Buddhist texts is certainly identical with

Mahavira, who is believed by the Jains to have died at Pava on

Karttika amavasya. Buddha's disciples were evidently anxious

lest the already existing differences of opinion among themselves

should develop into schisms on their master's death. It is time

clear that Buddha died after, but not long after Mahavira.

The exact date of Buddha's death can be determined by a

consideration of Ceylon chronology, as developed in the Ceylon
chronicles Dipavamsa ( 4th century A. C. ), Mahavantsa { 5th

century A. C. ), Culavamsa ( c. 1300 A. a ), fUjU-vali ^c. 1300 A. c. ),

Nikayasamgrdha (c. 1400 A. C, ) and the Rajavail ( c. 1700 A. r. ).

The intervals between the deaths of Buddha and Mahasena, kin^

of Ceylon, is, according to the testimony of the last three chroni-

cles mentioned above, 844 years 9 months 25 days. As the

Buddhist era of 544 B. C. had become established in Ceylon not

later than 1200 A. C. ( 1743 A. B. ;, when Sahasamalla was

anointed ]

, the said interval must be taken to have been given in

terms of that era. In fact, the era itself seems to have been

arrived at by working backwards from the known epoch of

Mahasena's death in 84 5- 543 = 302 A. C. The interval of 844

years 9 months and 25 days is arrived at only by adopting the

maximum figures among the variant readings given in tht

Mahavamta* The variants occur only with regard to 5 rulers,

( 1 ) Sena and Guttaka 12 or 20 or 22 years, ( 2 ) Lanjatissa 9 years

15 days, 9 years 2 months 15 days, or 9 years 8 months ; ( 3 )

Ilanaga 6 or 9 years ; ( 4 ) Gajabahukagamani 12 or 22 years and

( 5 ) Kanitthatissa 18 or 28 years. With regard to Lanjatissa,

there can be no doubt as to which reading is to be preferred from

among addhamasam, addhamasam and atthamasam. The 9 months

and 25 days of the total interval is arrived at only by adopting

the reading addhamasam 2 1

/2 months ( of. Hindi adliall Gajabahu

again is given 12 years only in Tumour 's text ; all other manu-

scripts and editions of the Mahavamsa and the Dipavamsa give 32

E. Muller : Ancient Inscriptions of Ceylon No. 156.
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years, which therefore must be the correct reading-. As regards

Sena and Guttaka and Kanitthatissa, the Dipavarnsa gives only

12 and 18 years respectively ; and as these figures are given in

some manuscripts of the Mahavamsa also, they must be preferred

in the absence of other evidence. In the case of Sena and Guttaka,
other considerations point to the minimum figure as more pro-

bably correct. They ruled Ceylon after Mutasiva ( 60 years ) and

his 4 sons Devanampiya Tissa ( 40 years ), Uttiya ( 10 years ),

Mahasiva ( 10 years ) and Suratissa ( 10 years ), and were them-

selves succeeded by a 5th son of Mutasiva, i. e, A.sela ( 10 years ).

Thus Asela would have died not earlier than his 92nd, 100th or

102nd year of age, according as we choose 12, 20 or 22 years for

Sena and Guttaka, This fact too therefore confirms 12 years for

Sena and Guttaka, as the correct figure. Therefore by adopting
12 years for Sena and Guttaka, and 18 years for Kanitthatissa,
we bring down the date of Buddha's death from 544 to 524 B. C.

Again, with regard to Ilanaga. the later chronicles assume an

interregnum of 3 years in addition to his reign of 6 years. But,
as the Dzpo.vamsa makes no mention of the interregnum, and as

the M'ahavamsa is by no means clear that the interregnum of 3

years has not been included in the 6 years assigned to Ilanaga
( 35. 27 & 45 ), we shall perhaps have to make a further deduction
of 3 years, which results in 521 B. c, as the date of Buddha's
death. As Buddha has already been proved to have died after

528 B. a, 521 B. C. may be accepted as the true and exact date of

Buddha's death. As this date is based on the epoch of 302 A. C.

for the death of Mahasena, it might be felt that same external
confirmation for the correctness of the latter date is needful.
Such confirmation is also not wanting, for Dr. Sylvain Levi has
proved from Chinese history in the Journal Asiatique ( 1900.

pp. 412, 421 ) that an embasssy arrived in China in 428 A. C. from
Mo-ho-nan ( Mahanama ), king of Ceylon. According to the
CUlavamsa ( oh. 37 ), Mahanama gained the throne 108 years after

Mahasena's death, and ruled for 22 years. Accepting the epoch
of 302 A, C. for Mahasena's death, Mahanama would have ruled
from 410 to 43 2.A. a, and an embasy from him could well have
arrived in China in 428 A. C. No doubt need therefore be enter*

tained regarding the accuracy of the date 521 B.C. for Buddha's
death, deduced from Ceylon chronology. For convenience of
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reference, a list of Ceylon kings down to Mahanama is appended,
with their regnal periods and dates in the Christian era.

1* Vijaya [ 38 years) 521-483 B. C.

Interregnum ( 1 year) 483-482 B. a
Paxiduvasudeva ( 30 years ) 482-452 B. C.

Abhaya ( 20 years ) 452-432 B. C.

Interregnum ( 17 years) 432-415 B. C.

4. Pandukabhaya ( 70 years ) 415-345 B. C.

5. Mntasiva ( 60 years ) 345-285 B. C.

6. Devanampiyatissa ( 40 years ) 285-245 B, C.

7. Uttiya ( 10 years ) 245* 235 B. o.

8. Mahasiva ( 10 years ) 235-225 B. C.

9. Suratissa ( 10 years ) 225-215 B. C.

10. Sena and Guttaka ( 12 years ) 215-203 B. a
11. Asela ( 10 years ) 203-193 B. a
12. Elara ( 44 years ) 193-149 B. C.

13. Dutthagamani ( 24 years ) 149-125 B. C

14. Saddhatissa ( 3 8 years ) 125-107 B. C.

15. Thiilathana ( 1 month 10 days ) 107 B. C,

16. Lanjatissa ( 9 years 2 months 15 days ) 107-98 B, a
17. Khallatanaga ( 6 years ) 98-92 B. O.

18. Vattagamani ( 5 months ) 92-91 B. C.

19. Pulahattha ( 3 years ) 91- 88 B. C.

20. Bahlya ( 2 years ) 88-86 B. a
21. Panaysmara ( 7 years } 86-79 B, C,

22. Pilayamara ( 7 months ) 79 B. C.

23. Dathika ( 2 years ) 79-77 B, C.

24. Vattagamani ( 12 years ) 77-65 B. O.

25. Mahacula Mahatissa ( 14 years ) 65-51 B. C,

26. Coranaga ( 12 years ) 51-39 B. a
27. Tissa ( 3 years ) 39-36 B. C.

28. Siva ( 1 year 2 months ) 36-35 B. C.

29. Vatuka ( 1 year 2 mouths ) 35-34 B* a
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30. Dariibhatikatissa ( I year 1 month ) 34- 32 B. o.

31. Nlliya ( 6 months ) 32 B. c.

32. Anula ( 4 months ) 32 B. C.

33. Kutakannatlssa ( 22 years ) 32-10 B. C.

34. Bhatikabhaya ( 28 years ) 10 B. C. to 19 A. C.

35. Mahadathika Mahanaga ( 12 years ) 19-31 A. c.

36. Amandagamani ( 9 years 8 months ) 31-41 A. a

37. Kanirajanutissa ( 3 years ) 41-44 A. C.

38. Culabhaya ( 1 year ) 44-45 A. a
39. Sival! ( 4 months ) 45 A. C.

40. Ilanaga ( 6 years ) 45-51 A. a
41. Candamukhasiva ( 8 years 7 months ) 51-60 A. c.

42. Yasalalakatissa ( 7 years 8 months ) 60-68 A. c.

43. Subharaja ( 6 years ) 68-74 A. C.

44. Vasabha ( 44 years ) 74-118 A. a
45. Vankanasikatdssa ( 3 years ) 118-121 A. a
46. Gajabahnkagamani ( 22 years ) 121-143 A. a
47. Mahallanaga ( 6 years ) 143-149 A. C.

48. Bhatikatissa ( 24 years ) 149-173 A. c.

49. Kanitthatissa ( 18 years ) 173-191 A. C.

50. Khujjanaga ( 1 year ) 191-192 A. c.

51. Kuncanaga ( 2 years ) 192-194 A. c.

52. Sirinaga ( 19 years ) 194-213 A. c.

53. Voharikatissa ( 22 yeais^ ) 213-235 A. a
54* Abhayan^ga ( a years ) 235-243 A, a
55. Sirinaga ( 2 yeaxs ) 243-245 A. C.

56. Vijayakumara ( 1 year ) 245-246 A. c.

57. Sanghatissa ( 4 years ) 246-350 A. a
58. Saixghafcodhi ( 2 years ) 250-252 A. C.

59. Meghavarma Goihakabhaya ( 13 yemis ) 252-^65 A. a
60. Jetthatlssa ( 10 years ) 265-275 A. a
61. Mahasena ( 27 ymrs > 2?S-302 A. a
62. Sixi Me&bava^rm ( ffi. years >30X-33O A. U
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3, Jetthatissa ( 9 years ) 330-3S9 A. a
64 Buddhadasa ( 29 years ) 339-368 A. a
65. Upatissa ( 42 years ) 368-410 A. C.

66. Mahanama ( 22 years ) 410-432 A. G.

i evidence of Priyadarsi's inscriptions also point to 521 B. C

as ihe true date of Buddha's death. W learn from his rock-ediofc

No. 13 that it was the universal misery caused by Ms OQn<mea

of Kalinga in his 8th year that first turned his thoughts to

dharma ; and he had become a Buddhist before his 10th ywur,

when he visited Sambodhi ( rock-edict No. 8 ). Then accordii&g

to his minor rock-edict No. 1 he was an upasaka ( lay digcipl )

for over 21 /2 years, when he became more active* having joined

the Sangha ( brotherhood ), and, at the time of his edict, suoh

activity had extended over more than 1 year. Priyadarsi con-

trasts the result of his activity during the shorter period with

that of his rather indifferent exertions during the previous

longer period, and improves the occasion to preach a sermon 031

the value and necessity of exerting oneself. The activity alluded

to seems to include his missions of dharma to his Greek neigh-

bours. Minor rock-edict No. 1 therefore seems to have been

engraved after all the rock-edicts proper had been issued, and

before 10 4- 2*/2 + 1 = 13
z

/2 years had elapsed from his anoint-

ment. It may thus be almost certainly dated in his 13th or 14th

year.

This edict ends with the words
"
256 vynih&na ", or other word

to the same effect. The meaning of the word is much disputed,

but, as Kautalya, in his Arlhasastra ( 2. 6 } explains vyu*t* ^
rajavarsa ( regnal year ), it is only reasonable to infer, with

Drs. Buhler, Fleet and Shama Sasfcri, that these words give us

the date of .the edict in terms of a Buddhist era, especially be-

cause in this edict Priyadarstf shows himself an ardent Buddhist

On any other interpretation, the necessity for giving the figure

2S6 is not obvious. But, though Dr. Buhler and others recogmeed

the 8igrffioa*oe of this figure, they vtere misled by ihe Ceylon

chronioles jbo date this edict at the very end of Priyadarsi s wgA,

for the.3foMhw**a ( 5. 21 : 20. 6 ), which assigns him a W_W
37 7ars dates his anointment in 218 A. B Even
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however, that the minor rock-edict No.1 was Priy adarsfs last ed
and that 218 A. B. is the true date of his anointment, we cannot
date this edict in 256 A* B , as the Mahavamsatika clearly explains
that the reign period of 37 years for Prlyadarsi includes the

supposed 4 years' interval between his accession and his anoint-
ment. His reign would therefore have ended not in 256 A. B.

but in 218 H- (37 - 4 )
= 251 A. B. It may also be noted that

there is no indication in Priyadarsi 's edicts of any such interval
between his accession and anointment. Taking the minor rock-
edict No. 1, therefore, by itself, we arrive at the result that, at

the time it was engraved, 12 or 13 years had elapsed from his

anointment, and 256 years from Buddha's death. Since Candra-
gupfoa was anointed in 326 B. c., and since he and his son Binckt-
sSra ruled for 24 4- 25 = 49 years, Buddha's death must have
occurred in 326 -

( 24 4- 25 + 12 or 13 ) + 256 = 521 or 520 B. c.

The date 521 B. c. for Buddha's death, therefore, already arrived
at by a consideration of Ceylon chronology is also confirmed by
the direct evidence of Priyadarsi's edicts.

It is here necessary to consider how far the Mahavamsa is his-

torically true. Dr. Geiger has shown in his Dlpavamsa and Maha-
vatiisa ( tr, by E. M. Kumaraswami ) that it is based or: genuine
tradition recorded in the various recensions of an older work,
the Attakatha-Mahavamsa. It no doubt abounds in miracles and
betrays religious and racial bias, bufc it is essentially honest and
always just. For instance, it says of the foreign usurpers Sena,
Quttaka and Elara that they ruled in accordance with dharma
( 21. 11 & 14 ). Its style again is modest and simple. But in

two respects it proves itself unreliable, First with regard to its

legends about Priyadarsi Dharmasoka, and again with regard to

the early chronology of Ceylon. The truth is that it is always
reliable, when it is based on authentic sources of information, but
where it merely records tradition or hearsay, caution would be
needful in dealing with it. The desire to connect tlie landing of

Vijaya in Ceylon with Buddha's death has made its early Ceylon
chronology distorted and unreliable. For instance, Pandukabhaya
is said to have gained the throne, when he was 37 year old, and
yet to have ruled for 70 years ( 10. 106 ). That is, he died at the

age of 107 years, Not only so, but his son Mut^si va, who
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have been very old when he succeeded his centenarian father,

is likewise said to have ruled for 60 years ( 11. 4 ), and to have

been succeeded in his turn, hy his 5 sons, who ruled altogether,

with 2 intervening usurpers, for 92 years at least ( 20. 28 & 57 ;

81. 1, 3 ? 11 & 12 ). In fact, genuine history begins for Ceylon

only with the advent of Mahendra in 236 A. B., when Devanara*

piyatissa had just begun to rule.

With regard feo Dharmasoka, again, the Mahai-amia proves

itself unreliable, as it is based only on the legends of northern

Buddhists. Dharmasoka was a great patron of Buddhism, and

the greatest Indian king who had espoused that faith. The

Buddhist chronicles therefore betray a double tendency, to

blacken his career^before his spiritual rebirth, and to connect as

many events of religious importance as possible with him, and

thereby magnify his achievements after he joined the Sangha.

Priyadarsi is by no means reluctant to speak of his own short-

comings. The nature of saints is to exaggerate theJr own failings

previous to their spiritual rebirth, and Priyadarsi was no excep-

tion to this rule. But his later biographers have not only taken

his confessions and regrets in their literal sense, but have even

magnified his pre-Buddhistic misdeeds, for the greater glory of

his religion. The value of the conversion was deemed propor-

tionate to the magnitude of the sins. In this view, Priyadarsi is

said to have gained the tbrone by killing all but one of his 100

brothers ', while his own edicts ( rock-edict No. 5 ) indicate that,

even in his 13th year, he had living brothers and
sisters^or

whom

and their families he evinces anxious care. The Mahat^sa ( o.

22 ) again states that Priyadarsi was anointed only 4 years after

he gained the throne, a statement which finds no
confirmation^

in

his edicts The Mahavamsa ( 5> 34, 72 ) dates his conversion

3 years after his anointment, while, as we have
seen^his

own

edicts indicate his 8th or 9th year for that event Again wMe

the Mahavarnsatika shows from the<^|^
soka ruled altogether for 37 years, the M^avamsa 20. 1-6 ) says

that he ruled for 37 years after his anointment, but gives details

amount to 41 years after that event, fiu*^
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total reign of 45 years. With regard to Ms achievements as a

Buddhist, Priyadar^i is known to ,have issued many edicts on
dharmas,nd tried to spread the faith even outside India, but

according: to the Mahavamsa ( 5. 279 ), the 3rd Buddhist Council
was actually held under his auspices. It is therefore certainly
strange that this council should find no mention in any of his

edicts. Dharmasoka again is said ( 13. 8-16 ) to have sent his
own son and daughter to spread the faith in Ceylon. Not only
is this supposed fact omitted even in Prlyadarsfs rock-edicts

Nos. 2 & 13, where Ceylon is actually included amomg fche coun-

tries to which he distributed medicines and sent missions of

dharma, hut, according to Fa-hien ( 410 A, a tr. Legge p. 77 ) and
Hieun Tsang ( 648 A. C. tr, Beal 2. 246-47 ), Mahendra, who con-

verted Ceylon, was Priyadarsi's brother and not his son. It may
indeed be admitted that, shortly after the 3rd Buddhist Council,
Mahendra converted Ceylon in 236 A. B., and that the fact was
duly recorded in the chronicles of Ceylon, but there is no ground
for believing that Priyadarsi had anything to do with either of

these events, or for dating his anointment in 218 A. B. against
the evidence of his own edicts.

But the epoch of 218 A. B. is the basis of early Buddhist
chronology and cannot have been invented. It must mark an
event important for Buddhists. The truth seems to be that
Priyadarsi was born in that year. If so, the Buddhist Council of
235 A. B. would have taken place in his 17th year of age, and
this was probably later on misconstrued to mean the 17th year
of his reign 1

. Accepting this conclusion, Priyadarsi was born
in 303 B. a andjas he has been proved to have been anointed in
326 -

( 24 + 25 ) = 277 B. c., he was then perhaps 26 years old,
and both the 3rd Buddhist Council and Mahendra's conversion
of Ceylon had taken place before his anointment. It is thus clear

why these events find no mention in his edicts. They were
both past events, with which he had nothing to do. He had only
to continue the good work already begun, and this he did with
untiring earnestness and energy.

\ Mqhavatfi&Ci ( 5. 280
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It is also necessary to explain how some Digambaras came to

adopt for MahSvIra's death, a date 16 or 18 years before 528 B. c.

We haTe seen that the date of Buddha's death was shifted back

by 23 years sometime after the 5th century A, c. by adopting the

higher figures for Sena and Guttaka and Kanitthatissa, and by
assuming an interregnum of 3 years just before Ilanaga's reign.

When the Buddhists thus came to believe that Buddha died in

544 B. C., instead of 521 B. C., it seems that some Digambarat
antedated Mahavlra's death by 16 or 18 years, by counting the

interval of 470 years from Vikrama% birth, instead of his anoint-

ment, so that the known priority oi Mahavira's death to that of

Buddha might be maintained while other Jains held fast to the

already established date.

The way is now clear for considering the vexed question of

Saisunaga chronology. The Puranas make Sisunaga the founder

of the dynasty, while the Buddhist and Jain chronicles "begin

their accounts with Srenika-Bimbisara and the MaMvamsa actu-

ally makes Sisunaga a later successor of Bimbisara. Some

modern scholars seem inclined to prefer the evidence of the

Buddhist and Jain chronicles, but the reasons they give are not

convincing, the chief of them being that, according to the Mat^ya

Purana ( 272. 6 ), Sisunaga, having destroyed all tleir fame and

having installed his son at Benares, came to Girivraja. Since

this statement immediately follows the account of the Pradyotas,

it is presumed that Sisunaga must have gained the throne of

Magadha after the Pradyotas had ceased to rule ad ccmld not

therefore have preceded Ajatasatru, who was the contemporary

of Pradyota, himself. But it has been shown above tbai the

account of the Pradyotas is parenthetical, and Sisumaga mrofc

therefore be deemed to have destroyed tlte fame, not of the

Pradyotas who ruled in Avauti, but of Ms own pr@decears in

Magadha, the Barhadrathas, Again it is utfged thai, a Afat^

satru wae the first king of Magadha who annexed Benares, Sisti-

naga must have ruled after his time. But this is merely begging

the question, as the Matsya Purana does not state Si^unaga

himself or any of his descendants in Magadha before Ajatasairo

ruled ovar Benares. On the other hand, it is clear thai

ffeced the tkroitet of Magadha, perfmps because ths
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rathas had become extinct from want of heirs or for &ome other

reason. So he gave up his own kingdom of Benares to an un-

named son and came over to Magadha. He was evidently the

legitimate king of Benares before he became the king of

Magadha, and it is significant that his capital is said to have

been the old city of Girivraja, and not Rajagrha, Campa orPatali-

putra, which in turn were the capitals of Magadha from and after

the time of Bimbisara. His accession to the throne of Magadha

seems, from the terms of reference in the Matsya Purana, and also

from the length of reign ( 5(Pyears ) of Bipurhjaya, the )ast of the

Barhadrathas, seems to have been peaceful and not at all by his

own efforts. It is also incorrect to say that Ajatasatru ruled

over Benares till near the close of his reign, for the cause of his

quarrel with the Kosala King Prasenajit was, according to the

Jataka ( Nos. 239, 283 & 492 ), only a village in Benares district,

which was given to Bimbisara as the dowry of his queen Kosala-

devi, but resumed by Prasenajit for the reason that Ajatasatru,

as a parricide, did not deserve to inherit it. In the war between

Ajatasatru aud Prasenajit, fortune did not always favour the

same side, and the quarrel was finally made up by Ajatasatru

marrying Vajira, the daughter of Prasenajit, with the same

village as her dowry. The Mahavamsa top ( 4, 5-7 ), though it

assigns a wrong place in the dynasty to Sismnaga, confirms the

Inference that Sisunaga was invited by the people of Magadha
to rule over them.

It has been proved above that, before Candragupta, ruled

Surnalya or Sukalpa for 16 years from 342 to 326 B. C., Maha-

padma for 28 years from 370 to 342 B. C., Mahanandi for 43 years

from 413 to 370 B. a, and Nandivardhaiia for 20 years from 433

to 413 B, C. It has been inferred that in all probability Nandi-

vardhana of the Pradyota list was identical with ITandivardhana

of the Saisunaga list. But, while the Puranas assign him 20 or

30 years in the Pradyota list, they give him 40 or 42 years in the

Saisunaga list. This may suggest that he had ruled for some

years in Magadha, before he became king of Avantl also in all

probability peacefully, for lack of heirs or other reason, as the

last Pradyota king Visakhayupa is said to have ruled for 50

years. It is therefore needful to determine the date of his acces-
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sion in Magadha from independent sources. Now, according to

the Mahavanisa ( 4. 8-64 ^ at the end of the 10th year of KalaSoka,

100 years after Buddha's death, the 2nd Buddhist Council of

700 Bhiksus was convened by Yasa and held at Vesall under
Kalasoka's patronage, while according to Taranatha ( tr. Schief-

ner p. 41 ) the same Council of *iOn Bhik&u* convened by Yasa was
held at Vesal! under the patronage of King Nandi. It is there-

fore clear that Kalasoka was a title of Nandi, even as DhartQa-

soka was a title of Priyadarsi. This Nandi must be Nandi-

vardhana and not Mahaiiandi, an the date of the 2nd Council

100 A. B. = 521 - 100, i. e. 421 B. C. falls within the limits of

the former's reign, nnci as the 10th year of Kalasoka is said to

have coincided with 100 A. B., Nandivardhana must have begun

to rule over Magadha about 421 + 70 = 431 B. c. He therefore

became king of Magadha at the same time he gained the throne

of Avanti, or shortly after. It is therefore safe to conclude that

he could not have ruled for 40 or 42 years.

But, according to the Maliavafnia, Kalasoka was succeeded by

his 10 sons and fchen the 9 Wandas, while K andivardhana was

succeeded by Mahanandi, Mahapadma and Sumalya or Sukalpa.

The 10 sons of Kalasoka were evidently meant to set off the

9 Nandas 3 and it remained for the Mahabodhivaitosa to name them

all. It is clear that the sources on which the Manavafiua relies

for its north Indian history knew nothing of Kalasoka*s succes-

sors, as they evidently did not play any part in the history of

Buddhism till the time of Priyadarsi. With regard to Kalasoka

and his predecessors, the Maha-vamsa says ( 2. 25-32; 4. 1-8):
" Bimbisara and the prince Siddhartha were friends, and friends

likewise were the fathers of both. The Bodhisattva was five

years older than Bimbisara ; twenty-nine yeare old was he when

he left Ms father's Bouse. When he had striven six years and

thereafter had attained to wisdom, he, being thirty-five years

old, visited Bimbisara. The virtuous Bimbis&rs was fifteen

years old, when he was anointed king by his own father, and

when fifteen years had gone by since his coming to the throne,

the Master preached his doctrine. Two and fifty years he reigned ;

fifteen years of his reign passed before the meeting with the

Conqueror, and yet thirty-seven years of Ms reign followed in the

5
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lifetime of the Tathagata. Bimbisara's son, the foolish Ajata-

satru, reigned thiry-two years after he, the traitor, had slain his

father. In the eighth year of Ajatasatru, the sage entered into

nirvana and thereafter did he, Ajatasatru, reign yet twenty-four

years. ... When Ajatasatru's son Udayabhadraka had slain him
he, the traitor, reigned sixteen years. Udayabhadraka ?

s son
Aniruddhaka slew his father and Aniruddha's son named Munda
did likewise. Traitors and fools, these sons reigned over the

kingdom ;
in the reign of these two kings eight years elapsed.

Munda's son Nagadasaka slew his father and then did the evil-

doer reign twenty-four years. Then were the citizens wroth,

saying
*

This is a dynasty of parricides
?

, and when they had

banished the king Nagadasaka, they met together and, since the

minister known by the name Sisunaga was proved to be worthy,

they anointed him king, mindful of the good of all- He reigned
as king eighteen years. His son Kalasoka reigned twenty-eight

years. At the end of the tenth year of Kalasoka ?

s reign a century
had gone by since the parinirvana of the Sambuddha' ;

.

The quiet style of this passage only sets off the absurdity of

the statement that 5 kings in succession were parricides and that

the citizens banished Nagadasaka, not when he in his turn had
murdered his father, but after he had ruled for 24 years. The
truth is that the style is that of the Mahavctfhsa, but the subject-

matter is a heritage from the traditions of northern Buddhists.

Ajatasatru is indeed known to have been a parricide from the

Jataka ( Nos- 239, 283 & 492 ) and the Jjlgha Nikaya ( Sutta 2 ).

He imprisoned his father Bimbisara and starved him to death,

but afterwards expresses his repentance to Buddha. This fact is

the nucleus round which the legend of a dynasty of parricides

grew. It has also been shown that Sisunaga has been misplaced
in the above list. But otherwise there is nothing absurd or

improbable in the above passage. On the contrary, it clearly

indicates that Bimbisara was not, as is believed by some modern
scholars, the first king of the dynasty, as his father could not

have anointed him unless he had been king himself, and, for

aught we know, there might have been other kings before him.

There is therefore nothing in this passage to show that Bimbisara
founded a dynasty*
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If we omit Sisunaga, the immediate predecessor of KalEsoka
was, according to the Makavamsa, Nagadasaka. This name seems
fco be a corruption of Saisunaga Darsaka. The prefix Naga was
evidently intended to distinguish King Darsaka from his contem-

porary Acarya Darsaka, chief of Vinaya. The place of Darsaka
in this dynasty is uncertain. While the Puranas place him
between Ajatasatru and Udayi, Bhasa, in his Svapnaixi$madatt&,

makes him a contemporary of Pradyota, and the Mahawihta
places him after Munda and before Kalasoka. As Hemacandra,
like the Mahavamsa, makes Udayl the son and immediate successor

of Ajatasatru ( B. 22 ), it seems that the Puranic account is in-

correct. Again, Darsaka cannot have been the contemporary of

Pradyota, as the entire reign of the latter synchronised with thope

of Bimbisara and his immediate successor Ajatasatrri. and as lie,

with Mahavlra, died before Buddha, who himself died in Ajata-

satru's 8th year. The Mahavanisa L* therefore probably correct

in placing him after ITdaya and before Kalasoka. This inference

is confirmed by the existence of a Sri Harsa era of 458 B. C.

noticed by Alberuni in his India ( te Sachau 2. 5 ). According

to Wilson's Visni Parana ( 4. 24 ) Harsaka is a variant form of

Darsaka's name and it was perhaps the correct one. As we do

not know of any other Harsa who could have founded an era in

458 B. c., the Sri-Harsa of 458 B. C. is probably identical with

Darsaka-Harsaka. Assuming this to be true, Darsaka would have

begun to rule in 458 B. C. and as he is said to have ruled for 24

or 25 years, he died probably in 434 or 433 B. G. ; when Nandi-

vardhana came to the throne. This result confirms the place

assigned above to Darsaka. We may therefore definitely assign

Mm a reign of 25 years from 458 to 433 B. C.

It may be asked whether there is any evidence to prove the use

of the Sri-Harsa era of 458 B. C. in early times. It must be

admitted that there is no definite mention by name of this era in

early times. But its use can be inferred from the Hathigumpha

inscription of Kharavela* Agreement has not yet been reached in

the reading or interpretation of this important historical record,

but about the passage which bears on the use of the Sri-Harsa era,

the reading at least is not in dispute, as may be seen from B. M
Bajua's Old Brahmi Inscriptions ( pp. 31-33 ). The passage in
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question refers to a canal which was excavated by Nandaraja in

the year 103 ( Nandaraja-tivaaasatoghatiiam X This Nandaraja is

referred to again in the same inscription as lord of Anga and

Magadha. He cannot therefore have been merely a local ruler,

but must be identical with Mahapadma, who was the only Nanda
who could have conquered and ruled over Kalinga also, to enable

him to excavate a canal in that country. We cannot interpret
the passage to mean *

excavated in the year 103 of NandarSja \

as it is more natural for Eharavela to say who excavated the

canal that he claims to have extended to Kaling-anagara than for

him to say who founded the era that he was using. In fact the

passage clearly mentions both the excavator and the date of

excavation of the canal. We must therefore infer that Nanda-

raja himself was living in the year 103 mentioned here. Neither
can we interpret ttvasa^ala to mean *

103 or 300 years ago 'or 'in

the year 300 ', as there is no word like pTirvam to express the idea

of
'

ago ', and, as the exactly analogous expression terasavasasata

in the same inscription is admitted by all scholars, except Mr. K.

P. Jayaswal, to mean '

113 years
' and not

*

1300 years '. Now, as

Mahapadma has been proved above to have ruled from 370 to

342 B. C
, the year 103 must be dated in terms of an era which

began between 370 4- 103 = 473 B. c., and 342 -f 103 = 445 B.C.

As the era of 458 B. C. was the only one known to have been

founded between these narrow limits, the use of that era about
the beginning of the Christian era has thus been proved.

Just before Darsaka-Harsaka, the Mahavamsa mentions Ani-

ruddha and Munda. Neither of these kings is mentioned in the

Puranas or by Jain authors. But the existence of Munda is proved
by the Anguttara Nikaya ( 5. 5 ) ? which describes how. king Munda
of Pataliputra was overcome by grief on the death of his queen
BhadradevL The mention of Pataliputra, which is known to

have been founded by Udaya in his 4th year 1
, clearly indicates

that Munda was a successor of Udaya. About Aniruddha, how-

ever, we have no other source of information* Munda and Ani-
ruddha are together said to have ruled for 8 years, but as their

reigns began on Udaya's death, they must have begun to rule

1 Vayu Purana ( 99, 319 } ; SthavirTivaficarita ( 6. 180 ).
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60 years after Mahavlra, when, according to Hemacandra ( 6-

236-243 ) } TJdaya died, i. e. in 528 - 60 = 4^8 B. C. A^niraddha

and Munda may therefore be inferred to have ruled for 10 years

from 468 to 458 B. C. Udaya ruled, according: to the Puranas

for 33 years, but according to the Mahavamsa, for only 16 years.

As we have hitherto found reasons invariably to prefer the

figures given by the Puranas, while adhering, for the kings before

Kalasoka, to the order of succession as given in the Mahavatasa,

we may adopt the Puranic figure for Udaya also and conclude

that he ruled for 33 years from 501 to 468 B. C- Ajatasatru was

Udaya's predecessor, and as Buddha died in his 8th year and in

521 B. C., his reign must have begun in 521 H- 7 = 528 B. us

and he must have ruled, as the Puranas say for 27 years from

528 to 501 B. C., while the Mahavamsa gives him 32 years.

Ajatasatru was known to the Jains as Knnika, and Mahavlra

is said to have died while his war with Kosala was in progress.

In fact his whole reign is said to have been spent in attacking

and annexing Videha, Vaisali, Kasi and a part of Kosala- The

feared invasion of Pradyota did not realise, perhaps because he

died shortly after the anointment of Ajatasatru. The succession

of Biinbisara-Ajata&atru-Udayl-Mutida is confirmed by the Astr

kavadana, but it omits Anirtiddha and Candragupta and places

between Munda and Bindusara the kings Kakavami, Sahalt

Tulakuci, Mahamandala, Prasenajit and Nanda. Its evidence is

therefore of no value whatever. Bimbisara is assigned 28 or 38

years in the Puranas, and 52 years in the Mdhavatitsa* As he

was ruling: Magadha when Buddha, who died at the age of

80 years in Ajatasatru's 8th year, attained Sambodhi in his 36tb

year of age, he must have ruled for at least 80 -
{ 7 + 35 )

= 38

"years ; but as his son ruled for 27 years and his grandson for 33

years, he could not have ruled longer. We may therefore dis-

credit the statement of the Mahavamsa that he was anointed by

his own father when he was only 15 years old and that he ruled

lor 52 years. Bimbisara therefore ruled for 38 years from 566 to

528 B. C. He is said to have built Rajagrha, annexed Aiiga and

allied himself by marriage with Kosala and VaisalL His prede-

cessors were Sisunaga, Kakavarna, Ksemadharma and K-atraujas

who are said to have ruled for 40, 26 or 36, 20 or 36 and 24 or 40
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years respectively. Now, according to the PurSpas, the Saisu-

nagas ruled altogether for 360 years, but unless we include the

Nandas, we have 360 years for only 10 or 12 kings, with an

average of 36 or 30 years. So the total of 360 years should be

taken to have been meant for all the 14 kings from Sisunaga to

Samalya or Sukalpa, in which case the average becomes 26 years.

Sisunaga, therefore, seems to have been anointed in 326 4- 360 =
686 B. C., and the total for the 4 kings from Sisunaga to Ksatrau-

jas is 686- 566 = 120 years. If only their minimum figures are

adopted, the total becomes 3 10 years. There is therefore a

difference of 120 - 110 = 10 years to be accounted for, and this

we find in 36 years for Kakavarna, instead of the minimum figure

of 26 years. We may, therefore, conclude that Sisunaga ruled

for 40 years from 686 to 646 B. C., Kakavarpa for 36 years from

646 to 610 B. a, Ksernadharma for 20 years from 610 to 590 B. c,,

and Ksatraujas for 24 years from 590 to 566 B. C. Bana, in his

Har&icarita ( vi ), not only confirms the succession Sisunaga-

Kakavarna, but remarks about the latter that, after being: taken

in an aeroplane by a Yavana, he was killed by the latter near

his own city, in revenge for his having waged war against the

Yavanas- If this story be accepted as true, we have to infer that,

as early as the latter half of the 7th century B. C*, there was

intercourse between Hindus and Yavanas, and some sort of aerial

navigation was not unknown. The results of our investigation

into Saisunaga and Pradyota chronology may now be summarised
as follows :

tiaisunagas Pradyc tas.

1. Sisunaga 686-646 B. C. 1. Pradyota 551-528 B. C.

2. Kakavarna 646-610 E/C. 2. Palaka 528-504 B. a
3. Ksemadharma 610-590 B. c. 3. Aryaka 504-483 B. C.

4. Ksatraujas 590-566 B. C. 4. Visakhayupa 483-433 B. c.

5. Bimbisara 566-528 B. C. 5. Nandivardhana 433-413 B, c.

6. Ajatasafcru 528-501 B. C.

7. Udayi 501-468 B. C.

8. Aniruddha & Munda 468-458 B. c.

9
f Darsaka 458-433 B. Ce
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10. Nandivardhana 433-413 B. c.

11. Mahanandi 413-370 B, C.

12. Mahapadma 370-342 B. c.

13. Sumalya or Sukalpa 342-326 B. C.

The Barhadrathasj as we have seen, preceded the Saisunagas

in Magadha. They were 32 In number *

1. Brhadratha.Ji. Kusagra, 3. Rsabha, 4. Puspavan, 5. Satyahita-

6- Sudbanva, 7. Urja-Jantu, 8. Nabhasa, U. Jarasamdha s 10. Saha-

deva, 11. Somadhi, 12. Srutasrava, 13. Ayutayu, 14- Kiramitra.

15. Suksattra, 16. Brhatkarma, 17, Senajit, 18. Srutamjay a, 19. Vibhu,

20. Suci, 21. Ksemaka, 22. Suvrata, 23. Dhannanetra, 24. Nirvrti,

25. Trinetra-Susrama, 26. Drdhasena, 27. Siamatl-Mahinetra, 28,

Sucala, 29. Sunetra, 30. Satyajit, 31. Visvajlt, 32. Riptniijaya.

The Individual periods given for the last 22 kings in the Puraxias

are of no value, as. even adopting the minimum figures for

each king, the total for 22 kings is 790 years, yielding an

average of 36 years for each. Moreover 11 of these kings are

given reigns of over 30 years, and 4 of them actually over 5i>

years each. The total period given in the Puranas for the entire

dynasty is 723 years, or 1000 years, yielding averages of 22\2

and 31 years for each. The total of 723 years, besides being

exact, unlike the round figure of 1000 years, yields the more

reasonable average, and is therefore more likely to be correct

Accepting this total, this dynasty may be deemed to have ruled

over Magadha from 1409 to 686 B. C. The first 10 kings in the

list are said to have ruled before the Bharata war, and the others

after. Of these latter again, the 16 kings from Senajit are called

c

future
'

kings, evidently because the Puranas were originally

compiled in the reign of Senajit, who is referred to as the present*

king. Brhadratha, the founder of the dynasty, is said to have

been the "son of Vasu, v,ho is also called Caidya I because he

came from Cedi ) and Uparicara ( because he had an aerial car X

Kusagra was the founder of Girivraja, known also as Kusagra-

pura. Jarasamdha, the father-in law of Sri KrsiWs uncle Kamsa,

was killed by Pandava Bhlma, shortly before the Ea^asuya sacri-

fice of Yudhisthira, Sahadeva was killed in the Bharata war,

fighting on the side of the Fandavas. Sine* ther^ ware 10
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before the Bharata war, that war must have been fought about

1509 - -- = 1183 B, c. The chronology therefore for the
<$<

Barhadrathas arrived at here would be confirmed, if it can be

proved that the Bharata war ^as fought about 1183 B. C.

The Btiarata war was the consequence of an astronomical

misunderstanding. When the Pandavas, defeated In a game of

dice, were forced to go into exile, it was agreed that their king*

dnm would be restored to them, if, after an exile of 12 years,

they could remain undiscovered for one year. The Pandavas,
who held to the lunar reckoning, claimed to have fulfilled the

condition, while the Kauravas, who followed the solar reckoning,

denied the claim. The difference between the two systems of

reckoning amounts to a little over 5 months in 13 years. Such

a misunderstanding would be impossible after' the time of the

Vectanga Jyotisa, which had adjusted the two systems by the

intercalation of one month at the end of every 2 1
/2 years. It is

therefore clear that the war must have been fought long before

the Vedahga Jyoti&a was composed. According to the Vedanga
Jyotisa ( st, ? ), the winter solstice always began with the sun at

the beginning of Sravistha in the month of Magha, arid the

summer solstice with the sun in the middle of Aslesa in the

month, of Sravaiia. This statement enables us to calculate its exact

date. It implies that the naksatra segments and not the asterisms

are here referred to, and, as the middle and not the end of Aslesa

is placed at 180 from the beginning of Dhanisth-a, it is also clear

that the system of equal spaces for naksatra^ is here used. There-

fore afc the time of the Vedanga Jyotisa, the winter solstice

occurred with the sun in S93 C
20', Mr. L. D. Svaraikannu Pillai

has proved, by astronomical calculation, in the introductory
volume of his Indian Ephen&ns, that in 532 A. c. the winter

solstice occurred with the sun in exactly 270, and that the

difference between Indian and modern astronomy in the length
of the sidereal year results in a slight displacement of the starting

point of Indian celestial longitudes, which added to the preces-
sion results in a total difference between Indian sidereal and
modern tropical longitudes of about 59" per annum or 1 for

every 61 years. The Indian rate of precession must therefore be

taken to be 1* for every 61 years, and as the amount of precession
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from the time of the Vedatiffa Jyotisa to 532 A. C. is 2G* -
= 23 20', the V+daitga Jyctisa must; have been composed in
23

-|
x 61 - 531 = 882 B. e., and the Bharata war must have

been fought long before that date. The positions of the solstices
mentioned in the Vedanga Jyotisi are also mentioned by Garga
and Parasara ( as cited by Bhatta Utpala on the Brhat-Samhitn
3. 1 ), who deemed them so fixed that they feared serious conse-

quences, should the sun ever swerve from them. But, as a reference
to the index of Mr. F. E. Pargiter's Ancient Indian Historical
Tradition will show, there were several Gargas and Parassras, and
it is therefore impossible to fix: the identity of the astronomers so

named, or to draw any inferences regarding their posteriority or

otherwise to the Bharata war.

The evidence of the later Vedio literature enables us to take
back the date of the Bharata war still earlier. According to the

Taittirlya Samhita ( 4.4. 10 ), the Taitiirtia JBrahmawa ( 1. 1. 2 ;

1. 5. 1 ) and the later portions of the Atharva Veda ( 19. 7 X

Krttika is invariably the first and the mouth ?

of the Naksatras.

The reason for this seems to be that Krttika then coincided with
the vernal equinox. That is why the Taittirlya JBrahmaya ( 1. 5. 2 )

divides the naksatras into 2 groups, (1) Deva naksatrae, i. e.

naksatras of the northern hemisphere, beginning with Krfctika

and ending with. Visakha, and (2) Yaroa naksatras 5
I e. naksatras

of the southern hemisphere, beginning with Anuradha and ending
with BharanL The BatapaiJia JBraJnnavta, in fact, says explicitly

(2. 1. Z ) that the Krttika alone never swerves from the east,

while all other naksatras do. This means, in modern astronomi-

cal language, that it coincided with the vernal equinox., and there-

fore its declination was nil. Even admitting that this is only

a traditional statement, it would not have been repeated without

qualification, if BharanI had already come to coincide with the

vernal equinox. We may therefore safely conclude that the

Vedic texts mentioned above were all composed before Bharanl

had 'already come to coincide with the vernal equinox. That the

position of the vernal equinox in Krttika was actually observed

and recorded is indeed clear from the fact that, in later times

when the vernal equinox had receded to the asterism RevatI, the

Surya Siddhanta accounted for these discrepant positions of the

6
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vernal eqiilnox by assuming a libratary motion of 27 on either

side of RevatL Now, the apparent longitude of BharanI is,

according to all Hindu astronomical authorities, 20 and the

true longitude corresponding to it is 24 41'. The vernal equinox

therefore coincided with Bharam in 24 |^ x 61 - 531 = 975 B.C.,

and all the Vedic texts cited above must hence be dated before

975 B. C. Of these, the Taiitirlya Samhita and the Taittiriya Brah-

mana were compiled by Vaisampayana or his guru Krsna Dvaipa-

yana Vyasa, the putative father of Pandu and Dhrtarastra and

the author of the Itihasa ( historical epic ) named Jaya, about the

Bharata war, which Vaisampayana amplified into the Bharata

24000 stanzas, which in its turn was enlarged into the present

Mahabharata 'by Sauti. The compilation of the Taittiriya Samhita

and Brahmana may therefore be dated shortly after the Bharata

war. The date of the later portions of the Aiharva Veda is un-

certain, but they certainly belong to about the same period, as

they were compiled by Krsna Dvaipayana or his pupil Sumantu,

The $atapatha Brahmana ( 13. 3. 4 ) mentions Janamejaya Pari-

ksita and Ms brothers Bhimasena, Ugrasena and Srutasena, who

are also mentioned as the grandsons of Arjuna Pandava's son

Abhimanyu in the Mahabharata ( Kumbakonam ec. 1. 3. 1 ). The

atapatha Brahmana also may therefore be dated shortly after the

Bharata war. As all these Vedic texts compiled after the Bharata

war have been proved to date not later than 975 B.C., the Bharata

war must be dated still earlier.

The internal evidence of the Mahabharata enables us not only

to carry back the Bharata war to an earlier age, but also to fix

its exact date. In the first place, it is stated in the Mahabharata

( 12. 46. 3 & 4 ) that Bhlsma died shortly after the winter solstice

on Magha sukla astana, when the moon was in Rohinl. This

statement is no doubt not found in some editions, but it is con-

firmed by tradition and other statements from the Mahabharata

itself. Even today, Magha sukla saptami and astaml are called

Ratha saptamt and Bhisma Astaml respectively. Ratha zaptand

evidently means the saptami on which the sun's chariot began to

turn north in those days, and Bhlsma Astam* means the astamt

on which Bhlsma gave up his breath. Bhisrna, who fell on the

10th day of the battle ( 6. 119. 76-90 ), says shortly before his
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death that he had lain on his bed of arrows for 58 nights (13. 273.

26-28 X So when he died, 67 days should have elapsed from the

beginning
1 of the war, which was arrs nged for Karttika orrtUi'a&iU

(5. 142. 18; 6. 3. 32 '), and the tlthi should therefore have been,

as stated, Magha sukla astami. Also, since ihe naksatra OR Karttika

amavasya is stated to Lave been Jyesths, the waJcsaira on the

68fch day therefrom should have been, as stated, Echini Again s

shorfcly before his death, Bhisma distinctly sajs *' 13. 273. 26-28 )

that the winter solstice had just begun and the lithi then was

Magha sukla astami, with 3/4 of the lunar month still to come.

The tithi and naksatra therefore on the day of Bh!sma's death may

be taken to have been correctly stated. When Bhisma died* the

moon was in Rohlnl, i. e. between 35 20' aid 53 20', according

to the ancient Garga's system of unequal spaces, which must

have preceded the present system of equal spaces. As the titJn

was astami, it cannot have been more than 8
C * IS = 96" distant

from the sun (for 30 tithis = 360). The sun's longitude could

not therefore have been less than 360
C + 33 20' - 96

s = 297
D
20" ;

an?, as Bhisma died within a day after the winter solstice, the

sun's longitude at winter solstice could not have been less than

297 20' - 1 = 296 20'. The amount of precession therefore from

Bhlsma's death to 532 A. c. was not less than 296
a 20'- 270- =

26 20
7

. The date of Bhlsma's death could not therefore have

been later than 26 Vs * 61 - 531 - 1075 B. o.

Again Indian tradition invariably connects the Bharata war

with the beginning of the Kali age. But the nature of the con-

is variously stated by different authorities. While, in

1 Epigraphia Indica (,
6. 7 J .
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war should begin, there would be neither Krta, Treta nor

Dvapara, In yet a fourth, place ( 9, 61. 27 ) it is said that Kali

had arrived (praptam). Taken together, the four passages indicate

that the Bhavatit war fcuck place after the Kali yoga had begun,
but yet in the interval between Kali and Dvapara,. The Visrtu Pura-

wa ( 4, 24 ), on the other hand, states definitely that the Kali yuga
could not overcome the earth so long; as Sri Krsna's feet touched

it, but that it took effect the moment he passed away. Again, in

connection with tie supposed movement of the Great Bear

( Saptarsis ), Varahamihira, in his jBrhat-Sanihitn ( 13. 3 ), says
that the Saptarsis were in Magha, when Yudhisthira was ruling
the earth, and cites "Vrddha Garga as his authority for the state-

ment. The commentator Bhatta Utpala cites the very verse on

which Yaraha relies, and it sa$ s that the Saptarsis were in

Magha in the junction (sawdhi) of Kali and Dvapara, In the

opinion of Varahamihira therefore, the reign of Yudhisthira must
be placed in the junction of Kali and Dvapara. How are these

various apparently conflicting statements to be reconciled ? For

attempting a reconciliations we must first understand the nature

of the Yuga system. According to Hindu astronomers, Kali yuga

began in 3102 B. a But it is now recognised that this epoch

was adopted by Hindu astronomers, only after the Yuga system
had been transformed into astronomical cycles of integral revo-

lutions for all the planets, for the reason that, by slightly modi-

fying the rates of their mean motions, the epoch of 3102 B.C.

served as a convenient starting point for their calculations, when

by their mean motions all the planets were or could be made to

be approximately at the beginning of the AsvinI segment. The

very fact that the supposed conjunction was believed to have

taken place at the beginning of AsvinI, instead of BharanI,

Krttika or Eohim proves that originally the epoch of 3102 B. C.

had no connection with planetary astronomy. Besides there was

and could be no such conjunction in fact at that time, and even

by their mean motions, the Moon, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Mercury
and Venus were then 3, 12, 17, 21, 33 and 33 respectively
removed from the beginning of AsvinI. The epoch of 3102 B. C.

could not therefore have been an invented epoch, nor could itt

i its origin, have had anything to do with planetary astronomy*
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But, unless it had been already called the Kali era for some

reason or other, there is no reason why It should later on become

associated with the Kali Yuga. It is therefore necessary to

examine the origins of the Yuga system. The primary meaning

cf Yuga is a conjunction, and Dr. Shama Sbasfcri has shown in his

Gavam Ayana that the term Yuga was originally applied iu a

cycle of 4 years, of which the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th years were res-

pectively called Kali s Bvapara> Treta and Krta* The names are

taken from the game of dice, which was a popular amusement of

Vedic times. The object of this cycle was to adjust the Savana

or civil year of 360 days with the solar year of 365 1

;4 days by

the intercalation of 21 days at the end of every 4 years, while the

lunar year of 354 days was adjusted with the sidereal year of

366 days by the addition of 12 days at the end of the year. Later

on this cycle was given up far another Yu^a of 5 years in which

the sidereal year of 366 days was adopted, and the lunar and

solar reckonings adjusted by the intercalation of 1 month in

every 2Vs years. This is the system adopted in the r^daftga

Jyotisa. Side by side with these Yugas of 4 or 5 years, there was

also a larger cycle of 10,000 years, which likewise is called Yuga.

The Atharva Veda, for instance, says ( 8, 2. 21 )

u We assign thee

a hundred, ten thousand years, two Yugas or three or four".

This clearly indicates that a Yuga was a cycle of 10,COO years,

which seems to have been divided into Erta, Treta, Dvapara and

Kali Yugas of 4000, 3000, 2000 and 1000 years respectively. The

number of their order in the original small cycle of 4 years

seems to have heen transformed into a proportion among them

with their orders reversed. Thus, while Kali, Dvapara, Treta and

Krta were the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th years of the smaller cycle,

they became the last, 3rd, 2nd and 1st Yugas with the proportion

of 1 : 2 : 3 4 The reason for this transformation
is^not

ascer-

tainable, but the fact is certain, The Aitareya Brahma^ for

instance, mentions them ( 7. 15 ) In the order of the smaller cycle,

while the Puranas and astronomical Siddhantas mention them in

the order and proportions of the larger cycle. The epoch of 3102

B. C. seems to have been called the Kali era, evidently because

the smaller cycle of 4 years, beginning with Kali, started its

course at that date, but later on it was confounded with the
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beginning of the Kali Ynga of the larger cycle, with the conse-

quent transfer of Yudhisthira to that distant epoch, and the ntter
distortion of Indian chronology. The meaning of Dvapara or

Dvita and Treta and 2nd and 3rd is obvious, and Krta was
evidently so called, because it completed the cycle of 4 years
the latter came to be called Satya Yuga or the age of truth
when the Yugas acquired a moral significance and were identi-

fied with the four ages which in the West, were called the

Golden, Silver, Bronze and Iron ages. But the name of Kali
seems to have been derived from Sanskrit * Kal* to count and to

have acquired the sense of reckoning or era* The term is easy
to understand when applied to the smaller cycle, for it would be
natural to call a cycle by the name of its 1st year. But in the

larger cycle it can have no meaning, unless by assuming that it

had been transferred from another place where it was significant.
To distinguish the smaller from the larger Yuga, the latter was
called Devandm Yuga, i. e. yuga of the Gods. The Visnu Purana
( 1. 3 ) also says that a Yuga of the Gods consisted of Krta, Treta,
Dvapara and Kali Yugas 'of 4000, 3000, 2000 and 1000 years respec-
tively, but adds that each Yuga was preceded by a samdhya
period and succeeded by a saiiidhyamsa period, each of them being
1/10 as long as the Yugas to which they are attached. This
system may therefore be represented thus :

L Krta Yuga (1) Samdhya 400 years, (2) Yuga 4000 years,
(3) Samdhyamsa 400 years. Total 4800 years.

II. Treta Yuga (1) Samdhya 300 years, (2) Yuga 3000 years,
(3) Samdhyamsa 300 years. Total 3600 years.

III. Dvapara Yuga (I) Samdhya 200 years, (2) Yuga 2000 years,
(3) Samdhyamsa 200 years. Total 2400 years.

IV. Kali Yuga (1) Samdhya 100 years, (2) Yuga 1000 years,
(3) Samdhyamsa 100 years. Total 1200 years.

It is probable, as the word Samdhyamsa ( portion of Samdhya )

indicates that the Samdhya portions were first added, and the
Samdhyamsa portions much later. The addition of the Samdhyam-
sa portions seems to have been done before fche Mahabharata, the
ManuSmrti (1.69-71) and the Puranas h*d attained their pre-
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sent shape, and it became easy to convert these enlarged periods
for the Yugas Into astronomical cycles of integral planetary revo-

lutions by simply multiplying them by 360. That the Yugas
were not astronomical in origin but only adapted by the astro-

nomers to their own purpose is seen from the fact that, even after

this process of multiplying by 360. the planets revert to their

original positions of conjunction even approximately only at the

beginning of each Treta and Kali, and a minor ccsnjunctfon had
to be allotted to the Krfca Yuga, supposed to be the first of the

Yugas. Aryabhata, not satisfied with this arrangement, dis-

carded the conventional division of the Yuga in the proportion of

4:3*2:1, and invented a new system of 4 equal Yugapadas*
each of 10,80,000 years. But this system, though astronomically

reasonable, never gained acceptance, as it conflicted with the

traditional notions of the Yugas. The existence of an inter-

mediate stage in the evolution of the Yugas, when they had

samdhyas, but not yet satndhyamsas is proved by a statement cited

from Megasthenes ( c. 300 B. C. ) by Pliny ( 1st century A. c. ) in

his Natural History ( 6. 77 ). According to Megasthenes, the

Hindus of his time counted a period of 6451 years and 3 months

for 153 Kings from Father Bacchus to Alexander. This total

gives us the impossible average of 42 years each, and seems to

have been arrived at by simply counting the period supposed to

have elapsed from the beginning of Treta Yuga, when Pururavas

and his contemporary Iksvaku, the earliest of the Indian historic

kings, are said in the Bhagavala Purana ( 9. 14. 49 ) to have lived,

down to the time of Alexander's invasion in 326 B. C. The total of

6451 years up to 326 B. a takes us back to 6777 B, C. Applying

to this starting point of the Treta Yuga the 3 systems of 10,000,

11,000 and 12,000 years for each cycle of 4 yugas, we arrive for

the beginning of the Kali Yuga and the Bharata war at the

dates 6777 - ( 3000 + 2000 )
= 1777 B. a, 6777 -

( 3300 Hr 2200 }
=

1277 B. a and 6777- ( 3600 4- 2400) = 777 B.C. respectively. The

last date is for reasons stated already obviously impossible,^
and

the first equally so, as it would give for the 22 post
- Bharata

| wrtrt __ JQ$i

Barhadrathas the absurd average of
-1

22
= 5 years each *

while the adoption of 1277 B. C, would give the reasonable

average of about ^^~ ? = 27 years for each king. The historic
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Kaliyuga may therefore be concluded to have begun in 1277 B. c.

This date for the beginning of the historic Kaliyuga is also con-

firmed by a traditional statement handed down by Aryabhata

that from the beginning
1 of the Kalpa to the Bharata Thursday (i.e.

the beginning of the Kali Yuga, according to the commentary),
there had elapsed 6 Manvantaras and 27 s

/4 Yugas ( Ghat-ikapada,

st. 3 ). Since the Manvantaras have no connection with astro-

nomical cycles-* this statement seems to record a tradition which

existed previous to the origin of the astronomical cycles, in which

case the Yugas referred to are evidently the smaller cycles of 4

years each, since the total extent of the supposed 14 Manus

amount to 1000 yugas, and, according to Megasthenes, the historic

memory of the Hindus did not reach back earlier than at the

most 6777 + 4400 ( for Krtayuga )
= 11177 B. C. The period there-

fore of 6 Manvantaras and 27 s
/4 yugas amounts to 6

/14 x 1000 x 4

4- 27*/4 x 4 = 1825 years, which, being counted from 3102 B, c.

when the smaller yuga cycle began its course, leads us to 3102 -

1825 = 1277 B. C. as the beginning of the Kali Yuga proper, i. e.

exactly the same date already arrived at above. But sinee tie

Kali Yuga proper was preceded by a samdhya period of 100 years,

the period from 1277 to 1177 B. C. would be the interval between

the Kali and Dvapara Yugas. It is now easy to explain the

apparently contradictory statements about the Bl-arata war. If

it had taken place between 1277 and 1177 B. C., It would be correct

to say that the war was fought in the Interval between Kali and

Dvapara ( Kali-Dvapara-sarhdhi ), and that the Kali Yuga had

begun before the war, but had not yet taken any effect. This

taking effect of the Kaliyuga, i. e , the beginning of Kali proper,

as distinguished from its samdhya period, synchronised, according

to the Furanas, with the death of Sri Krsna, which event may
therefore be definitely dated in 1177 B. C. Strangely enough, the

so-called Parasurama era began in this very year. The Kollam

Andu, of which it is now the 1105th year, is supposed to date

from the fcundatien of the city of Quilon in 1929 - 1104= 825 A. C.,

but this is a mistake due to the confusion of
' Kollam ?

, in the

sense of year or era, with the city so named. Dr. Buchanan and
Li Col. Warren, who wrote more than a 100 years ago, noted that

in 1800 A. C., 2 cycles of 1000 years each plus 976 years of the

third cycle had elapsed, so that the era must have begun in 2976 -
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1799 = 1177 B. o. Later on, however, I. e., since the time of

Buchanan and before the time of Warren, the years of the Kollam
era were mistaken to be current years, and thus the starting point
of the era was shifted forward by 1 year to 1176 B. C. There is no
ground whatever to think that the Kollam era had any connection
with the foundation of Quilon, and it was evidently associated

with Parasurama only for the reason that it was used from very
early times ia Malabar, which is popularly believed to have been
reclaimed from the sea by Parasurama. Mr, V. Gopal Aiyar
believed the date to have been the beginning of the Kali Yuga,
which, as has been shown above, must be dated 100 years earlier

in 1277 B, C. The era of 1177 B, C, really begins, as we have seen,

from the death of Sri Krsna, who became the mosfc popular God of

the Hindus, and this event is said in the Mahabharata ( 11.25.44-45 ;

16. 1 ; 16. 2. 2 ; 16. 3. 20 ) to have happened in the 36th year. This

is usually interpreted to mean the 36th year after the Bharata

war, but in that case it is difficult to understand why, when, on

hearing the news of their great friend Sri Krsna's death, the

Pandavas, who had resolved to abdicate and anoint Pariksft, the

son of Abhimanyu, should think it necessary to direct Subhadra

and Krpa to protect him in his youth ( 17. 1- 7, 9 & 14 ), when,

having been born a few months after the Bharata war, he should

have been at least 35 years old and quite able to take care of him-

self. If the 36th year is counted from the Bharata war, it is also

difficult to understand why the leisurely epic, which shows a

great love of details, should mention no incidents between the

18th and 36tb years, but on the other hand, after mentioning that

Dhrtarastra died 18 years after the war ( 15. 41. 25 ) immediately

proceeds to narrate the destruction of the Yadavas and the death

of Sri Krsna. We have therefore to accept Dr. Fleet's suggestion

that the 36th year, in which Sri Krsna is said to have died, must

be counted, not from the Bharata war, but from Yudhisthira's 1st

anointment at Indraprastha after the Rajasuya sacrifice. As the

Pandavas ruled for about a year there, before fcheir 13 years'

exile began, the Bharata war must have taken place in the 15th

year after Yudhisthira's first anointment, and 36-15 = 21 years

before the death of Sri Krsna. Now it is clear that, at the time

of the Pandavas* abdication, only 3 years had elapsed since the

of Dhrtairastrm and Pariksik was only 21 years old, and

7
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therefore needed protection for a few years more. Accepting

these conclusions, the date of the Bharata war should be 1177 -4-

21 = 1198 B. 0.

This date for the Bharata war not only approximates to the

date 1183 B- C. arrived at already by the law of averages from a

consideration of Barhadratha chronology, but it is also confirmed

by the astronomical data of the Mdhabharata itself. The Bharata

war is said to have been preceded by several evil omens, including

astrological aspects of the planets. As planetary astrology be-

longs to a much later period, these references seem to be later

additions, and some of them are even astronomically impossible,

like the statement ( 6. 3. 14 ) that Mars was retrograde in Magha
in the month of Karttika, or the otheT statement ( 6. 3. 28 ) that the

sun and the moon were both eclipsed on the same day. But there

are undoubtedly genuine astronomical data mentioned in this con-

text, i. e., shortly before the Bharata war, Mars turned back

from Jyestha to Anuradha ( 5. 143. 9 ) and Jupiter and Saturn
were near the two Visakhas ( Visakhayoh tamtpaslhcu Brliasgaii

tianaiscarau 6* 3. 27 ). Again on the first day of the war, just

before the battle began, a little after day-break ( 6, 16. 1 ) the

7 planets were said to have shone together in the sky ( 6. 17. 2 ).

These data are neither astronomically impossible, nor, on the face

of it, improbable for some reason or other. It is significant that

the planetry positions are given, not with reference to the solar

signs ( rasis ) as in later times, but in relation to the lunar

asterisms themselves, as the reference to the two Visakhas im-

plies. They seem to have been due to direct observation, and are

just the phenomena, particularly the 7 planets shining together,

which, if true, are likely to have struck the imagination of the

beholders and been deemed worthy of being recorded for the
benefit of future generations. There is no difficulty in the way
of their having been directly observed, if, as is possible and pro-
bable, the sun had been clouded for a short period. Accepting the

data, therefore, to be genuine and true, we may test them with re-

gard to 1198 B. C. as the date of the Bharata war. Calculating with
tha aid of Mr. Svamikannu Pillafs tables, we find that on 16th Octo-
ber 1198 B.C., which was the day ot Karttika amavasya,t}ie positions
of the planets at daybreak were Sun 219% Jupiter 214, Satuin
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215, Mars 214, Mercury 229 and Venus 233, all within a few
degrees ( 19 at the most ) of each other, while the moon was in

Anuradha at daybreak, and in Jyestha in the evening ( at the

time of new Moon as required by 5. 142. 18 ), It may be noted

that, as required by the data noted above, in 1198 B. C. Mars was
between the asterisms of Anuradha ( 224 } and Tisakba ( 213^
in Anuradha segment (213 20' to 226 40' ), Jupiter and Saturn
were only 1 and 2 from Yisakha asterism ( 213) and may there-

fore be well said to have been near the two Vxsakhas and on the

1st day of the war, the 7 planets actually shone together in the

sky, shortly after daybreak. It would be difficult, if not impossi-

ble, to find another date satisfying the given astronomical data

equally closely or even approximately. After this conclusive

evidence, there cannot be any reasonable doubt that 1198 B. C. is

the true and exact date of the Bharata war.

Doubts are, however, entertained by some modern scholars

whether the planets were known to the Hindus in such early

times. In the first place, to distinguish the planets from stars is

one thing
1

, and to be able to calculate their rates of motion and

positions is quite another thing:. The Hindus were, no doubt

unable to calculate the motions of planets till much later times,

but such constant and expert star-gazers as the ancient Hindus

could net have failed to distinguish the moving: planets from the

fixed stars, and to note their positions 9 if required, not by calcula-

tion, but by direct observation in relation to lunar asterisk B, as

in the Mahabhdrata. It is indeed significant that the Hind|f
planetary names are of purely Indian origin, and nothing but

|pi

unfortunate prejudice against the antiquity of Findu cultu|j
which characterises the latter generation of European

lists, has stood in the way of recognising clear references to

planets in the Rg Veda (1,105-10-, 10.55.3; 3.183), Alharmt 1

Veda ( 19, 9. 7 ) f Taittiriya Aranyaka and Maitrayam Upamsad ( 6.

16. 7. 1 ) J. Bentley has indeed proved, in his Historical View of

Hindu Astronomy (*p. 4), that the legend of the Moon begetting

Venus, Mercury, Jupiter and Mars on Magba, Echini, Purva

Phalgunl and Asadha, thereby causing; them to be named as stated

in Amara ( 1. 3. 26 ), Benakosa ( 4. 237 ; 6. 56 ) and Vtnjn I tiraria,

Maghabhu, Rauhineya, Purva-Phalgunl-bhava and Asadha-bhava

respectively, must have arisen from an observation within a singly
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year of occultations of these planets by the moon in the respective

mansions, and that therefore the planets can be proved, by astro-

nomical calculation, to have been independently discovered by
the Hindus in and only in 1425 B. C. These positions of the moon
and the planets could not have been invented by backward calcu-

lation in later times, for then we should expect them to have been

named after the solar signs and not the naksatras, and it would be

difficult to explain why that particular epoch should have been

chosen for naming the planets. If, therefore, the planets had been

discovered in 1425 B. C. by the Hindus, there is no reason to dis-

credit the astronomical data of the Mahabharata merely on thq

ground that the planets are mentioned.

It has been seen that the earliest memories of the Hindus date

back to 3102 B. a, which originally marked the beginning of the

Kalpa (historic time ) and as, according to the Puranas, Svayam-
bhuva Manu was the earliest creation of Brahma, in all probabi-

lity it was his epoch. His son Uttanapada was the father of

Dhruva and the eldest king: of the Vairaja dynasty. The 7 Rsis,

known as the Saptarsis, were his contemporaries, and the Saptarsi

era of 3077 B. o. t or according to Lalla, 3088 B. C., probably marks
the date of their death, when the constellations of the Great Bear

were named after them. It is probable that the correct date of

this event was 3088 B. OM and that this was later on corrected to

adjust it to the Kali epoch of 1277 B; C., by an imaginary motion
of the Great Bear at the rate of one naksatra for every century.

As, according to Garga, the Grest Bear was in Magha in the

Kali-Dvapara-samdhi, i. e., between 1277 and 1177 B. C., they must
have been supposed to have occupied Jyestha in 3088 B. a, as in
the 19th previous century they must be taken back to the 19th

previous naksatra. The reason for the Saptarsi cycle beginning
with Jyestha must evidently be that Jyestha, as its name indi-

cates, was supposed to have been the eldest-born of the naksatras.
Even as the Great Bear was named after fcha 7 Primeval Ilsis on
their death, the pole-star seems to have been called Dhruva, after
his death, because, even as Dhruva was famed for his determina-
tion and energy of purpose, the pole-star of that age was con-
sidered immovable. The only two stars of any considerable
magnitude that could be or have l?een the pole-stars between 500$
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B. C. and 2000 A. 0., and at the same time worthy of being regarded
as immovable are, as Dr. Jacob! pointad out, * Draconis which
was only 6' distant from the North Pole in 2780 B. C,, and * Ursa*

Minoris, which will be 28' distant from the same point in 2100 A.O.

The only star therefore that could have been called Dhrava by
the Hindus must be <* Draconis, which may be regarded as having
been immovable for 3 or 4 centuries before and after 2780 B. C.,

when it was at its minimum distance from the jSlorth Pole. This

inference is quite consistent with the date of Dhruva, who was

the grandson of Svayambhuva Manu and therefore must have

lived in the 31st century B. C.

The Vairaja dynasty, however, ruled in the Krta Yuga, i. e.

the pre-historic period of the Hindus. This Yuga came to an end

with the Flood, and, according to the Puranas, the only survivors

were Vaivasvata Manu and 7 other Rsis of the Treta Yuga.

The Krta Yuga is also referred to in the Rgveda ( 10. 73. 2 )

as the 1st Yuga of the Gods ( Levariam prathama yuga) and

the deluge at its end is mentioned in the Taittiriya Samhtt

( 7. 1. 5 ), Satapatha Brahmana ( 7. 5. 1. 5 ) and Rathaka Sam

'hita(11.2). The date of the Flood (now substantiated by

excavations in Iraq as a historical fact), according to the

Christian Bible, is, 2501 B. C..
1 The earliest memories of the

Ceylon chronicles, particularly the Rajavalt, go back to 1844

years before the Sambodhi ( enlightenment ) of Buddha, i. e. to

1844 4- 5^1 + 45 = 2410 B. C., though, as usual, the date has been

mis-applied to the invasion of Lanka by Sri Ramacandra. The

identification of Lanka with Ceylon is doubtful, if the astronomers

are correct in making its longitude identical with that of Ujjain,

and the date of Sri Ramacandra cannot be carried back to such

an early period, if the Puranas are correct in placing 30 genera-

rations at the most between his time and that of the Bharata war,

2410-H98_ _
as otherwise we would get an average of 5 &v years

for a generation. The Ceylon epoch of 2410 B. 0. therefore must

mark some other notable early event of Ceylon, in all probability

its settlement by the Raksasas, the earliest known inhabitants of

Ceylon. The Flood may therefore be deemed to have happened

J Encyclopaedia Britannica, lltli $3d, ( 3, 866 ),
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some time before this event. According to the Bhdgavata Purarta

( 8, 24 ) the Flood happened in India in the time of the Dravida

King Satyavrata, who afterwards came to be known as Sraddha-

deva Mann, son of Vivasvan. Since Pururavas, who lived at the

beginning of Treta Yuga, was, according to the same Purana,

( 9. 1 ) born of this Manu's daughter Ila, the Flood may also be

dated at or shortly before the beginning of Tireta Yuga, which

therefore must have begun in or shortly after 2501 B. a the

Biblical date of the Flood. Curiously enough, we have another

misapplied Indian epoch of about this time. According to

Varahamihira ( 13. 3 ) the Rsis ( Great Bear ) were in Magha in

the time of Yudhisthira 2526 years before the Saka era, i. e., in

2526 - 77 = 2449 B. O. This date, 2449 B. C., seems really to have

marked the beginning not of the Kali, but of the Trefca Yuga,

Bentley and Cunningham no doubt suggest that this date was

arrived at by calculation from the position in Magha of the

Saptarsis. But since the motion of the "frsis is not real, it is

probable that the rate of motion was so adopted as to suit their

position in Magha in a real epoch of 2449 B. C. Mr. Svamikannu

Pillai has shown, in the introductory volume of his Indian Ephe-

meris, that on the 2nd March 2449 B. C. there was an approximate

but real conjunction of the Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter and

Saturn in Krttika. So according to Hindu notions, the date

befits the beginning of a new Yuga particularly Treiba or Kali,

and it is remarkable that a conjunction of the same planets

between 2514 and 2436 B. C., i. e. on the same date and in the

same constellation was assumed as an epoch by the Chinese

Emperor Chuen-hio. We may therefore safely conclude that

the Treta Yuga really began from 2449 B. C.

Now the Bhagavata Puraruz ( 9. 14. 48-49 ) explicitly states that

the Vedas were first revealed through Pururavas only at the

beginning of Treta Yuga. This statement is confirmed by the

names of the ISfaksatras. As mentioned already, Jyestha was so

called, because it was deemed the eldest-born of the naksatras. It

was also called in ancient times Rohiiu, like the other asterism

230 - 48 = 182 from it, i. e. at the opposite end of the equator.
A very ancient legend about the Moon says that originally he

spent all his time with Rohinl, but was compelled by his fathe|-
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in-law Daksa thereafter to spend his time equally with all the

naksatras. The latter part of the statement no doubt re:ers to the

equal-space system of the naksatras, but the former part evidently

implies that both the Hohinis marked equinoxes and therefore the

Moon spent a disproportionate amount of tinee with the Kobix.;s.

Mula was evidently so named, because with Rohira at the vernal

equinox, Jyestha would be at the autumnal equinox, and Mula

would be below the equator. It may therefore te then well

named the
'

root
'

of the naksatras. We may therefore aatt the

origin of the naksairas back to the time when the vernal equinox

was in 49 and the autumnal equinox at 229 , i. e. in about 4a *

61 - 531
~ 2458 B. C. The origin of the vaksairaz therefore

agrees remarkably closely with the beginning of the Treta Yuga,

when, according to Hindu tradition, they were born as daughters

to Daksa.

The end of the Vedic age cannot be later than that of Krsna

Dvaipayana who compiled the Vedas shortly before or after the

Bharata war. But it cannot be earlier than that period, as some

of the hymns of the Rgvt da were composed as late as the burning

of the Khandava forest by Arjuna Fandava. The Sarvanukran.avi

to the Rgveda ( 10. 142 ) notes that the hymn referred to was com-

posed by the Sarngas Jaritri, Drona, Sarisrikta and Btambamitra.

These same four Sarngas Jaritri, etc., are said in the MahaLharata

(1 254-260) to have escaped death by burning in the Shandava

forest, when it was burned by Arjuna, and to have prayed to

Agni for being saved on the occasion. This valuable datum was

discovered by Mr. Sitanath Pradhan, who has thereby fixed the

lower limit of the Vedic age. The Vedic age may thus be inferred to

have been coveredby the Treta and Dvapara Yugas. It may there-

fore be definitely dated between 2449 and 1198 B. c. TMs anference

is confirmed by a passage of the Satapatka SrahmaVa ( 10. 4 l\

which indicates that the number of syllables of the^da 432 000,

corresponds to the number of daysin the Vedic age, which here-

fore extenced approximately over^ = 1*0 *ears'
wh 'le the

interval between 2449 and 1198 is one of 1251 years It impos-

sible in this paper to consider the genealogy **"
dynasties who ruled before the Bharata war as the

sublet
wide enough to deserve separate treatment, and 3ust.ce cannot 1*
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done to it within a few pages, which is all that can be allotted to

it in a paper devoted to the consideration of chronological

problems. We may therefore now return to Candragupta Maurya
and his successors in Magadha.

The Mauryas are said to have been 10 in number and to have

ruled altogether for 137 years. But the aggregate of even the

minimum figures of each reign amounts to 145 years. There is

therefore an excess of 145 - 137 = 8 years, which has to be

accounted for. Eow Kunala, the son of Priyadarsi Dharmasoka,
is said to have ruled for 8 years. This cannot be true, as accord-

ing to Buddhist legends, he was blinded by the machinations of

his step-mother Tisyaraksita. Omitting him therefore from the

list, the Maurya chronology may be settled as follows :

1. Candragupta ( 24 years ) 326-302 B. G.

2. Bindusara ( 25 years ) 302-277 B. C.

3. Priyadarsi ( 36 years ) 277-241 B. C,

4. Dasaratha ( 8 years ) 241-233 B. O.

5. Samprati ( 9 years ) 233-224 B, c.

6. Salisuka ( 13 years ) 224-211 B. a
7. Somadharma ( 7 years ) 211-204 B. C.

8. Sata-dhanva ( 8 years ) 204-196 B C.

9. Brhadratha ( 7 years) 196-189 B. C,

Of Candragupta, enough has been said already, and it only

remains to add that, in later life, he seems to have become a Jain,

and, according to Jain tradition, he then abdicated and became

the disciple of the srutakevali Btadiabahu, finally giving up his

life by voluntary starvation on Candragiri, which was named
after him since his death. According to the Mudra-Raksasa,

Canakya seems to have resigned his position as the chief minister

of Candragupta, when he had succeeded in his attempts to bring

over Nanda's minister Raksasa to the side of Candragupta. But,

according to Hemacandra ( ch. 8 ), Canakya continued to remain
as Candragupta's minister throughout his reign, but when, Bindu-
sara came to the throne, he associated the poet Subandhu with

himself as minister. Subandhu, however, proved ungrateful and

succeeded in alienating Bindusara from him by alleging that.
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Canakya had caused the death of Bindusfirs
f

s mother, finally

putting: him out of the way. This curious story seems to be

confirmed by other circumstanced. In the first place, the Maha-
vamsalika narrates how Capakya, to suvs Ills protege Caiidragupta
from being1

poisoned, used to g1\u lilrn prcuTC^sIvely increasing

doses of poison, but Candraguptt/s pregnai:.t queen unfortunately
drank one day a cup intended for her husband and died in con-

sequence, but Caiiakya ripped open her stomach and brought out

the embryo, whicL, after gestation in the wombs of goats ?
was

born as Bindusara, so named, because of a drop of poison which
had left its mars on him. The poet Subanrihu again is mentioned

in'the Brhat-katha as the Brahmaiia, who was brought in to dis-

place Canakya from his promised seat at the Sraddha in N"anda
?

s

palace. Finally, we have the evidence of Subandhu himself, who,

according to Vamana's Kawjaiamkara ( 3, 2. 2 ) is reported to have

aspired to become the minister of Candragupta's son Candra-

prakasa and therefore wrote a stanza in praise of that prince,

when he had just become king- as the
*

refage of the learned **

According to Mr. A,, Rangaswami Sarasvati, this verse is taken

from a play of Subandhu called VSvavadatta-Natyadharai extracts

from which, are found in later works on rhetoric. Hemacandra?
s

story may therefore be accepted as true, and we have to infer

that, though on winning c^er Baksasa s Ci-nakya was desirous of

resigning: his ministry, Oandragupta could not dispense with his

patron's counsel. Bindusara, as has been noted, seems to tave

been a nick-name of Candrapraka&a s who was known to the

Greeks only by his title Amitraghata. Friyadarsi seems to have

been the personal name of the king: known later as DharmS-
soka or simply Aoka, as his edicts, with one exception ( the

Maski edict ) invariably refer to him by that name alone. He
seems also to have ruled only for 36 years, and the 37 years of

the Mahavawia was evidently only a close approximation. As,

according to Hemacandra ( 9, 50-52 ), Samprati was also a son of

Kunala and grand-son of Priyadarsi, he must have been Dasa-

ratha's brother, but as Dasaratha is known from his inscriptions

to have actually ruled shortly after Priyadarsi, we cannot accept

Hemacandra's statement that Samprati was the immediate succes-

sor of Priyadarsi. The fact seems to be that Jain writers seem

8
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generally Inclined to otnit minor kings, If they happened to pro-

fess another faitb ; and Dasarafcha seems* from his Inscriptions* to

have favoured the Ajivakas. Samprati 9 however* was a great

patron of Jainism, and the Jains regard him even today as a

royal saint. He occupies the same place in Jain, legends that

his grand-father did In those of the northern Buddhists. Curiously

enough, however, the Buddhist romance, Asokavadana ( a part

of Divyavadana ) supports Hemacandra, as against the Puranas

and Dasaratha's own Inscriptions, in making Samprati the imme-
diate successor of Priyadarsi. It Is therefore possible that the

order of succession of Dasaratha and Samprati has to be transposed.
The Visyiu Puraiia calls Kunala by the name of Suyasa, while the

Voyu Pura\ia calls Dasaratha and Samprati by the names of

Bandhupalita and Indrapalita. Here again we have to Infer that

Suyasa, Bandhupalita and Indrapalita were titles or alternative

names of Kunala, Dasaratha and Samprati. The next king Sail-

suka has the distinction of being mentioned in the YugarParawa
of the Gargl Samhlta, but nothing is known of his two. successors

Somadharma ( called in some Puranas Devadharma ) and Sata-

dhanva. Brhadratha, however, the last of the Mauryas, is said

in the Puranas to have been killed by his general Pusyamitra,
who founded the Sunga dynasty. His name has a variant

Brhada6va, but the form Brhadratha is confirmed by Bana, who,
in his H arsa-carita (vi) gives us the interesting detail that, under
the pretence of reviewing his forces, Brhadratha was killed by
his general Pusyamitra in the presence of the army* If this

statement is true, the army must have been at the back of Pusya-
mitra, who seems to have led a popular revolt against Maurya
misrule. The unreliability of the Asokavadana is seen further

in its account of the successors of Samprati, which includes not

only unknown kings like Brhaspati, Vrsasena and Pusyadharma,
but even Pusyamitra whom it describes as of Maurya descent.

Pusyamitra is assigned a reign of 36 years in the PurSnas and
30 years in the Jain accounts, but, in the Malavikagmmitra and
the recently discovered Sunga inscription of Ayodhya, he Is in-

variably referred to as Senapati ( general X He seems therefore
to have ruled without assuming the royal title. The Sunga total

of 112 years in the Puranas tallies with the aggregate of indivi-
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dual figures only by adopting the minimum figures and s reign of

only 30 years for Pusyamitra, who seems therefore to have reigned

only for 30 years, as is stated in the Jain accounts. Pusyamltra
seems to have been an ardent Hindu, as Patanjali* the gram-
marians claims to have performed sacrifices on his behalf, and as,

according to the Ayodhya inscription mentioned above, he is

said to have twice performed aivawedha ( horse-sacrifice X One
of these horse-sacrifices is also mentioned in the Malavlkagrdmtrai

which adds the detail that, in the course of the preparatory expe-

dition, Pusyamitra's grandson Vasumitra came into conflict with

Yavanas ( Greeks X The Yavanas seem to have even raided

Saketa and Madhyamika, aocording to Patanjalfs Mafm&ha^a,
but the raid was repelled. This Yavana invasion must be identi-

fied with that of Demetrios mentioned by Strafco { 11. 11 X and

not with the much later one of Menander who, according to the

Milinda Prasna, lived 500 years after Buddha, i e, in the 1st

century B. O. The apocryphal Gargi SamMa goes much further

when it says that the Yavanas, after reducing Saketa, Paficala

and Mathura, actually reached Pataliputra, which is incredible.

Pusyamitra's orthodoxy went so far as to persecute Buddhists, if

Taranatha ( tr. Schiefner, p. 81 ) may be relied upon. But the

stories of religious persecutions in India cannot be accepted with-

out confirmation from independent sources, as the ancient kings

of India were usually tolerant of other faiths, while the sectaries

were as usually unveracious in their religious histories, as may

be seen from the alleged persecutions of Buddhists and Jains by

Kumarila and Sambandha. Pusyamitra's son Agnimitra waged,

according to the MalaviTtagnirnitra of ETalidasa, a successful
^ar

with Yajnasena, king of Vidarbha, and claimed to be a Baimbika

(4, 14). This reference, discovered by Mr. H. A. Shah, is interpreted

by him to mean that the Sungas were descendants of Birobisfiw.

This is probable, but it cannot therefore mean that Bimbisara was

the 1st king of the Saisunaga dynasty, even as Kakutstha, Raghu,

Puru Bharata and Kuru were not founders of their dynasties,

though their descendants are called Kakutsthas, Ragbavas, Paura-

vas, Bharatas and Kauravas. Of AgnimiWs successors, his son

Vasumitra, as seen already, repelled the Yavanas on behalf of

Pusyamitra, but, according to Bana's Bwcaiita ( viX ^
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by Mitradeva in the midst of actors, of whose company he was j

inordinately fond. Bhagavata, another of Agnaimitra
?

s successors,-
is .mentioned in his inscription at Besnagar and is perhaps
identical with Bhagabhadra, to whose court the Yavana ambassador
of Antalkidas had come, when he erected the Garuda column at

Besnagar in honour of Bhagavan Vasudeva, .the
* God of Gods \

The .last Sunga king of Magadha, Devabhuti was killed for some

sexual offence by his own minister Kanva Vasudeva, who founded

a short-lived dynasty of his own, of which 4 kings, including him-

self, ruled altogether for 45 years. But the Sungas were not

thereby completely destroyed, as some * Mitra '"

kings are found

ruling for about another century in Ayodhya and Malva, the

most notable of them being Bahasatimitra of Magadha ( ?) whom;

Karavela claims to have defeated, Kavimitra Vikramaditya of

Malva, the famous foe of the Sakas and the founder of the

"Vikrama era ( 58 B. O. ) and Agnimitra Sudraka, the king of

Vidisa and author of the Mrcchukatika. Of these and their con-

temporary Sakas, Kusanas and Andhras, nothing more can be

said here for want of space and because they deserve a separate

treatment. But it must be noted that the Kanvas at any rate ;

were displaced by the Andhras, whose first king Simuka Sata-

vahana is said to have killed the last Kanva Susarma.

The Sunga and Kaiiva chronology may now be set forth as

follows -

-Su-figas

1. Pusyaniitra

2. Agnimitra

3* Sujyestha

4. Vasurnitra

5. Andhraka

8, Pulindaka

7, Ghosavasu

8. Vajramitra

9,
; Bhagavata

10. Devabhuti
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Kaijvas

1. Vasudeva ( 9 years ) 77 -68 B.C.

2. Bhiimimitrp ( 14 rears 68-54 B. c.

3. ISfarayana ( 12 years 54 - 42 B. c.

4. Susarma \ 10 years } 42 - 32 B. C.

It is significant that, with the exception of Pusyamitra and

Bhagavata, all the other kings in the above list are said to have

had very short reigns. The reasons are obvious, internal dissen-

sions and foreign aggression. It was evidently a time of violence

and misrule. The Kali Yuga, which began in 1277 B. c., and in

the 3rd century B. C. was believed to consist of 1100 years includ-

ing the samdhya period, must have been believed to have ended in

177 B. C., and the Krta Yuga ( the golden age ) to have begun at

the same date ; and as at that time Pusyamitra, the pillar of

Hindu orthodoxy, was reigning, the signs of the coming age

seemed propitious. It is even probable that in 177 B. C,, a new

era deemed auspicious (prasasta) and called Krta ( Krta-

sarhjnita) was started which is found used in early Malva

inscriptions. But with Pusyamitra's death, all the hopes of tbe

Hindus were dashed to the ground, and they found the evils of

the Kali age more rampant than ever. It must have been at this

time that the samdhyamia periods were added to the duration of

the Yugas, and the life of the Kali Yuga extended to 77 B. C. But,

as even then the times had not improved, all attempts to adjust

the system of the Yugas to actual facts were finally abandoned,

till in the 5th century A. C., the astronomers took up the Yuga

system and aoapted it to their own purposes, distorting it out o

recognition.

It is honed that this humble attempt to solve some problems of

Indian chronology will meet with the critical appreciation of

scholars, though many of the facts, arguments and conclusions

therein may fail to meet with their approval. The object of ft

paper will have been served if it helps in the least degree to throw

fresh light on some obscure corners of Indian chronology or even

if It only serves to stimulate competent scholars to make more

'.ruitful enquiries on the topics dealt with herein.



THE VINA IN ANCIENT TIMES

BY

N. B. DIVATIA, B. A,

We hear this word, vma> so often in Sanskrit literature and in

such a variety of suggested ideas, that few have paused to consider

its correct description. This very fact should make us pause and

think. Let us inquire closely. In this connection we shall have

at the outset to find out how this musical instrument was played

upon. The Amarakosa has :

Mahesvara in his commentary on this says s

\\

This distinctly shows that a bow was used to play upon certain

instruments of which vlria was one. This would indicate that

instruments like the sarahgi or the dilruba which are played upon
with a bow can be included under the term vlria. True, these,

especially the dilruba, are modern articles. An instrument called

the esraj in Bengal is played upon with a bow. I saw it at

Darjiling once in a gathering of Bengali ladies and gentlemen. It

may safely be conjectured that some predecessors of the sarangl and
the like were in use in ancient times and the bow was used to

produce music therefrom* The bin, so widely in vogue in the

Karnataka and the Madras Presidency, is always played upon with

the finger-nails or with a nail-protector made of iron-wire, known as

rnijrab amongst satar players in Urdu language, or nakhi in Guja-
ratL And considering that the word, bin, is obviously derivable

from Sanskrit ^rr (vma), we cannot help concluding that the,
virui of ancient times meant some such instrument and that it was
played upon, not with a bow, but, with the finger-nails. We have
several references to this fact in Sanskrit literature ; thus :

In the Pratijna Yavgandharayaria ( one of the Bhasa plays),
II, st. 12, we find the following :
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The king speaks of the vlna in this verse and the second line

tells us that it was played upon with the finger-nails.

In Kadambarl in the description of the Kumartpur^hyantara
we read 4Vw*g cfe'HevmKK. In this par&a?hfch$/a alaftikara we see

that the finger-nails struck the -ylna-strings.

Again, in the same work in the description of Mshasveta play-

ing upon the tnna, we read >

* * *

jr/ti II 1ni*4.

Mahasveta is here presented as playing on the m^a with her

fingers (or finger-nails), or, if we take the term *&\n^T^ i *& ijw*
?T^ to mean a mijrab or wa&M made of ivory and not merely an

ordinary finger-ring made of ivory* worn as usual on the finger

as a mere ornament, she was playing upon the vtna with such a

mijrab. But the utpreksa in vtHWti? ......... Wn^*n^^4 would

indicate that even though in this particular case MahasvetS was

playing upon the viria with her finger-nails or with an invory

mijrab, it was possible to use a ?*<> T ( a bow made of ivory ) for

the same purpose, though, it must be remembered, the musical

results would be different in each case, the difference being what

we find between the actions of the satar and the dilruba. How one

and the same instrument could be so played upon alternatively is

difficult to understand, though not quite inconceivable. Perhaps

all that is intended is that the rays of the finger-nails on the t**a

only gave the appearance of a bow playing on it, and a closer view

would have shown that it was a wtfi played upon and playable

upon with the finger-nails only. All this may justify us in

inferring that the term vlna was used in a wide sense,
- including

instruments like our Karnataka bin on the one hand whick

is always played upon with the fingers and on the other handt

instruments like the dilruba and the sarangi played upon always

with a bowt
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But further, KsirasvamI in Ms gloss on the Amarako&a has

something new to say. Where McheSvara, as we ssw above, gives

^ ( L e. a bow ) as the meaning: of ^TW ( kona ), Ksira-

svarni says ^orrgTc?T3n" ^^raWfFF, and ^IsT, according fco Amara,

is a synonym of TSTf , a drum. This, a stick for basting a drum

with, can have nothing to do with a vma. How can we explain

this ? However, KsirasvamI goes on and says ^cfa^

yu*yd 3T?f q/r cutoff ^rf^^T^fT^cqif": I! Thus he wishes to resid

for r*Hfi% and extend the sense of ^FtW to another thing with which

a ^iHd-^rr is played upon. What is this sata-tantr* ? And what

could be its kona ? I would venture a conjecture : We know of

a musical instrument called sara-mandala 9 correctly svara-mandala,

known to Mahomedan musicians as kamm* This Instrument has

numerous strings, over two dozens. It is played upon with a

small bit of wood or the like pressed with one hand on each string.

Could it be that there were some such instruments as svara-

matydala with a hundred strings ? I leave the conjecture at that.

Only if this was the case, the term vma would have to include

such sata-tantrzs also.

To return to the bow and the finger-nail as means ol playing
upon the vma : Bharata in his Natyasastra ( XXIX-1 24 ) has

4 ^ i
<* ^ \ g- \

*

which takes us to the same conclusion as above, viz; that

meant instruments like our bin played upon with finger-nail on the

one hand and instruments like the saranyl and the like ( or their

predecessors ) played upon with a bow on the other. Hemac&ndra
in his T'risasti-salaka-purusacarita under Mahamracarita ( XI, 406
to 410 ) has :

Now, kambika is a new word. Medini Kosa says ^fisr^i- ^WW and
the MatmaAnekartha.Kosa^i^^^^^^^:^ This would point to
a bamboo stick ( vamsarlata ) as a means of playing upon a vma
( 1. e. that class of viria which is played upon with a bow ), a stick
like the one which with, of course, horse-hair or the like strung
At both ends turning it into a bow is used at present by wander-
ing minstrels known in Gujarat by the name of JShartharts
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because their common song deals with the story of King Bhartr-
hari. ( 'Bhartharls are to Gujarat what the troubadours were
to Europe during the middle ages ).

There is on possible argument The bin is played upon with

h^
the hands, the right hand finger-nails ( or un-

mijrabed} striking the strings at the bottom end, and the left hand
finger pressing the string concerned on the several frets to pro-
duce the several notes. Thus, one may say, the finger-touch is
for the frets and the bow-touch ( instead of the finger- nail strokes )

is for the bottom of the strings, and thus
'

both the bow and the
fingers, can work together. But fche answer is that the touch on
the frets is that of pressure by the finger-tips and not strokes with
the finger-nails ; this is true of the dilruba and *at?ir also. Only
in the case of the sarahgl the finger-tip pressure is absent ttie

finger-nails work along- the strings, touching lightly the aVtee of
the strings. Tims ^WW^fw or ^%*?r indicates only the ^irikings
at the bottom- Be it nated that In the extract frum KcuaHtL>*r;

given above Mahaiveta is depicted as striking the vt^iU with the
right hand, for the left hand plays on the frets and the right hand
strikes the bottom of the strings as every one knows. The
utpreksa which likens the rays of the finger-nails to a also

points to the bottom of the strings.

Vincent Smith, in his "Early History cf Ind ft "
r gives scm<?

pictures of ancient coins. No. 10 of these is a coin of Samudra*

gupta. It represents the king with a vtqa on his knee with one

gourd, and he is shown as playing upon it with his two hands ;

no bow is shown. This belongs to the fourth century A. D.

Again Bapson shows two coins of Samudragupta who Is re-

presented as seated cross-legged, playing upon a lyre or lute

( vina ) -which lies on his knees. ( Vide Catalogue of Indian Cctins?

Gupta Dynasties, p. 18 , Plate V, Coins 5 and 6 ). This lute is a

peculiar boat- shaped instrument with no gourds and is not to be

mistaken for the real mna as typified by our bm of the Karnatah*.

Viwa is a misnomer in the case of the representation in the&e

coins, at le&st a term used in a loose way.

1 Turts Is another name for wandering minstrels in ancient ICatMavada,

Could it (turf ) ba^e bee an abridged erolwt of bharihai* "t

9
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The Karnataka, Dravidian as it is, has maintained the classi-

cal traditions of Aryan civilization in the science and art of

music in much greater purity than the North Indian School of

music has done, Hence the present day bin of Karnataka is a

truer representation of the ancient virta than the satar or satar-like

instruments.

THE VINA : ITS SHAPE CONSTITUTION
*

Now, an important question connected with the vma is its

shape constitution. What was its body formation in ancient

times? I leave aside the secondary instruments played upon

with a bow. My eye is on the vma'; played upon with the

finger-nails* The Abhidhana-cintamarii of JEfemacaridra gives the

following enumeration of the constituent parts of a viria: :

f^Tcprf^r ^r N 11-204, 205

The names of the several parts of a miia given here have '"been

explained differently by different persons, in some cases. Let us

take them one by one :

1. ^ro^iHE'' is the name of the hody of vma ; Hemacandra in

his vrtti explains it thus : %^^^^rar rT^qtsSrfar ^T^S^sni?"- i Now,
whfcfct does this mean exactly ? The place where the strings are

suspended ? Really the vma consists of the fret-board on the

dari<la and the two gourds at each end, where is the body left after

that ? The body and the danda could hardly be separated from

each other. We leave this in an undecided state thus.

2. srqRtf:

Hemacandra explains this thus

KsIrasvEmI on Amara has

W are again confronted by two possible senses
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(a) the leather which is fitted to some part of the mna which
would indicate that the viqa had Its lower body thus

treated, as In the case of the sarafigi and the like ;

(b) the part where the strings are tied. This may be the

bottom of the dawda near the gourd or the pegs alone*; the

fret-board (sTFrT in Hemacandra would support this sense).

3. ^rtj^-: This presents no difficulty. It is the main stem

which the frets are fastened ;

4. 3cgw This again presents twofold meanings *

( a ) Hemaeandra explains as under :

KsTrasvaml on Amara ( VI-7 % has the same except that

he has *rn*s* for $^* This goes to indicate wooden

globes ( instead of gourds) with their tops covered by

leather, for securing resonance. ( The present clay Inn

has'gourds or wooden representations of the gourds hut

no leather fitting );

( b ) Apte gives different meanings : viz,
"
a crooked piece of

wood at the end of the lute '\ He cites no authority.

But a friend of mine who plays on the bin as an expert

tells me that it is (somewhere) described as cfOTT i I* e.

cfpnwr ) m^t ^^'^^ SSEgw which he believes is the bit of

wood with holes through which the strings pass before

they are finally secured at the bottom end of the stem

continued by the sounding board. The vernacular name

for it in Gujarat is %^t ( ghodi ),

5. SR%3P" 1 Hemacandra in his vrfti explains these terms
'

thus :

*$& ?&%fcf ^^ ^fe^r N ^ ^^s^
1 ?^T *foi*r is R H

The sense of this depends on what Is meant by 3fiuii&f*n. If it

is the bottom end, kalika .^nd kUmka would stand for the gh&fi, the

rest through the holes whereof the wires pass. If we take rnutam to

mean the upper end of the fret-board, the terms could be taken to

mean the pegs to which the wires are fastened. This latter

fs more probable, for two -Te$sous~;
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( 1 ) rf^ff %5&zrift would indicate the fastening of the wires 9 and
r ( which, by the way, may be connected with SRGTT = to

sound ) would indicate that by fastening the wires the true notes
are produced ;

( 2 ) The top end of the strings gives the lowest note in the
scale and the notes rise as the finger presses downward till it

reaches the lowest fret ; the top being thus the rriulam, the be-

ginning:, properly speaking.

Monier Williams and Apte support this meaning1 more or less.

They have . ?f&T^T 1. The horn of any animal, 2, the peg of
a lute ;

1. an unblown flower ;

'''

2. The bottom or peg- of the Indian lute.

[ The "bottom" seem* incongruous ami most be rejected j.

^fepf may be the name &lven to the peg, 011 account of its

fancied resemblance to a horn, and q^spr may be the name given
to the peg on account of the top-knot of the peg resembling a bud.

There are some who think that Jcatcvbha is the ghcdl (the rest-

chip through which tbe wires are led at the bottom of the vina )

and kaliKa i< the last, lowest, of the frets. This is hardly correct.
I shall indicate this view just below when I deal with the most
important problem in connection with the ancient vlyta viz. :

VlSfA AND [TS GOURDS
How many gourds had the ancient viva ? To facilitate matters

I present herewith a plate ( marked I ) showing the picture of the
Rudra-Vina prepared for me by Mr. Phulchand Shah of Nadiad,
who knows something of the mna being himself a player on it.

I have just above indicated his errors about the kakubha and the
kalika. The position of the gourds, as shown in the sketch is that
occupied by them in the present day bin and I have shown reasons
already why the bin should be accepted as the ancient vma.
However, the vina, its shape and gourds, have an interesting
course of evolution. Even now there are certain vJ^as with one
gourd only at the bottom, something in the same position as that
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of a tambura and another gourd at the top end much like the one
in the sketch given here, though smaller in size. One of the
earliest kind of viiut was like the one shown in sketch No. II

given here. I have taken it from T. A. Gopinath Kao's work,
" Elements of Hindu Iconography ", Vol. I, part I I quote below
an informing description from page 9 thereof :

"
Vina. It consists of a long hollow semi-cylindrical body

handle with a number of kejs on its sides. From each of these

keys proceeds a string or wire which is stretched over the long
body of the instrument and tied at the lower end. At this lower
end is a square sounding box, and to the upper end a hollow
gourd is attached to serve as a resonator. It is played with the
left hand by passing the fingers lightly over the strings and
pressing- them down a little in required positions- The right hand
nlwVirs the various strings periodically to suit the requirements
of the musician ( see PI. II figures 10 and 11 V

This crude early fomi must have gradually passed through
various alterations, the square box having given place to a round
gourd to correspond to the one ac the top end, and the body being
constructed so as to accommodate frets on a well-rounded hollow
stem fitted with a plank-like piece. The final evolution was the

present day bin which must have an antiquity of its own. The
description of a vlna given by Monier Williams in his Sanskrit-

English Dictionary seems to have been based not on the modern
bin but on his idea of the classical instrument, at any rate he
must have accepted the present day bin as the prototype of the

vlna of classical antiquity. This is Ms description s
** Vina has

seven wires or strings, raised on seventeen frets fixed on a long
rounded board towards the ends of which are two large gourds ".

To come to the number of gourds in a vtria an incidental light

is thrown on this point by Hemacandra in his Trisasti-salaka-

purusa-carita, X, vii f 9. This stanza occurs in a description of

the cold ( sisira ) season, It runs thus

1 I wonder why Hemacandra has omitted the alabu ( gourd } In his enu-

meration of the constituents of the v%nn In his Abhidhana-cinatmani*
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The youthful lover's arms are here likened to the darida of a
mna lying over the two gourds to which are likened the two
breasts of the lady-love. It may be contended that the singular
number in ^njSTRi; would support the theory that the vi%a had
only one gourd in ancient times. But we have to remember
firstly, that the word qrriSrrt

1

though strictly meaning the hand,
must here be taken as indicating the arm as it is likened to a w?a-
darida, and thus the arm must be resting on both the breasts, and
secondly, such a use of the singular for the plural (or dual)
number is not unusual. Compare Kalidasa's lines in the

Vikt amorvastya
'

Pururavas asks UrvasI to open her eyes, when she was in a
swoon and the singular number in ^gf: really implies by way of

upalaksana the dual number. In fact it is not physically possible
to open one eye without simultaneously opening the other.

Besides, there is no point in saying
"
open your ( one ) eye ".

Thus, to my mind, there are sufficient grounds to hold

I. That the viria proper in ancient times was ^played upon
by the finger-nails ( of the right hand ) ;

II. Other instruments, loosely included in the mna were

played upon with a bow ;

III. That the perfected form of the vina must have had 1 two
gourds attached below the stem-

1 The following subhasita may be shown against this view ;

\

u

This stanza is found in the first Pravaha of Udbhafa-aVgara.
'

According
to one account Udhhata (or Bhattodbhata; was one of the panditas
honoured by king Jayapida ( A D. 779 to 813 ) of Ksmira, mentioned in
Ra3 atarahginl of Kalhana. Taking it as it stands there is nothing wrong
m'one gourd resting on Saraavati's bosom and the other over her shoulder
and near her head,
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POST-SCEIPT

( a ) I may note Incidentally that the Qatar which Is after all a

simplified abridgement of the bin, Is distinguishable in its essen-

tial constitution from bin (vlna}. I do not take into account the

fact that the satar has only one gonrdj and that two differently

formed and placed from that in the bin. The essential difference

consists in the fact that the permanent arrangement of the frets

in a bin does away with the necessity of shifting their position^

when a new thata ('sire) "or mela (r^
*

is required, whereas in the

satar such shifting is necessary.

( b ) The popular view of the vlna is so confused and corrupted

that we find in pictures of Sarasvatl a safar or even a tamhuru

placed in her hands, which serves as the vlna of classical worth.

Again, I have heard several Deccani musicians call the tambura

a vlna and that too in the masculine gender :



DHARMAKIRT1 AND BH1MAHA

BY

DR. K. B. PATHAK, B. A. f ph. D.

In my previous three papers I have shown that the Buddhist
author Santaraksita belongs to the ninth century because he

quotes a well-known verse from the Tattvarthaslokavartika of

Vidyananda-Patrakesarisvami :

This verse has been known to me for more than fifty years.
The suggestion made by some scholars that this verse was
borrowed by Patrakesari from some earlier authority must be
dismissed without ceremony. It is indeed true that the
Buddhist author Santaraksita mentions the author of the

Tattvarthalamkara by the shorter name Patrasvami instead of

Patrakesarisvami, in the same way as the definition srw^r E5<Rf-

in the Kyayabindu is attributed to Klrti in one place
and to Dliarmaklrti in another place in the Patraparlksa by this

distinguished Jaina Logician. It is thus evident that the use of
the shorter name Patrasvami does not affect our conclusion that
Santaraksita belongs to the ninth, century.

^
I have also proved that Santaraksita was acquainted with the

*r*W? in the Astasahasri of Patrakesari in which KumSrila is

represented as attacking the views of Samantabhadra, Akalanka-
deva and Manikyanandi, I now proceed to show that these three
Jama authors attack the f^^|5 or fir^g of Dharroaklrti.

Samantabhadra says
'

Aptamlmamsa.
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Akalankadeva explains :

^gv ftcgsrrOTi^rd: \

Vasunandi says :

^
Both Samantabfaadra and Akalaiikadeva lay great stress on

the invariable concomitance of 55 with ?TTW, "The

next great Jaina author, who insists upon this one principle as

against the firsr^TOr of Dharmaklrii, is Mariikyanandi, whose Par!-

ksarmikha is commented upon by Prabhacandra and Ananta-

vlrya. Prabhacandra was a contemporary of Manikyanandi
himself as we are told

Prameyakamalamartanda, Chap. I,

Anantavirya, who also composed a commentary upon tlieNyaya-

vlniscaya of Akalankadeva, is thus referred to by Vadiraia, who

wrote in Saka 947 and was a contemporary of the Calukya

Emperor Jayasimha II :

[*ror] ^IMII^U)<I ^^ u ^ ti

Nyayavini&caya-vyakhyana-ratnam ala.

Anantavlrya is also mentioned in the concluding Prasasti of the

Mallisenamahapurana written in Saka 969. Nor should we omit

to notice the interesting fact that in a Kannada inscription dated

Saka 999 we are told that Anantavlrya wrote a commentary on

Akalanka-sutra Akalanka-sutrakke-vrttiyam bared Ananta-

vlryya-bhattarakar ( Nagar Inscription, No. 35. Epigraphia Car-

natika, Vol. VIII, p. 255 X

From the references given above it is obviouu that Ananta-

\Irya belongs to the close of the tenth century A. I),

10
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Both Prabhacandra and Anantavlrya say that the f%^f& as

described in the following verse

n

is attacked by Manikyanandi in the following sfitra :

Parlksarnukha III. 15-

-Wa have thus seen that Samantabhadra, Akalankadeva and

MSnikyanandi have attacked the f^^ffg;. Later than the three

Jaina authors are Kumarila and Suresvara. Kumarila criticises

Dlxarmaklrti as we learn from Kamalaslla :

Tattvasamgraha, Vol. II, p. 768.
f

Kumarila, Slokavartika, verse 71.

Sarvadarsanasarhgraha, chap, on Buddhism.

Kumarila also attacks the fnCTl$j in *^e following passages :

i \

Mltnamsaslokavartika, Benares ed., p. 400

\\ y^ 1 1

Idem, p. 488.

Kumarila says :

1 Md^ 11

Parthasarathi tells us that in the above lines Kumarila re-

produces the substance of Dharmakfrti's following verse :

It

Mlmaihsaslokavartika, p. 272,
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Dbarmaklrti holds that 51*T Is

": t

1 ci

Kumarila alludes to this opinion thus

u "R^ P

Mfmamsaslokavartika, p. 275.

It is thus evident that Kumarila who is acquainted with tha

opinions of Dharmaklrti attacks the QW^^. Suresvara, who in

later than Kumarila, speaks of Dharmaklrti asth exponent of the

or fsr^ts thus

Anandajnana explains :

r ft

: i

The verse quoted by Anandajnana to elucidate

attack on Dharmaklrti must be by Dharmaklrti himself. This is

the verse which Manikyanandi had in view when composing

Sutra III, 15 with the reading i%far for Ftsarcr. The Tipanikars

on the Prameya Kamalamartanda says that the word ?R in this

verse means KMR*. It is plain, therefore, that this is ver** of

Dharmaklrti.

In this verse it is admitted by Dharmaklrti himself that h

owes his knowledge of the ra^<rrfS to his distinguished prede-

cessor Dignagacarya. In spite of this admission it is not Dlgnags

but Dharmaklrti, who is severely attacked by Suresvara on

account of the fta**** Suresvara
?

s critic Patrakesari follows

the same course in assailing the author of the Nyayabmdu, in

the Tattvarthaslokavartika, as I have proved in my previous

paper. If Suresvara had not mentioned the name of Dharam-

klrti the long and interesting passage in the
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vartika, which I have presented to Sanskrit scholars, would have

entirely lost its importance as a contribution to literary history.

This is entirely due to the fact that after A. D. 650, Dharmaklrti

came to be recognized as the most illustrious exponent of the

fSrarsnntg. Though Samantabhadra and Akalankadeva refute this

doctrine and maintain only one principle 3F^TgOT*f?sr, it is the

more elaborate and systematic refutation of the T%3F$m by Patra-

kesarisvami, which has aroused the resentment of Santaraksita*

who defends the Buddhistic doctrine from the attacks of the

author of the Tattvarthasilokavartika.

.. In the NyayadJpika we read
; t <rsr

'"

?ra snfiTFcT B cFar ft \

u

The author of the Nyayadlpika is Abhinava Dharmabhusana

who wrote in Saka 1307. 1

I have thus traced the history of the r%^?niTfg; from the latter

.half of the seventh century to the end of the fourteenth century.

Let us now turn to what Dr. Handle says on this subject
-" Any suggestion that the three

'

canons of syllogism
?

are taken

from Buddhist logic is discounted by the fact that Prasastapada

himself cites a ceuplet which states the doctrine, and which

attributes it to
*

Kasyapa
?

, i. e. to the Vaisesika school. The

effrontary of such a claim, if the doctrine had really originated

recently in the Buddha schools, would be increditable. More-

over, the doctrine is already implicitly present in Vatsyayana's

Bhasya on NS. V, i, 34, and even in that sutra itself,
??

These remarks are most ingenious and show the erudition of

;.Dr. Randle. But after a careful perusal of them, I am still dis-

1 South Indian Inscriptions. Vol. I, p. 156, Vijayanagtara inscription of

: Harihara II, dated Saka 1307 ; concluding prasasti of a Ma. of th*

-
<. 3>* (X
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posed to accept the safer guidance of SureSvartcarya ad hi*
great critic Patrakesari in reading the Indian iiterarv history of
the eighth century. Nor shall 1 be deterred from JwJunini t.

this period the rhetorician Bhamaha who says :

T
, 47.

f
3[

I !

Kavyalamkara, Kashi Sanskrit Series, V, 11,

In the Introduction to this edition p. 41, verse V, 11 is quoted
with the reading wrqr changed into ^rqr, but no explanation is

given of this change. But the reading srcpr, for which is so
manuscript evidence, may be justified by the supposition that
Bhamaha has taken Dignaga's definition from Udayotakara's
work JST. V. p. 56, I, 14 where the words sm 5 j^ff precede the

definition, by changing sm sprat into -3W^ fir^:. This is the first

unwarrantable change of the text made by the editors. A similar
change of the text appears on p. 48, where we read,

But ^tcT5|3T9 while discussing f^?nr*r
y

s definition, says
? *FSTr?qnrtt ^rsraf^ i ^ ?r ^F^FI^ITOT sr ^ w?^rf

i

?7

**

calls it ^^nrrsm^rniTi *.w , now the s^rw^r?ffs must
and all those, who had a similar view. We may presume

that *rr?Tf was also one of them at least conversant with that
view for he says 3Rqrari ^TOrnTqifS- m^SRT srfd^'Hif mwi* V. 6"

A. reference is made to rn^^reWT, p. 102. On referring to this

page, we read

The word ^?oT^if%?r* is genitive singular* This is turned into

plural ^nJf^"TJ%wa; by the editor^ to support their contention that

was one of the
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Let us now turn to Dr. Handle who refers to the same passage

in i&e^Trcw<fl<*r 9 p. 102. He says
"
Vacaspati Misra says that the

words namajati-yojana &c. IB the passage just cited give the

answer, of the person who states the definition, to Uddyotakara's

question : What is this kalpana ? ( N. V. TM p. 102, 1 2 9 Laksana-

vadina uttaram ). The Laksana-vadin seems to mean Dinnaga,
though it might mean any person v*ho supports the definition,"

I shall now give the whole verse of Dignagacarya as quoted

and explained by Akalankadeva :

H
<^ M^-r-Trrj> r irry'dF' k

Tq qT^M tCt Cl I -64 1 6 I

Tattvartharajavartlka, Vol. I, p. 38.

In the commentary on the Tattvasarhgraha, Vol. I, p. 36?

Kamalaslla remarks -

On page 373 Kamalaslla again says :

It is very plain from the authorities quoted above that

[ or ^^rtircFTT is Dignaga himself. His work is called

Tattvasamgraha, VoL I, pp. 372-73.

u

Tattvasariigraha, VoL I p, 36$,
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From a work entitled
s<

Pre-Dignaga Buddhist texts on logic
from Chinese sources 7?

recently published in the GaekwacTs
Oriental Series, we learn that Dignaga's work called ^l-M^i was
translated into Chinese, and that this Chinese translation was
retranslated into some European language by Dr. Giusapp.
Tucci in 1929. Vide List of Abbreviations, p. vi.

From the facts set forth above it is certain that Dignag&
wrote the following verse

The 2nd line of this couplet is ascribed to ^r*rT in the Nyaya*
pravesavrtti, p. 35* ^raprf is thus Dignaga himself.

Uddyotakara had this whole verse of Dignaga before him as

he explains it thus :

? the reply is contained in this couplet itself

i (ci I mj" f%o^ *T ^H^hyl^'ff T

It is thus plain that srnrat ^^qr^iMi^H means
or rHUsHlr^TK^f^H which means, according to Uddyotakara s

If Vacaspatimisra had

used the words f^i^mwrrTT Hirrar instead of

it might have prevented the misunderstanding of the meaning
intended by Uddyotakara and Vacaspatimisra. This discussion

will enable us to understand Bhamaha's verse :

H V. 6*

Here also we may ask %*r ^PFTT ? the reply is given by the

author himself who sa^s :

44 They ( the Bt3 idhists ) declare cfecWil to be *ri*t*urqhit %3f^l.
^

After giving this explanation Bhamaha attacks very severely

Dignaga, who was a follower of the f%?iT^TT? school. With the

teachings of this school the definition is irreconcilable. Bhamaha

says :
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13" rfR
1

:
^"rPiSr ^* II VS \\

^ tTSTT T%^
sr??ret

u ^ si

[ of T3W upon ^rra^r ] is of this kind
; it rests upon real

things. If ^rr^rrr? is removed, where can =3EmRrq^r% be found, i e.

where can ^BrrrTTT find a resting place ? Where can f%tnr reside
and whence can it proceed ? If after the removal of these things
the presence of ^TinfFT is insisted upon, it will only be
I. e. it will rest upon mere ideas. If so, 3Toqr$r will then become
5T^fS^ ( unsubstantial ) and therefore f%TST ( false ) for sirsr^r con-
sists only in realities.

If srr^T ( the pot perceived ) and ur^r? that which perceives or

perception are both considered part of knowledge ( ^wrar ) per-

ception being like the pot perceived, the likeness between the
two constitutes the f%c^qr of perception ( sr?r$r ). Thus Dignaga's

is untenable.

Bharnaha proceeds
" Nor can we accept Vasubandhu 's defini-

tions as it is also based on the

hi^ I rf4-|"-^"^ c^Ttff^^^T^" U 5, 10.

c * From that very thing
* ? means from the colour of that thing

as 'CRT, as a substance being non-existent, is the same as ^raf^q*,

otherwise ^rra^TRT ( perception of a pot ) is designated from some-
thing other than ^TE.

The interpretation of Bhamaha's verses given above is based
upon Dignaga's own words :

Kumarila also says in attacking Dignaga :

Slokavartika.

^
Vasubandhu, Dignaga and Dharmaklrti belonged to the

% school has been proved in my paper on Dharmaklrti an4
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Samkaracarya. The objection started by Bliamaha the

definition of sfHra? given by Digna^a can be urged with equal
force against Dharrnakirti's definition. as both definition^ contain

the expression ^^r^t^ attacked above.

2

TMs fact satisfactorily explains why Bhamaha has omitted

the second definition. Had he accepted the lattar definition, he

would have laid himself open to the charge of inconsistency.

The editors of Bhamaha's tfrrwr^^FH published in the Hash I

Sanskrit Series, appear to have entirely misunderstood the verses

in which Dignag-a Is attacked. Bhainaha could net have been a

follower of DIgnaga whom he has attacked. ISTor cio the editors

seem to know the reason why Dharmaklrti has added the word

Vacaspatimisra says
"

Here VacaspatI refers to the opening passage of the N
bindu w-here we read *-

In this passage Dharmakirti uses the word ^rorgnR befere M
definition so that we can easily understand

"
perception means right apprehension stripped of the fictions of

the understanding-." On the other hand Dignaga does not use

or any other similar expression Immediately before Ms

definition. On this ground Uddyotakara considers Pignaga's

definition defective because then

?riif

We must not be misled by Uddyotakara
?

s Interpretation and criti-

cism of Dignaga's view, as they are not admitted by the Buddhists. .

Santaraksita says :

Tattvasamgraha Vol. I, p. 367.

13
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In this passage Kanialaslla assures us that Uddyotakara's inter-

pretation and criticism of Dignaga's definition are not acceptable
t-o the Buddhists. And in the opinion of Santaraksita "

the addi-

tion of the word ^nar^cT^r by Dharmakirti is not intended to super-
sede his distinguished predecessor's definition. Kamalaslla says :

Tattvasaihgraha, Vol. I 5 p. 324.

Santaraksita and Kamalaslla assure us that both definitions

are correct from different points of view and are acceptable to

the Buddhists.

Let me proceed to answer the question whether Bhamaha was
a Buddhist, Jaina or Bralimana.

I have proved above that Bhamaha attacks the f%?rr^^T5f. It

is well-known that he has also ^attacked the 3T*ETT<tt?3T^r and his

three verses treating of this subject; are discovered in the Bud-
dhist work Tattvasamgralia and the Jaina work Prameyakamala-
martanda. Santaraksita devotes a whole chapter entitled ^r^m-
qfr^nr XVI to the discussion of this interesting subject. He
enlarges on the nature of this doctrine, verses 867-909, pp. 274-
290. He next notices the criticism passed on this doctrine by
Bhamaha, Kumarila, Uddyotakara and by Kurnarila again.
Bhamaha's criticism, consisting- of 3 verses only, occurs on p. 291

Tattvasamgraha. Kumarila's criticism begins on p. 292 verse

915, and ends on p. 313 where Kamalaslla says
"

* P 313 * A'nd on page 316 ' ^erse 1000 ' be remarks
Then a passage of Dignaga is cited, which

calls forth two more verses of Kumarila.

On this page 316 the i^qr^r being finished, Santaraksita ?

s reply,
Kamalaslla introduces it thus ;
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H ?&a It

Owing1 to their ignorance of i-^R:f /hes? Kicked- minded,
heretics, being self-satisfied, ruin other people,

arotf is divided into two kinds by and
is also divided as |[^:^Tri?F and

The three wicked-minded heretics are Bhamalia s Kumarila and
Uddyotakara. Santaratsita has BO regard for chronological order

as he deals with Bhaoaaha :

s criticism first. It consists only of

three verses, the text of which, as given by Prabhacandra is as

follows * -

: u

These are the three verses of the first wicked-minded heretic
" Bhamaha, After some preliminary explanation

raksita proceeds
*

': u ?<>?^ n

t% ^rsfr ww^ -3^^%%^^ ^nwq^5E*^> ^ 5

^^r ^ !
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? *

1

^er^ra;

if^ \ rr^i% fS^Hsra; i 3

f% rfff ?

Tatfcvasaingralia, Vol. I, pp. 320 &c,

One of the three wicked minded heretics ( spa"cHT?n

whose criticisms are refuted is Bhamaha* By ^T% is meant a

heretic or heretical? cf.

Tantravartika, Benaras ed. 9 p. 117.

Santaraksita applies the terra $%&& to heretics who believe in

the existence of the soul. Tattvasamgraha, Vol. II, p. 866.

Jinasena's idipurana, chap. 24, p, 221a Kolhapur ed e

It is thus plain that Bhamaha was not a Buddhist, Hor was

he a Jaina, as his attacks on the 3T<Ttf^"I? were exploited by

Prsbhacandra in order to refute Buddhism. Bhamaha was there-

fore a Brahmana, who must have learned Buddhist logic in a

Buddhist College, just as Akalankadeva went to Nalanda to re-

Ms education.
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Let us now turn to the introduction to the edition of

maha's work by Pandit Batuk Nath and Pandit Baladeva* This

introduction occupies 71 pages, while the text has taken tip only
48 pages. Some of the statements could have been omitted with,

advantage not only to the editors but to the readers also, upon
whom this lengthy introduction is inflicted* The editors admit
that there is striking; similarity both In the views and the words

in the sentences dealing with f^tits and srrfars, between Dharma-
klrti and Bhamaha. But an attempt is made to explain it away
in the following way.

" We cannot say that Dharmaklrti was the first person to use

them. "With equal force, we may say that it was Bhamahat who
wrote them first of all. "We see no absurdity in It. If

philosopher as he was, did not find it inconvenient to repeat the

phraseology of our poetician* we see no reason why ^W^Ttcf would

not do the same, if he could find something handy cue and

dry, from him/*

From this it seems to me that the editors have not carefully

read the Tattvasamgraha. Santaraksita repeats -or quotes the

words of Bharnaha, whom he calls HTfWHg^fe, to demolish Ms
arguments against the srolg^nr, just as Samkaracarya repeats the

words of Dignaga and Dharmaklrti to refute the Vijfianavada in

his Bhasya
1 on Brahmasutras. Neither Dharmaklrti nor Santa-

raksita borrowed their phraseology from Bhamaha who was ^*J*fF

gp3H% and who attacked Dignaga and the i53ii<riil school

Principal Dhruva in his foreword to the introduction admits that

the editors have failed to prove their contention. It may there-

fore be taken as established that Bhamaha came after Dharma-

klrti and was a Brahmana.

The Tattvasamgraha of Santaraksita may be regarded as a

commentary on the fifth chapter of Bhamaha's work which deals

with Buddhist logic. The editors seem to have neglected to

"
f?T

fq Dbarmakirti.

AnandSsrama ed.,Vol.I, pp. 58S, 8

a, Vol. H Appendix
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study the Tattvasamgraha and have been led to make the *ollow-

ing absurd remarks :

"
In the whole of gnoqr&CTT there is nothing peculiarly Bud-

dhistic." This is contradicted by the following passage ;

The Buddhists did not believe in the existence of the soul.

Dharmottara says :

^ fwHlrb *4*r*TT?*tr i

Nyayabindu-tlka.

Jinasena says :

Samantabhadra has proved the existence of the soul by refuting

the arguments of the Buddhists in his work called ^rfi^rg^rRW,

which is published and easily accessible. Akalaiik&deva says

The editors remark

STRT

^Tf^cf: u

Akalankastotra.

delSnition was rather too general and consequently
could be interpreted to apply to every thing, so that every thing
will be srcsrgr. grefrarcF?: did actually interpret it in this way. To
avoid this contingency ^W^fi" added ^THT^H" which made it clear

that by srf^T^r, we were to mean here srr^^r^rr^ and nothing else,

Who will indulge in such an inexactitude when once it has been
so pointed out? " The absurdity of these remarks will be obvious
to Sanskrit scholars, who will read Kamalaslla's reply to Uddyo-
takara which I have quoted above. The editor's argument is,

they are Brahmanas ; Uddyotakara was a Brahmana 5 therefore

Uddyotakara's interpretation must be correct.

Another specimen of their argument Is the following ;
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"
Dharmaklrti hailed from the South of India. 5TFrfWW lived

in Bengal in the beginning of the 8th century. Now, we cannot,
with any stretch of our imagination, conceive that within half

a century such a progress could be possible in those days of hard

communication. ^TOf^RlH" becomes sufficiently famous* Ms works
are carried to Kashmira, there VTFRV utilises them for writing Ms
own work, then he also becomes well-known, his work reachea

Bengal and is devoured by ^^TT%cr,and all this was accomplish-
ed within half a century ! It seems to be hardly possible/*

Santaraksita 1

quotes Dharmaklrti's definition of

from Dharmaklrti 9

s work and not through Bhatnaha, because it Is

not found in Bhamaha. Was there any Government order that

Santaraksita should borrow directly Dharmaklrti
s

s definition of

from Dharmaklrti but that he should borrow Dharmaklrti *s

only through the intervention of Bhamaha and

not directly from Dharmaklrti ? This is most absurd. Besides

Santaraksita lived in the ninth century as I have elsewhere

proved.

The editors say on p. 48 that the definition mrrsrfn* belongs fee

ang*r?:g. But in the first foot-note on the same pa^e, they contra-

dict their own statement thus :

fiw begins his comment upon
t

r- rrr P. 99.

Here the editors plainly tell us that
4

cTcfrWra;* is not the defi-

nition of Vasubandhu. The stisdents of Sanskrit will be at a loss

to know which of these two contradictory statements is reliable,

These2 mutilated quotations are obviously taken from Dr. Randl s

book without understanding the subject. They are not taken

from Vacaspatfs work. Dr. Handle's method of giving the

Tattvasamgraba, Vol. I, p. 36.

2 The first sentence belongs to Uddyotakara, and the second sentence, to

Vacaspatimisra. The two sentences are made into one passage, VScam-

pafci is thus represented as commenting on his own sentence !
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quotations is correct. Instead of exposing themselves to ridieule

by this foot-note, the editors would have acted wisely if they had

copied his remarks.

On p, 25, the editors say Kielhorn, while noticing a fragment
from m^&lp'Q's work in Poona, wrote

** My impression certainly was that Jinendrabuddhi has freely-

copied from Haradatta's PadamanjarL
9 '"

Dr. Jacobi has shown,
on the authority of ^f^^rrTTfTTor, that ^TfT died in 878 A. 0. This

will take f%%*=^fr% to the 10th century at least. Dr. Kielhorn

was my revered teacher. With great deference to his authority,
I beg to differ from him. He has over-looked a passage in Hara-
datta's commentary in which Haradatta himself assures us that

he has freely copied from Jinendrabuddhi, whom he calls Nyasa-
kara thus :

Padamanjarl, Benares ed. Vol. II, pp. 34-35.

This passage in the Padamanjarl is most interesting and im-

portant. Here the Nyasakara Jinendrabuddhi's adverse remarks
on Patanjali are quoted by Haradatta with approval I have

given this passage in my paper on "
Jinendrabuddhi, Kaiyata

and Haradatta." The date o^ Magha being thus disentangled
from the erroneous impression of Dr. Kielhorn, the accuracy of

the interpretation put on the verse II, 12 of the Sisupalavadha by
Vallabha and Mallinatha, is thus placed beyond dispute. Magha
belongs to the 8th century because he is mentioned by name along
with Kalidasa and Bharavi by Nrpatunga and is quoted by
Prabhacandra in the ninth century. Both the Kasikavriti and its

Nyasa^are alluded to by Magha in the 8th century and quoted by
Jaina Sakatayana7

, who lived in the ninth century. We are thus
forced to place the Kasikavrtti and its Nyasa before 700 A, D. It-

may be also added here that the Kasiika is attacked by Kumarila
and quoted by Samkaracarya. The earliest limit to the age of

the Kasika is given by the Avantisundarlkatha, according to

1 Jaina SSkatSyana contemporary with Amogfaavarsa I, NySsakara and
Jaina Sakatayana. Ind. Ant. Vol. ( 1914 & 1916 ).

"

S'amkaracarya's re-
to Jayaditya, Ind. Ant. ( 1918 ).
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wtdch king1 Durvinlta patronised the poefc Bhf.ravi quoted in

Kaslka and Its Nyasa. Durvhuea I5v-:l a! rur '# A. P.

fore the Kaslka and its Fy~il^i m^st Ls ^~e?eJ between COO A. D.

and 700 A. D. The statements ^ It^-nv the Chinese traveller

who says that Bharfohari :

:^e a;r:ii;r of ihe YsLkyapadlya, died in

650 A. D,, and Jaysditva t
v
.e a.;thor ef the ICasika, d:ed in 661

A* D., lead to the same coneltssicn. Hers Chinese evidence is in

perfect harmony with Indian evidence,

Eharavi 580 A. P

Bhartrhari died 650 A. D

Javaditya died 661 A- IX

Magha

-\

> BOS A. B,

Jaina Sakatayana ^

It may be pointed out here that Jsyaditya the author of the

Ka^ika, who mentions the Vakyapadlya of Ehartrharl and quotes

Bharavi's verse, must be asslcned to the first half of the 7th

century* And his Nyasakara must be assigned to either the 1st

half or the 2nd half of the same century*

Let us now turn to Mr. Kane's view. He says
s * The Hrsa-

arita clearly alludes to the Nyasa In the expression ^H#J^4^atiP
as the commentator Samkara, who appears to be an early writer*

explains ^rra^q^^Rfn as

Though, as I have shown, there is BO manuscript evidence

for the reading ^%fitR;Qt, let us accept this as the only correct

reading. Then 5?$rrat ^frff^ncfir will mean the ^Stt, the com-

mentary on the Kasikavrtti. Now Bana lived in the first half of

the 7th. century. Jayaditya also lived in the 1st half of tt0

same century. It is also perfectly possible that Jayaditya%

commentator, the Nyasakara belonged to the same period,
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'
'

Bharavi 580 A. D.

S Quoted by

-D- i Jayaditya j and the) 600 A. D.
- -

' ^a ft
5 Nyasakara 3 650 A, D.

I can cite the following case which is similar

Santaraksita l _
_-. , ,

*

\- Patrakesari
Kamalasila J

These three authors belong to the first half of the ninth

century. From these two analogous cases, we can conclude that

Bana refers to his two contemporaries Jayaditya and his com-
mentator UTyasakara. The most important fact wliich is worth

noting here is that Bharavi is quoted by the ^TF^T which is <3J%

f%Ror. If Mr. Ivane supposes that his ^%iifa^orF !*TTO
1

preceded

Bana, then we shall be forced to suppose that there were
two ^i^fiNT&rssyrgiS, one preceding Bharavi and the other

succeeding him. But such a supposition would be impos-
sible. Therefore we can maintain, even without the help
of the commentator Samkara that Bana was contemporary
with Jayadifcya and his Nyasakara. And as Dharmaklrti came
into prominence in the 2nd half of the seventh century and as

Bhamaiha came after him, he must be understood to refer to the

Kasika-lSTyasa. And his words

must be interpreted by the light of the facts before us, by con-

struing ^rsqrq'^OT^tiT with the preceding words thus -

In explaining ?:wf^rTF *mT^^ [ OT^ ] we can safely supply the
word JOT^F on the authority of Biamaha himself who says ;

" IV, 8. .
;

"
This is beautifully elucidated by the following passage in the

Mahabha^ya where Patanjali says :
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?r

Kaiyata explains srat ^f% ^ i ^tfro^rrr^^

We are here forced to conclude that Bhamaha, following th

authority of Katyayana and Patanjali, wants us to understand

him to say srw ;g*%f^; [ ^1% ]. Similarly ^fsrrr r
r

4if%cfi means

q^TT ^7^: ^f%. Three conditions arc necessary to Identify

Bhamaha's ISTyasakara, ( a ) He must be known as "Nyasakara,

(b) He draws a ^TTW from Pariini
7

s siitra and (o> he be-

longs to the 7th century. These three conditions are not satis-

fied in the case of ^H^srre", and H^MPT. Ttere-

fore none of them can be identified with the E"yasakara referred

to by Bhamaha- The other instances mentioned by the editors are

UTVSFT ^^r ^TF^q-^H^^fft^ Madhavs, Bhatuvrtti.

Fr(?fr)^i% ^fe

T3^ armrafNt *

Idem :

The two references to the ^Tirr quoted in the above passage are

actually found in JinendrabucMhfs NySsa, VoL I, pp. 298 and

520. And ^1%^ is also a commentary on the ^yasa of Jlnendra-

buddhi. The conclusioa to be drawn from the facts before us i>

that where Sayaiaa uses the two terms 5*7*7 and KTRrary^
without

any prefix to them, he restricts them to the ami

its author Jinendrabuddki. In confirmation of this view, 1 stall

cite below some more instances :

W^F ^ !%

- wn*r=
^

^TT%

^ !

Madh. Dhatupatha, Benares ed. p. 6.

Ohakravarti's ed., Nyasa a Vol. VI, p. 533.

Madh r Pha, ^rnt^ p. 302 ; OJiakr. ed., Nyasa, Vol. I, p. o60.
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\

Madh. Dha., BeDares ed. 3T^TFC, p. 50 5

Chakravarti's ed. 3 Nyasa, Vol. III. p. 827.

Madh. DM. Benares ed, ^fFrqri% 9 p. 126.

Ohakravarti 's ed. 9 Nyasa 9 Vol. Ill, p. 874.

Madh. Dha. Benares pd a g^?f%. p. 214.

Chakravarbi's ed. Nyasa, Vol. I, p. 761.

From these instances It Is obvious that the terms **rnEf and
used in the Madhaviya Dhaiuvrtfci are restricted to cj=n[T%^r~

and its author !%^!srr% Those who ignore this fact

and say that many Nyasukaras are mentioned in that work,
"

tell

us something less than ihe truth/*

The editors, noi content' to repeat this mistake of previous
writers, venture to maintain that Jinendrabuddhi is not the

Nyasakara referred to by Bhattoji Diksita. This view is refuted

by the following passages.

[VIII, 2, 1 ]

Praudhamanorama, Benares ed., Part II, p. 614.

Ghakravarfci's ed., Nyasa, Vol. III, pp. 951, 952.

t ( 5. 1. 29 ) c

Praudhamanorama, Part I, p. 118.

Chafcravarti's Nyasa, Vol. I, p. 76.

L.et us now turn to the text. The editors seem to have mis-
understood the following verse '

T ^T n V. 18.

Here the correct reading is -sfrrSir cfc
f^i?rwif%

fti

those well-known
proofs are three

" which is an illustrati.cn of sn^
because according: to the Buddhist yi^w there are only twq
proofs, as said by the author himself .
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; sraTtltTI7 Sfoqr^TTTgTrT ^ H" IS V. 5.

In the same way as%c^q^ri%fT sriw^TT Is illustrated

\

*T %cWi% n V. 15.

because the Buddhist view is that there is no soul.

The following line

sri%^3^T?r STHT wrwanrfft ^tH^nir V. 19.

should have heen written thus :

( ftre
1^ ) ^^r wets

so as to correspond to the fault l%F^WT mentioned in

V. 13.

as the last and immediately followiog fault is thus illustrated :

The last chapter of Bhamaha's work is most important as it

throws a flood of light on the text of Panini's sutras and Fatan-

jali's Mahabhasya. Bhamaha says :

: U VI. 31.

This reminds us of the following passage :

Mahabhasya, Nirnayasagar ed., Vol. I, p. 127.

It was the duty of the editors to point out where the text of

Bhamaba differs from that of Panini as interpreted by his com-

mentators. Bhamaha says :

3 E^rr3* f^nr *rar ^ fsf^ \

- VI, 32.

These forms are condemned by Vamana in his

sutravrfeti ( V. 2. 1 ). Kasika ( I, 2, 67 ) says =

^ssr ^^rfr %%?^rtr^T i ^?PTT^*m ( IV, 1. 48 )

This opinion is accepted by all the commentators. The text

given above is either wrong or corrupt. We read :

ftiftw; VTt 46,
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We should read
* is

The word FSTR
1

is masculine, Panini says :

f&TPF ^cfT^sftFT I HI, 2, 78.

In his comments OB ^T III, 2 9 84 Kaiyata often speaks of SRRT

Therefore in the second line of the above verse there are three

mistakes. In the first line of VI, 38, we read :

Here also fi*f : the object of srgwrcT is a mistake for ii[^ as Panini

says ^wricTT f|^- II, 1, 52 and as Kafcyayana and PataSjali say :
'

Mahabhasya II. 4. 30.

Nirnayasagara ed. VoL II, p. 546.

: \

Bhamaha VI, 48.

Here 5^ is a mistake for srar according to Panini III, 2, 148,

In Bhamaha VI. 50, we read :

!I

The termination in T3RW is not ^"^ but ^r according to Panini 's

sutra 5n%2rii- III. 1. 134 as the root T^; is mentioned in ^^TTl% ^^r

according to all the commentaries. And in the line

srac H5R 5H5ngr?nfT!^HTrf cf^r^ 3^ " VL 51.

3^03; is a mistake for 3^5^ as we learn from Katyayana's Vartiba

on Paiaini IV. 2. 2. Nor can we excuse in line

VL 58.

the mistake for ^JFer

In line VL 19, s*r ^THTrshould be written

The mistake is due to the misunderstanding of the text. In
line III; 2Q

is a mistake for *rf^Tf^T^r^. ^f^Tc^ may be perhaps
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In verse III, 25 flffa is mentioned as an ^W batween ftsr-

and 4<ytf)pMi. But in verse III, 2

iiTfc R5t<T

Here f^F? may be a mistake for fwr. In verse VI

"5T shonld be ^fT^OT^ as Hg? with or without s?p^r is masculine,

cf. f!^%2*Tgtf% $: wra; Jainendra III, 2, 91 f

Nyayapravesavrttipancika, p. 51, ^ 1%^: Easika IV, 1, 32,

In verse VI, 56 STOTT should be ^Wt See Vartikas on Panini V,

2, 107 and 109. In 5W 5^^ sn^ir &c,, verse VI, : 7. TOT should be
o

as Katyayana refers to the 2 affixes as (IT. In aw% M*HTisSr-

T^-^:> 3T^ 2T?^rt ^ ^ R^W^ 5Tf^ M VI, 59.

Here f%$: is wrong as% forms%R and %^ Panini < VI, 1, 36 ,'.

Only Wand ^ do not take 5^ (VI, 1,80). I have pointed out

only a few mistakes made by the editors. There are many others

which it is needless to notice here. The only portion of the

edition under review, which is really very valuable, is the fore-

word contributed by Principal Dhruva. But the work done by

Pandit Batuk and Pandit Baladeva, I mean the lengthy intro-

duction and the teit of Bhamaha presented by them is anything

but creditable to the Hindu University at Benares. In conclusioi

I may 'be permitted to express the hope that some scholar who has

made a special study of *^nr and>WM will favour us with a

better edition of Bhamaha's work than the one issued by Pandit

Batuknath and Pandit Baladeva.



MISCELLANEA

NOTES ON INDIAN CHRONOLOGY

BY

P. K. GODE, M. A.

V

RASIKAJtVANA OF GADADHARABHATTA
AND ITS PROBABLE DATE

Di% S. K. De mentions ] a work called Easikajwana as a minor

work on alarnk&ra by Gadadharabhatta. He describes it as a

" work on Rasa, which also bears the character of an anthology ".

It is in 10 prabandhas. Regnaud gives an account of the Paris

Biblioth. Nationale Ms of this work 2
.

Aufrecht records only 3 Mss of the work, viz. ( 1 ) Paris

( D 217 ) fragmentary ; ( 2 ) Buhler, 554 and ( 3 ) BL 94. No. 1

is the same as is described by Regnaud and mentioned above.

No. 2 is the copy mentioned in List IT, published by Biihler in

Z D- M. G., Vol. 42, p. 530. The Mss corresponding to this list

were deposited at the Elphinstone College and are now called the

collection of 1866-8 in the Govt. Mss Library at the B. CX R.

Institute. The Ms referred to by Buhler is No. 151 of 1866-68.

No. 3 of Aufrecht refers to the list of Mss in private libraries

prepared by Bhandarkar in 1893. The Mss in this list are not

available.

It will thus be seen that Ms No. 151 of 1866-68 which is a

complete modern copy of an old original of the Rasikajivana is

rare and important as the only other copy of the work in Paris

Biblioth. Nationale is fragmentary. I have, therefore* tried to

collect some data from a cursory perusal of the Ms which

shows that it is a late compilation serving as a thesaurus of

illustrations for the study of rasas.

I. Sanskrit Poetics, Vol, I, p. 291.

& La Ilhttorique Sanskrit?, p 379.
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Verges 4 and 5 ] in the preamble of &e MS ^ive us the paren-
tage of the author and the purpose of the \vriter in composing: the
work. The colophon

a does not give any important data about
the personality of the author or fee date of composition of the
work. The work quotes from not less than 12:! authors and this

fact harmonizes with the expression
" 6

^mr%f%&rffF&%G*T:'
f *

indicat-

ing the nature of contents of the work mentioned in verse 4 of

the preamble. Some authors are quoted innumerable times while
ot&ers are quoted once or twice only. I give below a list of these

authors mentioning against each the folio of the Ms on which he

is quoted. It is not possible to give all references for want of

space.

Adbhutapunya ( fol. 99 )

Ambasta ( fol. 13 )

Akabarakalidasa ( fol. 14 )

Abhinavagupta ( fol. 27 )

Amaruka ( fol. 3 )

Aaandavarddhana ( fol. 30 )

Akasapoli ( fol. 87 )

Acala ( fol. 109 )

Avantivarman ( fol. Ill )

Bhavabhuti ( fol. 2 )

Bharatlkavi ( fol. 4 )

Bhanukara ( fol, 5 )

Bhartrhari ( fol, 43 )

Bilhana ( fol. 43 )

Banabhadra (fol. 112 )

Bilvamangala ( fol. 6 )

Bana ( fol. 21 )

Bhasa ( fol. 63 ;

Bhoja ( fol. 27 )

Bhoranatha ( foL 45 )

Bhoiaprabandha ( fol. 97 )

Candraciida ( foL 6 ^

Candra ( fol. 95 )

Oanakya(foL 129 )

Candesvara ( fol. 3 )

Candrakavi { fol. 43 )

Candraka ( fol. 43 )

Candradeva ( fol. 130 )

iDandin ( fol. 77 )

Damodarabhatta or

Damodara ( fol. 2 )

Dharanldhara ( fol. 16 )

Dharm&dasa ( fol. 113 )

On folio 1
**

*&& ^en H

Oil folio 137
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!D- . '-Avava ( fol. 4 )

I-evfs.bocIha ( fol. 68 )

Dhanspala( fol. 129)

G \ 1
7

; d 'irvra ( author himself )

( fol. 1 )

Gh'ic'para f fol. 4 )

G-pJ-r'f.^yama ( fol. 5 )

G.irar f hana( fol. 42 )

G.^pati ( fol. 4 )

G-o(.''iimisra ( fol. 5 )

Govindar&ja ( foL 41 )

Gangadeva ( fol. 42 )

HaiMgana ( fol. 9 ;

Hanumat ( fol. 11 )

Indrrika^i ( fol, 124 )

Ja,^/;iT:natharaya { fol. 34)

Jaycdeva ( fol. 69 )

vs ( foL 4 )

Khandaprasasti ( fol. 9 )

Krsnaraisra ( fol. 38 )

Kurimda ( fol. 7 )

Kalidasa ( fol. 30 )

Kumudakara ( fol. 65 )

EZumaranayaka ( fol. 115 )

Kumaradasa ( fol. 67 )

Kalasa ( fol. 112 )

Ksemendra ( fol. 112 )

Kankana ( fol. 116 )

Lllavatlkara ( fol. 120 )

Laksmidliara ( fol. 31 )

Lafcsmlkavi ( fol. 119 )

Laksmana ( fol. 2 )

Mayurabhatta ( fol. 6 )

Murarl ( fol. 7 )

Mallabhatta or Malllbhatta
(fol/ 28 )

Maithila ( fol. 90 )

Magaclhatnadhava ( fol. 49 )

Mahadeva ( fol. 6 )

Madhava ( fol. 12 )

Morlka ( fol. 86 )

Malianataka ( fol. 89 )

Magha (fol. 104 )

Nagendra ( fol. 47 )

i^idradaridra ( foL 91 )

Par imala ( fol. 28 )

PSnini (fol. 97 )

Pralhadana ( fol. 29 )

Ptispakara ( fol. 46 )

Raghava Oaltanya ( fol. 6 )

Raja&ekhara ( fol. 87 )

Revakara ( fol. 65 )

Raksasapaiidita ( fol. 109 )

Bajesvara ( fol. 117 )

Bagliunatha ( fol. 7 )

Ramaoandra ( fol. 9 )

Bataakara ( fol. 98 )

Rndra ( fol. 12 )

Baghupati ( fol. 113 )

Baudra ( fol. 120 )

Ravigupta ( fol. 132 )

Saihkaragu.ru ( fol. 1 )

Samkara ( fol. 60 )

Sariigadhara ( fol. 3 )

Srldatta ( fol. 7 )

Sriharsa ( fol. 9 )

Saktikumara ( fol. 51 )

Sakuna ( fol. 87 )

Srlpala ( fol. 107 )

Svetambara ( fol. 117 )

Sadasiva ( fol. 7 )

Subandhu ( fol. 39 )

Sanmasika ( fol. 86 )

Trivikrama (fol. 70 )

Umapati ( fol. 29 )

Uddlyakavi ( fol. 100 )
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Vaoaspafci { fol. 6 )

Vaidyabhann ( fol. 48 )

\T--I si
-

/ f i ^ x
Vayumisra ( fol. 91 :

Valmiki ( fol. 67 ) Vanlvilasa ( foi 98 )Vasudeva ( fol. 96 ) Venlsamhara
; fol. 123 ',

Visnu { fol.

( fol. 12,

Vidyapati ( fol. 114 )

Vijjika ( fol. 130 )

Vasistha ( fol. 133 )

Vastupala ( fol. 23 )

The foregoing list is sufficiently comprehensive for nu
logy illustrating rasas in Sanskrit poatics from all possiY:
early and late.

We now come to the question of the probable date of :

sition of this anthology. The Ms contains two verses, ,-
<

my cursory search goes, which are ascribed to Jaya/iwu//: .

Pandila/at/a. These are :

Folio 34

f%?^rrg; w^r^ f^r^^; i

-: t^T^"- w^*ri% it M it

Folio 47

It

Out of these two verses I have been able to identify th? nr-

It Is from the J? :sagau
fjadhnra of Jagannatharaya, There-

some variation in the first line of the verse as found in tl

printed edition l of the work in which it appears as tinker

rrFaT T^^rac t

5? 11

"

Inspite of this variation which is due to the

the two phrases
* ^\w^ rt'TOra:

f and *

?TT^T ^RTT^
'

the i:

tion is perfectly clear. The date of R isagaiigadhara as

scholars is
*'
O- 1650

" a
. The work Rankajivana t.V C

which I have described above must therefore have been e

L. Z). 1650 or the middle cf Ike I7th Century.

1. KSvyamala Edition ( N. S. Press ), 1894 S p. 330.

2, Keich : History of Sanskrit Liferatnr^ p. 39,
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THE KADAMBA KULA A History of Ancient and Mediaeval

Karnataka, by GEORGE M. MORAES M. A., with a Preface by
the Rev. H. HERAS S. J., pp, 504, with 56 illustrations, Maps
and Pedigrees, ( Studies In Indian History of the Indian

Historical Research Institute, St. Xavier's College, Bombay,
No. 5 ).

THE PALLAVA GENEALOGY An attempt to unify the

Pallava Pedigrees of the Inscriptions, by the Rev. H, HERAS
S. J- ( Studies in Indian History of the Indian Historical

Research Institute, St. Xavier's College, Bombay, No. 7 )

Two of the most glaring defects of the Bombay University are

its neglect of Indian History and its indifference to research. It

is true that students are now allowed to take the M. A. degree by
thesis, and it is proposed to establish Doctorates on the lines of

Western Universities. But what is the value of a Doctorate unless

the candidate has undergone a systematic training in the handling
of materials ? At London University, he is required to work under

fche personal supervision of an acknowledged master of his sub-

ject ; in Bombay, he is usually placed under the nominal guidance
of a Professor who himself may or may not have received the neces-

sary training:, but who, in any case, is too overburdened with rou-

tine 1 ectures to be able to spare more than a very perfunctory amount
of time for guidance. Two honourable exceptions to this melan-

choly rule are provided by the Bhandarfcar Oriental Research In-

stitute in Poona, and the Indian Historical Research Institute at

St.% Xavier's College, Bombay. Two monographs from the latter

institution lie before us at the moment, both being studies in

Indian history issued under its auspices. The first of these is %
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history of that little known dynasty, the Kadamba Kul* of the
Karnataka and Mysore, by Mr. G. M. Moraes, which was present-
ed for the M. A., degree and secured for its writer the Chancellor's

Medal in 1929. Up to the present, tte early Hindu dynasties of

the Deccan have been shamefully neglected. They were described,

fifty years ago, in the masterly essays on the Early History of the

Deccan and the Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts contributed

to the Bombay Gazetteer by Bhandarkar and Fleet, But since

then & steady stream of inscriptions, copper-plate grants and
other archaeological discoveries have necessarily rendered this

pioneer woprk out of date. And yet no one has come forward to

remedy this state of affairs* Vincent Smith's Early History of
India devotes a disproportionate amount of space to Alexander
and to the history of Northern India, dismissing the Deccan in a

single inadequate chapter. The long-expected volume II of the

Cambridge History of India, now twenty years overdue, is still un-

published ; and the only account of the Kadambas known to the

present reviewer is to be found in Rice's Mysore and Coorg from
the Inscriptions ( 1909 ). For this reason, Mr. Moraes* handsome
volume is doubly welcome. It is the only full-dress work on a

prae-Mahommedan Hindu dynasty in existence. Mr. Moraes has

carefully studied every available original authority^ and his know-

ledge of the inscriptions and copper-plate grants ( Including

twenty-three unpublished ones, which are excellently edited in

the Appendix ), is accurate and up-to-date. But he has been by
no means content with this. Father Heras rightly insists, both

by precept and example, on the importance of field-work, and

quite the most attractive portion of the present book is the series

of plates illustrating the fine temples and other monuments of the

period which have come down to us. This must have necessita-

ted much travelling in out-of-the-way parts of the Karnatak.

Scarcely less interesting are the reproductions of the coins and

seals of the dynasty ; both open up new chapters in the history of

Hindu art. People who know little or nothing of the subject ar

apb to sneer at prae-Mahommedan Hindu History as being

mainly archaeological, and consisting merely of genealogical

tables. Those who think so must read Part VII of the present

work, which Mr. Moraes devotes to Administration, Art, Litera-

ture, Social Life ajid Tra4e and Industry among the Kadambas,
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These nine chapters are a valuable and original contribution to

L-he study of Early Hindu Social History. Mr. Moraes, rightly

in OUT opinion, looks upon the Kadarnbas as an indigenous tribe,

but he does not mention the epoch-making theories to the con-

trary put forward by D. R. Bhandarkar In the Indian Antiquary.

He mirfit also have pointed out that the name is totemistic in

originfas in the case of Sungas and Udumbaras, (and possibly

the Pallavas ) who also bear the names of trees. As may be

expected in publications of the Indian Research Institute, the

book is fully equipped with maps, genealogical trees, and a list

of authorities. The latter, however, has some omissions. Vincent

Smith's History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon, recently revised

by Codrington, is not mentioned. The foot-notes are full and

accurate, but the abbreviations employed therein should have been

noted in their proper places in the list of authorities. A few

errors and misprints have escaped the proof-reader's vigilance,

e, g. on p. 105, note 1. In the genealogy facing p. 167, there is

apparently a mistake about Nos. 5 and 6, who were not father

and son, but brothers. The book is admirably produced, and is a

credit to its Indian publishers. We hope that ifc will be followed

by similar monographs on the Rastrakutas, Calukyas, and other

Hindu dynasties.

THE PALLAVA GENEALOGY, by Father Heras, is an excellent

example of the spade-work which must be undertaken as a preli-

minary to historical research. The brilliant dynasty of the

Pallavas has attracted much attention of recent years. Its artistic

achievements were of the first order, and it formed a connecting

link between the culture of the North and the South. But hither-

to a vast amount of confusion has been caused by the apparently

conflicting dynastic lists. The discrepancies between the Prakrit

and Sanskrit records had even led some scholars to postulate

separate Prakrit and Sanskrit dynasties ! Father Heras has

shown that many of the kings bear a variety of names and titles

which are synonyms for the same individual, and that this has

been at the root of many of the apparent contradictions in the

numerous dynastic lists which have come down to us. In order

to reconcile these he has prepared three elaborate charts, The

Ikot contains in parallel columns the dynastic? lists as giyen in
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forty -five inscriptions, The third gives the various sjnonyms of

the different rulers, wLich have been the cause of so much of the

trouble and confusion
;
and the second gives the Pallava Genea-

logy as it emerges, lather Heras has by this means established

several important conclusions
;
the Sanskrit and Prakrit records

do not relate to different dynasties, and some of the so-called

Prakrit kings are identical with some of the kings in the Sanskrit

lists, There were twenty-four Pallava kings only, and one

dynasty only-thai of Kaacipura, The forewarn on Principles
of

Criticism should be studied as a model by all students engaged

in research,

H, G. RiWLDBOH
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of Journals, Periodicals, and Institutions

on Exchange

(Upto 6th July 1931)
1 The " Man ", Royal Anthropological Institute, 50, Great Bnssell

Street, London ( England ).

2 Journal of the E. A. Society of Great Britain and Ireland,
74, Grossvenor Street, London ( England ).

3 Asiatic Review, 3, Victoria Street, London, S. W. I,

4 The Buddhist Society of Great Britain and Ireland, 41, Great
Russell Street, London, W. C. I.

5 The Librarian, School of Oriental Studies, London Institution

Finsbury Circus, London E. C. 2. ( England ).

6 " The Shrine of Wisdom ', Aahlu, 6, Hermon Hill, London, E. II*

7 Zeitschrift der Deutschen, Morgenlandischen Geseilsehaft,

Leipzig, ( Germany ).

8 Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften N. W. 7, Unter d

London 38, Barlin, ( Germany ).

9 Universitats Bibliothek, Gottingen, ( Germany ).

10 Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munchen, ( Germany )-

11 Zeitschrift fur Buddhisnms Oskar Schloss Verlag, Muncher

Neubiberg, ( Germany ).

12 Zeitschrift fur Indologie und Irauistik, Deutschen Morgan-
landischen, Gesellschaft, Leipzig, (Germany ).

13 Berlin Academy of Science, Berlin.

14 Bavarian Acadedy of Science, Munich.

15 The Director of Indian Institute Oslo University Oslo, Norway.
16 Oriental Institute Prague ( Czechoslovakia ).

17 The Editor "
Indologica Pragensia

" seminar fur Indologie der

Deutschen Universitat Prague ( Czechoslovakia ).

18 Roeznick Orgentalistyczuy, Lwow, ( Poland ).

19 " The Journal Asiatique
J Societe Asiatique, Rue Jacob No. 13

(VI) Paris.

20 Academie des Insctiptions, at Belles-Letters, 82 Kue Bonaparte,

82 Paris ( France >
21 Memoirs de la Societe, de Linguistique de Paris

} 5, Qual Maloquala,

Paris, ( France ).

22 L'Instruction Publique et Des Beaux-Arts Musee Guimant,

6 Place d'Iena7Paris ( XVIe ).

23 L'Ecole Francaise, d'Extrerne-Orient, Hanoi^ ( French Indo-

China ).

24 " The New Orient % 12 Fifth Avenue, New York City, (U. S. A.)*

25 Smithsonian, Institution, Washington, D. C. ( U. S. A. )

26 " The Theosophical Path ", International Theosophica! Head-

quarters, Point Loma, California, ( U. S. A. ).
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27 " Bays from the Rose Cross ", The Rosicrusian Fellowship,

Oceanside* California ( U. S. A. ).

28 Museum of Fine Aits Bulletin, Boston, Massachusetts, (U. S. A,)-

29 The Museum Journal, University Museum, Philadelphia, Pa,

( U. S. A. )

30 The Political Science Quarterly, C/o The Academy of Political

Science, Kent Hall, Columbia University, New York, (U. S. A.).

31 The Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 104,

South 5th Street, Philadelphia, ( U. S. A. ),

32 The Journal of the American Oriental Society, Yale University

Press, Connecticut, ( U. S, A. ).

33 The American Anthropologist, C/o American Anthropological

Association, 41, North Queen St. Lancaster, ( U S. A. ),

34 The Ohiho Journal of Science, Ohibo State University, Columbus,

( U, S. A. ).

35 Linguistic Society of America, Philadelphia, ( U. S. A. ),

36 The Journal of Society of Oriental Research, Trinity College,

Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

37 " Nuova Cultura
" Delia E. Universita di Napoli, Via Sanita No.

131, Vapoli, ( Italy ).

38 "Oriental School, University of Rome, Borne ( Italy ).

39 Akademie der Wissenschaft in Wien, Wien, ( Austria ).

40 Journal of Oriental Instiute, Universltat, Wien, ( Austria ).

41 Arehives Orlentalis, Uppsala, ( Sweden ).

42 Kungl Universitetes Bibliotek, Uppsala, ( Sweden ).

43 " Kern Institute ", Ledhen, ( Holland ).

44 Section d'Etudes Orientales Societe des Sciences de Varsovie

Varsovie, Rue Sniadeckich 8 ( Poland ).

45 The Journal of the Java Institue, Weltevreden, ( Java ).

46 Royal Batavia Society, Museum, Konigsplein West 12, Batavia,

( Java ).

47 The Buddhist Chronicle, Ananda College, Colombo.

48 The Eastern Buddhist, C/o Lhe Library, Otani University,

Muromaci Kashira, Kyoto, Japan.
49 " Revista Theosofica ", Official Organ of the " Section Cubana "

of the " Sociedad Theosofica ", Apartado 365, Habana Cuba.

50 " Theosophy in Australia ", 114, Hunter Street, Sydney, N. S. W.
51 Fundamental Library of the Central Asian State University,

Tashkent, U. S. S. Russian.
52 Arhatamat Parbhaka^ Karyalaya, Poona No. 2.

53 The Jain Sahitya Samshodhan, C/o Bharat Jain Vidyalaya,

Bhandarkar Institute Road, Poona No. 4.

54 "
Progress of Education ", C/o Aryabhusbana Press, Poona No. 4.

55 Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society,

Town Hall, Bombay.
56 " Vividha-JiiSna-VistlSr '% 81, Phanaswadi, Bombay No. 2.

57 The Journal of the Anthropological Society, Town Hall, Bombay.
58 The Indian Antiquary, C/o British India Press, Mazgaon, Bombay.
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59' Journal of the K. B. Kama Orients! Institute, 172, Hornby Road,
Sukbaclwalla Buildings, Fort Bombay.

60 The Jain Hitaishi, G/o Manager, Jain Grantha Hainakar Karym,-
laya,:Hirabag, Girgaon, Bombay.

61 The Iranian Association, Alice Buildings, Hornby Road, Fort,
Bombay.

62 University of Bombay, Bombay.
63 " Jain Gazette,

"
Office, 21 Parish Venkatachala Iyer Street, G.

T. Madras.
64 Madras University Library, Madras.
65 The Indian Review, G/o GL B. Natesan and Co., Madras.
65 The " Kalpaka,

" The Latent Light culture, ( Tinzteveily ),

Madras.

67 Educational Review, No. 4 Mount Road, Madras.
68 Shri Vaisnava Siddhanta Sabha. 5/11 Adiappa Modaly Street

Purasawalkain Vepery, P. O. Madras.
69 ** Yedanta Kesari, " Shri RamkrishnaMatha, Mylaporc, Madras.
70 Journal of Oriental Research, Mylapore, Madras.
71 The Indian Historical Quarterly, C/o The Caiexzita Oriental

Press, 107 Mechuabazar Street, Calcutta,

72 ** The Sanskrit Sahityaparishat,
"
Shyambazar, Calcutta.

73 Journal of Department of Letters, Calcutta University, Calcutta.

74 The Calcutta Review, Senate House, Calcutta.

75 Journal of the Mahabodbi Society, 4 A College Square, Calcutta.

76 " The People,
"

12, Court Street, Lahore.

77 The Central Museum, Lahore.

78 The Vedic Magazine, the Vedic Magazine Office, Lahore.

79 Journal of Indian History, History Department., Allahabad

University, Allahabad.

80 Allahabad University Journal, Department of English, Allahabad.

University, Allahabad.

81 Mysore University Journal, Mysore.
82 Sanskrit College Magazine, Government Sanskrit College, Mysore*
83 The Journal of the Mythic Society, Mysore Road, Bangalore.
84 Rama Varina Research Institute, Trichur, ( S, India )

85 Puratattva, Gujarat Puratattva Mandir, Ellis Bridge, Ahmcdabad
86 " The Philosophical Quarterly,

" C/o Indian Institute of Philo-

sophy, Amalner ( East Khandesh ).

87 Baroda Library, Baroda.

88 The Vishvabharati, Shantiniketan, Bolpur ( Bengal ).

89 The " Sanskrit Bharati,
" Burdwan ( Bengal ).

90 Telugu Academy, Coconada.

91 Superintendent of Archaeology, Jammu and Kashmir State,

Jamnau.

92 " Yogamimansa
9 ' Ku^ijavana, Lonavala, G. I. P. By.

93 The " Prabuddha Bharata,
'* Mayavati, Dist. Aliuora, Himalayas.

94 Bihar and Orissa Research Society, Patna*

95 Revue Historique de I'lnde Franoaise, Pondicherry.
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96 Andhra Historical Research Society, Rajahmundry.

97 Varendra Research Society, Rajshahi, ( Bengal ),

98
" Man in India,

"
Church Road, Ranchi, B. N. Ry.

99 Journal of Burma Research Society, (Bernard Free
Library),

Rangoon.

100 Research Departement, Jamnm and Kashmir State, Srinagar,

101 Sri Agamodaya Samiti, Gopipara, Surat.

102 The Tanjore S. M. Library, Tanjore.

103 The Curator for the publication of Sanskrit Manuscripts, Trivan-

drum.

104 Secretary Bombay Historical Society, Exchange Building, Sprott

Road, Bombay.

105 Bharat Itihasa Sainshodhak Mandal, Sadashiv Peth, Poona No. 2.

106 Director of the Archaologtcal Researches in Mysore, Mysore.
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List of Members of the Institute

( Brought upto 6th July 1931 )

( i) Honorary Members )

1 Abhyankar, M. M* Vasudevshastri, SadashiT Peth, Poona No. t

10-9-18.
2 Jlnavijayaji, Muniraj, Puratattva Mandir, Ahmedabad, 16-4-251.

3 Levi, Dr. Silvain, 9, Eue Guy de la Brosse, Paris. 12-9-26.

4 Liiders, Dr. H., 20 Sybelstr, Charlottenberg, Berlin. 6-7-28.

5 Modi, Dr. J. J., B. A., Ph. B., 211, Pilot Bunder Road, Colaba,

Bombay. 10-9-28.

6 Pathak, Dr. K. B., B* A*, ph. B., 1028, SudashiT Peth,Poona No. 2,

6-7-24.

7 Seal, Dr. SirBrajendranath, Vice-Chancellor, MysoreUniTeraity,

Mysore. 12-9-26.

8 Thomas, Dr, F. W., M. A., ph. D., 161, Woodstock Road, Oxford.

12-9-26.

9 Winternitz, Dr. M., I, Klementinum Prague ( CzechosIoTakia ).

30-2-25.

10 Mrs. Rhys Davids, President, Pali Text Society Chipstead,

Surrey, England, 6-7-31.

(ii) Patrons

11 Badridas, Rai Bahadur, 152 Harrison Road, Bada Bazar, Calcutta,

5-2-20.

12 Proacha, A. M., Esqr. C/o Shapoorji TullackcLand & Co.

51 Appollo Street, Bombay. 10-4-20.

IB Shet Ohhaganlal Walchand, Walkeswar, Bombay. 21-7-20,

14 Lady Chinubhai, Ahemedabad. 10-9-18.

15 Cowasji Dinshaw, Esqr. 24, Meadow's Street, Bombay. 6-4-20.

16 Shet Devakaran Moolji, Princess Street Bombay. 6-4-20.

17 Gaikwar, His Highness Sayajirao Maharaja, Baroda, 10-9-18.

18 Ghorpade, Shrimant Narayanrao Babasaheb- Chief o Icltal"

karanji, Ichalkaranji. 10-9-18,

19 Gowaikar M. Y., Esqr., 20, Narayan Peth, Poona No, 2. 21-1-19.

20 Shet Jivanchand Sakhaxchand, 426, JaTheri Bamr, Bombay

No- 4. 19-1-19. .

21 Kapadia, Motilal Kanji, Esqr., 9 Cathedral Street, KalkadeYi,

Bombay. 20-9-19.

22 Shet Kaeturbhai Nagarshet, Cuffe Parade, Bombay.
W-1-J9-

23 Kothari, Babu Bbairodan, Esqr., 100,' Cross Street, Galeutta.

24 Ku!t"akotl t Dr., Shti Sha^karcharya of Kararir Matb,

25 8
*

26 Shet Lalbhai KalyanbhaU Chaupati, New Queen's Road,

12-1-19.
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27 Shet Manekchand Jethabhai, Babnlnath Koad, Bombay. 5*2-20.

28 ShetManeklal Mans-ukbbhai, Ahmedabad. 3-11-20.

29 Sbet Manekshet Pratapshet, Amalner. 10-9-18.

30 Marathey G. S., Esqr., M. A., Deccan Gymkhana, Poona No. 4.

28-5-21.

31 Master, Shet Battonohand Tnllockcnand, Kama Chambers, 23,

Meadows Street, Fort, Bombay.
32 Mate P. A. Esqr., Shanwar Peth, Satara 109-18.

33 Modak B. L. Esqr. !, c. E., Tulcv-gunj No. l,Indorc. 10-9-18.

34 Naliar Babu Puranchand, M. A., B. L. r 48, Indian Mirror Street,

Calcutta. 19-1-21.^

35 Pant Pratinidhi, Shrimant Balasaheb, B. A,, Cbief of Aundh, Aundh
1-3-19.

36 Premchand Tribbuvandas, Bsqr. Vittal Villa, Santa Cruz. 6-1-20.

37 Bana, Kaiser Sburnsbe r Jung Bahadur, Lt. General Supradipta
MaiiyaTara Nepal Tar a Kaiser Mabal, Kbatmanclu, Nepal.
10-8-29.

38 Shat Sarabbai Dayabbai,
f

dC/o Shet Anandji Kalyaraji, Javcriawada,
Ahmedabad. 6-8-23.

39 Sbab, Mr. Hiralal Amritlal, B. A., Princess Street, Chaiupsi
Building, 2nd Floor, Bombay No. 2. 10-7-19.

40 Sbet Sbainji Hemaraj, Hemraj House, Dongri Street, Mandvi,
Bombay No. 3. 19-11-18.

41 Tata, Sir Dorab, Navaaari Building, Fort, Bombay. 10-2-18.

(ni) Vice-Patrons
42 Shet Amarchand Ghelabhai, C/o Messrs S. Premchand & Co.

Samtial Street, Bombay No. 3. 8-7-20.

43 Sbet Ambalal Sarubhai, Ahmedabad. 10-9-18.
44 Belvalkar, Dr. Shripad Krishna, M. A., Ph. D., Bilva-kuoja

Poona No. 4. 10-9-18.

45 Contractor, Muncherji Pallanji, Esqr., 21-33, Hamam Street,
Fort, Bombay. 10-9-18.

46 Seth Harilal Jagannatb, Caiubay Mills, Carnbay. 1312-20.
47 Jeejeebhoy Hustomji Byramji, Esqr., Alice Buildings, Fort,

Bombay. 7-6-20.
48 Kapadia Narayandas P., Esqr., Girgaum Back Road, Bombay.

23-12-19.
49 Koratkar Keshavrao, Esqr. Hyderabad ( Deccan ), 10-9-18.
50 Pant Pratinidhi, Shrirnant Abasabeb, B, A. ? Chief of Vishalgad,

Malkapur-Kolhapur. 10-9-18.
51 Sardesai, Dr. Narhar Gopal, L.. M. & s., 15, Shukrawar Peth,

Poona No. 2. 10-9-18.
52 Vaidya V. P., Eaqr. ?

B. A., J. P., Bar-at-Law, 37/39, Forbes
Street, Bombay. 26-6-19.

(iv) Benefactors
53 Bhadkamkar, Dr. R. H., M, A., M. B., Tribhuvandas Terraces,

Girgaon, Bombay. 19-3-20.
54 Chandrachml, Sardar Y. M 305, Sbanvrar, Poona No. ,2. 26-5-19.
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55 Irani, Hormazed Sheiior, Esqr., Abdul Rehman Street, Bombay.
30-8-20.

56 Lala Shri Ram, Shri Rana Charity Trust Fund, 17 Aliptir Road,
Delhi. 28-10-29.

57 Pant Sachiv, Shrimant Babasaheb, Chief of Bhor, Bhor, 10-719.
58 ParaBJpe L. V., Esqr., 1028, Sadashiv Peth, Poona No. 2. 10-9-11.
59 Pendherkar V. P., Esqr,, Proprietor Tutorial Press T Bombay.

21-11-22.
60 Rashid Jamahed ? Esqr., Doongri, Bombay. 9-920.
61 Rashid Khodadad, Esqr., 1331, West Street, Poona No. 2.

17-12-20.
62 Wadia, Madam B. P., 18 Bomanji Petit Road, Cumballa Hill,

Bombay. 10-8-29,
63 Wadnerkar Ramrao Ganesh, Esqr., Chota Udaipur. 3419.
64 Wilson, Sir Leslie, C/o India Office, London. 1-12-25.

( v ) Life Members

65 Abbott, Rev. Dr. Justin E.
} 120, HoBart Ave- Summit, New

Jgerssy, U. S. A, 10-9-18.
66 Abhyankar, Prof. K. V., M. A., Gujarat College* Ahmedalmd-

10-9-18.

67 Abhyankar L. R., Esq., B. A., IX. B., Pleader* Yeotmal, 10 9 IS.

68 Agashe, Rao Br. V. T., L. o. B.. Shanwar Peih, Poona No, 2.

10-9-18.

69 Aiyangar, Dr. S. Krishna3waraJ, M. A., ph. D., Shri-Jayawaa&m, 1

East Mada Street, Mylapore ( Madras ) 20-2-20,
70 Aiyar S. Subramania, Esqr., Guru Pustakalaya Kananda House

Tbadalanka.il, Shiyali. 16-2-29.

71 Altekar, Prof. A. S. 5 H. A., T^L. B. ? Hindu University, Benares.
16-10-27.

72 Angre, Shrimant Sardar!C. S., Sambhaji Villas, Gwalior. 16-10-27.

73 Apte, Prin. V. G., B. A., 281, Sadashiv Petba Poona No. 2.

23-6-19.
74 Apte, Vinayak Mahadeo, Bsqr.,M B A. Gujarat College, Abmedalmd.

6-7-28.

75 Athalye, Prof. S. B., M. A., Elphinstone College, Junagadh. 4r~5-28.

76 Bain, Prin. F. W.
?
M. A., o. i. B., C/o King King &. Co., London.

10-9-18.
77 Dr. Balkrishna, M. A., Ph.D., Principal Rajaram College, Kolbapnr

29-4-21.
78 Banhatti, Prof. S. N. 9

M. A., LI.. B., Morris College, Hagpnr.
30-8-27.

79 Bapat N. N., Esqr-, B. A., Shiapura, near Clock Tower, Barod*.

28-4-28.

80 Bapat, Prof. P. V., H. A., 34 Harvard Street Cambridge U. S. A.

24-3-21.

81 Bapat. Dr. V. B., B. A., I*. M. & s. Shanwar Peth, Poona No. 2.

31-5-19.
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82 Baria Jarashedji Dadabhai, Esqr., Baria Building, Pydhonie

Bombay, 9-9-20.

83 Bendre'Pandharinath Chintaman, Esqr. B. A., 534, Sadasbiv

Peth, Poona No. 2. 14-10-27.

84 Besant, Dr. Mrs. Annie., Theosophical Lodge, Adyar, ( Madraa )

10-9-18.

85 Bhaclkamkar, Prof. B. G., M. A., Ismail Collage, Andheri

10-9-18.

86 Bhandakar, Dr. D. R., M. A., ph. D. 35, Ballygunj Circular Road,
Calcutta. 10-9-18.

87 Bbat, Prof. V. G., M. A., Karnatak College, Dharwar. 1920-21.

88 Bbate, Prof. G-. C. f M. A., Mabad, Dist. Colaba. 10-9-18.

89 Bhattacharyya, Dr. B., M. A., pb. D,, Director, Oriental Institute,

Baroda. 19-8-28.

90 Bhide, Prof. H. B., M. A., KL. B., Samaldas College, Bhavangar.
20-10-19.

91 Bbide, K. N., Esq., B. A., LL. B., 2, Budhwar Petb, Poona No. 2,

10-9-18.

92 Bbide M. V., Esqr., i. o. s., 7, Egerton Roacl, Lahore. 18-12-18.

93 Bodas Mabadeva Bajaram, Esq., M. A., I.L. B., Girgaon Back

Boad, Kbotacbi Wadi, Bombay No. 4. 23-11-18.

94 Byramji Bezanji, !;Esq., 316, Main street, Camp, Poona No. 1

22-8-20.

95 Chapekar N. G., Esq., B. A., LL. B., Betd. Sub-Judge, Badlapur,
Dist. Thana. 2-8-23.

96 Cbatterji, Ksbitisba Chandra., Esq. r M. A., 61 A, Bamkanta Bose
Street, Calcutta. 16-2-29.

97 Chattopadbyaya K., Esq., M. A., Lecturer, Allahabad University
Allahabad. 1-10-27.

98 Chitale G. K., Esqr., B. A., i-L. B., Ahmednagar. 1-7-19.
99 Chonkar B. M.,Esq., Portuguese Church Road, Dadar, 10-9-18.

100 ChowbaU Sir. M. B., B. A., LL. B., near Poona Station, Poona
No. 1 . 10-9-18.

101 Cowasji Dbunjeeahaw, Esqr., 685, Tarcleo Boad, Bombay. 22-8-20.
102 Cowasji Jamsetji, Esqr., East Street Camp, Poona No. 1

22-8-20.
103 Dalat, Sardar Bomanji A., Camp Baroda, 6-10-20.
104 Sbet Dalpatbhai Bhagoobhai, Abmedabad. 10-9-18.
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16-10-27.

317 Sharma, Pandit Girdbar, Navasarasvati Bhavana, Jhalrapatam

( Rajputana ). 15-10-27.

318 Sharpe, Miss Elizabeth, Sbrikrisbna Niwas, Limbdf, Katbiawar

11-3-30.

319 Sbastri Hari Shankar Oinkarji, Esqr., Moti Mandir, Nadiad,

23-8-30.

320 Suktbankar, Pandit Bhavanishankar, Divadkar's Cbawl, Charm-

Road, Bombay No. 4. 7-12-20.

321 Sukthankar, Dr. V. -A., M. A., ph. D., Director of Public

Instruction, Holkar State, Indore. 12-11-19.

322 Superintendent, Arcbaeological Survey, Poona, 15-11-30.

323 Trlvedi, Rao Br. V. GL, B. A., LI,. B. r Hon. Secretary, Waston

Museum, Rajkot. 19-8-28.

324 Trivedi, Prof. Vishnuprasad Ranchhddlal, Esqr., M.A., M. T. B-

Arts College, Stirat. 29-2-24.

325 Urdhvaresbe W. G-., Esqr., M. A., 35, Bboimobolla, Indore City,

26-5-25.

326 Vidyabhushana K. B.,*Esqr., Sbree Gandiya Matha, 16 Kal

Prasad Cbakravarti Street P. 0. Baghbazar Calcutta. 17-11-16.

327 Vyas Bhavanishankar V., Esq., C/o Doongersi & Sons, Bombay
Bazar Karachi ( Sind) 17-8-17.

328 Yyas Chimanlal Desaibhai, Esqr., B. A., LL. B., 46 Wadekar's
. Quarters, Poona No. 4. 6-7-19.
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I PUBLICATIONS OF THE 12?
{ i ) Bombay Sanskrit and Prakrit Seri&s

! Mammata's KSvyapraksSa with Jhalkifcar's Commentary UJlKfias I
. 9

* d Ir
>,
p * Annas Ten ; UllSsas I, II, IR, & X. Price S. Three5 Peterson's Selections from Bgveda, First Series, No. 36, 4th Edition byProf. A. B. Dhruva. M. A., LL. B. Price Bs, 2.

'

3 Peterson's Selections from Rgv'eda, Second Series, No. 58, Snd Edition
oy tne late Dr. R, Zimmermann, Ph. D.. Price Rs -5-8

4 Haiskarmyasiddhi, No. 38, 2nd Edition by Prof. M."Hir!yaQi3&, M, A,

KavySlamkSrksHrasamgraha, No. 79, by N. D. Banhatti, B. A., Price Bs. 3.
AnubhSsya Voi. Ii, No. 81, by Pandit Shrldhar Shastri Pathafc, Price Bs S

7 vyavahararaayukha, No. 80, by P. V. Kane, H. A,, li. M. f Price Rs 108 Gau4avaho, E o. 34, Jnd Edition, by N. B. Utgikar, M. A, Ptice Ba.5-&Juaikikars INyayakoda, Iso. 49, ,ird Edition, revised and enlarged byM. M- Vasudeva Shastri Abhyankar, Prie Bs. 15,
10 Tarkasamgraka, Wo. 50, Reprint, by V. V.-Athalye, Price Bs. g-$.
11 PrakriyakaumudI, parts I and II, Hos. 78 & 8$ edited by the late Baa Br.

K. P. Trivedi, Price Bs. 10 each.
12 Vasisthadharmas^stra ISTo. 23, edited with jSfofces by Dr. H. A. Ffihrer

Second edition, Price Ke- One.
" ' *

N. B. Other publications of the B. S. S. are also OB Kale at the Institute
Write for a complete Price-list.

( ii ) G-QverTimeiit Oriental S&rie&
I Sarvadarsarrasamgraha of SSyaua, Glass A, Ho. i, with an Original

Sanskrit Commeiitary, Introduction & Appendixes by MahSmaho-
padhySya Vasudeva Shastri Abhyajakar, Price Rs. 10.

Si TheYedSnta, Class B, No. 5, by the lateDr. V. S. Ghate ff
M. A D Utt

Price Bs 2.

Budhabhusa^a, Out of Series, by Prof. H. D. Velankar, M.A., Price Rs. 1-8.
Vyakara^;i-7.I,'ihabhiisyit, \Vord-Tndox, v'ol. I, Class C, Ho. 1 by Pandit
Bhridhar S'liaatci Paihak nnd Siduliesiiwiir Shastri Chltrao, Price Bs. 15.

^ R/G-. Bhandarkar's Collected Works, Vol. IT, Class B s Ho. 2 Report*on Search for Sanskrit Mas, during 1882-91, Religious and Social
Writings, to. Price Bs.- 5-8 ; Vol. Ill, Class B, Ho. S History of
the Beccan, and Inscriptions), Price Bs, 4-8 ; Vol. IV,. Class B, Ho. 4
Comprising Vaisnavism, Saivism etc. aod Wilson Philological
Ijeeturefc, Price B"S. 6, by 3<T. B. Utgcikar, ML. A.

. SiddhStotabindu, Class A, No. , with a new Sanskrit Commentary by
Mahamakopadhyaya Vasudcva Shastri Abhyankar, Price Rs, 2-8,

7 Vaianavism, Saivism and Minor Religious Systems by B. G. Bhandarkar
{ Indian Edition }, Price Rs. 3-8.

6 History of Dharmasastra ."Literature, Class B, No. 6, by Prof. P. V. Kan s

M. A, JLL. M., Price Bs. 15.

9 Taittiriya Samhita, Word-Index to, Part I, Class C* No. S, by Pandit
Parashurarashastri, Price Rs. 2.

( Hi) Other Works'
1 Maliabharata, Fascicule I pp. 60 , Price Bs. 2-4; Fascicule II

pp. 61-136 , Price Bs. 2-8 , Fascicule HI pp, 137-23& Price Rs. 3 ;

Fascicule IV pp. 233-400 , Price Bs. 5-4 ; Fascicule V pp. 401-640
Price Bs. 7 ; part<* not sold singly. _ _

2 Prospectus to a New and Critical .Edition of the Mahabharara, Price As, 8.

3 Vicataparvan of the Mahabharata, edited by 2ST.B.Utgikar,M.A. Price Rs.14.
4 Annals of the B. O. K. Institute, Price Bs. 10 per Volume; Volumes I-VII,

t-wo parts of each; Volumes VIII-XII parts four ea^h,
J5 Bhandarkar Commemoration Volume, on sale at the Oriental Book

Supplying Agency, Poona. _
-6 Summaries of Papers read at the First Oriental Conference, Price Rs. 2.

7 Proceedings of the First Oriental Conference Vol. I Price Bs. 5,

g Do Do Do Vol. IT Frsce Rs. 8.

$ Do Second Do Price Ks. 10.

3.0 Do Third Do Pric* Rs. 10.

II l>o Fourth Do Vol, I Priee Rs, S.

12 Do Do Do VoL II Prie Rs, S.

1 Bo Fifth 0Q . ^oi I

.14 .

'

I>o
'

. Do .
, 3E>.

'

^
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(IV)

IS Descriptive Catalogue of Mss. in the Government Mas. Library afc

Institute, Vol. I, Part I, Samhitas and Brhxn&it?as, Price Us. 4,

1$ History of the Search for Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Bombay Presidency
from 186S to 1900, Price As. 8,

17 A list of New Mss. added to the Library ( 1895-1915 ). Price Re 1-8.

II WORKS IN PRESS
( i ) Old B. S. S. Pledges

1 SySdvSdainanjar! edited by Principal A. B. Dhruv-a, M. A.', LL,. B.

2 .Xpastambadharmasutra, by -Prof. M. G. Shastri, M. A. ( Reprint from.

B, S. S. NOSL 44<fe 50 )*

( ii ) Reprints and Revisions

3 DesmSmamSlS, 2nd edition, edited by P. V. Raraanujaswarai, M\ A.

4 JDSvyaprakSsa with Jhalkikar's commentary, Ullasas I-X, Reprint by
Prof. B. D. Karmarkar, M. A.

(Hi} Cr-overnment Oriental Series

5 R> G. Bhandatfcar's Collected Works, Vol. I, by H. B. Utgikar, M. A. and
Dr. V. G. Paranjpe, M* A., 2> L.itt.

S Taittiriya-Samhita, Word-Index to, Parfc II, by Pandit Parashuram Shastri.
7 VySkarana-Mahabhasya, Word-Index to, part II, by Pandit Shridhar

Shastri Pathak and Slddheshwar Shastri Ghitrao,

S Highantu and Nirukta by Prof. V. K. Rajvade, M. A.

9 1C B % Patliak Commemoration Volume*

( iv ) Other Works
10 Annals, Vol. XIII, part I.

11 MahSbh&rata, Fascicule VI.
12 R. 0. B. Library Catalogue.

Ill WORKS UNDERTAKEN"
( *

) JB. S. S. old Pledges

1 TarkaparibhSsS, edited by Dr, D. K. Bhandarkar, and Pandit Kedarnath.
S J^irukta, part II, with Durga's commentary, edited by Prof. B. GL.

Bhadkamkar, M, A.

3 Mpochakatika, part, II edited by Sardar K. C. Mehendale, B. A.

( ii) Reprint? ard Revisions

4 BSjetarangi^i, 3nd Edition ( B, 8. S. Nos. 45, 51, and 54 ), by Professor
A. B. Gajendragadkar, M'. A.

5 Handbook to the Study of Bgveda, part I, ( B, S. S. Ho. 41 ) %nd Edition fey

Dr. R. Zimmeicmann, Ph. B.

6 KSrySdarsa, Seeond and Revised Edition, by Dr. S, EL Belvajkar amti

Pandit Rangacharya Baddi Shastri.

( Hi ) Government Oriental Series

7 Brhatsariahita by Mr. B. V. Patwardhan, B. A., r,l*. B.

8 VySkarana-MahabliSsya, English. Translation, by Prof. K. V. Abhyankar,
M, A. s and M^; M. Vasudeva Shastri Abhyanfcar.

9 Apade^i with a ne"w Commentary by M. M. Vasudeva Shastri Abhy&nkar-
10 Gar'be, Die SSitiklxya Philosophic,English Translation byR. D. Vadekar,M.A .

tl Catalogus Catalogormn for Jain Literature, edited by H. D. Velankar, M- A.

IS Dhvanyaloia with Locar.a by Dr. S. K. D.
13 VSkyapadTya by Prof. Oharudev bhaatri.

I?, B. The Institute is prepared to buy old, rara and otherwise valuably
Mas. of Sanskrit, Prakrit, Avesta, Persian and Arabic -work^s.




